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INTRODUCTION.

A few days ago the newspapers announced that Mr. Edi-

son had declared himself a materialist. He had

satisfied himself that the physico-chemical forces at

work in the brain, with the resultant electrical effects,

were sufficient to account for all the phenomena of

conscious life in man. This was the first public in-

timation that the distinguished inventor had turned

philosopher. He had previously been known as an in-

genious contriver of useful mechanisms. He had invented

the phonograph, megaphone, kinetoscope, and had intro-

duced many important improvements in telegraphy. His

success in bending the forces of Nature to his will had

won him a deserved celebrity ; he was recognised as an

adept in the application of science to practical ends,

if not in science itself Such fame notwithstanding,

his profession of materialism left the world wholly un-

perturbed. No believer saw in it a new menace to his

faith ; no unbeliever found in it a new justification of

his unbehef. The incident passed with a tribute of

comment from the press scantier than would be accorded

to a horse race or a prize fight.

This attitude of the public mind seems to indicate a

healthy spread of sober thought, a growing capacity

to appreciate at their true value the pronouncements

of "science" on the supreme problems of life.
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The study of the inorganic and organic worlds leads

men irresistibly to speculate on the ultimate causes of

the phenomena they investigate. The necessity is im-

posed by an inherent tendency of thought. With every

fresh advance this constraining impulse becomes more

imperative. But progress along the lines of empirical

research brings with it no new light on the issues of

deepest import to man. The discoveries of chemistry

have enabled us to substitute molecules, atoms, electrons

for the elemental earth , air , fire , and water of the

Greeks; but the problem of the constitution of matter

has become only more perplexing for the change. In

biology we have got down to the cell as the basal

element in living structures; but vital activity in the

cell is as mysterious and inexplicable as in the most

complicated organisms; the cerebral movements which

accompany the functions of mind have been, in some

measure, determined ; but this gives no new help towards

an explanation of consciousness ; in this respect the most

accomplished physiologist has no more effective data

at command than the man who knows only that we

see by means of eyes and hear by means of ears.

The question whether the universe is ordered on a pre-

conceived plan is not brought nearer a solution by

discoveries which merely multiply for us the elements

constituting it; the question whether there is an im-

material soul in man is not elucidated by an increased

knowledge of the complexities of structure and move-

ment in the organism within which the phenomena of

sensation and thought manifest themselves. In face of

these problems the man of science and the man of

normal human experience stand upon the same plane.

In both the answer will be given by that spontaneous
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process of inference which decides, for learned and

unlearned alike, the urgent issues of life, and which

is so largely influenced by the perfections or the defects

of individual character. We may attempt a logical

analysis of the process, endeavour to follow step by

step the path which the mind has traversed with light-

ning speed. But whatever the result of this attempt, be

it satisfactory or otherwise, the assent to the conclusion

is not thereby affected. Doubt as to the correctness of

an analysis of our own act of reasoning is one thing;

doubt as to the validity of the inference itself is quite

another.

It stands to the credit of the founders of modem
science — the master minds of the 17"* and 18''' Cen-

turies — that they had a salutary sense of the limi-

tations of empirical methods. Their discoveries, which

opened the way to all subsequent progress, did not

interfere with their faith in God, or their belief in the

spirituality and immortality of the human soul. If any-

thing, their reverence for the Mind that reveals Itself

in Nature grew more profound as their knowledge of

natural phenomena became deeper. The more enlighten-

ed of their successors in the 19''' Century have upheld

their conception of Nature's God , and of man's place

in Nature. This it is the purpose of Father Kneller's

book to demonstrate. The thoroughness with which

he has executed his task is obvious on every page;

he has rendered a conspicuous service to Christianity

and to Science.

Dublin, October 1910.

T. A. Finlay.
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INTRODUCTION.

"1\ /Tariy excellent people", said the distinguished phy-l^
sicist Lord Rayleigh i on one occasion in a public

speech, "are afraid of science as tending towards ma- \

terialism. That such apprehension should exist is not
'

surprising, for unfortunately there are writers, speaking

in the name of science, who have set themselves to

foster it. It is true that amongst scientific men, as in

other classes, crude views are to be met with as to

the deeper things of nature; but that the lifelong be-

liefs of Newton, of Faraday, and of Maxwell, are in-

consistent with the scientific habit of mind, is surely

a proposition which I need not pause to refute." Weiy^
might have adopted these words of the eminent sci-

entist 2 as the motto of our work, for they give a clear

statement of the fundamental idea which we seek to

develop here. In Germany also we have a great many

writers, who, announcing themselves as champions of

* Report of the 54**' Meeting of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, held at Montreal in August and September 1884:

Presidential Address 22. London 1885.

2 John William Strutt, since 1873 l-o^d Rayleigh, born in 1842,

was Maxwell's successor as Professor of Experimental Physics at Cam-

bridge. He is one of the greatest recent authorities on Natura

Philosophy in England. lie attained a world-wide reputation when in

1894 he discovered a hitherto unknown constituent of the atmosphere,

namely argon.

Kneller, Christianity. I
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science, proclaim in its name and on its authority the

irreparable defeat of religion and Christianity. Scientific

discoveries, we are assured, have undermined the very

foundations of religion — belief in the existence of God,

and in the presence of a spiritual soul in man — and in

short we must either renounce religion altogether or

cast about for a new form of it, more in harmony

with the results of the modern interpretation of nature.

Assertions of this kind are to be met with everywhere.

Newspapers and brochures are full of them
;
popular

works on science treat them as self-evident, and seize

every opportunity of insinuating that no one of any

scientific standing any longer troubles about religion.

Nor does it need any deep knowledge of human nature

to understand how greatly representations of this kind

contribute to the spread of Materialism. It is not only

in matters of dress and outer things that fashion rules,

and that society takes its tone from certain 'circles'.

Those who by wealth, nobility of birth, or erudition

stand out from the common mass, exercise, by word and

example, the most far-reaching influence in graver ques-

tions also, questions in which least of all their influence

ought to be felt. How then could the average man
fail to be startled when, following an exposition of the

brilliant discoveries of modern research, he is assured,

or at least given to understand, that every eminent

mind that has contributed to such marvels has rejected

Christianity and welcomed in Materialism and Atheism

the light and the salvation of the future?

The essential value of such an argument is indeed

very slight. Even if it were true that modern scientists

as one man stood out against Christ and the Church,

this would offer no disproof of Christianity. In earlier
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days, at all events, Natural Science took up no such

position, and the fact that a certain opinion is for a
j

period generally accepted cannot be held to guarantee
j

its truth.

The leaders of Physics, Chemistry, Geology speak i

with authority as regards the actual facts and empirical

laws of their own special provinces. But Materialism,

Atheism, Positivism are not observed facts, but systems

of philosophy, inferences from facts, and inferences which

fall, properly speaking, within the province not of Science

but of Metaphysics. And as regards conclusions of

this order, the scientist is not, as such, the authoritative

judge. Other people have quite as good, and indeed

better claims to be heard. "I do not think", says Lord

Rayleigh elsewhere, "that he has a claim superior to

that of other educated men, to assume the attitude of

a prophet. In his heart he knows that underneath thef

theories that he constructs there lie contradictions he
j

cannot reconcile. The higher mysteries of being, if

penetrable at all by human intellect, require other

weapons than those of calculation and experiment."

Further it is a fact of history that many an opinion

which represented itself as the only truly scientific

opinion, has none the less fallen in course of time into

contempt ; and that very often the higher synthesis by

no means confirms the brilliant pretensions of 'culture'.

Our Lord Jesus Christ had ranked against him, solidly

and with a complete self-consciousness, the Science of

the Jews. But, in spite of this, the wisdom of the scribes

and their Talmudic erudition is to-day utterly disregard-

ed ; Christ was right , the Science of His day was

wrong. In a later century Neo-Platonism .spoke of Chris-

tianity, although borrowing largely from it, as the product
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of a barbarian brain i; the Gnostic and the Manichean

thought themselves exalted far above the orthodox theo-

logy when, instead of the teaching of Christ, they pro-

claimed as the Higher Wisdom a medley of Greek and

Oriental speculations, glossed over with Christian ideas.

To-day we repeat of those discoveries the contemptuous

words of St. Jerome touching the Greek philosophers of

his time: "At most a few old bookworms, who would

otherwise be unoccupied, still concern themselves about

it in the seclusion of their libraries. But with our rustic

and uncultured fishermen the whole world resounds." 2

As far as material culture goes, the Arabs of the early

Middle Ages could boast themselves superior to the

Christian nations , as later the Anabaptists and the

Mormons surpassed the rest of Christianity in industrial

pursuits. The comparison becomes still clearer, if we

look back to the remotest ages. In the Old Testament

as often as Israel came in contact with the dazzling

culture of Egypt, Assyria or Greece, multitudes of the

chosen people yielded, as if bewitched, to the intoxi-

cating appeal to the senses. They felt in comparison

with it rude and primitive, grew ashamed of the religion

of their fathers , flung themselves into the arms of

attractive idolatries, and laboured as in the time of the

Maccabbees to obliterate the last trace of adherence to

the old faith. But who to-day doubts that the many,

who so acted, bartered their treasure and their heritage

for mere tinsel, in a blindness all but inconceivable,

and that as a world-philosophy the religious system of

' A ^dp^apov rokfiTjiia. Porphyrius in Euseb. , H. E. 6, 19.

* Vix in angulo otioso eos senes recolunt. Rusticanos vero et

piscatores nostros totus orbis loquitur , universus mundus sonat

(S. Hieron. , In Gal. 1. 3 init.).
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Israel was far loftier than the nature-worship of Greece

and the Orient?

A thousand times in the course of history material

culture has advanced the claim to formulate also the

general philosophy of life. But on every occasion this

claim has been withstood by countless believers, and

for the most part in the process of history its pretences

have been punished. Humanity has continued to seek

the sources of the higher life less in the palaces than

in the catacombs of Rome, less in the philosophical

schools of Athens and Alexandria than in the solitudes

of the Thebaid.

If then there is in fact hostility between Christianity,

and the Science of to-day, that is to say. Natural!

Science, why must it be assumed that the truth lies on

the side of Science? It is idle to say that things do not)

stand as in previous conflicts of this kind, that in former

times what passed for the criticism of Christianity was

mere metaphysical speculation, soon dissipated, but that

the Science of to-day relies on facts which can certainly

never be refuted. It is not the facts that are hostile/

to Christianity, but the philosophy which it is sought^

to ground on them; and this is as unstable a struc-

ture as any philosophy of the past.

But we must not delay here over any further con-

sideration of these points. As against the apostles of

Materialism , mentioned above , we desire to develop

the thought suggested by Lord Rayleigh in his reference

to Newton, Faraday, and Maxwell. We call in question

not the inference from the alleged enmity between

science and religion, but the fact of this enmity itself

From the writers who represent themselves as the cham-

pions of science we wish to turn to those who are
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recognized as such in the largest sense of the word,

those to whom the advance of science is due, the veri-

table pioneers. These, before all, we desire to question

concerning this conflict between scientific research and

religious belief. If it exists, it will naturally be found

most patent to minds of the first order. And if on

the other hand we find among the great investigators,

the very pioneers of science, many firm and fervent

believers, and many others who admit the fundamental

truths on which Christianity is founded, we shall not

set a very high value on this pretended antagonism

between knowledge and belief.

Our standpoint has, we hope, been now made clear.

Our object is not to set forth an argument for Chris-

tianity, but to point out the emptiness of a familiar ob-

jection urged against it. We seek, not to collect the

testimony given in favour of Christian belief by great

scientists, but to repel the hostile inference drawn from

the alleged unanimity of Science in its disfavour. Nor

do we aim at exhibiting the question in every light,

but only in one, limiting ourselves, namely to the con-

tention that such unanimous opposition simply does

not exist.

We confine our survey to the savants of the 19"" Cen-

tury. For nobody thinks of calHng in question the

Christian faith of the earlier scientists, of Copernicus,

Galileo, Kepler, Newton, Leibniz, Euler, Boyle, Mariotte,

Haller and Linnaeus. Living contemporaries ought not,

perhaps, to be dealt with in this connection, but we

satisfy our scruples by referring only to discourses pro-

nounced publicly by them in the ear of the whole world.



I. A FUNDAMENTAL LAW:
THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.

The greatest conquest of the ip"" Century in Physics,

its richest gain on the theoretical side, is beyond ques-

tion the mechanical theory of heat, and what is

intimately bound up with this theory, the Law of the

Conservation of Energy. The formulation of this theory

was not only a great advance in our knowledge of

a single natural force, but a light on the constitution

of matter in general, full of significance for every branch

of exact science.

It had long been known that beneath the changes,

incessant and manifold of the material world, organic

as well as inorganic, beneath the perpetual formations

and disintegrations, the underlying matter merely moves

hither and thither and never diminishes or increases in

the minutest degree. It was now proved that a similar

law holds good of the force operative in matter. The

kindling of a fire produces heat and light. But that

which issues in the form of light and heat from the

burning material was already present in it, as the energy

of the discharged arrow was present in the bent bow.

If we burn coal to set a steam-engine in motion, we may

say similarly that we produce motion. But this pro-

duction is not a creation out of nothing, but a trans-

formation. As much mechanical work can be done as

there is power to do work in the burning material, and
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no more. This law applies to all changes, physical or

chemical. If the work of the steam-engine be translated

into electricity, this again into light or heat, and the

light or heat into any form of "Motive-power" or

"Energy", all these are simply transformations; an in-

crease or diminution of the existent sum of energy is

as impossible as an increase or diminution of the origi-

nally created sum of matter.

H a e c k e 1 1 combines the two laws, the Conservation

of Matter and the Conservation of Energy, under the

single "Law of Substance", and not only calls this "the

supreme and basal law of the Cosmos" in which are

synthesized "all the most important results" and in-

tellectual conquests of modern science, but sets it down

further as "Paragraph I of the Monist Religion of the

future". He expresses himself full of contempt that

the great physicist Von Helmholtz was buried at Berlin

"amidst the tolling of church-bells" and in the pre-

sence of the highest people of the land. "Did none

of these 'first people in the land', then, suspect that

these honours were being heaped on a 'Freethinker',

who to their eyes must appear as an iconoclast, an

obstinate 'heretic' of the first order? Did none of

them know that Helmholtz's greatest achievement, the

Law of Substance, is Paragraph I of the Monist Re-

ligion.?"

Now we are very far indeed from taking such rhetoric

seriously. For what does Haeckel really mean to say?

Does he assert that the Law of the Conservation of

Energy is in contradiction with some Christian dogma?

This would be a completely unintelligible assertion, for

' Die Zukunft III, Berlin 1895, I99-
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what doctrine of Christianity could forbid my acceptance

of the 'Law of Substance' if the evidence in its favour

seemed to me conclusive? Or does he mean to make
it a reproach against Christianity that it has not taught

the Law of Substance? That would be even more

unintelligible, for the Christian Revelation has not been

given to impart truths of the natural order; these are

to be acquired by human reason. What does Haeckel

mean ?

But we are straying a little from our subject. Our

aim with regard to this pretended incompatibility of

science and religious faith is not to discuss the question

directly, but rather to ascertain what was thought by

the leaders of science themselves of the supposed anti-

Christian character of their discoveries. Let us turn

first of all to the brilliant scientists to whom we owe

the Mechanical Theory of Heat, and the Law of the

Conservation of Energy, and ascertain whether they

gave the same account of the significance of their dis-

coveries as is given by Haeckel.

The first inquirer who was led by his researches to

suggest that heat is a form of matter, and so to prepare

the ground for the later view that it is a form of motion,

was Count Von Rumford. His discovery was confirmed

by Davy. The more modern determination of the

relation between heat and 'mechanical work, and the

first general statement of the Law of the Conservation

of Energy we owe to the German scientist Robert

Mayer. Independently of Mayer, perhaps, Helmholtz

also enunciated the Law; and original statements of the

relation between heat and mechanical work were also

made in France by Hirn, and in England by Joule. The

consequences of the Law of the Conservation of Energy
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for the whole Cosmos were expounded by Clausius and

WiUiam Thomson (Lord Kelvin).

Whatever is to be said of the American Benjamin

Thompson, Count Von Rumford (f 1814), who pursued

his epoch-making researches in Munich, he certainly

was no precursor of Haeckel. "Whatever were the

feelings of Rumford towards men", writes G. Cuvier of

him, "they did not diminish his respect for the Deity.

In his writings he neglects no opportunity of expressing

his pious admiration for Providence, and of proposing

to the admiration of others the innumerable variety of

safeguards which it has adopted for the conservation

of its creatures." ^

Of Sir Humphry Davy (f 1829) precisely the same

can be said. His opposition to Materialism, and his

conviction of the immortality of the soul and the

existence of God find, more than once, clear and un-

ambiguous expression. Thus in his "Last Days of a

Philosopher" 2^ a volume in dialogue form, written in

' Quels que fussent au reste les sentiments de M. de Rumford pour

les hommes (he had rather pessimistic and misanthropical views on

this subject), ils ne diminuaient en rien son respect pour la Divinite.

II n'a neglige dans ses ouvrages aucune occasion d'exprimer sa re-

ligieuse admiration pour la Providence , et d'y offrir a I'admiration

des autres les precautions innombrables et varices par lesquelles elle

a pourvu a la conservation de ses creatures (Cuvier, Recueil des

61oges historiques lus dans les stances publiques de I'lnstitut Royal

de France II, Strasbourg-Paris 1819, 230). Cf. J. B. Dumas, Dis-

cours II 253; AUg. deutsche Biographic XX 655. For a general

view of Rumford cf. Bence Jones, The Royal Institution: its Foun-

ders and its First Professors, London 1871, i— 113.

* Consolation in travel or the Last Days of a Philosopher, in "The

Collected Works of Sir Humphry Davy, edited by his brother John
Davy, IX, London 1840, 213.
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his leisure hours towards the end of his life, Philalethes,

who, in these conversations — as in another connection

"the Unknown" — represents Davy's own views, says

in the Fourth Dialogue, "Proteus or Immortality" i

:

"The doctrine of the materialists was always even in my
youth, a cold, heavy, dull and insupportable doctrine to me,

and necessarily tending to atheism. When I had heard with

disgust in the dissecting rooms, the plan of the physiologist,

of the gradual accretion of matter and its becoming endow-
ed with irritability, ripening into sensibility and acquiring

such organs as were necessary, by its own inherent forces,

and at last rising into intellectual existence, a walk into the

green fields or woods by the banks of rivers brought back
my feelings from nature to God; I saw in all the powers

of matter the instruments of the Deity. . . . Then my own
mind I felt connected with new sensations and indefinite

hopes, a thirst of immortality. These feelings, though gene-

rally considered as poetical, yet, I think offer a sound

philosophical argument in favour of the immortality of the

soul."^

Of religion "the Unknown" says in the same Dialogue:

"Its influence outlives all earthly enjoyments, and becomes

stronger as the organs decay and the frame dissolves; it

appears as that evening star of light in the horizon of life,

which, we are sure, is to become in another season a

morning star, and it throws its radiance through the gloom

and shadow of death." *

In the next Dialogue, Davy defends the Science of

Chemistry, and attempts to paint an ideal picture of

the investigator in this field:

"It is surely", said the Unknown, "a pure delight ... to

produce as it were a microcosm in the laboratory of art,

' Concerning the identity of Philalethes and the "Unknown",

cf. ib. I, London 1839, 433—438.
2 Ib. IX 345- ' lb. IX 347.
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and to measure and weigh those invisible atoms, which, by

their motions and changes according to laws impressed upon

them by the Divine Intelligence, constitute the universe of

things. The true chemical philosopher sees good in all the

diversified forms of the external world. Whilst he investi-

gates the operations of infinite power, guided by infinite

wisdom, all low prejudices, all mean superstitions disappear

from his mind." ' "1 do not mean that he should affix

written prayers and inscriptions or recommendations of his

processes to Providence, as was the custom of Peter Wolfe,

who was alive in my early days ; but his mind should always

be awake to devotional feehngs, and in contemplating the

variety and the beauty of the external world, and developing

its scientific wonders he will always refer to that infinite

wonder, through whose beneficence he is permitted to enjoy

knowledge; and, in becoming wiser, he will become better;

he will rise at once in the scale of intellectual and moral

existence, his increased sagacity will be subservient to a

more exalted faith, and in proportion as the veil becomes
thinner, through which he sees the causes of things, he will

admire more the brightness of the divine lights, by which

they are rendered visible." ^

These passages were written by Davy for publication.

But in his diaries and letters we find the same ideas.

We cite a few examples:

"April 6. 1827. Did not shoot, but returned thanks to

the Great Cause of all being for all His mercies to me, an

undeserving and often ungrateful creature, but now most

grateful. May I become better and more grateful and more
humble-minded every day.

September 2. I took my exercise well with less fatigue,

and certainly feel better. Oflfered up my thanksgiving to

the O. O. O. ' with tears of gratitude and feelings of intense

adoration.

> Collected Works LX 361. « lb. IX 367.

* Instead of the name of God, Davy writes, here as elsewhere,

O. O. O., instead of "Thanks be to God", he writes frequently only

G. O. O. O., i. e. gratias Omnipotenti or Omniscienti.
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September 27. St. Goar. . . . As I have so often alluded

to the possibility of my dying suddenly, I think it right

to mention that I am too intense a believer in the Supreme
Intelligence, and have too strong a faith in the optimism

of the system of the universe, ever to accelerate my dis-

solution. The laurel-water, laudanum, and opium that are in

my dressing-case are medicines. I have been and am taking

a care of my health which I fear it is not worth, but which,

hoping it may please Providence to preserve me for wise

purposes, I think my duty G. O. O. O.

'

June 3. 1828. Aussee in Steiermark. I indulge in the

idea that you are well and happy and enjoying a life which

I can say I only support supposing that it please Omni-
science to preserve me for some ends which I cannot

understand, but which I trust belong to the great plan of

goodness and mercy belonging to the Divine mind." '

For the Protestant religious ethos Davy showed little

liking, at least in the latter part of his life. But it

is worthy of note that he regarded the Catholic Church

and the Catholic spirit with the greatest friendliness.

The influence of the Catholic religion on the mass of

the people, the hearty festive joy of their Sunday in

contrast to the Puritanical restraint of the English Sab-

bath impressed him vividly. In this connection his

brother writes ^

;

"The obedience which the Church requires, the submis-

sion of reason, the unlimited faith, he considered favourable

to religious feeling, and the securest harbour for the unfor-

tunate and afflicted, the strongest hold against popular schism,

scepticism, and fanaticism; and in accordance with the fa-

culties and wants of the human mind, especially as regard-

ing its affections. On the latter point he expresses him-

' Memoirs of the Life of Sir Humphry Davy, by his brother

John Davy, in Collected Works I 345 376 381.

' Letter to his brother John, ib. I 388.

* Collected Works I 431.
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self Strongly in his diary on the 14*'' of June, 1827, at

Aussee, on occasion of that beautiful ceremony, the Fete-

Dieu. His words are : 'Struck with the affecting nature

and superiority of the Catholic religion, which gives joy and

comfort to the human heart, by making a festivity and not

a hard duty of worship, — it is the Fete-Dieu.' His views

of the weakness and fallacy of reason on the subject of

religion might have promoted a bias in his mind in favour

of this church ; and having travelled much in Roman Catholic

countries, and witnessed the powerful influence which reli-

gion there has over the people, as regards habits of life and

daily feelings , the bias might have been confirmed from

seeing the positive civil and social advantages which it gives

in comparison with the Protestant; its leveUing, unaristo-

cratic nature ; its being no distinguisher of persons, its bring-

ing all classes of people together, without distinction, in

mixed worship, under the same roof, its throwing open the

most splendid churches to the populace and allowing them
to be made an asylum to the pauper."

The discovery of Davy and Rumford did not take

its place among the accepted truths of science until

about the middle of the ig^^ Century, when the genius

of Julius Robert Mayer pressed it conclusively to the

front. With him, therefore, we must occupy ourselves

more closely 1.

Born at Heilbronn on November 25"' 18 14, the son

of an apothecary, Robert devoted himself to the study

* Die Mechanik der Warme. Gesammelte Schriften von Robert

Mayer. Dritte, erganzte und mit historisch-literarischen Mitteilungen

versehene Auflage , herausgeg. von Dr. Jakob J. Weyrauch,
SluUgart 1893. Kleinere Schriften und Briefe von Robert Mayer.

Nebst Mitteilungen aus seinem Leben. Herausgeg. von Dr. Jakob

J. Weyrauch, Stuttgart 1893. Rumelin, Erinnerungen an R. Mayer,

in Allgemeine Zeitung, Stuttgart u. Augsburg 1878, Beil. Nr. 120— 122,

p. 1 761 1778 1795. Also printed in "Leopoldina" XV, Ilalle 1879,

34 50. Cf. ib. XIV, Halle 1878, 82.
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of medicine, and on the completion of his course in

1840 made a voyage as ship's doctor to Batavia. While

engaged bleeding the seamen, he found that the blood

in the veins of the arms was not, as in our latitudes,

dark, but, on the contrary, rather bright. The attempt

to explain this simple fact gave Mayer the first impulse

to his discovery. The blood changes colour according

as it combines in the lungs with the oxygen of the

atmosphere, and this combination is a kind of com-

bustion, which has for outcome the natural warmth of

the body. Thus by the consequent thinking-out of his

observation, Mayer was led on to the question of the

origin of bodily heat and of heat in general. What
is meant, he asked himself, by saying that heat arises?

Is this origination a starting out of nothing, is the

cessation of heat a veritable annihilation , or are both

merely a transformation of a something already in

existence? These questions troubled him incessantly.

"I threw myself, he writes, "so eagerly into the investi-

gation, that I (and many a one will laugh at me for it)

busied very little to collect information about the remote

region in which I was, but preferred to stay on board, where

I could pursue my work without interruption. Often I felt

as it were inspired: such a feeling as I do not remember

to have ever experienced before or after. Certain ideas

which flashed into my mind in the roadstead of Surabaja

were followed up and led to further questions. Those days

are gone: but the systematic establishment of what then

suggested itself to me, taught me that truth is that which

is not only subjectively felt but can also be objectively

demonstrated. . . . The time will certainly come when these

truths will belong to the common stock of science, but who

will establish them, or when, who can say?" '

1 Weyrauch, Kleinere Schriften 212— 213.
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The day of recognition came at last, but not till after

a long and weary struggle. No review would accept

his first essay, a fact for which Mayer's style was to

blame, for although his scheme of thought was clear

and sequent enough he omits, in reducing it to writing,

so many connecting links as to produce the impression

of incoherence. His early essays on the Theory of Heat

attracted hardly any notice. This and his cruel treatment

at the hands of the reviewers threw him into a sort of

nervous tumult so violent that he had at times to be

confined in a lunatic asylum. But his ideas gradually

made their way.

"No greater genius", declared Tyndall in 1891, "than

Robert Mayer has appeared in our century. Some
men who now overshadow him will undoubtedly be

placed beneath him in the future history of science."

And to the discoverer himself he writes in 1866:

"I am a plain blunt man who speaks his mind, and

therefore you must accept my words without a trace

of flattery, when I say that I never turn to your scien-

tific writings without wonder. That you , in a small

provincial town, and occupied with the duties of your

profession, should have shot so far in advance of all

other men, is to me astonishing. I know no similar

case in the history of science." ^

Clausius expressed himself in similar terms. As soon

as his attention had been drawn to Mayer's writings he

corroborated Tyndall's opinion of them. He was "amazed

at the multitude of just and beautiful ideas contained

in them" 2.

' Weyrauch, Kleinere Schriften 212—213.

* Clausius, Die mechanische Warmetheorie I *, Braunschweig

1887, 396; IP, ib. 1879, 326.
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What Robert Mayer thought of Materialism and

Christianity, we shall learn from himself. "The anti-

materialistic standpoint which I have assumed, and

which T will never renounce (Mt. x. 32)^, is naturally

maintained here also", he writes on June is**" 1871, in

forwarding to a friend his "Discourses on Natural Science".

Nor did Mayer keep his Christianity locked up in his

heart. At the Scientific Conference held at Innsbruck

in 1869 he was invited to pronounce a discourse, and

he spoke of the conclusions which could be deduced

from his theory in the various departments of know-

ledge 2. He claimed that the new conception of the

Conservation of Energy necessarily implied the existence

of a spiritual soul in man.

"The French physicist Adolphe Hirn, who like Joule,

Holtzmann and Helmholtz discovered independently the

mechanical equivalent of heat, classifies all existences, in my
opinion, justly and beautifully, under the three categories:

I. Matter, 2. Force, and 3. the Soul or spiritual principle.

When once we have come to understand that there exist

not only material bodies but also forces, forces in the stricter

sense known to modern science, just as indestructible as

the elements of the chemist, there needs but one more

logical step to the recognition and acceptance of spiritual

realities. In the non-living world we speak of atoms, in the

living world of individuals. But the living body is made
up, as we now know, not solely of material particles but

' "Everyone, therefore, that shall confess Me before men, I will

also confess him before My Father Who is in heaven. But he that

shall deny Me before men, I will also deny him before My Father

Who is in heaven."

' Copy of a discourse in the Journal of 43'"'* Assembly of German

Naturalists and Doctors in Innsbruck from iS*** to the 24''' Sept. 1869,

Innsbruck i86q, 40—44.- Also printed in "Ausland" 1869, 1061

to 1065.

Kneller, Christianity. 2
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also, in its essence, of forces. Now neither matter nor force

is capable of thought, feeling, or volition. But Man thinks."

He maintains "that in the living brain, physical changes

designated by the name of molecular activity are continually

taking place, and that the spiritual functions of the indi-

vidual are connected in the most intimate manner with

these cerebral processes. But it is a gross blunder to identi-

fy these concurrent activities. An example will demonstrate

this unequivocally. Telegraphic communication cannot, as

every one knows, be established without a simultaneous

chemical process. But the message delivered by the wire,

the contents of the telegram, can by no means be regarded

as a function of this electro-chemical process. This holds

with still greater force of the relation of thought to the

brain. The brain is not the soul, but only the instrument

of the soul. And the soul, not coming within the reach

of sense-perception, is not an object of investigation for

Physics or Anatomy. Thought subjectively accurate is also

objectively true. Were it not for this inalterable har-

mony, pre-established by God, between subject and ob-

ject, all our thinking would necessarily be without fruit.

Logic is the Statics, Grammar the Mechanics, and Language

the Dynamics of thought".

"Let me here conclude. With heartfelt conviction I say

it: A sound philosophy must and can be nothing else than

a propaedeutic to Christianity."

The conviction expressed in these words was with

Mayer a life-long one, and we find it also proclaimed

during his East Indian voyage, when the germinal idea

of his theory first flashed into his mind.

He writes to his parents on Feb. 25"' 1840 shortly before

the sailing of his ship : "I will send up under all skies in-

cessant prayers to the Almighty that He may keep my beloved

parents safe and well."' And two days later: "Now for a

time good-bye, my dearest father and mother; my child-

like gratitude for your unwearied kindness to me, my most

' Weyrauch, Kleinere Schriften 85.
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earnest appeal for forgiveness for my many faults and
failings, my most ardent prayers for your constant welfare.

Weeping I cast myself on your breasts." '

How he occupied himself during the voyage appears

from certain entries. "On the ninth (of March) I succeeded

in extricating my box of books from between-decks. . . .

Triumphantly I waved on high my Bible and my hymn book,

for which before all others I had longed, and which every

day procure for me some blessed hours. The heart with-

drawn from the tumult of the world, is drawn to meditation,

and, living before the glorious face of nature, there is nothing

more beautiful than to elevate one's thoughts to the Creator." *

"Thanks to the All-Good", he writes home on June 8*""

1840 on reaching the Straits of Sunda, "Who has vouchsafed

me these little trials without which life cannot go on, and

has granted me also the grace never to grow weary of

praising his wisdom."' And on July 25*'': "To the All-

Wise Providence of God, so evident in the ordering of my
life, I confidently commit the future also; if He grants me
only one prayer I will cheerfully let all else pass by me:
but in this regard alone I cannot yet sincerely pray: Thy
Will be done. I speak of the hope of once again clasping

my dear ones to my breast." *

Nor did his years of trial alter in any way this atti-

tude of mind

:

"My early feeling", he writes on Dec. 31"* 1851, "that

scientific truths are to the Christian religion much what

brooks and rivers are to the ocean, has become my most

vital conviction. Tempted as I was to drift with the tempest

of passion, I had made shipwreck in these latter years, had

not in my heaviest hours the Mercy of God, through your

instrumentality, kept me always on the right path. How
indifferent to me are many things which had else been

so important!"^

• lb. 88. 2 lb. 92. » lb. 95.

* lb. 97. * lb. 339—340.
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Mayer, nevertheless, experienced at times certain of

those confusions which are as it were the patrimony

of Protestantism. He says incidentally, that "in the

supernatural sphere" he "never succeeded in coming to

perfect agreement with himself i. The passage occurs

in a letter of thanks to Moleschott, and must have in

some degree tempered the hostility of the latter towards

the known religious opinions of Mayer. On another oc-

casion he has words of recognition for a brochure of

D. F. Strauss 2, apparently the latter's "Two Essays in

Conciliation: 'Perishable and Permanent Elements in

Christianity'; 'On Justinus Kerner'". On the death of

his mother he writes to a friend ^

:

"The firm conviction which I have — based on scientific

facts and without any reference to Revelation — of per-

sonal immortality, and of a higher direction of human life,

was my greatest consolation when I clasped the cold hand
of my dying mother."

But our object here is not to criticise Mayer's reh-

gious belief, but merely to show that he always upheld

firmly those truths which form the basis of Christianity.

To this end a passage such as that last cited is almost

more valuable than the pious utterances to be found

in his letters to his parents, or the fact that on his

death-bed he comforted himself with the frequent repe-

tition of that verse of the Bible: "Blessed are the dead

who die in the Lord." *

In his scientific correspondence we find also incidental

recognitions of personal immortality, or such expres-

' Weyrauch, Kleinere Schriften 362.

^ lb. 92, Letter of March 1840.

» lb. 20. < lb. 485.
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sions as: "The planetary system, the whole stellar

system in general, are ordinances of Divine wisdom." ^

Towards the Catholic Church, Mayer was very ami-

cably disposed: "The idea of authority", says his friend

Riimelin^, "was so dominant with him, that for a time

he dreamed of a fusion of Catholic discipline with Pro-

testant dogma. ... At this time (the time of his con-

valescence), he also took great pleasure in the company

of Catholic priests." When Professor Huefner paid him

a visit at the beginning of his seventieth year, Mayer's

nephew begged him not to talk to his uncle about

Darwin or politics. "Darwin's theory he cannot endure,

and in politics he is a vigorous Ultramontane." ^ In a

conversation on politics with Ringseis in 1 869 he declared

:

"Nobody but the Pope can help us." For a time he had

thoughts of becoming a Catholic, but contented himself

with the reflection that internal communion was enough *.

Very different was his estimate of modern German

philosophy. "He had", writes Riimelin^ "till 1841,

never read a volume of philosophy, nor, so far as I

know, did he ever read one after that year. When I

brought him Hegel's Logic and the volume of the

Encyclopaedia which contains the Philosophy of Nature,

he returned both in a few days saying that he had not

' Weyrauch ante 423, Letter of 3. Aug. 1869. lb. 139, Letter

dated 17. July 1842.

* AUgemeine Zeitung 1878, Beilage Nr. 122, p. I795; "Lcopol-

dina" XV (1879) 54
* Hovestadt in "Natur und Offenbarung" XL (1894) "5-

* Erinnerungen des Dr. Joh. Nep. v. Ringseis, herausgeg. von

Em. Ringseis IV, Regensburg 1891, 139.

* Obituary Notice: AUgemeine Zeitung 1878, Beilage Nr. 121,

p. 1778.
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understood a single syllable, and would not, even if

he were to keep on reading them for a hundred years."

Many another, indeed, has had a similar experience,

but it is a token of Mayer's sincerity that he was not

ashamed to admit it with the greatest frankness.

His criticism of Darwin may also find a place here:

"What from my standpoint I have to urge against Darwin's

Theory is above all this: We see with our own eyes innu-

merable new individuals coming continually into existence

in the vegetable and animal worlds by propagation and

fertilisation. But how this comes about is for Physiology

a completely insoluble riddle, a secret beyond our discovery.

It is a case in which the well-known couplet of Haller finds

the fullest application:

'Ins Inn're der Natur dringt kein erschaffner Geist

;

Zu gliicklich, wem sie noch die auss're Schale weist.' '

"But although in these matters which lie so immediately

beside us we are compelled to confess complete ignorance,

the good Darwin, like another Lord God, offers us a com-

plete explanation of a far more fundamental problem, the

most fundamental of all, namely, the origin of organic life

on our planet ! This to my mind goes so ludicrously beyond
the hmits of human capacity, that I think of certain words

of St. Paul. Beyond doubt the Darwinians are good propa-

gandists, and the theory has won so many adherents in

Germany on this sole account, that capital could be made
out of it for Materialism." ^

In England not Mayer but Joule (f 1889) is regarded

as having established the modern Theory of Heat ^. James

^ "No created mind can penetrate the secrets of nature;

Too happy is it if it can know the outer shell."

* Weyrauch, Kleinere Schriften 460 , Mayer to Schmid,

22. Dec. 1874.

* Osborne Reynolds, Memoir of James Prescott Joule : Me-

moirs and Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical
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Prescott Joule was born on Dec. 2^ 1818, at Salford,

near Manchester. His father was a wealthy brewer,

and Joule was never under the necessity of earning his

bread, nor did he interest himself at any period of his

life in the business of the brewery. After preparatory

studies with a private tutor he attended lectures in

Chemistry given by Dalton, and then devoted himself

to experiment and research. The most noteworthy fruits

of his great patience and perseverance are sufficiently

well-known, namely, the formulation of the mechanical

equivalent of heat and the important law, known as

Joule's Law.

The first preliminary account of his experiments on

the Theory of Heat was submitted by Joule to the

Meeting of the British Association held at Cork on

July 23*'' 1843. In an addendum to this paper dated

August 1843 we read:

"I shall lose no time in repeating and extending these ex-

periments, being satisfied that the grand agents of nature

are, by the Creator's Fiat, indestructible, and that whatever

mechanical force is expended, an exact equivalent of heat

is always obtained." *

On other occasions also Joule gladly invokes the

name of the Creator, whether to base on His Will the

indestructibility of Energy or to exalt the Divine Omni-

potence and Wisdom manifested in the constitution of

Society. Vol. VI. Fourth Series. Manchester 1892. Cf. Scientific

papers of J. P. Joule, 2 vols, London 1884 1887 (vol. I contains

Joule's treatises, vol. II his correspondence on scientific matters). Das

inechanische Warme - Aquivalent. Gesammelte Abhandlungen von

J. P. Joule. Ins Deutsche Ubersetzt von J. W. S pen gel. Braun-

schweig 1872. Nature XXVI (26. Oct. 1882), Nr. 678.

* Reynolds, Memoirs VI 71.
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the world. Thus we find at the end of his essay "On

the Alteration of Temperature consequent on the Rare-

faction or Condensation of the Atmosphere", read be-

fore the Royal Scientific Society on June 20"* 1844:

"Believing that the power of destroying things belongs to

the Creator alone, I entirely co-incide with Roget and

Faraday in the opinion that any theory which, when carried

out, demands the annihilation of force, is necessarily erro-

neous." *

In a lecture on "Matter, Vital Force, and Heat", deli-

vered in 1857, Joule states that he regards the argument

against the destructibility of matter drawn from the fact

that matter is the outcome of creation as of itself all

but conclusive:

"We might reason a priori, that such absolute destruction

of living force cannot possibly take place, because it is

manifestly absurd to suppose that the powers with which

God has endowed matter, can be destroyed any more than

that they can be created by man's agency ; but we are not

left with this argument alone, decisive as it must be to

every unprejudiced mind."^

A whole sub-division of the discourses in question

is devoted to an exposition of the "wonderful arran-

gements of creation" which depend on the interchange

of vital force and heat.

"He turns first to stellar space . . . (phenomena) which speak

in language which cannot be misunderstood of the wisdom

and beneficence of the Great Architect of Nature."

"Thus it is that order is maintained in the universe— nothing

is deranged, nothing ever lost, but the entire machinery,

* Reynolds, Memoirs VI 88.

2 On Matter, Vital Force and Heat. By J. P. J o u 1 e. A Lecture

at St. Ann's Church Reading Room 1847. Reynolds ante VI 2.
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complicated as it is, works smoothly and harmoniously.

And though, as in the awful vision of Ezekiel, wheel may
be in the middle of wheel, and everything may appear

complicated and involved in the apparent confusion and
intricacy of an almost endless variety of causes, effects,

conversions, and arrangements, yet is the most perfect

regularity preserved — the whole being governed by the

sovereign will of God." '

Joule employed his theory of the transformation of

heat into work to explain the ignition of meteorites

on their entry into our atmosphere. The friction of

these bodies, travelling with the velocity of a planet,

is so great as to kindle them to a glow. The intensity

of the heat at last bursts them asunder, and so renders

them powerless to injure the earth. The consideration

of these facts leads Joule on to say:

"I cannot but be filled with admiration and gratitude for

the wonderful provision thus made by the Author of Nature

for the protection of His creatures. Were it not for the

atmosphere which covers us with a shield, impenetrable in

proportion to the violence which it is called upon to resist,

we should be continually exposed to a bombardment of the

most fatal and irresistible character. To say nothing of the

larger stones, no ordinary buildings could afford shelter

from very small particles striking at the velocity of eighteen

miles per second. Even dust flying at such a velocity would

kill any animal exposed to it."
^

Another investigator who must be named in connec-

tion with the Mechanical Theory of Heat is the Al-

satian engineer G. A. Hirn (f 1890)2. Among his

' Reynolds ante VI 12— 13.

2 On Shooting Stars: Philosophical Magazine 1848. Reynolds,

Memoirs VI II2.

3 Gustave-Adolphe Hirn 1815— 1890. Notice biographique avec

documents divers concemant la vie , la famille et les travaux de
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numerous essays on physical and mechanical subjects,

the most interesting, next to the work on the Theory

of Heat, is that in which he discusses the conditions

of equilibrium of the Ring of Saturn, and proves, by

mathematical considerations, that it need not necessarily

be a connected whole but may be merely an aggregate

of many smaller independent bodies. Hirn shows him-

self in these works a physicist of the first order, and

his estimate of the philosophical implications of the dis-

coveries made by modern science is for that reason

highly valuable. In this connection he stands among
the great figures of modern research. As his philo-

sophic mind loves to pierce down to the basal prin-

ciples of modern Physics, of force, of ether, of the

kinetic theory of gas, so he occupies himself also with

the relations of Physics on the one hand to philosophy

and on the other to religion ^ His last work published

posthumously bears the title "Modern Science and the

Question of a Future Life". In all his writings Hirn

is a resolute opponent of Materialism.

M. Hirn, par M. le Docteur Faudel et M. Emile Schwoerer,
ingenieur : Mitteilungen der naturhistor. Gesellschaft in Colmar, N. F. I,

Jahre 1889— 1890, Colmar 1891, 181—235.

^ La notion de la Force dans la Science Moderne : Revue Scien-

tifique XXXVI, Paris 1885, 129— 141 ; XXXVII, 1886, 252—253;
Recherches exp^rimentales sur la relation qui existe entre la resistance

de I'air et sa temperature. Consequences physiques et philosophi-

ques qui d^coulent de ses exp6riences : Memoires de I'Acad^mie des

Sciences de Belgique XLIII, Bruxelles 1882; Reflexions critiques sur

la theorie cin6tique de I'Univers — Refutation scientifique de la doc-

trine materialiste, ib. ; etc. — His most important work on the sub-

ject : Constitution de I'espace celeste, Bruxelles 1889, contains a cut-

ting criticism of the assumption of a material ether, which fills

all space.
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In the work in which he recounts his researches into

the nature of heat 1 he treats also of the consequences

which result from the new discoveries for the whole

modern conception of the world; this latter question

is developed later in a separate book 2. And what

are these consequences? According to Him all the

attempts to explain reality are reducible to three

systems: Materialism, for which there exists but matter;

Pantheism, for which all things are God ; Spiritualism

whose characteristic is "that it admits a multiplicity of

substances, ranging from matter to pure spirit, and,

above all, maintains the immutability and individuality

of these substances" 3.

The outcome of Hirn's investigation is to dismiss

both Pantheism and Materialism, and, after his fashion,

to establish Spiritualism. The earlier of the works

named concludes with the statement:

"Spiritualism drawn down by reason from the cloudy

regions whither it had soared only too often on the fatal

wings of mysticism : Spiritualism fashioned to the requirements

of the data furnished by empirical science, is, as things

stand, the only one of our three systems at once acceptable

to the reason and imposed on us by the facts, and is alone

to be called rational." *

1 Recherches sur I'equivalent m^canique de la chaleur, presentees

a la societe de physique de Berlin, par G. A. H i r n , ingenieur civil,

Colmar 1858.

* Th6orie m6canique de la chaleur. Consequences philosophiques

et m^taphysiques de la thermodynamique, par G. A. Hirn. Analyse

^lementaire de I'univers. Paris 1868.

» lb. 3-4.
* I.e spiritualisme arrach^ par la raison des regions nuageuscs ou

il n'est alle que trop souvent se perdre sur les ailes du mysticisme;

le spiritualisme, pli^ aux exigences des faits fournis par les sciences
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This citation would be enough for our purpose, but

we add another:

"The most trivial phenomenon of the inanimate world

implies the presence of two distinct elements, the material

element and the dynamic element: the most trivial being

of the animate world implies the presence of a third element,

in this case individualised in unities specifically different,

the animic element. ..."

"Either the universe as we know it to-day is in its present

condition for the first time, or it has passed through such

conditions an indefinite number of times. If the elements

of the universe exist from all eternity, then from all eter-

nity they have obeyed the laws of their constitution and

their qualities. Now however long we suppose the period

necessary to allow them to group themselves into the worlds

which exist to-day, though we heap aeon on aeon, this

period remains none the less finite ; we are therefore forced

to admit that the elements themselves remained inactive

during an indefinite period, and did not begin to enter into

relations until a given moment. The other horn of the

dilemma, the idea of a closed circle of recurrent phenomena,

does not indeed imply an absurdity; it is possible to say

that the worlds which people space, and which have been

formed by the condensation of the nebulae or cosmic sub-

stance will one day be destroyed and dispersed in space

so as to reconstitute similar cosmic nebulae, and that the

same series of phenomena will be repeated ad infinitum.

But let it be clearly understood that this second clause

of the dilemma is founded on no fact, on no analogy,

however remote, derived from known facts: it would cons-

titute in the physical sphere an article of faith, with which

reason has no more to do than with any other article of

faith." '

d'observation, est done pour le moment la seule de nos trois doctrines

qui a la fois soil accept6e et imposee, et qui puisse recevoir le nom

rationnelle (Hirn, Recherches sur I'^quivalent 337).

' Hirn, Theorie 165.
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The necessary inference from this is evident; matter

came into existence at a definite point of time and

through an act of creation.

Later in the work Hirn casts about to find an ar-

gument for the immortality of the soul ^
: creatures are

to him realised thoughts of the Creator 2, and he always

by preference designates God "the Creator"-^.

It is obvious that this whole line of thought is de-

rived from Christianity, and if logically pursued leads to

Christianity, although Hirn himself in regard to Chris-

tianity was full of prejudices and misconceptions. This

however does not affect our argument: it is enough

that a Physicist, completely master of his special depart-

ment and constantly occupied with the metaphysical

interpretation of physical discoveries, finds it in no wise

necessary to attach himself to Pantheism and Materialism,

but on the contrary declares both these systems irre-

concilable with the facts. "With his dying hand",

wrote A. Slaby* (Berlin) in an obituary notice of Hirn,

"he wrote on his last work as a Confession of Faith

the lines:

* lb. 167. ® Pens^es r^alisees du Cr^ateur (Hirn, Th^orie 517).

» lb. 475 507 511 etc.

* Mitteilungen der naturhistor. Gesellschaft in Colmar, N. F. I 335.

Cf. p. 212 : C'est centre ce materialisme, renouvel^ avec peu de modi-

fications de celui d'Epicure, de Lucrece, que Hirn n'a cess^ de lulter

de toutes ses forces des I'origine de ses travaux, mais avec des armes

de plus en plus puissantes, toutes tirees de fails aujourd'hui connus

appliques a I'aide d'une m^thode neuve aussi. La Force, ou pour

nous exprimer plus exactement, ce qui dans I'Univers ^tablit les re-

lations d'attraction, de repulsion, de lumifere, de chaleur, d'61ectricil6

. . . entre les corps, est un l^lement sp6cifiquement distinct de la

Matiere, une r^alite objective, et non plus une sortc d'entite m^ta-

physique ou un simple mouvement de la Matifere.
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'Hoch iiber der Zeit und dem Raume webt

Lebendig der hochsle Gedanke,

Und ob alles in ewigem Wechsel kreist,

Es beharret im Wechsel ein ruhiger Geist.'
"

Far from unimportant was the contribution to the

Theory of Heat of the English engineer W.J. Macquorn
Ran ki n e (f 1872). P. G. Tait writes of him in the bio-

graphy prefixed to his edition of Rankine's writings:

"He was profoundly attached to his parents; and one

of the most touching notes in his journal is the brief

record of his lasting obligations to them for early ins-

truction in the fundamental principles of the Christian

Religion and the character of its Founder." ^

Perhaps the greatest of recent Physicists is Sir William

Thomson (Lord Kelvin), born in 1824 in Belfast. As
early as 1 846 , at the age of twenty-two , he was

appointed Professor of Natural Science in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow; and in 1855 he was, in the words of

Von Helmholtz, "one of the first Mathematical Physicists

in Europe". He is the author of more than three

hundred important works.

Concerning Lord Kelvin's position among scientists,

the Berlin Academy of Science expressed itself as follows

n an "Address to Lord Kelvin on his Golden Jubilee,

July is"" 1896".

"Rich indeed are the acquisitions made by Physics in the

last fifty years: but foremost among these great conquests

are the establishment and development of the Mechanical

Theory of Heat, and the vast extension of the 'Theory of

' Miscellaneous Scientific Papers. By W, J. Macquorn Rankine.

With a Memoir of the author by P. G. Tait, edited by W. J.
Millar,

London 1881, xx. — Ahh6 Moigno says: Rankine was one of the

busiest letter writers in the world (Les Mondes XXX, Paris 1873, 2).
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Electricity with its various applications. To all these vic-

tories you have in a supreme degree contributed. ..."

"We marvel at the boldness and accuracy with which in

your works you reach your conclusions, whether you are

engaged in synthesizing experiments of the laboratory, or in

deducing the density of ether from the energy of radiation

:

in concluding from the times of the tides to the stability of

the globe, or in employing the laws of the conduction of

heat to unveil the remote past of our planet. ..."

"In a supreme measure you have become a teacher of

our generation, and among living Physicists there must be

few indeed who have not sat at your feet and who do not

with heartfelt gratitude acclaim you as their Master."

Not an unimportant proof of the far-reaching and

comprehensive penetration which is here praised in Lord

Kelvin is the fact that he recognised from the purely

scientific point of view the necessity for the existence

of a Creator. He does this in the paper in which, begin-

ning with the everyday phenomena of motion, heat, and

light, he tries to arrive at their ultimate mechanical

antecedents '.

If motion , heat , and light , are according , io modern
theories of Physics, only different forms, in which the supply

of "living force" or "energy" existing in Nature, manifests

itself, if any one of these forms of energy can pass into

another, the question naturally arises : Which form of energy

is at the beginning of the series, and is to be regarded as

the source of the others? Sir W. Thomson gives as first

consequence the following opinion, which forms the subject-

' Silzungsberichte 1896, 729. The renowned German Physicist,

H. V. Helmholtz , wrote in 1855 concerning W. Thomson, whom

he had visited in Kreuznach as follows: "Er Ubertrifft tibrigens alle

wissenschaftlichen Grossen ,
welche ich personlich kennen gelernt

habe, an Scharfsinn, Klarheit und Beweglichkeit des Geisies, so dass

ich selbst mir neben ihm etwas stumpfsinnig erscheine" (L. Konigs-

berger, Hermann v. Helmholtz I, Braunschweig 1902, 255).
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matter for further discussion: "We must regard the sun as

the source from which the mechanical energy of all the

motions and heat of living creatures, and of the motions,

heat and light derived from fires and artificial flames is

supplied." '

Those who have never reflected on the matter, may indeed

be astonished when they are told that the sun gives the

soldier strength to march, and the blacksmith power to deal

mighty blows on his anvil. But Lord Kelvin proceeds

to explain his views. All modes of Hfe derive their bo-

dily heat and energy from chemical changes which are

due to the food which they have taken. The food of

man and of animals comes ultimately from the vegetable

kingdom, that of the herbivorous creatures directly, and that

of the carnivorous indirectly. But how do plants grow and

build up their organisms ? Except the fungus, they draw in

the greater part of their substance from the air and the soil

by the decomposition of carbonic acid and water. This

decomposition can however only go on under the influence

of light. Thus the plant is directly the child of the sun,

as is the plant-eating animal. Furthermore from the sun is

derived every species of artificial light and heat. "Coal

composed as it is of the relics of ancient vegetation, de-

rived its potential energy from the light of distant ages.

Wood fires give us heat and light which has been got from

the sun a few years ago. Our coalfires and gas lamps bring

us for our present comfort heat and light of a primeval

sun which have lain dormant as potential energy beneath

seas and mountains for countless ages." ^

Is the sun then to be regarded as the sole source of life

on earth? No. For the natural movements of earth and

water, we must admit, besides the effect of the sun, a second

cause, namely the motion of the earth, the respective move-

ments and mutual attractions of the earth, sun, and moon.

' On Mechanical Antecedents of Motion, Heat, and Light. Mathe-

matical and Physical Papers by Sir W. Thomson II, Cambridge

1884, 34—41-
* lb. II 35.
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Thus we seem to have arrived at a twofold source of

all power and energy. Might not both be traced back to one
common source? Sir W. Thomson tries to prove that this

is really the case. He attributes the motion of the planets

as well as the heat of the sun to gravity, a view which, with

one important correction by Von Helmholtz, concerning

the source of the sun's heat, is to-day the one most generally

received. To develop his suggestion, Thomson had to go
back to the first stage of the planetary system; he shows

at the outset that we have a right to speak of an evolution of

the planetary system, and to follow this development back

wards and forwards from its present condition. We meet

however with one obstacle, when we review the different

steps of the planetary system and seek to deduce one from

the other.

"All such conclusions are subject to limitations, as

we do not know at what moment a creation of matter

or energy may have given a beginning beyond which

mechanical speculations cannot lead us. If in purely

mechanical science we are ever liable to forget this

limitation, we ought to be reminded of it by considering

that purely mechanical reasoning shows a time when

the earth must have been tenantless; and teaches us

that our own bodies, as well as all living plants and

animals and all fossil organic remains, are organised

forms of matter to which science can point no ante-

cedent except the Will of a Creator, a truth amply

confirmed by the evidence of geological history." ^

hi these words it is laid down as self-evident, that

matter and energy can only come into existence by

being created, and that without God the origin of life

is inexplicable. We find the same thought expressed

by Lord Kelvin in other passages, for example:

• lb. 37-38.
Knell er, Christianity.
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"It is impossible", he says, "to understand either the

beginning or the continuance of Hfe, without an over-

ruling creative power; and therefore, no conclusions of

dynamical science regarding the future condition of the

earth can be held to give dispiriting views as to the

destiny of the race of intelligent beings by which it is

at present inhabited." ^

In the same paper he says that living beings could

not have come into existence spontaneously from in-

organic matter.

"I need scarcely say", he writes, "that the beginning

and maintenance of life on the earth is absolutely and

infinitely beyond the range of all sound speculation in

dynamical science. The only contribution of dynamics

to theoretical biology is absolute negation of automatic

commencement or automatic maintenance of life." 2

In the year 1871 when Darwinism still occupied the

fore-ground in scientific discussions, and the question

of the origin of life held the minds of all in suspense

Lord Kelvin had occasion to express his opinions on

this subject before a meeting of the British Association

in Edinburgh. Of evolution within the world of organisms,

he knows nothing at first hand, but that system of

evolution which takes its name from Darwin, he de-

clares to be unsatisfactory.

"Darwin", he says, "concludes his great work on the

Origin of Species with the following words: 'It is inter-

esting to contemplate an entangled bank clothed with many
plants of many kinds, with birds singing on the bushes,

with various insects flitting about, and with worms crawling

' On the Age of the Sun's Heat. Popular Lectures and Dis-

courses I 198.

« lb. 314.
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through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately

constructed forms, so different from each other, and de-

pending on each other in so complex a manner, have all

been produced by laws acting around us.'

There is grandeur in this view of Hfe with its several

powers having been originally breathed by the Creator into

a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has

gone cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from
so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and
most wonderful have been and are being evolved. With

the feeling expressed in these two sentences I most cor-

dially sympathise. I have omitted two sentences which come
between them, describing briefly the hypothesis of 'the

Origin of Species by Natural Selection', because I have

always felt that this hypothesis does not contain the true

theory of evolution, if evolution there has been, in biology.

Sir John Herschel . . . objected to the doctrine of natural

selection that it was too like the Laputan method of making
books, and that it did not sufficiently take into account a

continually guiding and controlling intelligence. This seems

to me a most valuable and instructive criticism. I feel pro-

foundly convinced that the argument of design has been

greatly too much lost sight of in recent zoological specu-

lations. Reactions against the frivolities of teleology, such

as are to be found not rarely in the notes of the learned

commentators on Paley's Natural Theology, have, I believe,

a temporary effect in turning attention from the solid and

irrefragable argument so well put forward in that excellent

old book. But overpoweringly strong proofs of intelligent

and benevolent design lie all round us; and if ever per-

plexities, whether metaphysical or scientific, turn us away

from them for a time, they come back upon us with irre-

sistible force, showing to us through Nature the influence

of a free will, and teaching us that living beings depend

on one ever-acting Creator and Ruler." '

' Report of the Forty-First Meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science held at Edinburgh in August 1871 : Address

by the President Sir William Thomson, London 1872, cv.

3*
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One must refer to Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels

to find out how books are made in Laputa. The trend

of "that excellent old book" Paley's Natural Theology

can however be gathered from its second and more

detailed title, Evidences of the Existence and Attributes

of the Deity 1.

More recently, in the beginning of May 1903, Lord

Kelvin emphatically voiced his opinions on the theme

"Science and Religion".

"The Times" contain the following report of his

speech 2

:

"In connection with University College Christian As-

sociation the first of a course of lectures on 'Christian

Apologetics' was delivered last Friday, in the botanical

theatre at University College. Lord Reay, President of Uni-

versity College, occupied the Chair, and the large theatre

was filled to over-flowing, many visitors being unable to

find seats.

The Rev. Professor G. Henslow, who was the lecturer,

spoke on the subject of 'Present-day Rationalism, an Exami-

nation of Darwinism."

Lord Kelvin in moving a vote of thanks to the lecturer,

said he wished to make a personal explanation. He had

recently had occasion to make use of the expressions ether,

atoms, electricity, and had been horrified to read in the

press that he had spoken of ether-atoms. Ether was ab-

solutely non-atomic ; it was absolutely structureless and

homogeneous. He was in thorough sympathy with Pro-

fessor Henslow in the fundamentals of his lecture, but he

^ Natural Theology, or Evidences of the Existence and Attributes

of the Deity, I>ondon 1802 and subsequent editions. Between 1836

and 1839, Lord lirougham and Sir Charles Bell were occupied in

publishing an annotated edition.

' The Times. Weekly edition. Vol. XXVII, Nr. 1375, London,

May 8'*" 1903, Supplement in.
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could not say that with regard to the origin of Hfe science

neither affirmed nor denied creative power. Science positively

affirmed creative power. Science made everyone feel a

miracle in himself. It was not in dead matter that they

lived and moved and had their being, but in the creating

and directive power which science compelled them to

accept as an article of belief. They could not escape from

that when they studied the physics and dynamics of living

and dead matter all around. Modem biologists were coming
once more to a firm acceptance of something, and that was
a vital principle. They had an unknown object put before

them in science. In thinking of that subject they were all

agnostics. They only knew God in His works, but they

were absolutely forced by science to admit and to believe

with absolute confidence in a directive power — in an in-

fluence other than physical, dynamical, electrical forces.

Cicero had denied that they could have come into existence

by a fortuitous concourse of atoms. There was nothing

between absolute scientific belief in creative power, and
the acceptance of the theory of a fortuitous concourse of

atoms. Was there, he asked, anything so absurd as to believe

that a number of atoms by falling together of their own
accord could make a crystal, a sprig of moss, a microbe,

a living animal? People thought that given millions of

years, these might come to pass, but they could not think

that a million of miUions of millions of years could give

them unaided a beautiful world like ours. They had a

spiritual influence, and in science a knowledge that there

was that influence, in the world around them. He admired

the healthy, breezy atmosphere of free thought in Professor

Henslow's Lecture. Let no one, he urged, be afraid of

true freedom. They could be free in their thought, in their

criticisms, and with freedom of thought they were bound

to come to the conclusion that science was not antagonistic

to religion, but a help for religion."

In a letter to the "Times" two days later Lord Kelvin

made certain corrections touching upon the differences

between the possible origin of crystals and that of living

organisms.
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"I desired to point out that while 'fortuitous concourse

of atoms' is not an inappropriate description of the forma-

tion of a crystal, it is utterly absurd in respect to the coming

into existence, or the growth, or the continuation of the

molecular combinations presented in the bodies of living

things. Here scientific thought is compelled to accept the

idea of creative power. Forty years ago I asked Liebig,

walking somewhere in the country, if he believed that the

grass and flowers which we saw around us grew by mere
chemical forces. He answered, 'No, no more than I believe

that a book of botany describing them could grow by mere

chemical forces'. Every action of human free will is a

miracle to physical and chemical and mathematical science."

In printing, in the "Nineteenth Century" for June 1903,

his own version of his speech. Lord Kelvin concludes with

the exhortation

:

"Do not be afraid of being free- thinkers! If you think

strongly enough, you will be forced by science to the be-

lief in God, which is the foundation of all rehgion. You
will find science not antagonistic but helpful to religion."

'

Lord Kelvin's utterances brought down on him a

crowd of objections; most of them however were com-

posed in the heat of anger and are beside the point

in question 2,

As Haeckel appeals to Helmholtz(f 1894), a pas-

sage from a letter of the latter may fitly be quoted.

"We Mathematical Scientists", writes Helmholtz to his

father, "are disciplined to the most anxious precision in the

* Reprinted from the Nineteenth Century in The American Catholic

Quarterly Review XXVIII, Philadelphia 1903, 603. Cf. Stimmcn aus

Maria-Laach LXV 487.

^ The objections and answers are printed in the Weekly Edition

of the Times from the S^^ to the 15*'' May (Supp. III). Cf. A Review

ib. 15*'' May p. 313. "The importance of Lord Kelvin's opinion",

concludes the latter article, "is rather enhanced than diminished by

the hostile irrelevancy which some of his critics have displayed."
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establishment of facts and inferences, and compress our

wandering conjectures into very short and meagre hypotheses,

by the aid of which we seek to forecast a goal as yet un-

explored, so that we are, perhaps, too much afraid of that

bolder employment of scientific data which in other circum-

stances may be justifiable.

Your letter seems to me to intimate a certain suspicion

that I am a subscriber to the paltry tirades of Vogt and

Moleschott. Not in the least. I must also enter an energetic

protest against your treating these two gentlemen as re-

presentatives of scientific research. Neither has up to the

present shown by original and specialised investigation that

he has acquired that respect for facts and that prudence

in reaching conclusions which men learn in the school of

physical research. A prudent investigator knows very well

that the fact of his having penetrated a little way into the

intricate process of nature gives him no more right, not a

scintilla more, than any other man to pronounce dogmatic-

ally on the nature of the soul. To my mind, too, you are

not right in designating the majority of prudent scientists

as enemies of Philosophy. Indifferent the greater part un-

doubtedly are, a state of things for which the blame rests

on .the extravagant speculations of Hegel and Schelling,

two writers who have, I grant you, been taken to represent

all philosophy. . .
." '

Thus wrote Helmholtz on March 4*'' 1857, ten years

after the publication of his essay "On the Conservation

of Force".

On religious questions Helmholtz never made any

open declaration. His biographer describes him as "in

mind and conviction a religious man, in the noblest

sense of the word, although not in the orthodox sense

of membership of a Church" 2, and says that the famous

' L. Konigsberger, Hermann v. Helmholtz I, Braunschweig

1902, 291 f.

» lb. II (1903) 75. E. Dennert (Die Religion der Natur-

forscher, Berlin 1901, 34) says of Von Helmholtz: "Ich erfuhr aber
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scientist always regarded the philosophical views of his

father Ferdinand Helmholtz "not only with pious inter-

est, but also with the highest appreciation of their

scientific value, and, as appears from later utterances,

with hearty agreement" ^. Ferdinand Helmholtz was a

follower of the younger Fichte, and a convinced theist

and spiritualist 2.

Mention may be made here also of the Physicist Kronig
(t 1879) "who has won for himself an honoured name in

the field of research by his investigations into the Theory
of Gases. Clausius cites him as his predecessor in this

province, and corroborates his conclusions". He published

in 1874 a book on "The existence of God and the hap-

piness of man." He denies that through "blind chance,

however long a period of time we assume, the atoms could

by their own forces come together and form living cells. . . .

Without the guidance of a purposive intelligence, organisms

could never have come into existence"'. It is interesting

to note e. g. what he has to say from the standpoint of

the mathematical Theory of Probability, against those who
find no difficulty in the hypothesis that in the course of

endless time and after endless attempts the most complex for-

mations may have come fortuitously into existence: "If every

year for a million years, a million men were bom, each of

whom lived to the age of ten thousand years and every

minute of his life made 20 throws with 30 dice, the ma-

thematical probability is that amongst all these throws one

of thirty aces would not have even once occurred."

aus bester Quelle, dass er Gottesdienst, ja sogar das Abendmahl bin

und wieder besuchle."

' Konigsberger, Hermann v. Helmholtz I 333.

^
J. R(einke?) writes about an utterance of Von Helmholtz con-

cerning the petty view that we can clear up the fundamental questions

of life by scientific investigation. Deutsche Rundschau l.XXXI, Berlin

1894. 131- ^,.<s~^
* Cf. J. Reinke. Die Welt als Tat »,>^fe^fiBrT9^^ 12—14.

[^7librarv1
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1

We here conclude our survey of the great masters

to whom we owe the largest and most fruitful scientific

conception of modern times. And although certain people

are good enough to appeal to their authority in proof

of the 'monistic' character of the 'Law of Substance',

to whom are we to appeal for the deepest interpretation

of their great discoveries, to the discoverers themselves,

or to those who profess to be their disciples?

II. MATHEMATICS.

Mathematics is not itself a branch of Physical Science,

but in many instances it is by means of Mathematics

that our knowledge of nature is first raised to the status

of genuine science. Astronomy and Physics are scien-

tific precisely in so far as they deal with number and

measure, in so far as they enter into alliance with Mathe-

matics, and absorb its spirit and method.

In a work like this, then, which is concerned with

the scientific conception of life, and with the essential

spirit of Natural Science, some attention must be ac-

corded to number and measure. We must not fail to

examine the attitude of the leaders of Mathematics

towards Christianity and religious belief in general, and

to enquire whether the temper of Mathematics is recon-

cilable with that of religion.

To show how Httle we need evade the question we

appeal to the most eminent authorities on the subject,

the most recent writers on the History of Mathematics.

"Like most other Mathematicians", says M. Cantor^,

"Euler was deeply religious without any trace of bigotry.

' AUg. deiitsche Biographic \'I 427.
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He was in the habit of conducting the devotions of

his family, and one of his few polemical works was a

"Defence of Revelation against the Objections of the

Freethinkers" the publication of which in Berlin in 1747

in the immediate neighbourhood of the Court of Fre-

derick the Great, indicates a moral courage which lifted

him far above the assaults of mere scoffers."

Leonhard Euler (born at Basle in 1707, died at

St. Petersburg in 1783) does not come within the

period with which this book is concerned. But even in

the nineteenth century the praise which Cantor bestows

on "most great mathematicians" is justified by many
illustrious examples. At the beginning of this century

the leaders of this department were Gauss in Germany,

and Cauchy in France. In the latter half of the cen-

tury two of the highest places were occupied by Her-

mite in France, and Riemann in Germany. If we are

able to show that the relations to Christianity of these

four were the reverse of hostile, we shall have refuted

those writers who condemn religious belief as a kind

of mysticism which cannot co-exist with the habit of

exact thought inculcated by mathematics.

In the history of Astronomy the passage from the

iS**" to the 19"* century is marked by an event of the

highest importance, at once a great discovery and a

great opportunity. On New Year's Night 1801 , at

Palermo, Piazzi discovered the first of what we now

know to be a number of small planets between Mars

and Jupiter. But before the observer had ascertain-

ed the positions of the planet necessary, by the me-

thods of computation then practised, to determine ac-

curately its path, it approached so near the sun that it

was lost from sight in the sun's radiance. Thus the
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planet had no sooner been discovered than it was lost

again, for there was no hope of locating it unless

astronomers knew in what quarter of the heavens to

search for it, and this could not be known without a

knowledge of its path. At this juncture there came to

the aid of Astronomy a young mathematician of only

four and twenty : he brought a completely new method

by which, from the meagre observations of Piazzi, the

path of the vanished planet could be deduced. In the

spot indicated by him Ceres was re-discovered by Olbers

on Jan. i" l802.

The youthful Scientist, who thus leaped into a

European reputation, was Karl Frederick Gauss, one

of the foremost mathematicians of all time. It sounds

incredible, but it is a well established fact that when

a child of three in the workshop of his father, who was

a simple artisan, he was able to detect any mistake

made in the reckoning of accounts. When at nine years

of age he was sent to school, the teacher of Arithmetic

set as the first exercise to the class the addition of a

long row of figures, each successive line of which ex-

ceeded the preceding one by a constant sum. If the

first line of such a row be added to the last, the second

to the second-last, and so on, the sum will always be

the same; and there is consequently no need to worry

oneself with a tedious addition, since the whole can be

reduced to a simple exercise in multiplication. Young

Gauss perceived this relation at the first glance, and

while his classfellows added and added and in the end

succeeded for the most part in adding wrongly, he wrote

the answer on his slate and waited patiently for the

termination of the affair. . . . This performance, and

similar tokens of extraordinary ability decided his future
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career. The schoolmaster pressed Gauss's father to let

his son continue his studies, and in the end managed

to persuade him. He had the little spinning-wheel, on

which Karl worked every evening, broken up for fire-

wood, and the future mathematician entered on his career.

The later development of this great genius was in

keeping with his first promise. His dissertation for the

Doctorate on the fundamental theorem of the Theory

of Equations, presented in his twenty-second year, was in

itself a scientific feat. In the first part he showed that

this theorem had not hitherto been really demonstrated,

in the second he himself presented an unimpeachable

demonstration. Two years later, appeared his epoch-

making "Arithmetical Researches", and the discovery

already mentioned. These were followed by a long

series of other works of equal brilliancy.

In his student-days at Gottingen, Gauss was on terms

of particular intimacy with a young Hungarian, Wolf-

gang Bolyai, who was tutor to nobleman, and in that

capacity had come to the German University town.

Bolyai was also a student of Mathematics. The letters

which passed between the friends after their separation

reveal amongst other things the attitude which Gauss

maintained towards the higher problems of life. Thus,

e. g. he concludes a letter to Bolyai from Brunswick,

dated Dec. 3^^ 1802:

"Now good-bye, my dear fellow. May the dream which

we call life be for you a happy dream, a foretaste of that

true life which we shall inherit in our real home, when the

awakened spirit shall labour no longer under the grievous

bondage of the flesh, the fetters of space, the whips of earth-

ly pain, and the sting of our paltry needs and desires. Let

us carry our burdens to the end, stoutly and uncomplainingly,

never losing sight of that higher goal. Glad then shall we
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be to lay down our weary lives, and to see the dropping of

the curtain."

'

When Bolyai announces the birth of a son, Gauss

ends his letter of congratulation (June 20*'' 1803) with

the words 2;

"You hold now in your hand the first links of a chain

which stretches into eternity, of an everlasting life. A weighty

and earnest charge, but a glorious one. May your son one

day bless you as the first author of his happiness!"

When Councilor Eschenburg lost his wife in December

1798, Gauss wrote to Bolyai (Jan. g^^ 1799):

"It is beyond doubt that the happiness which love can

bestow on its chosen souls is the highest that can fall to

mortal's lot. But when I imagine myself in the place of

the man who, after twenty happy years, now in one moment
loses his all, I am moved almost to say that he is the

wretchedest of mortals, and that it is better never to have

known such happy days. So it is on this miserable earth

:

'the purest joy finds its grave in the abyss of time'. What
are we without the hope of a better future? Let us keep

a free heart as long as we can, and place our happiness in

ourselves." ^

In the early period of their separation the letters

which passed between Gauss and Bolyai were naturally

numerous. They had arranged a fixed hour at which

to think of one another:

"Your letter", writes Gauss, in 1798, "reached me
on the evening of the last day of last month, just when

' Briefwechsel zwischen Karl Friedrich Gauss unci Wolfgang Bolyai.

Herausgeg. von Fr. Schmidt und Paul Stackel, Leipzig 1899, 47.

* Schmidt u. Stackel ante 54.

* lb. 16. Ludw. Hanselmann, Karl Friedrich Gauss. Zwolf

Kapitel aus seinem Leben, Leipzig 1878, 92—93.
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I had settled down to celebrate the anniversary of our

friendship. There I sat in my armchair with a pipe

filled for you, and just in the middle of my dream

that you were sitting opposite in your black jacket

and black cap and talking to me about old times, came

your letter with its questions to show that you were

actually at that moment thinking of me, and that my
dream was no dream." ^

As time went on, the two scientists, naturally enough,

had not time for such poetical exercises of friendship.

Their correspondence became rarer and at last al-

together ceased.

Many years went by and their lives led them very

far apart. The spruce Hungarian, "with his black jacket

and black cap", had crusted into a peevish professor.

He held a post in a college in Siebenburg, and had

become a notable old crank, at feud with his wife

and mother-in-law, and discontented with his son, for

whose insubordination the educational theories of the

pedagogue papa were not perhaps blameless.

"His cynicism", writes in 1849 a visitor of his, "passes

into a sort of noble communism. Thus, for example, he

keeps a servant but lets him do what he likes, for he cleans

his own boots (even prepares the grease for them), makes
his own bed, attends to his own cellar, and as a rule to

his own meals too. . . . His room resembles in dirt and

disorder the tub of Diogenes, with the sole addition of a

heap of books and some blackboards. . .

."'^

But the fame of Gauss's discoveries and researches

had penetrated even to Siebenburg, and Bolyai was

' Schmidt u. Stackel ante 10.

* lb. 132.
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moved to write once more to his old comrade. He
wrote, sending news of his own fortunes, and extolling

the happiness of a friend to whose lot had fallen all

that the world could give of glory, all that intellect

could give of knowledge, joy or consolation. This

outpouring of his heart affected Gauss deeply, and in

response he opened his inmost heart to the friend of

his youth. He writes April 20*'' 1848:

"Melancholy were my feelings on receiving your letter

of Jan. 18, It was as the voice of a ghost crying out of

the long vanished past, or at least it cast my thoughts back
to a time since which so many heavy years have passed

over our heads. It is true that my life has been crowned
with much of what the world thinks enviable. But believe

me, my dear Bolyai, the bitterness of life, or at least of

mine, which runs through it like a strand of red, and be-

comes less and less endurable as I grow older, is not com-
pensated in the hundredth part by the joy of life. I will

freely admit that these burdens, which to me have been so

grievous, would have been lighter to many another; but

our temperament is part of ourselves, given to us by the

Creator with our very existence, and we have very little

power to change it. I find, on the other hand, in this very

consciousness of the vanity of life, which nearly all men
must confess to as they draw near the end, my strongest

assurance of the approach of a more beautiful meta-

morphosis. In this, my dear friend, let us find comfort, and

endeavour to call up calmness to bear life out to the end.

Fortem facit vicina libertas senem, says Seneca." *

' W. Sartorius v. Waliershausen, Gauss zum Gedachlnis,

Leipzig 1856, 103. — Grunert, who quotes this passage in his

Archives of Mathematik unci Physik (XXVI, Greifswald 1856, Liter.

Bericht civ) remarks : "Absichtlich haben wir die religiose Seite des

grossten Mathematikers und Naturforschers der neuesten Zeit hier be-

stimmter hervorgehoben und stellen sie gegeniiber den namentlich fUr

die Jugend leicht so verderblich werden konnenden Ansichten einer
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"Vanity of vanities, and all is vanity", one is driven

to cry out over such a letter as that. So a Gauss,

too, in the full possession of all that Science can pro-

cure of intellectual joy, honour and distinction comes,

at the end of his days, to declare that there is no peace

of spirit in it all, and that life is a riddle and a torment

unless it be completed by a happy eternity. And with

Gauss these are not mere passing moods but convictions

which dwelt with him all his life, and formed the basis

of his moral nature.

"The indestructible idea of personal survival after death",

says a biographer, "the steadfast belief which he had in a

Supreme Ruler, a just, eternal, omniscient, omnipotent God,

formed the foundation of his religious life, and in unison

with his matchless scientific achievements formed a perfect

harmony."

He once expressed himself to this effect: 'There is in

this world a joy of the intellect, which finds satisfaction in

science, and a joy of the heart, which manifests itself above

all in the aid men give one another against the troubles

and trials of life. But for the Supreme Being to have

created existences, and stationed them in various spheres

in order to taste these joys for some 80 or 90 years — that

were surely a miserable plan.' . . . 'Whether the soul were

to live for 80 years or for 80 million years, if it were

doomed in the end to perish, such an existence would only

be a respite. In the end it would drop out of being. We
are thus impelled to the conclusion to which so many
things point, although they do not amount to a coercive

scientific proof, that besides this material world there exists

another purely spiritual order of things, with activities as

various, as the present, and that this world of spirit we
shall one day inherit.' This divine wisdom was the food

gewissen Klasse heutiger Naturforscher", that is to say of those, "die

so gern das Gottliche und Geistige in den Staub ziehen und lediglich

an die Materie ketten mochten."
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and discipline of his soul up to that last silent midnight in

which his eyes closed for ever."

Gauss gives frequent expression to his conviction

of the immortality of the soul. Thus, e. g. he writes

to Olbersi;

"I always return to the conviction that the necessary

truth of Geometry cannot be demonstrated, at least by

human reason and for^ human reason. Perhaps we shall

in another life attain to a deeper insight into the essence

of space than is possible to us here. Till then, we must

not rank Geometry with Arithmetic, which is of a purely

a priori character, but rather with Mechanics."

Laplace is reported to have, on one occasion, de-

scribed Johann Frederick Pfaff of Berlin (f 1825) as

the greatest mathematician of Germany. When he was

reminded of Gauss, he extricated himself from the dif-

ficulty with the witty remark : "PfafFis the greatest mathe-

matician in Germany, Gauss the greatest in Europe." ^

Certain it is that Laplace held Pfafif in high esteem *, and

that the researches of the latter contributed greatly to

' Karl Friedrich Gauss, Werke VIII, GoUingen 1900, 177: Gauss

an Olbers, GoUingen, 28. April 1817. — C. Vogt made a violent

aUack (Kohlerglaube und "Wissenschaft *, Giessen 1856, xxxiv) on

Rud. Wagner, because the latter had maintained (AUg. Ztg. 1855,

1050) that Gauss entertained friendly feelings towards Chrislianity.

Vogt adduces in proof of the contrary, that Gauss wrote under his

portrait: "Thou Nature art my goddess, to thy laws my services are

bound !" To write a word to refute him would be mere waste

of ink.

^ Doubly underlined by Gauss.

' Sammlung von Briefen
,

gewechselt zwischen Joh. triedr. PfafT

und Herzog Karl von Wurttemberg, F. Bouterwek, A. v. Humboldt,

A. G. Kastner u. a. Herausg. von Karl Pfaff, Leipzig 1853,

Vorwort VII,

* lb. 160.

Kneller, Christianity. 4
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the advance of his science. This "greatest mathematician

in Germany" stood on very friendly relations with re-

ligion 1. In his early letters to a "jacobinically" dis-

posed brother he admonishes the latter: "Be a respecter

of religion", "never disregard the standpoint of religion";

and in his maturer years his friends celebrate his strong

"religious sense" 2.

Two years after Gauss, there died in Paris another

Mathematician who had rendered to science services no

less worthy, Augustin Louis Cauchy^. Born in 1789

at Paris, he was, at the conclusion of a brilliant course

of studies, attached as engineer to the immense opera-

tions by which Napoleon undertook to elevate Cherbourg

to a first-rate naval harbour confronting England. He
was soon compelled by ill-health to resign this position

;

and he thenceforth devoted himself exclusively to

scientific research, and published in rapid succession a

number of brilliant works. That which attracted most

attention was his demonstration of a Theory of Fermat,

at which the most eminent mathematicians, including

' lb. Brief vom 4. Jan. 1789, 89 91; cf. 114.

- lb. Biograph. Einleitung 31.

' Cf. J. B. B i o t , A.-L. Cauchy. Letlre a M, de Falloux, membre

de rAcademie frangaise , in Melanges scientifiques et litt^raires III,

Paris 1858, 143— 156. C.-A. Valson, La vie et les Iravaux du

Baron Cauchy (Tome I: Partie historique. Tome 11: Partie scienli-

fique), Paris 1868. Valson, Communication relative a la nouvelle

Edition des oeuvres completes d'Aug. Cauchy, in Congres scientifique

international des Catholiques tenu a Paris du 8 au 13 avril 1888 II,

Paris 1888, 514—520. Jos. Bertrand, A.-L. Cauchy, Discours

prononce a la stance annuelle de I'Acad^mie des sciences 1898 (re-

printed in Cosmos, Revue des sciences et de leurs applications, Paris

•12 f^vr. 1898, 211— 217. Kneller in Stimmen aus Maria-Laach

LXIV, Freiburg 1903, 138— 148 285—298.
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1

even Euler and Gauss, had worked in vain. Election

to the Academy, and the highest educational posts in

France were the reward of these first works. His sub-

sequent achievements were no less remarkable; they

are, indeed, beyond praise. Joseph Bertrand, a learned

colleague of Cauchy's, but by no means a sharer of

his convictions, in his discourse on Cauchy in the

Academy in 1897 expressly declares his inability to

render him the praise which is his due.

"For a long time now", he says, "it has been beyond
the power of any eulogy to heighten the splendour of his

reputation, a reputation which can never die. We come
too late to say anything but what all the world knows, and

yet our predecessors who spoke immediately after his death

were too early. The reputation of Cauchy grew wider as

years went on; his most enthusiastic admirers of half-

a-century ago could not have foreseen or foretold it. He had

explored new regions : the heights to which he had climbed

all the world knew, but no one could then have rightly

appreciated the spaciousness, the consistency, the inexhaus-

tible fertility of his researches." '

Cauchy's biographer, A. Valson, joint editor of the

collection of his works published at the expense of

the Academy, disscussing the place which Cauchy oc-

cupies in his Science, writes;

"I confine myself to the statement that many scientific

authorities consider Cauchy the first mathematician of our

century : no one at any rate disputes his claim to be ranked

among the greatest masters. His methods and conclusions

form the point of departure of most contemporary mathe-

' Le role de Cauchy grandit chaque jour; les adrairateurs les

plus enlhousiastes, il y a 50 ans, ne pouvaient ni le predire ni le

prevoir. II explorait des regions nouvelles, on savait a quelle hauieur

;

nul n'en pouvait deviner I'^lendue, la consislance et I'inepuisable

f^condite. Bertrand ante 211.

4*
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maticians. Herein, above all, lies the characteristic quality

of his life's work." ^

According to O. Terquem also, the distinguishing

feature of Cauchy is the creative verve of his genius;

he laid new paths open whereever he went 2. Our ad-

miration of his extraordinary endowments is increased

by the fact that his works are not limited to a single

province of Mathematics, but deal with almost every

part of this science. His genius for work was so amazing

that at nearly every weekly meeting of the Academy
he had something new to offer, and the reprint of his

collected works will, according to Valson's calculation,

run to 11,531 quarto pages.

At his entrance into his professorate, Cauchy had

taken an oath of loyalty to the king. This oath had

very serious consequences for him. When the July

Revolution broke out, he considered it a breach of his

bounden duty to take the oath of allegiance to Louis-

Philippe also : on his refusal to do so he lost all his

professional posts, and all the efforts of his friends to

procure him a fresh public appointment were in vain

until the Revolution of 1848. This annulled the political

oath, and when the oath of personal loyalty was re-

introduced, Cauchy was released from it by Napoleon III.

In the first anguish of 1830, Cauchy had left France.

Soon after, on the invitation of Charles X., he went to

' Congres scientifique international des catholiques tenu a Paris

1888 II, Paris 1888, 514.

* Math^maticien dans le sens le plus large , I'esprit de Cauchy

n'6tait pas cantonn6 dans un coin de la science. Partout il fon-

dait, partout il creait, partout il etait au premier rang. Quoted by

M. Marie, Hist, des sciences niathematiques et physiques XII, Paris

1888, 166.
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Prague as tutor to the Count de Chambord, and did

not return to France till 1838.

This rapid sketch of Cauchy's life is sufficient to

show that he was not only a man of genius, but also

a man of character. And this greatness of character

rested wholly and absolutely on Christian conviction

and practical piety. He not merely discharged faith-

fully all the duties of a Catholic, but was ever fore-

most among those who are ready at the call of events

to defend or propagate religion or to set on foot

works of charity. He was a zealous member of the

Conference of St. Vincent de Paul , and did all that

he could do to relieve the needs of others. "Nearly

every day", said the Mayor of Sceaux (where Cauchy

had a country house), over his grave, "he paid me a

visit. He had a poor invaUd, or a foundling to recom-

mend, a young person looking for a situation, or a

soldier who was the sole support of his family and

begged to be allowed to return to it." ^ Many pious

and philanthropic societies were established by his efforts,

as, for example, a Society to secure the universal ob-

servance of the Sunday's rest, and the still existing

Society for the m^aintenance of schools in the East.

Of other charitable enterprises he was a leading sup-

porter as e. g. the Society of St. Francis Regis for

the legitimation of irregular unions. When in 1846 Ire-

land was visited by a terrible famine, Cauchy succeeded

in inducing the Pope to issue a Rescript on behalf of

that country. In Sceaux he secured the settlement of

a community of nuns, and founded a union for the

protection of youth. On his deathbed he gave a touching

' Valson, Vie de Cauchy I 273.
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manifestation of his deep piety. When the priest in-

formed him that he was about to bring the Consecrated

Host to him, he gave instructions that all the most

beautiful flowers in the garden should be strewn along

the stairs which were to be honoured by the passage

of Our Lord. The thought which most troubled his

last hours was the future of a community of the Christian

Brothers which he had introduced into Sceaux.

He was very intimate with many Jesuit priests,

especially with the celebrated pulpit orator P. Ravignan.

When shortly before the February Revolution a violent

assault was made on the Schools of the Order in France,

Cauchy published two pamphlets in defence of them.

In one of these we find the following explicit Con-

fession of Faith which may well find a place here.

"I am a Christian, that is to say, I believe in the divinity

of Jesus Christ as did Tycho Brahe, Copernicus, Descartes,

Newton, Fermat, Leibniz, Pascal, Grimaldi, Euler, Guldin,

Boscovich, Gerdil; as did all the great astronomers, physi-

cists, and geometricians of past ages: nay more I am like

the greater part of these a Catholic: and were I asked for

the reasons of my faith I would willingly give them. I

would show that my convictions have their source not in

mere prejudice but in reason and a resolute enquiry. I am
a sincere Catholic as were Corneille, Racine, La Bruyere,

Bossuet, Bourdaloue, Fenelon, as were and still are so many of

the most distinguished men of our time, so many of those who
have done most for the honour of our science, philosophy, and

literature, and have conferred such briUiant lustre on our

Academies. I share the deep convictions openly manifested

in word, deed, and writings by so many savants of the

first rank, by a Ruffini, a Haiiy, a Laennec, an Ampere,

a Pelletier, a Freycinet, a CorioHs ' and if I avoid naming

' Two of those whom he here mentions , distinguished them-

selves in Mathematics ; a Tjrief account of them will not be out of
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any of those living, for fear of paining their modesty, I

may at least be allowed to say that I loved to recognise

all the noble generosity of the Christian faith in my il-

lustrious friends the creator of Cyrstallography (Haiiy), the

introducers of quinine and the stethoscope (Pelletier and

Laennec), the famous voyager on board the 'Urania', and

the immortal founders of the theory of Dynamic Electricity '

(Freycinet and Ampere).

These discourses were delivered by Cauchy at the

Institut Catholique of Paris — for the establishment of

which he was in part responsible — and were directed

to the protection of the young students from the danger

of unbelief. Many similar passages might be quoted

place here. I'aolo Ruffini, born 1765 at Valentino in the Papal

States, died 1822 at Modena, made such rapid progress in the exact

sciences , that when only 23 years of age , he was elected Pro-

fessor in the University of Modena in the room of his former master.

He lost this position during the French invasion, because he would

not take the oath of allegiance to the new government. He wrote

some valuable works on the theory of Equations. He was also a

doctor, and in 181 7 during an epidemic, won a great deal of grati-

tude and praise by his courage and self-sacrifice. Among the works

in which he shows his religious disposition is a pamphlet against

the Encyclopedists : Dell' immortality dell' anima , Modena 1806.

Cf. Heinrich Burkhardt, Die Anfange der Gruppentheorie und

Paolo Ruffini, in the Zeitschrift ftir Mathematik und Physik XXXVII
(Supplement), Leipzig 1892, 119— 159. Gaspard Gustave de

Coriolis (born in Paris 1792, died there in 1843) was from 1838

Master of Studies at the Polytechnique in Paris. Coriolis "vermochte

der Wissenschaft nicht alle die Dienste zu leisten, die man bei seinen

schonen geistigen Anlagen hatte erhoffen diirfen ; seine unglaublich

zarte Gesundheit zwang ihn , vor allem jeden Tag das stets neue

Problem zu losen , wie er sein Leben weiter erhalten konne. . . .

Coriolis ist mit General Poucelet einer der ersten Forderer der Reform,

welche sich im Unterricht in der rationellen Mechanik vollzogen hat"

(M. Marie, Hist, des sciences math, et phys. XII 191— 192).

' Quoted by Valson, Vie de Cauchy I 173.
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from them : but we shall avail ourselves here of the

memorial discourse pronounced by Cauchy over a col-

league.

Not long before his own death, Cauchy stood over

the grave of the President of the Academy of Sciences,

J. P. Maria Binet, who had died on May 12"' 1856.

In his funeral oration, "a discourse perfectly adequate

and worthy of the occasion" he spoke "less of Binet's,

great services to Science, than of the depth of his re-

ligious convictions" 1

.

"Binet", said Cauchy, "was a mathematician of the first

order and the finest intellect, but he was something more. With

the most richly endowed minds of past centuries and also of

the present century, with Descartes, Fermat, Haiiy, Ampere,

Laennec he ascended gladly from the knowledge of scientific

truths to the eternal source of all truth. Contemplation of the

sublime laws, which direct the course of the stars, and pre-

serve order and harmony in the universe, supplied him
constantly with new motives to celebrate the Architect of

all these marvels with praise and prayer. The living faith

of our comrade, his ardent love of God to Whom he render-

ed honour by his talents and his virtues, his comprehen-

sive knowledge and his inexhaustible charity, ought to in-

spire us with the consoling conviction that to-day Binet is

happier and wiser than any of us, that he has gone hence

to find light at the source of all light, and to fathom

those secret depths which we also shall one day fathom, if

we hold stoutly to the road which his feet travelled. You
will forgive me, gentlemen, if plunged in these sublime

thoughts, I cut short my utterance of them. True grief is

not a lover of words. ... At the sight of the cross planted

on this grave in token of our hope, my tongue is silent.

May we all lift ourselves in thought to the other side of

that tremendous gulf which separates our earthly sciences —
so straitened and limited, as they are, even to the noblest

» Grunerts Archiv XXVII 483.
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intellects — from the lofty truths of that divine wisdom
which shall be imparted to all in Heaven." *

"The life of Augustin Cauchy", wrote the celebrated

J. B. Biot^, "offers a perfect model of Christian virtue,

as well as of supreme intellectual activity. He was one of

the most eminent mathematicians that France has produced,

and his nobility of character was not less remarkable than

his genius for mathematics."

Cauchy's successor at the Sorbonne was his pupil

Victor Alexander Puiseux (1820— 1883) who held

the position till 1882 ^. He also was a savant of the first

order; according to some he was the best of all

Cauchy's pupils. Bertrand says of Puiseux's masterpiece

that "after 30 years it is not a single day out of date",

and according to Hermite it marks an epoch in ma-

thematical analysis. How highly Pasteur thought of

Puiseux is best indicated by an anecdote related by

Bertrand in his biography of the distinguished astro-

nomer Tisserand. "About 35 years ago, I was com-

missioned, on what occasion I do not remember, to

inspect the Third Year's Division of the £co/e Nortnale,

in which Tisserand occupied first place. Pasteur, then

director of scientific studies, asked me: 'What do you

think of Tisserand?' 'He is a brilliant student', I re-

plied, 'the best of them all.' My language appeared

to him much too cold. 'Tisserand', he exclaimed, 'why

he is a little Puiseux.' Such praise from such a man

'lb. 2
J B Bio t in Melanges III 143.

* Cf. Ph. Gilbert in Revue des questions scientifiques XV,

Bruxelles-Paris 1884, 1—37; J. Bertrand, Eloge de M. Victor

Puiseux lu dans la seance publique annuelle de I'Academie des Sciences

du 5 Mai 1884; printed in the Bulletin des sciences math, et astro-

nomiques, 2°i Series VIII, Ann^e 1884, Paris 1884. 227—234; F. Tis-

serand, Notice sur V. A. Puiseux, ib. 234— 245.
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was very high indeed, but it will be understood by

every one who knew Tisserand."

What was most admired in Puiseux as a teacher was

the rare lucidity with which he handled the most in-

tricate problems of the mechanism of the heavens. In

the Bureau des Longitudes (1868— 1872), and in the

Astronomical Observatory (1855— 1859), he displayed

wonderful activity. He left it to his colleagues to select

each of them whatever department of the work he

specially wished to investigate, and what remained,

the most arduous portions, he took upon himself He
worked out, for instance, beginning in 1869, the in-

terminable calculations necessary for satisfactory ob-

servations of the Transits of Venus in 1874 and 1882,

and revised the works of Laplace, verifying every cal-

culation contained in them. He refused for a long

time to become a candidate for the Academy, for his

heart was little set on external dignities. But when in

1 8y I his name was proposed , his three competitors

voluntarily retired, and from the fifty-five electors Puiseux

received fifty-five votes. The election stands, we believe,

without parallel in the whole century: there was not a

single adverse vote, not a single abstention. Bertrand

declared in this connection: "The election of Puiseux

was due to his merit, the unanimity to his character." ^

This high praise was repeated by Bertrand when in the

Session of the Academy for the following year he pro-

nounced a discourse on the achievements and character

' Seul parmi nous, seul peut-etre entre tous les Academiciens de

ce siecle, Puiseux a ete elu a runanimite. . . . L'election de Puiseux

^tail due a son merite, I'unanimite a son caractere (Bertrand in

the Academy of Science on Puiseux' death ; Comptes rendus XCVII,

Paris 1883, 656.
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of Puiseux. He begins with a remark of Fontenelle,

who, as permanent secretary of the Academy, had been

called upon to deliver memorial addresses on so many
distinguished savants. He had already, said the latter

in 1822, bestowed on so many dead colleagues the

praise that their lives were as simple as their minds

were sublime, that one might come to attribute this

merit less to individual scientists than to the nature of

their science itself "Times have changed", remarks

Bertrand, "The indifference towards wealth, the calm ex-

pectation of renown, the ancient Socratic contempt for

everything for which the crowd so eagerly struggles,

hurries, intrigues . . . are to-day neither the dowry of

our science, nor the distinguishing stamp of our scien-

tists. They are met only in exceptional cases: and

such an exception was Victor Puiseux."

'

"One of his most characteristic qualities", writes

Gilbert 2, "was a complete absence of all spirit of

intrigue, personal ambition, craving for pomp and digni-

ty. His indifference to external distinctions amounted

almost to antipathy. The modesty which led him, in

all enterprises, to assume that part which offered the

most work and the least notoriety, was perfectly sincere

and without any trace of affectation. . . . The calm,

simple, and regular tenor of his life impressed every

one who knew him. He had no other joys than in-

tellectual labour, contemplation of the beauty of nature,

and family affection." In 1870 he was on a holiday

tour in the' South when the War broke out: he returned

immediately to Paris to suffer siege there, and to take

part in the defence of the capital. A year before his

' lb. 227. 2 Revue des quest, scient. XV 32.
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death he begged to be relieved of his professorate; "it

was time to make way for younger men". It needed

the unanimous and officially declared request of his

colleagues to induce him to retain the title.

That his greatness of character had its source and

stay in deep religious conviction Bertrand himself tells

us at the close of his discourse, in a rhetorical fashion,

and, as it were, against his will. Gilbert is clearer in

his testimony.

"Victor Puiseux", he writes*, "was a man of profoundly

Christian convictions, loyal all his life to the duties required

of him by the religion which he imbibed in youth and

developed with his mature intellect. During his tenure of

office in the ficole Normale he had ample opportunity to

make manifest his belief, to anneal it in the fire of contro-

versy, and to impart it in precious friendships. It was the

time when the famous conferences of Lacordaire were ring-

ing through France. They penetrated into the ficole also;

teachers and students no longer confined themselves to

science but engaged vigorously in philosophical and reli-

gious discussions. Puiseux took an active part in the contro-

versy, and put at the services of his religion the prestige

which his scientific distinction and his amenity of disposition

had won him. But to play the part of leader consorted ill

with his modesty. He preferred to efface himself behind

Pierre Olivaint'', then a student in the School of Litera-

ture. Their association was not limited to this contro-

versy. . . . They joined in devoting a part of their holidays

to works of charity, and founded a Conference of St. Vincent

de Paul which is still in existence."

'

» lb. XV 34-36.
^ Afterwards a Jesuit: fell a victim to the Commune 1871.

' Cf, Tisserand, Notice 235. On ne s'occupait pas que de

science a I'Ecole ; les discussions philosophiques et religieuses y etaient

fort vives : M. Puiseux y prenait une part active et mettait au service

de ses convictions religieuses I'ascendant naturel que son intelligence
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"Inexhaustible bounty, active charity constituted, as it

were, the soul of his life. He was a loyal and zealous

servant of St. Vincent, and only when struck down by fatal

illness did he cease to climb the stairs of the poor. He
was the stay and support of a multitude of good works

which were unknown, even to his family, until his death.

Side by side with the members of the Institute and of the

Scientific Faculty, there walked at his funeral the outcast and

disinherited children of life, come there to lament their bene-

factor."

With Cauchy and Weierstrass must be associated,

as author of the Mathematical Theory of Functions,

Bernard Riemann, Professor at Gottingen. Born on

Sept. 17"" 1826, at Breselenz in Hanover, where his

father was a Protestant clergyman, he had not com-

pleted his fortieth year when he died of phthisis (July 20*''

1866) at Selasca on Lake Maggiore. Riemann's meta-

physical ideas, derived in part from Th. Fechner, are

often bold even to singularity, and by times are merely

fantastic, but they detract in no way from his reHgious

fervour. His death, as related in the biographical sketch

prefixed to his collected works, gives sufficient token

of this. "His wife was saying to him the Our Father,

he was no longer able to speak: but at the words

Forgive us our trespasses, he raised his eyes aloft:

she felt his hands grow cold within her own: and after

two or three gasps his noble heart had ceased to beat.

d'elite . . . lui avaient assur^ tout d'abord. . . . Toutefois, dans son

domaine special, M. Puiseux aimait a s'effacer devant Pierre Olivaint,

alors ^leve de la section des lettres, entr^ depuis dans la Compagnie

de J6sus et tomb6, en 1871, victime de la Commune. . . . For the

religious aspect of the school and the group of Catholic students.

Cf. Ch. Clair, Pierre Olivaint, pr^lre de la Compagnie de J6sus, Paris

1878, 21.
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The pious habits which he had learned in his childhood

remained with him all his life, and he served God
loyally, if not always after the orthodox forms. Daily

self-examination in the presence of God he regarded,

to use his own expression, as one of the elements of

religion." i

On Jan. 14*'' 1901 there died at Paris "the last of the

great mathematicians of the second half of the nineteenth

century", a grey-haired veteran of seventy-eight, whose

eminence in the history of science was proclaimed in

the highest terms of praise by the highest authorities.

The first of these eulogists was Fouque, President of

the Academy of Sciences of Paris.

"Hermite", he writes, "doyen of our Geometrical section,

and member of the Academy since 1856, was one of our

special glories. All who sit here as geometricians think it

their chief honour to have been pupils of his, all are pene-

trated with gratitude for the generous aid which he has

constantly given them. Wherever science is cultivated, the

name of Hermite is spoken with veneration." *

To the praise of his scientific genius there was added

recognition of his lovable character.

"With Hermite", wrote La Nature, "there disappears one

of the unsullied glories of French science. Hermite not

only stood among the masters of mathematics of the last

^ Bernhard Riemanns Gesammelte malhematische Werke und

wissenschaftlicher Nachlass. Herausgeg. unter Milwirkung von Richard

Dedekind von Heinr. Weber. Zweite Aufl., bearbeitet von Heinr.

Weber, Leipzig 1892, 557.

^ Comptes rendus hebdomadaires des seances de I'Academie des

sciences CXXXII, Paris 1901, 49. We quote the following passages

and Notices from the Essay in the Revue des questions scientifiques

XLIX, Louvain 1901, 353— 396. Cf. Naturwissenschaftliche Rund-

schau XV, Braunschweig 1901, 333 348.
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century; his private life, also, was a model. No one ever

pushed unselfish devotion to science farther than he did.

"He leaves to history an imperishable name, and to all

those who had the happiness to know him, the memory of

a man as great of heart as of intellect. A convinced spiri-

tualist he believed that the soul would one day be crowned
with a complete revelation of those mathematical harmonies

of which only the reflex is accessible to human nature."*

Not very long before, on Dec. 24"* 1892, France had

celebrated with the greatest splendour Hermite's se-

ventieth birthday. The Minister of Education presided

at the Jubilee Assembly, the most eminent French ma-

thematicians were present, and nearly every learned

society offered an address. The King of Sweden de-

corated Hermite with an order, hitherto conferred on

no one in France except the President of the Republic

and Pasteur. And all these honours were well deserved,

for, as Poincare said in his discourses, Hermite had for

fifty years laboured incessantly in all the most difficult

departments of mathematics and had enriched mathe-

matical analysis. Algebra, and the Theory of Numbers

with "inestimable conquests" 2. When only twenty years

* Avec M. Hermile disparalt une des gloires les plus pures qui

aient jamais illustre la science frangaise. M. Hermite ne fut pas

seulement un des plus grands math^maticiens du dernier siecle, sa vie

fut un exemple, personne n'a pousse plus loin I'amour d6sint6ress6

de la science etc. (Painlev^ in La Nature XXXIX, 2 f€\T. 1901,

144— 146). — II laisse pour I'histoire un nom imperissable et pour

tous ceux qui ont eu le bonheur de I'approcher le souvenir d'un

homme aussi grand par le coeur que par rintelligencc. Spiritualiste

convaincu, il pensait que I'Sme aurait un jour la revelation complete

de ces harmonies math^matiques dont le reflet seul est accessible

a I'intelligence liumaine (Revue des sciences pures et appliqu^es XII,

15 f^vr. 1901, 109 — 110).

' Cf. Les fetes jubilaires des MM. Hermile et Pasteur, in Revue

des quest, scient. XXXIII, Louvain 1893, 235— 247.
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of age he had addressed to Jacobi an essay of a very

few pages which placed him at one bound on a level

with the first mathematicians in Europe. After the death

of Cauchy, Gauss, Jacobi and Dirichlet, he was uni-

versally regarded as the leader of his science. At the

mathematical Congresses at Zurich in 1897, and at Paris

in 1900, he was elected, with acclamation, Honorary

President.

Of his discoveries we may mention one, which will be

understood even by those who have no technical know-

ledge of mathematics. It was Hermite who in 1873 de-

monstrated for the first time that the quantity e is trans-

cendent j. e. it cannot be the root of an algebraic equation

with integral co-efficients. Hermite's line of proof was in

1 88 1 extended by Lindemann to the quantity -, and by

means of it an interesting fact was established. Inas-

much as - cannot be the root of a quadratic equation

it follows that it cannot be determined with rule and com-

pass, in other words, that the "squaring of the circle" is

impossible. That - does not admit of determination with

other instruments does not of course follow ; in point of

fact it can be determined with the help of the integraph,

invented in 1880 by the Russian Abakanowicz '. An old

problem was thus at last solved: it had taken two thousand

years, and the expenditure of a vast deal of pains and pene-

tration to discover that the attempt so often renewed was

a priori impossible. Professor F. Klein may justly say that

this discovery, suggested and made possible by Hermite,

marks an epoch in the history of mathematical science ^.

Painleve's reference to Hermite's "spiritualism" will

be more clearly understood if it is stated that the great

mathematician was simply a member of the Catholic

* Cf. J. G. Hag en S. J. , Synopsis der hoheren ^athematik III

Berlin 1900, 84.

* The Evanston Colloquium 1893, 52.
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Church. In his younger days his religious views had

undergone certain variations. But "thanks to the charity

of the Sisters of Mercy who nursed him through a

severe illness, thanks also without doubt to the influence

of Cauchy" he returned to the Faith, and, "from the

day in 1856 on which he found his road to Damascus,

the fervour of his religion never diminished ^
"

.

"From 1877 on", writes the Catholic Review from

which we borrow these notes, "he took a lively interest

in our review, and constantly congratulated our late-

lamented general secretary and his collaborators on their

articles, which he found so solid and so appropriate to

the intellectual needs of the day". . . . Fifteen years

later he expressed himself to the same effect, and added

that he had the happiness to share the Faith professed

by the writers of the Review 2. To the Congress of

Catholic Scientists, held at Brussels in 1894, he contri-

buted a papers.

"Hermite ', says the celebrated mathematician Emile

Borel, "was deeply attached to the Catholic religion;

it was the stay and the centre of his life. . . . His

opinions and his works were in perfect harmony with

Catholic ideas, and this is certainly no ordinary merit."*

Highly important contributions to the History of

Mathematics were made by the Roman prince Bal-

dassare Boncompagni Ludovisi (f March 13"* 1894).

' Revue des quest, scient. XLIX (1901) 364. » lb.

^ Congres Scientifique International des Catholiques VII 5— 11.

He also sent contributions to the Papal Academy de' nuovi Lincei III

155— 164, and to the Annates of the Socidt6 Scientifique of Brussels I

(1875— 1876) II (1877-1878).
* Laisant et Buhl, Annuaire des Mathematiciens 1901— 1902,

Paris 1902, xxr.

Kncller, Christianity. 5
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"He was", writes a well-qualified judge i, "a man of

the most extensive learning. His favourite subject of

study and research was the History of Mathematics.

Guido Bonati, Gerard of Cremona, Plato of Tivoli were,

one may confidently assert, first brought to general

knowledge by the essays devoted to them in the series

of publications for which he was responsible."

It was Boncompagni, too, who by his work on Leo-

nard of Pisa, "the teacher of the three centuries that

came after him", and by the publication of his writing^

"evoked and made possible the first true appreciation

of that genius".

"A Review well known to specialists under the name

of the Bulletino Boncampagm' contains many works of

the editor. He often bore the cost of the publication

of the works of other savants. "Enormous were the

sums spent by the prince in this fashion, enornious

were the sums swallowed up by his library which con-

tained 600 MSS. and 18,000 printed works. A prin-

cely fortune, and a mind in the best sense of the word

princely were needed to make such things possible. And
these were not his only benefactions. Whenever Bon-

compagni learned of a promising student, whose deve

lopment was hampered by poverty, he proferred as-

sistance in the most courteous and tactful manner. How
many transcripts of MSS. has he not commissioned

here, there, and everywhere, either in order to put them

'M. Cantor in the historical and literary department of the

Zeitschrift fUr Mathematik und Physik XXXIX, Leipzig 1894, 201

to 203. ''AUe Arbeiten des Herrn Buoncompagni sind fiir jeden, der

dem Studium der Geschichte unserer Wissenschaft seine Zeit und seine

Krafte widinen will, ganz unentbehrlich" (Grunerts Archiv 1856,

I-it. Bericht Nr 105).
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unselfishly at the disposal of young students, or merely

to give the transcribers a chance of earning something

!

And how many bewail in him the death of a benefactor!"

He bore, amongst other charges, the expense of printing

the papers of the Papal Academy.

Only a sudden death prevented Boncompagni from

bequeathing his precious MSS. and books to the Vatican

Library. This alone is enough to show that the Prince

was "a man of both science and faith", who proved

Jay example that "between scientist and Christian there

is no opposition" i.

To the names mentioned we might add many others.

Charles Dupin (1784— 1873) e. g. was during the

first half of the nineteenth century one of the most

eminent and best known scientists in France. Before

he had reached his twentieth year he had already

established several important mathematical theorems,

and both as engineer and as Professor of mathematics

and mechanics he made valuable contributions to every

province of thought that he cultivated'^. In time, in-

deed, his talent for statistical and economic research

drew him away from Pure Mathematics. He made

a profound study of the political and industrial re-

sources of England and France, and displayed in the

Chamber a commendable zeal for the improvement of

the education and the industrial methods of the country.

' Cosmos, Paris, 30 avril 1898, 553; cf. 26 mai 1894, 223. Con-

cerning the edifying death of the Prince and his friendship for the

Society of Jesus v. Civ. catt. , Ser. 15, X, Roma 1894, 361, and

12 ser. I (1883) 84. ¥oT his connection with the Papal Academy,

Eludes XLV, Paris 1888, 134.

^Jos. Bertrand, Eloges acaddmiques 221. Biographic gene-

rale par Hoefer s. v.

5*
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When he died full of years in 1873, it was recorded

of him that "his convictions were always sincerely

Christian and Catholic" 1.

Mention should also be made e. g. of Louis Poinsot

(t 1859)2, Gergonne (f 1858)8, Michael Chasles

(t i88o)4, W. M. Drobisch (f 1896)^ and Philippo

Gilbert (f 1892), Professor at Louvain and author

of widely-used test-books on Higher Mathematics and

Analytical Mechanics, as well of numerous scientific

essays 6. Amongst those recently deceased we may
instance Eugene Vicaire (f Jan. 18"* 1901)'', an en-

gineer who occupied the highest positions in his pro-

fession in France, and laboured with such success in

the province of pure science that he held the pro-

fessorate of Astro-Mechanics in the College de France

from 1883 to 1885, and published works of the first

importance on Astronomy , Solar Physics , and Pure

Mathematics. He was a practical CathoHc^, and had

the happiness of giving two of his nine children to the

priesthood.

^ Ses convictions furent toujours sincerement chretiennes et catho-

liques. Les Mondes XXX, Paris 1873, 135.

^ Natur und Offenbarung VI, Milnster i860, 96.

3 lb. V (1859) 288.

^ Cf. Ph. Gilbert in the Revue des quest, scient. IX (1881)

517— 590. In concluding this Obituary Notice, he says: "Dieu a

fait a Chasles la grace d'une fin vraiment chr^tienne. Dans toute la

plenitude de sa volont6 et de son intelligence, le grand mathematicien

a regu les consolations que I'^glise catholiques reserve a ceux qui

meurent dans son sein; puis il s'est endormi confiant et tranquille."

* Allg. deutsche Biographic XLVIU, 82.

® Cf. Revue generale LV, Bruxelles, mars 1892, i— iv.

'' Revue des quest, scient. XLIX (1901) 420—43:.

* Fermement attach^ a la foi catholique, il ne s'est jamais ecartc

des directions spirituelles qu'elle lui avait tracees (ib. 423).
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Hermann Grassmann (f 1877), Gymnasium professor

at Stettin, is described by Cantor and Leskien as "one

of the most remarkable mathematicians of our times".

At first indeed his works went practically unnoticed.

His "Theory of Extension" put forward in 1844 ideas

on the nature of Geometry which became current many

years later, but it might as well not have been printed.

Two discoveries made by him in Physics met with

no acceptance until they were made anew by Clausius

and Helmholtz. Crushed by this ill-success he turned

to the study of Sanscrit, and although he entered this

province so late he nevertheless made in it important

conquests. This notable man was a loyal Protestant;

he was much interested in Foreign Missions, and left

behind him a work which bears the title "On the Decay

of Belief 1.

But the names enumerated above are sufficient for our

purpose. Instead, therefore, of extending the list we shall

devote a page or two to a renowned scientist whose autho-

rity is very frequently invoked to show the irreligious

character not only of mathematicians, but of mathematics

and exact research in general.

No one denies the invaluable contributions made by

Pierre Simon Laplace (f 1827) to the theory of the motion

of the heavenly bodies, as also to many other branches of

Physics and Mathematics. He was commonly called the

French Newton, and was brought into comparison with the

great Englishman in nearly every one of the discourses

pronounced over his grave.

Nowadays it is a commonplace of scepticism to invoke the

authority of Laplace; and an anecdote which is told of him is

supposed to afford proof of his unbelief. When he presented

' AUgemeine deutsche Biographic IX 595— 598. Allgemeine Zeitung,

Augsburg 1877, Nr. 291, Beil. p. 4371.
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one of his works to Napoleon the latter is reported to have

said: "Newton in his work speaks of God. I have gone
through yours, but find no mention of God." To which

Laplace is said to have replied: "Citizen First Consul, 1

found no need for that hypothesis." So runs the anecdote,

and from it many writers eagerly draw the conclusion

:

Laplace then has declared that the existence of God is a

mere hypothesis. And so, according to the greatest astro-

nomer of modern times, the existence of the world affords

no proof of the existence of God.

This anecdote had begun to circulate during Laplace's

life-time. When he learned shortly before his death, that

it was to appear in a sketch of his life in an Encyclopedia

of Biography he commissioned Arago to demand that it

should be excised by the editor. This fact was learned

from Arago's own mouth by H. Faye *
: it shows that in

any event it was against Laplace's will that he was repre-

sented as an atheist. As for the story itself, its truth is

established by no sufficient evidence, and it is a priori im-

probable that the accommodating Laplace would have spoken

in such a fashion to the all-powerful ruler of France. For

Napoleon was well known to be no friend of atheism, and

to have administered a sharp reproof to the astronomer

Lalande because of his profession of it^.

But even supposing that Laplace did use the words, it

does not at all follow that he wished to characterise the

existence of God as an unsupported hypothesis. In the

* Sur I'origine du Monde ^, Paris 1896, 131. Cf. p. 130— 132,

where the alleged saying of Laplace is dealt with. Cf. J. dejoannis

in Etudes LXXI, Paris 1897, 541 f.

^ Moreover we may remark in passing that Lalande did not sin-

cerely believe in Atheism. Abbe Emery, who had opportunities of

speaking to him, said to a priest, a friend of his : "M. de Lalande

n'est pas plus athee que vous et moi." To Emery he had expressed

the wish to receive the last sacraments from his hand. The ful-

filment of this wish was prevented by Lalande's friends. Vie de

M. Emery II, Paris 1862, 39. E. Meric, Hist, de M. Emery II,

Paris 1885, 210.
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1

anecdote, he contrasts his theory with that of Newton: it

is necessary then only to bear in mind the points on which
he was at variance with the great Englishman in order to

grasp the sense of the epigram. Newton had at the sight of

so many planets and worlds, circling perpetually round with

reciprocal influence and disturbance, given way to the fear

that these countless, intricate movements must result at last

in inextricable confusion, and that the intervention of God
from time to time was needed to obviate this confusion.

But one of the greatest achievements of Laplace was pre-

cisely his proof that such intervention is unnecessary. He
showed by mathematical considerations, afterwards completed

and extended by Leverrier, that such confusion can never

occur. How intricate soever the paths of the planets, how-

ever numerous and continual thQ reciprocal disturbances, all

these disturbances must in the course of time re-adjust

themselves. If Laplace, then, did in fact reply to the First

Consul in the manner alleged, in all probability he had

before his mind merely the advance which he had made in

the Theory of Planetary Motion, as compared with Newton.

The hypothesis which he dismissed as unnecessary would

be, in this interpretation, not the existence of God but that

intervention of God in the economy of the planetary system

which Newton regarded as indispensable '. We find in

Laplace's work another criticism of Newton, expressed in

another fashion. The disposition of the planets and satellites

according to number, size, and relative distance could not

in Newton's opinion be derived from mechanical causes, but

' Cf. V. M a d 1 e r s Reden und Abhandlungen ilber Gegenstande

der Himmelskunde, Berlin 1870, 334: Laplace's answer "ist voll-

kommen richtig; denn auch wir bedurfien und bediirfen der Hypo-

these von einem einhelfenden, nachbessernden, korrigierenden Gotte

nicht und werden ihrer nie bediirfen. Das Universum ist ein Uhr-

werk, aber kein solches, wo man den Verfertiger zu Hilfe ruft, weil

es nicht mehr recht gehen will. Unser Gott thront Uber Zeit und

Ewigkeit, und bei ihm ist kein Wechsel, und je tiefer wir in seinen

Werken forschen , desto mehr werden wir in dieser Ansicht be-

starkl".
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must be regarded as the direct work of Divine Omnipotence.

But Laplace has, by means of his celebrated theory of the

development of the solar system from the rotating fiery

nebula, exhibited it as highly probable that the disposition

of the planets and satellites can be explained by natural

causes, and in this regard he might also have allowed him-

self to criticise Newton. This does not necessarily mean
that he denied the existence of God. In fact the whole

duty of science is to explain the phenomena of nature by

created, secondary causes ^ The acceptance of the system

of Laplace is in no way derogatory to the Wisdom and

Omnipotence of the Creator. It is in no wise easier to

create the egg and the acorn out of which the chicken

and the oak are in due course to develop, than to create

immediately on the spot the chicken or the oak. And
in precisely the same way it is a no lesser manifestation

of Divine Omnipotence to create the nebula, and to en-

dow it with the capacity of developing into the planetary

system than it would be to call the latter at once into

existence.

That Laplace is in point of fact to be understood in this

sense is shown by a passage in his "Exposition du syst^me

du monde" ^ He there quotes the passage in which Newton

ascribes the orderly arrangement of the planetary system to

' "Gott ist nicht das nachste und unmittelbare Prinzip der Natur-

erscheinungen. Er ist auch nicht direkt Gegenstand der Naturwissen-

schafien . . . und es ist, von der frivolen Deutung abgesehen
,
ganz

berechtigt, wenn Laplace sagt : ich habe Himmel und Erde durch-

forscht und keinen Gott gefunden, wie es berechtigt ist, wenn Vogt

erklart , es sei ihm die Seele und Lebenskraft noch nie unter der

Lupe begegnet" (P. L. Haffner, Das Ignoramus und Ignorabimus

der neueren Naturforschung, in Sammlung zeitgeinasser Broschiiren,

Frankfurt-Luzern 1887, 222). Likewise J. Reinke, Die Welt als

Tat^, Berlin 1903, 476: "In Laplaces Werke brauchte Gott so wenig

vorzukommen wie im Exerzierreglement. Hatte ich ein Handbuch

der Physiologie zu schreiben, so wiirde das Wort Gott darin gleich-

falls fehlen."

^ Livre 5, chap. 6, 6* 6d., Bruxelles 1827, 522.
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the immediate, creative act of God, and, to explain its immunity

from confusion, has recourse to the recurrent intervention

of the same creative power. In criticism of this theory

Laplace says: "But may not this disposition of the planets

be itself an effect of the laws of Motion: and may not the

Supreme Intelligence to whose intervention Newton had

recourse, have made this orderly disposition dependent on

a phenomenon of a more general character?" The neces-

sity of a supplementary intervention of God in His own
Creation he repels with the words: "Leibniz, in his contro-

versy with Newton on the discovery of the infinitesimal

calculus, criticised sharply the theory of a Divine intervention

as a corrective of the disturbances of the solar system.

'To suppose anything of the kind', he said, 'is to exhibit

very narrow ideas of the wisdom and power of God.

Newton replied with a criticism just as sharp of the Pre-

Established Harmony of Leibniz which he characterised as

a perpetual miracle. Posterity has not accepted these vain

hypotheses, but it has rendered the most ample justice

to the mathematical achievements of these two men of

genius."

It is not difficult to discern in these passages the idea

which lies at the root of the anecdote in question. But it

will be observed that this idea has in it no leaven of

Atheism. Laplace speaks in both places of "empty hypo-

theses". But what is it that he designates by these words?

Obviously not the existence of God, but the Theory of

Pre-Established Harmony, and the assumption that an inter-

vention of God is necessary from time to time in order

to supply the imperfections of the natural order.

On the other hand it is admitted that Laplace cannot be

held up as a model of loyalty to religion. In his writings,

e. g. in the Essai philosophique sur la probability there are

to be found many turns of thought which show the intiuence

of the philosophy of the eighteenth century. But there are

two facts which cannot be disputed. In the first place the

great mathematician was never in his own estimate a materialist.

In proof of this we have the evidence of one who stood

on the most intimate terms with Laplace, J. B. Dumas the
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chemist ^ And if during his life he made only too many
concessions to the dominant spirit of the time, this is only

another example of that pliancy of character which even

Laplace's greatest admirers constantly deplored. When he

came to die and had nothing further to hope for from the

world, he sent for a priest and devoted himself to settling

his account with heaven ^.

III. ASTRONOMY.
A religious of the Catholic Church stands by a two-

fold right at the head of the Astronomy of the 19'"

Century, in virtue both of a brilliant discovery and of

the enterprise which led up to it.

' Discours et Eloges Academiques II 255 : Laplace "fournit aux ma-

t6rialistes leurs plus specieux arguments, sans partager leurs con-

victions".

^ Nr. 66, March 7* 1827, of La Quotidienne contains the follow-

ng: "Paris, 6 mars. M. le marquis de Laplace, pair de France, membre

de rinstitut, auteur de la Mecanique Celeste et de plusieurs autres

ouvrages qui I'ont fait placer parmi les plus grands g^ometres de ces

derniers temps, est mort hier dans son h6t6l Rue du Bac, entre les

bras de ses deux pasteurs, M. le cure des Missions Etrangeres et

M. le cur^ d'Arceuil, qu'il avait fait appeler pour en recevoir les

derniers secours de la religion. Nous aurons a publier une notice

sur la vie de ce savant celebre ; mais nous devons des ce moment

faire remarquer ce que sa mort a presente d'edifiant a sa famille, a

ses amis et a ses admirateurs. C'est un contraste que nous aimons

a opposer au recit de morts scandaleuses qui font la joie des ennemis

de la religion. Ses obseques auront lieu demain mercredi, 7, en I'eglise

des Missions Etrangeres. . . . The same information is found in the

paper, L'ami de la Religion et du Roi LI, Paris 1827, 107 126

(cf. J. dejoannis in Etudes LXXI 655). M. Marie (Hist, des

sciences math, et phys. X, Paris 1887, 70) calls the wavering Laplace

"reactionnaire et ultra-royaliste", assumes him to "afficher des sen-

timents religieux outres qu'il ne partageait pas" and ascribes to him

"Palinodes", which however would not have been able to retard the

progress for which his Cosmogony had cleared the way.
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"The first day of the century", says the celebrated astro-

nomer Frederick William Bessel', "was marked by a

brilliant discovery: Piazzi of Palermo on the first day of

January 1801 found a new planet, 'Ceres'. His discovery was
a by-product of a great and admirable undertaking, the de-

termination, namely, by a long series of observations, of the

positions of some 7 000 fixed stars." Bessel proceeds to

explain the significance for astronomical science of this

determination of the latitude and longitude of so many
stars with the greatest possible accuracy^ and recounts the

laborious efforts of Tycho Brahe and his successors to

arrive at the same result. "Piazzi", he continues, "had
striven strenuously to secure the erection of an observatory

at Palermo, and to equip it with splendid instruments, the

work of the never-to-be-forgotten Ramsden; and when he

had succeeded in this he stepped at once to the head of

astronomical science. He published in 1803 after incal-

culable labour a catalogue of the positions of some 7 000 stars,

and so resolute was his determination to secure the most

accurate results attainable with his instruments that he repeat-

ed all his observations, and in 18 14 was able to publish a

second and much improved edition of his catalogue. Here
was in truth a worthy beginning of the century. The appe-

tite for thorough observation was roused from the slumber

in which it had lain since the death of Bradley."

At first sight the figures mentioned by Bessel may
not seem very formidable. Some may not consider it

a colossal undertaking to direct a telescope on one

after another of 7000 stars, and read off their positions

on the graduated circle. But the life of Piazzi supplies

an efTective reply to such a criticism. During the course

of the observations he believed that he had found the

long-sought parallax of certain fixed stars that is, the dis-

' Populare Vorlesungen iiber wissenschaftliche Gegenstande von

F. W. Bessel. Nach dem Tode des Verfassers herausgegeben von

H. C. Schumacher, Hamburg 1848, 21—23; cf. 239 538.
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placement which the position of the stars must undergo

from the fact that in the course of the earth's annual move-

ment they are observed from widely separated points

of observation. On closer examination, however, he

discovered that it was not the stars but his telescope

that had suffered displacement, in all probability from

the fact that the tower on which the telescope rested

received more heat from the sun on one side that on

the other. This will give a hint of the minute accu-

racy requisite in astronomical observations. Further,

every instrument has its trifling defects, which import

an element of error into all observations, and is further

liable to disturbance by the most trivial occurrences,

so that to arrive at practically useful results there is

needed not only inexhaustible patience and persistence,

but also acute insight, so as to discover the various

sources of error and either devise a telescope that will

make them inoperative, or correct the results mathe-

matically. After the practical work of observation the

astronomer must be prepared for weary hours at his

desk. Every star must be observed several times, for no

one observation ever corresponds precisely with another:

and to the list of figures thus obtained, the Calculus

of Probabilities must be applied so as to arrive at the

closest possible approximation to the truth.

No one could appreciate better than Bessel the diffi-

culty of compiling such a catalogue, for he himself

stood in the first rank of observers, and had reduced

to workable form Bradley's essay in the same direction,

which contained only single observations.

"Nearly all the Flanisteed stars", he writes, "were observ-

ed five times, so that I had to reduce to shape a total of

more than 25000 observations. . . . On Piazzi's catalogue
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which contains still more observations than Bradley's two
astronomers were engaged and the task occupied many
years: I am now convinced that that gigantic work has been
estimated rather below than above its value." '

Bessel drew a rich yield from the works of Piazzi

and Bradley. When he had resolved on his plan for

the revision of Bradley's catalogue he wrote to Olbers

:

"Thanks to the known dexterity of Bradley, and the

excellent instruments of the Greenwich Observatory, Bradley's

catalogue yields little in point of accuracy to Piazzi's. An
interesting feat, surely, to attain the same accuracy in 1750
as in 1800!" ^

The collation and revision of the two catalogues

helped, in the event, to bring to light a very interesting

fact: the self-movement of the fixed stars. It showed

"that nearly one half of the stars contained in both

catalogues (numbering 2959) possess a self-movement

amounting to the tenth of a second annually, or, in

certain cases to more" 3. The greatest movement was

that exhibited by a star of the fifth magnitude Nr. 61

of the Swan : it was as considerable as five seconds a

year. Bessel selected this double star on which to renew

the search for the long-sought parallax. His labours

were successful. He determined the parallax, about the

third of a second, and with it the distance of one of

the nearest fixed stars. "Nearest" is, however, hardly

a word to accentuate in this connection. Its distance

from the sun is according to Bessel about 657,700 times

the radius of the earth's orbit. I.ight takes ten years

' Bessel an Olbers, ae*** February 1809 : Briefwechsel, herausgegeben

von Erman, I 205.

* 10*'' May 1807: ib. I 97—98.

' Bessel, Populare Vorlesungen 248.
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to travel that distance: a train covering 200 miles a

day would take two hundred million years 1.

These discoveries count, it is true, to the credit of

Bessel, not of Piazzi, but it is clear that but for Piazzi's

work they could never have been made, Bessel him-

self speaks elsewhere of the "invaluable services" 2 of

the Italian astronomer, and always mentions his name

with the most marked respect. And a greater than

Bessel, Gauss himself, honoured Piazzi so far as to call

him his first-born son Joseph 3.

It was his practice of observing each star more than

once that led up to the significant discovery of the first

asteroid, Ceres. On January i'' he noted down the

position of a small star, on January 2°^ he made a

second observation of it but found figures different from

the first. Either then, one of the observations was in-

correct, or the star possessed a movement of its own.

Further investigation decided in favour of the latter

alternative.

Piazzi was a member of the Order of Theatines

founded by St. Cajetan of Thiene. Born in 1746 at

Veltlin, he made his first studies at Milan and there

entered the Order. He received a decisive impulse

towards the cultivation of science from the two editors

and expounders of Newton, Thomas Leseur* (f 1770),

' Bessel, Vorlesungen 261. * lb. 239.

' Cf. his Briefwechsel mit Bolyai 184.

* Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica ; auctore I s a a c o

N e w t o n o , Eq. Aurato ; Perpetuis Commentariis illustrata, communi

studio PP. Thomae Le Seur et Francisci Jacquier, ex Gal-

licana Minimorum Familia, Matheseos Professorum. 4 vols. Genevae

*739— 1742. It was due in a great measure to this essay that New-

ton's work, the style of which was very involved, became generally
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Professor at the Sapienza, and Francis Jacquier (f 1788),

Professor at the Roman College, both of whom belonged

to the Order of the Minims of St. Francis of Paula.

Having completed his course in Philosophy at Genoa

and Ravenna, and in Mathematics at Malta, he was

appointed Professor of Dogmatic Theology at Rome
where he formed a lifelong friendship with his colleague

Barnabas Chiaramonti, afterwards Pope Pius VII. On
the advice of Jacquier, Piazzi in 1780 accepted the

post of Mathematical Professor at Palermo, and thus

made his entry into the field in which he was to attain

such distinction. He at once bestirred himself to give

the scientific Faculty an impulse in a new direction.

He was supported by the Government in his efforts,

and especially in his project of erecting at Palermo

an Observatory of the first class. Journeys to France

and England brought him into association with the

first scientists of the 18*^ century, and gave him an

opportunity of appreciating the scientific needs of the

day. After his return the Observatory was erected in

1786, and Piazzi entered into occupation of it. Under

the rule of the Bourbons he received a call to Naples

where he died in 18261.

The "Columbus of the lesser planets" is not the only

Catholic priest who during the 19"* century rendered

notable service to astronomical science. We enumerate

here, in accordance with our general plan, the names

of the more notable.

One of the foremost, a co-discoverer of the new planet,

was Count Barnabas Oriani(t 1832), Director of the Milan

intelligible, and that Newton's teaching gained ground. K. Wolf,

Gesch. der Astronomie 439—470.
* For Piazzi cf. Cosmos 2 mars and 15 juin 1901, 269 f 748 f.
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Observatory, like Piazzi a priest and a successful astronomer.

Born of a poor family he began life as a mason : his edu-

cation was taken in hands first by some Carthusians who
recognised his great ability, and later by the Barnabites. His

work won him the rank of Count, and his reputation stood

so high that under Napoleon I. he might have become a

Bishop or Minister of Education if he had not declined

both dignities ^

Another name of European note is that of Giovanni
Inghirami (f 1851). Born in 1779 at Volterra, he entered

the Piarists at an early age. He studied Mathematics and
Philosophy in his native town, and afterwards Mathematics

and Astronomy at Florence, where he became Director of

the Observatory founded by the Jesuit L. Ximenez (f 1786).

He published in 1830, as the result of fourteen years trigono-

metrical mensuration, a map of Tuscany. When the Academy
of Berlin undertook the preparation of the chart of the

celestial equator, which was to contain all stars down to

the ninth magnitude, a section of this work was entrusted

to Inghirami. Although this section, that of the aggregate

nebulous stars, presented great difficulties, Encke, in his

speech at the celebration of the King's birthday in 1850,

characterised Inghirami's performance as amongst the most

remarkable in the whole enterprise. Equally high was the

estimate of Inghirami formed by Murchison, the well-known

geologist. Murchison praises in particular "the excellent map
of Tuscany which I found of great service in the geological

exploration of the Apennines" ^ Inghirami attained in his

Order the positions of Provincial and General. He lies

buried in a chapel erected by him for the younger students,

and the inscription on the tomb asks them to pray for him

to the Blessed Virgin *.

* Nouv. Biographic gen^rale par Hoefer XXXVIII 786.

^ Journal of the R. Geographical Society of London XXII, London

1852, LXX.

'A. V. Reumont, Beitrage zur italienischen Geschichte VI,

Berlin 1857, 472—478. A n ton ell i, Sulla vita e sulle opere di

Giov. Inghirami, Firenze 1854. Allgemeine Zeitung, Augsburg 185 1,
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Filippo Cecchi (f May 2"** 1887), who came next but

one after Inghirami at Florence, belonged also to the Piarist

Order '. He specialised chiefly in Meteorology, and enjoyed

a great reputation in that department. The Meteorological

Observatory at Urbino was established in 1850 by the Prior

of the Piarist College there, Alessandro Serpieri (f 1885).

His researches were directed mainly to the storms of Italy,

shooting-stars and above all to the zodiacal light which he

sought to exhibit as a terrestrial phenomenon. He was

awarded a gold medal in recognition of his works on seismic

disturbances ; and on the suppression of the Orders he recei-

ved special permission to select a Chair in whatever Italian

University he liked best*.

Francesco Denza (f 1894) was a Barnabite. At the Con-

gress of Meteorologists held at Paris in 1878 he was elect-

ed President : for he had won a leading place in the science

not only by a series of valuable observations of his own,

but by his success in establishing all over Italy, "by private

persuasion, and by extensive correspondence" a network of

more than 200 meteorological stations. In addition to this

he made many contributions to the photography of the

heavens. The Vatican Observatory was rebuilt by him for

this purpose, and had the honour of being included among
the eighteen observatories to which was entrusted the pre-

paration of an international photographic chart of the

heavens *.

Nr. 246, p. 3929. Zach writes on 21 August 1830: "Mr. Inghirami

est un homme extr^niement actif," His Observatory is in better order

than the one in Florence in which Pons worked. Vierteljahrsschrift

der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zilrich XXXI (1886) 237.

' Civilta cattolica, Ser. 13, VI, Roma 1887, 484—485. T. Mar-

tini, Intorno alia vita ed ai lavori di Filippo Cecchi, delle scuole

pie, Venezia 1888.

^ Fed. M i c i , Al. Serpieri , scienziato ed educatore. Discorso

letto neir inaugurazione dell' anno scolastico 1885— 1886 nell' uni-

versita d' Urbino, Urbino 1886.

'J. Pl(assmann) in Jahresbericht der Gorres-Gesellschaft filr

das Jahr 1894, Koln 1895, ^o—22. Civilta cattolica, Ser. 16, I,

Kneller, Christianity. 6
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The Jesuit Francesco de Vico, Director of the Observa-

tory of the Roman College^ won a European reputation by
his laborious observations of Saturn and the comets. Driven

from Rome by the Revolution of 1848 he had an honourable

reception in France and England, but died suddenly at

London on October is**" 1848'. The Observatory of the

Roman College showed energies in other directions too,

so long as it remained in the hands of the Order ^. At
the Jesuit's English College at Stonyhurst worked Joseph
Perry a "distinguished astronomer" universally known by his

publications on solar physics and earth-magnetism. . . . The
best proof of his ability is to be found in the numerous

scientific commissions with which he was entrusted by the

English Government*. Thus he was sent to make obser-

vations of the Transits of Venus in 1874 and in 1882 in

the island of Kerguelen and in Madagascar respectively,

and in 1886, 1887, and 1889 to the West Indies, Russia,

and an island near Cayenne to study eclipses of the sun.

The last expedition (in 1889) cost him his life.

Great scientific activity was shown also by the "historic"

Observatory of the Benedictines at Kremsmiinster. Marian

Roma 1895, 93—94- Annuaire pour I'an 1890 public par le Bureau

des longitudes 696.

' A. S e c c h i , Ragguaglio iiitorno alia vita ed ai lavori del

P. F. de Vico, Roma 1850. Ami de la religion CXL, Paris 1849,

239—242. lb. Civilta cattolica, Ser. 1, VI, Roma 1851, 493.

^ Among the active members were C. Dumouchel (f 1840)

who was the first to rediscover the Halley Comet, which had re-

turned, and P. Rosa (f 1874), who in 1881 instituted observations

of the sun, comets, eclipses, and the passage of Mercury. When
Doppler in Vienna had drawn attention to the colour-phenomena of

the double-stars, B. Sestini (f 1890), who was soon afterwards

driven to America by the Revolution, taking up the study of these

phenomena, devoted himself to it for several years (Sitzungsberichte

der Wiener Akademie VIII [1852] 91).

'Wildermann in Jahrbuch der Naturwissenschaften VI , Frei-

burg 189 1
, 498. The particulars in The Month LXVIII, London

1890, 305—323 474—488.
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Koller (t 1866), Director of this Observatory, celebrated

for "his genius of observation" and his "perfect mastery of

the Calculus" published between 1830 and 1847 numerous
accounts of investigations made in Astronomy, Meteorology,

and Earth-Magnetism. "A worker of rare assiduity" was

the characterization of his successor Augustin Reslhuber

(t 1875). He was the author of many essays and treatises

on Meteorology, Terrestrial Physics, and observations of

comets , asteroids , etc. ^ Sigmund Fellockef was a

collaborator in the Berlin Chart of the celestial equator,

completing in 1848 the portion (Hora VII.) assigned to

him ^

Mention should also be made of Canon A. Stark of

Augsburg (f 1839) whose observations of sun-spots were of

great •'alue to R. Wolfe in his determination of the well-

known eleven years period : of the Jesuit Francis Paula
von Triesnecker (f 1817) remarkable for his extreme

industry in astronomical calculations ' : and of the Bene-

dictine Placidus (Joseph) Heinrich (f 1825) of St. Em-
meram, whose contributions to the climatology of the Danube
Valley are "of the highest value"*. Halma (f 1828) and

Bossut (t 1814), two secular priests, published volumes on

the History of Astronomy *.

' Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XVI 478 f; XXVIII 247 f.

S. Fellocker, Geschichte der Sternwarte Kremsmilnster, Linz 1864.

A. Reslhuber, Uber das magnetische Observalorium zu Krems-

milnster, Wien 1854. For Koller cf. Almanach der k. Akademie der

Wissenschaften XVII, Wien 1867, 201—239. Vierleljahrsschrift der

deutschen astronomischen Gesellschaft II, Leipzig 1867, 149— 153.

^ C. Bruhns, Joh. Franz Encke, sein Leben und Wirken, Leipzig

1869, 123.

' Gunther in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie XXXV 488.

* G tint her ib. XXXII 52. F. v. Schmoger, Erinnerungen

an PI. Heinrich , Regensburg 1825. Katholische Literaturzeitung

von V. Kerz 1825, II Inlelligenzblatt 75; Verzeichnis der Schriften

ib. 85.

' Cf. for those named above R. Wolf, Geschichte der Astro-

nomic.

6*
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The name ofP. Angelo Secchi (f 1878) is so well-

known and so fresh in the general memory that it is

unnecessary for us to deal with him here at any length.

Even the Piedmontese Government did not venture, after

the seizure of Rome in 1870, to remove the world-

renowned astronomer from his Observatory, although

he resisted all inducements to betray his fidelity to Pope

Pius IX. and the Society of Jesus. Secchi's chief work

was done in the province of meteorology, his special

achievement being an apparatus for the automatic re-

gistration of meteorological phenomena. In speculative

physics too, he held a high position. His ideas on the

subject are to be found in his work on the "Uflity of

the Forces of Nature". But nowhere does he appear

as the pioneer of so many new tendencies as in his

works on the physical constitution of the sun and stars.

He applied the methods of spectral analysis as created

by Bunsen and Kirchhoff to the investigation of the

stellar light, und in this way studied some 6000 fixed

stars. To this must be added his observations of spots

and protuberances on the sun, and exact measurements

of 1324 double stars. His papers on this subject are

so numerous that, as Respighi says, they seem "to re-

present the labours of a scientific association rather than

of a single individual". Moigno is of opinion that Secchi

single-handed did more work of this kind than the ten

collaborators of Arago. The catalogue of his writings

enumerates in addition to 65 separately published books

and papers, 42 reviews which contain contributions of

his, and in many cases very frequent contributions. Thus,

for instance, we find in the index of the Reports of the

Paris Academy of Science 182 papers and notes by

Secchi, in the Astronomical News of Schumacher 132,
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in the Transactions of the Roman Academy de' Nuovi

Lincei 8i, in those of the Italian Spectroscopists' Asso-

ciation 46, and so on i.

One can thus stand at the head of modern astronomy

without necessarily being an adherent of materialism and

atheism. This was the thesis which we wished to es-

tablish as against the assertions of certain writers, and

we think that the names to which we have made appeal

justify our contention. Piazzi and Secchi at least will

be conceded places in the first rank of astronomers,

and they were not merely believers in God but CathoHc

priests. But let us inquire into this subject a Uttle

further, and see whether among lay or Protestant leaders

of Astronomy the representations of our adversaries

find any better verification.

According to Madler, it is admitted on all hands that

Bessel and Gauss stand pre-eminent among the re-organi-

sers of Astronomy. They differed indeed in the nature

of their contributions, for "Gauss's activity, fruitful in the

highest degree, was confined almost exclusively to the

theoretical side, while Bessel, on the contrary leaves

us in doubt whether to admire most the number and

excellence of his theoretical works or the acuteness of

his observations, and the vast fields over which they

are scattered" 2. With Gauss we have already dealt in

' Cf. Jos. Pohle , P. Angelo Secchi. Ein Lebens- und Kultur-

bild, Koln 1883. C. Bricarelli S. J., A. Secchi in Memorie della

Pont. Accademia dei Nuovi Lincei IV, Roma 1888. C. Sommer-
vogel mentions other biographies and Secchi's own works: Biblio-

theque de la Conipagnie de Jesus, 1* partie: Bibliographic VII, Bruxelles-

Paris 1896, 993— 1031. For the celebration of the 25*''* Anniversary

of his death v. Civ. catt , Ser. 18, IX, Roma 1903, 614; X 349 and

the Works of B. Carrara (Padua 1903) and E. Millosevich (Rome 1903).

« Cf. R. Wolf, Gesch. der Astronomic 525.
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the section devoted to Mathematics, and we purpose

here to bring Bessel within the scope of our inquiry.

Born at Minden in 1784 Frederick William Bessel

had little opportunity of cultivating a taste for humanistic

studies. In mature life he set little store by them, and

held in all seriousness the opinion that no one could

be accounted an educated man who had not studied

Laplace's astronomical works. His father, an official

with a large family and mediocre resources, took him

away early from school, where indeed he had shown

no great promise, and apprenticed him to a merchant

at Bremen. Here Bessel had an exacting time of it;

his hours of business were from eight o'clock in the

morning till eight o'clock in the evening, but from tlie

first he was loyal and assiduous in his work. With the

design of qualifying himself to fill the position of "Car-

gador" or agent for over-sea trade he studied at night

Geography and Commerce, English and Spanish. He
determined to master also the Art of Navigation, as

likely to be very useful in his profession : this led him

into Astronomy, and Astronomy into Mathematics. The
field, into which he was thus introduced, took his mind

completely captive. From half past eight in the evening

till two o'clock he toiled at Mathematics and astronomical

calculations, but eight o'clock saw him once again in

his office.

In Bremen at that time lived Olbers, a physician and

celebrated astronomer, already known as the discoverer

of several of the smaller planets. One day the young

clerk plucked up courage to accost him in the street,

begging him to verify the computation of a comet.

Olbers consented, and recognising the rare ability of

Bessel, persuaded him to make Astronomy his profession.
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and helped him to prosecute his studies. In 1810 Bessel

became Professor in Konigsberg, where an Observatory

was erected after his plans, and equipped with the most

perfect instruments of the day.

.His relations with Olbers were always up to the

death of the latter of the most intimate kind ; Bessel

honoured him as a father. Numerous letters of both are

preserved 1, a glance through which will be sufficient

to show the advocates of materialism that they can no

more rely on the authority of these two coryphaei, than

on that of Gauss.

It was assuredly no materialist who wrote the name

of God so often and so reverently as we find it in

Olbers' letters.

"God be thanked, a thousand times over, that your wound
had no further evil consequences!" he writes, when Bessel

had been bitten by a dog supposed to be mad^ "Most

gratefully must I celebrate the tender care ofmy good son. . .

.

May God reward him for the love he shows towards his

old father."* "God keep you hale and happy!'* "Heaven

preserve you and yours in unclouded health and prosperity!"'

"Heaven grant you, my dear Bessel, health to follow on

to the end your great and brilliant discoveries!"" Similar

phrases are to be found many times repeated'' especially

in the letter written by Olbers on August 14*'' 1832. He
had just had a stroke of apoplexy and believed that he

was sending his friend a last farewell. "May Heaven bestow

on you, my dear, dear friend, many a long year of health,

strength, happiness and good fortune, so that your labours

' Briefwechsel zwischen W. Olbers und F. W. Bessel, herausgeg.

von Erman.
* lb. II 76: 16. Februar 1818.

» lb. 11 140: 20. April 1820. * lb. II 198: 21. Mai 1821.

* lb. 11 269: 25. Januar 1825. * lb. II 280: 3. August 1825,

^ Cf. ib. I 257 383 399; n 228 252 285 296 435 438.
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may develop still more fully a science which already owes

to you its complete re-organisation. God bless you and
yours! My hand trembles and my head grows heavy," '

. . .

Not long before his death he sent (July 5''' 1838) to

Bessel a letter in which he declares his belief in Provi-

dence and in the immortality of the soul. "He is, in-

deed", he writes, "troubled with the inevitable ailments

of old age."

"But all this has got to be borne, and no one can hope
for perfect health at such an advanced age. I am grateful

for the easy circumstances with which Providence has blessed

me, which permit me to spend my last years in otio cum digni-

tate. I am still able to rejoice in life. But in another

respect I am a conviva satur who has tasted and enjoyed

to satiety all of good that this earthly life has to offer and

is now able to take his departure without reluctance. And
this departure is made easier by the feeling that I am
become a wholly useless and dispensable member of human
society, and by my curiosity to learn in my own person the

experience which awaits man after bodily death. I pray

only that my leave-taking may be brief, without any long

and weary illness."^

' Briefwechsel II 364.

^ lb. II 427. Similarly he writes to Gruithausen on 17. Nov.

1839 : "Meine Gesundheit und meine Krafte nehmen jetzt stark ab,

und aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach werde ich nicht lange mehr hie-

nieden weilen. Nun, wie Gott will ! Ich bin zum Abschiede aus

dieser Zeitlichkeit ebenso bereit als willig" (Wilhelm Olbers. Sein

I.eben und seine Werke. Im Auftrage der Nachkommen herausgeg.

von Dr. C. Schilling I, Berlin 1894, 672). In his treatise on

Die Moglichkeit, daC ein Komet mit der Erde zusammenstoCen (und

sie zerstoren) konne, Olbers writes: "1st es nicht vermessen von

einem eingeschrankten Verstand , daC er entscheiden will , nur der

Plan des Weltgebaudes, der alle solche Katastrophen ausschlieCt, sei

der unendlichen Weisheit des Schopfers angemessen ? Kann es nicht

mit seinen unerforschlichen Absichten vielleicht ebensogut bestehen,
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Bessel replies to this letter on October 28*:

"Your last letter, my dear and venerated friend, gave

me such a shock that it took me a long time to recover

my self-possession. Everything we treasure on earth drops

away from us, or we drop away from it. . . . But I continue

to hope, notwithstanding your last letter, that we may be
left together for a long time yet. ... I should be so lonely

if you left me, so lonely to be compelled so late in life to

learn to stand alone. God grant that we may remain unse-

parated for many a year to come, and that he who lives

the longer may find strength and calmness in his sorrow.

You know how closely 1 am knitted to you : I have never

been able and am not yet able, to think of a separation as

possible. Several years ago you regarded your condition as

hopeless, but Heaven averted what you then feared was

the end." ^

In other passages also, the great astronomer speaks

of God and Providence in language which is far from

being merely formal.

When in 1808 it was feared that Bessel would be called

away on military service, and Olbers offered, if the worst

came to the worst, to provide the 800 or 1000 thalers

necessary to pay a substitute, Bessel replied (Aug. s"").

"I am learning to know more and more that the true

darlings of fortune are those whom Heaven has blessed

with a friend who accepts that name as something more

than a mere commonplace." ^ In the severe season of

181 1, he writes to Olbers: "Let us enjoy what God,

Whose goodness is so infinitely beyond that of man, has given

daC ein Planet, wenn nun die groCe Erziehung seiner vernlinftigen

Bewohner ganzlich voUendet ist, wenn alle physischen und moralischen

Krafte und VoUkommenheiten , deren seine Einrichlung fahig war,

sich nun vollig entwickelt und gleichsam abgeblUht haben, daD, sage

ich, dann ein Planet eine groCe Veranderung erleide, die seine bis-

herige Organisation zerstort, um einer neuen, vielleicht vollkommeneren

wieder Platz zu machen?" (lb. I io6.)

' Briefwechsel II 364—365. ' lb. I 184.
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US." ^ On occasions of rejoicing he does not fail to express

his gratitude to Heaven, to wish his friend the blessing of

Heaven ^, and he employs many other expressions native

to the Christian mind, which certainly would not have

flowed without protest from the pen of an enemy of religion.

"But this business must be completed", he writes in 1815

of a scientific work, "and so it shall be, God willing, in

the Spring." *
. . . "Would to God, dear Olbers, that you

found in science . . . consolation for the sorrow that has

fallen upon you." * "God knows how hard it is for me to

be so near you and yet not able to visit you."* In writing

of the difficulties that were thrown in his way at the time

of his settlement in Konigsberg, he says*: "The whole

affair is an intrigue on the part of the old staff, who treat

us new men in a most unchristian way."''

When after the death of Laplace, Blot was asked by

Professor Pritchard whom he regarded as his worthiest

successor he answered: "Were it not for my strong

personal attachment to him I would say without hesi-

tation: John Herschel."^

* Briefwechsel I 260: 3. Marz 181 1.

« lb. I 234 250 281 359; II 116 152 323 332.

* lb. II 5: 24. Dezember 1815.

* lb. II 115: 15. April 1819. * lb. II 275: 18. April 1825.

Mb. I 231: 8. Juli 1810.

"^ H. W. B ran des (f 1834), Professor at Leipzig, who discovered

the periodicity of the movements of the shooting stars in August,

concludes his popular Vorlesungen liber die Astronomie (II, Leipzig

1827, 273) with the thought that the sight of the heaven may just as

well fill the spectator "mit Demut vor dem, der unzahlbare Welten

in den Ozean der Unendlichkeit aussate, als es ihn mit Freude er-

fiillt, zu bekennen , dass die Himmel die Ehre Gottes erzahlen und

die Erde voll ist von seiner Gtite".

* Dictionary of National Biography, ed. by Leslie Stephen
and Sidney Lee XXVI, London 1891, 267. Cf. besides the bio-

graphical article ib. 263—268. Ad. Quetelet in Annuaire de

I'Acad^mie roy. des sciences de Belgique XXXVIII, Bruxelles 1872.
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1

The name of Herschel has twice been borne by Astro-

nomers ofthe first rank; byWilliamHerschel (1738— 1822)

the greatest discoverer of the 18*'' century and one of

the greatest discoverers of all time, and by his son

John Frederick William Herschel (1792— 1871)

who attained almost equal distinction. Biot's high opinion

of the younger Herschel was shared by others com-

petent to judge, R. Wolf^ says that "in the province

of optics, mathematics, and astronomy he won before

long a name no less distinguished than that which he

had inherited", that "his father had in him a capable

successor, hardly inferior even to himself. Quetelet^

declared that he stood among the masters of Astronomy

and the declaration was echoed by Arago. John Herschel

compiled a catalogue of the stars of the southern hemi-

sphere, and continued the researches of his father into

the structure of the stellar system, the constitution of

variable and double stars, the Milky Way and so on.

In regard to religion Herschel was not only a firm

believer but also a man of great personal piety 3. Materia-

listic writers found no mercy at his hands, even though

they made a great parade of science. Buckle's "History

of Civilisation in England" angered him extremely. In

the book Buckle had employed the statistical works of

Herschel's correspondent Quetelet as evidence against

Free Will, and this fact, together with the favourable

way in which Buckle spoke of Quetelet, brought the

latter also under suspicion of atheism. Herschel im-

mediately wrote an urgent letter to Quetelet praying

* Gesch. der Aslronomie 505. * Ante.

' His private life was one unbroken tenour of domestic affection

and unostentatious piety (Diet, of Nat. Biogr. 276).
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for re-assurance on the point, Quetelet does not print

this letter in his biographical sketch of Herschel, but

nevertheless conveys clearly Herschel's detestation of

atheism, and his religious habit of mind i. Nor does

Herschel himself in his writings miss any opportunity

of declaring against materialism. Two of his lectures

"On Atoms", and "On the Origin of Force" 2 are directed

to prove that an explanation of the world by means

of atoms and motion alone is impossible, and that we
must of necessity call in the ideas of thought, reason,

will, motive, power, and design.

"Constituted as the human mind is, if nature be not inter-

pretable through these conceptions, it is not interpretable

at all; and the only reason we can have for troubling

ourselves about it is the utilitarian one of bettering our

condition by subduing nature to use . . ., or the satisfaction

of that sort of curiosity which can find its gratification in

scrutinising everything and comprehending nothing. But if

these attributes of mind are not consentaneous, they are

useless in the way of explanation. Will without motive,

Power wthout Design, Thought opposed to Reason, would

be admirable in explaining a chaos, but would render little

aid in accounting for anything else."'

' Chez des personnes religieuses, la crainte de voir leurs croyances

se meler aux discussions scientifiques, et d'entendre contester des points

consideres comme solidement etablis , fait qu'elles jugent avec une

certaine defiance les ouvrages qui donnent lieu a ces craintes. Les

doctrines d^fendues par Buckle, dans son grand ouvrage "History of

civilisation in England", avaient un peu effarouche le bon et savant

Herschel
,

qui avait cru , d'apres la maniere favorable dont Buckle

m'avait juge, que je partageais ses opinions sur I'ath^isme (Quetelet

ante XXXVIII 189).

* John F. W. Herschel, Familiar lectures on Scientific Sub-

jects, London 1867, 452—459: on Atoms; 460—475: on the Origin

of Force.

* Herschel, Familiar lectures 474—475.
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Materialistic theories can tell us nothing more defi-

nite than that in the beginning there were atoms, and

that these atoms "in obedience to the laws of their

nature" began to act one upon another, and thus pro-

duced the world as we know it. According to Herschel,

these are mere phrases, the emptiness of which appears

on serious examination , and the world-conception to

which they lead is no better than that which he ridi-

cules in the following words:

"In the beginning was nebulous matter or Akasch. Its

boundless and tumultuous waves heaved in chaotic wildness,

and all was oxygen, and hydrogen, and electricity. Such

a state of things could not possibly continue; and as it

could not possibly be worse, alteration was here synony-

mous with improvement." '

Unfortunately, says Herschel, the phenomena of nature

are a little too complicated for such hypotheses.

"The relations in which atoms stand to one another are

anything but simple ones. They involve all the 'ologies and

all the 'ometries, and in these days we know something of what

that implies. Their movements and interchanges, their hates

and loves, their attractions and repulsions, their correlations,

their what not, are all determined on the very instant.

There is no hesitation, no blundering, no trial and error.

A problem of dynamics that would drive Lagrange mad is

solved instanter. Sohntur ambulando. A differential equation

which, algebraically written out, would cover the earth, is

integrated in an eye-twinkle : and all the numerical calculation

worked out in a way to frighten Zerah Colburn, George

Bidder, or Jedediah Buxton. In short, these atoms are most

wonderful Httle creatures."

Only one explanation is adequate, that which Anaxa-

goras opposed to the dreams of the old Greek atomists

:

' lb. 456 f.
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"The presence of mind is what solves the whole diffi-

culty." 1

A name known even to those who are not specialists

in science is that of the great master of the theory of the

planets, Urbainjeanjoseph Leverrier (born 1 8 1

1

at Saint-L6, died 1877 at Paris, where he was Director

of the Observatory). Who indeed could fail to have

heard of the discovery of Neptune, the existence and

the location of which Leverrier demonstrated mathe-

matically, and which was thereupon actually discovered

by Galle of Berlin in the place indicated? The achieve-

ment compelled the admiration of all Europe. "It

was a discovery", said Piazzi Smith on the death of

Leverrier, "which almost took men's breath away for

the moment in astonishment and admiration : and showed

that the age of intellectual giants cast in the mould of

Newton and Laplace was not yet closed." 2 The name

of Leverrier was in every mouth, and honours and

distinctions were showered on him from every quarter.

And yet the discovery of Neptune is not perhaps

Leverrier's greatest service to Astronomy. Even without

his famous computation, Neptune must have been before

long discovered. But what science might not yet have

attained, were it not for Leverrier's mathematical genius,

his masterly grasp of every intricacy of celestial mecha-

nics, and his iron industry and perseverance, is the exact

determination of the theory of the planetary system as

' "The presence of MIND is what solves the whole difficulty;

so far at least as it brings it within the sphere of our own con-

sciousness and into conformity with our own experience of what

action is" (Herschel ante 458).

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh IX (1877 to

1878) 489.
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a whole. For it was this that Leverrier chose as the

main business of his life^.

The great Astronomer had begun his career in 1836

with some theses in chemistry. But three years later

we find him busy with astronomical calculations, a field

which he was not to abandon till death. In 1839 he

published a mathematical calculation of the variations

of the planets during the period 100 000 B. C. to

100000 A. D., in which he perfected Laplace's im-

perfect proof that despite the disturbing influence of

the planets on one another, the planetary system can

never of its own intrinsic forces fall into disorder. In

1843 1^6 worked out the path of Mercury: in 1845

Arago, -then Director of the Observatory, recommended

him to study the path of Uranus, the most distant of

the planets at that time known. By November of this

latter year he had worked out a full computation of the

path of that planet on the assumption that no influence

was operative save that of the planets already known.

In June 1 846 there followed an essay in which the path

thus computed was compared with actual observations,

and it was shown that in order to explain the diver-

gences from the path it was necessary to posit the

existence of another planet lying outside Uranus. On
August 31" 1846 Leverrier published a computation of

'
J. Bertrand, Eloge historique d'Urbain-Jean-Joseph Leverrier

lu dans la stance publique annuelle de I'Acad^mie des sciences du

10 mars 1879: Annales de I'observatoire de Paris. M^moires XV,

Paris 1880, 3—22. F. Tisserand, Les travaux de Leverrier: ib.

23—43. Discours prononc6s a I'inauguration de la statue de Leverrier,

a I'observatoire de Paris, le jeudi, 27 juin 1889. Annuaire pour I'an

1890 public par le Bureau des longitudes, Paris: Discours de

M. Fizeau 637—645, de M. le contre-amiral E. Mouchez 645

to 656, de M. Tisserand 657—667.
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the path of this new body, the existence of which he

had thus deductively established. Subsequent obser-

vations proved that he was not deceived, and led to

the most remarkable of all the discoveries of Astro-

nomy.

In the years 1844— 1847 there appeared exhaustive

studies of certain of the comets which revolve about

the sun, those, namely, which are called after Lexell,

Faye, and De Vico. Leverrier traced up the history

of these comets, showed by colossal calculations how
their paths must have been, and must in the future be,

determined by the influence of the planets, especially

of Jupiter, and sought to ascertain when these comets

became associated with the solar system, and when they

will once again pass out of the sphere of influence of

the sun.

The planet tables then employed were not in com-

plete agreement with actual observations; the divergences

were slight, but still large enough to indicate some

mistake in the assumptions on which they were founded.

On July 2"** 1849 Leverrier laid before the Academy
the "gigantic plan" of a new computation of these tables.

"This Herculean labour", as Tisserand calls it, "he con-

tinued down to his death, and he had the fortune and

glory to bring it by his sole efforts to a consummation."

Mercury, Venus, the Earth, and Mars occupied twenty

years: the other planets which presented still greater

difficulties were computed in a shorter space.

Amongst the honours bestowed on Leverrier for these

brilliant achievements were the dignity of Senator of

the Empire, and the Directorate of the Paris Obser-

vatory (1854). It may be doubted, however, whether

Leverrier was precisely the man for this latter position.
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He worked, throughout the night "and grudged even

a few hours rest to his body, exhausted by continuous

labours of this kind. The result was a severe and

tedious illness, which had an unfavourable influence on

his character" i. Thus his subordinates found him a

hard taskmaker, and the exacting demands he made on

them were not mitigated by any courtesy or conside-

ration of manner. Under his Directorate the Obser-

vatory exhibited great activity, the results of which

are to be found in its publications, but the discontent

with Leverrier became so acute that in the year 1870

the Government removed him from his position. Three

years later he was, however, restored, for Leverrier

was one of those men who cannot be dispensed with.

Nor was it his staff alone that had experience of the

great savant's ability to make himself unpleasant. When
under the Third Republic orders were issued that

the motto "Liberte, Fraternite, Egalite" should be in-

scribed on all public buildings, and even on churches,

Leverrier refused to allow any other inscription over

the door of the Observatory except the single word

Observatoire, and the Government had to give him

his way 2.

Leverrier was known in France as a "Clerical". "Under

the Empire", complained a Paris newspaper, on his re-

appointment, "he was a clericalising senator, pledged

no less deeply to the interests of the altar than to those

* Mouchez: Discours prononc6s a I'inauguration de la statue

de Leverrier 654.

2 Mac Mahon caused him one day to be requested to prepare the

observatory for the visit of the Shah of Persia. "Mar^chal, la science

n'illumine pas les sauvages", was his answer.

KneUer, Christianity. 7
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of the throne." i In a discourse pronounced at his

funeral, Tresca declared that the study of the heavens

had only confirmed and deepened his lively faith in

Christianity 2. It was given to him, said Dumas on the

same occasion, to write the last word of the last page

of his immortal work in the last hour of his life, mur-

muring as he concluded: Nunc dimittis servum tuum,

Domine^. On June 5*** 1876 Leverrier laid before the

Academy the last instalment of his great work, con-

taining the tables of Jupiter and Saturn. Referring to

the speech in which J. B. Dumas had a few days be-

fore declared against materialism, he said

:

"Throughout this protracted undertaking, lasting over

thirty years , we have had need to draw support from

the spectacle of one of the glories of creation, and from

the thought that our study tended to confirm us in the

imperishable truths of the spiritualistic philosophy. It was

then with profound emotion that I heard at the last meeting

of the Academy, our illustrious permanent Secretary re-affirm

those great principles which are the very source of the

purest science. That declaration will remain as an honour

' Quoted from the R6publique frangaise by Pierre Larousse,

Grand dictionnaire universel du XIX' siecle X, Paris 1873, 445 •

Sous I'Empire, il fut s^nateur clericalisant et non moins inf6od6 aux

interSts de I'autel qu'a ceux de la dynastie.

^ La fin de ce savant, qui fut illustre avant I'age, et par laquelle

on n'apprendra pas sans emotion, peut-etre, que I'etude du ciel et

la foi scientifique n'avaient fait que consolider en lui la foi vive du

Chretien, c'est la un exemple qui sera donne de bien haut a la con-

science publique et a la morality de notre epoque (Comptes rendus

hebdomadaires des stances de I'Academie des sciences LXXXV
[1877] 589).

^
. . . ^crivant le dernier mot de la derniere page de son ceuvre

immortelle a la derniere heure de sa vie et murmurant pieusement

alors : Nunc dimittis servum tuum, Domine (ib. 582).
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and an inspiration to French science: and I esteem it a

great happiness to have this opportunity of rising in the midst

of our Academy, and proclaiming my cordial adhesion to

his principles."

'

Among the foremost of contemporary French Astro-

nomers stood Herve Faye (f July 7"" 1902). In

1897 he celebrated his golden Jubilee as Member of

the Academy, and Professor of the Polytechnic School

:

and his scientific works are held in the highest esteem.

In his volume "On the Origin of the World" he sets

forth his ideas on the history of the solar system, and

in the spirit of a thorough believer expounds the relation

which exists between the narrative of creation given in

the Old Testament, and the cosmogonic conceptions of

modern science. The introductory chapter, "Science

and the Idea of God", shows how the study of nature

must lead up to a recognition of the existence of God.

Faye takes as his point of departure the feeling of wonder
and admiration which the starry heavens evoke in every

mind capable of any high emotion. No insight into the

mechanism of the stellar systems is needed to produce such

a feeling. "This impression vague though it appears to me
in my dull attempt to analyse it, has in it a deep satis-

faction. We feel exalted in mind, as it were, to a world

' Durant cette longue entreprise
,

poursuivie pendant trente-cinq

annees , nous avons eu besoin d'etre soutenu par le spectacle d'une

des plus grandes CEUvres de la creation , et par la pensee qu'elle

ailferinissait en nous les vdrites imperissables de la Fhilosophie spiritua-

liste. C'est done avec Amotion que nous avons entendu dans la demiere

stance de I'Academie frangaise, noire illustre Secretaire perpetuel af-

firmer ces grands principes qui sont la source meme de )a science

la plus pure. Cette haute manifestation restera un honneur et une

force pour la science frangaise. Je m'estime heureux que I'occasion

se soit pr^sent^e de la relever au sein de notre Acad^mie, et de lui

donner une cordiale adhesion (Comptes rendus LXXXII [1876] 1280).

7*
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raised far above the paltry things by which we are surrounded

on earth. We contemplate, we come to understand, in so

far at least as it falls within the scope of our senses, this

world which of itself does not understand anything. For

there are realities other than the body, other than ma-

terial things, other than this glittering world of stars. There

is thought, there is intellect. And as our human intellect

has not created itself, there must be in existence a higher in-

tellect from which ours derives. The nobler the conception

we frame of this higher intellect the nearer we approach

the truth. We run no risk of deceiving ourselves in regard-

ing it as the source of all existence, we trace back to it

all these celestial splendours which have stirred our imagi-

nations, and we find ourselves at last able to understand

and ready to accept the traditional formula : Almighty God,

Creator of Heaven and Earth." '

In an earlier part of this book we have treated at

length of eminent Italian astronomers who belonged to

various religious orders. We subjoin the names of two

eminent laymen.

Giovanni Sante Gasparo Santini, born in

1787, and occupied in astronomical research at Padua

from 1806 till his death in 1877, made important con-

tributions to science in the course of his long life. He
published a catalogue of the stars between the tenth

degree North and the tenth degree South latitude, and

* ... El comme notre intelligence ne s'est faite elle-meme, il doit

exister dans le monde une intelligence sup6rieure d'ou la notre derive.

Des lors, plus I'id^e qu'on se fera de cette intelligence superieure

sera grande, plus elle approchera de la v^rite. Nous ne risquons

pas de nous tromper en la considerant comme I'auteur de toute choses,

en reportant a elle ces splendeurs des cieux qui ont ^veille notre

pens^e , et finalement nous voil^ tout pr^par^s a comprendre et a

accepter la formule traditionnelle : Dieu, Pere tout-puissant, Createur

du ciel et de la terre (H. F a y e , Sur I'origine du monde. Theories

cosmogoniques des anciens et des modernes ', Paris 1896, 3).
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computed the paths of no less than seventeen comets.

His name became widely known when his calculation

of the time of return of the Bialasch comet was verified

by the event. In many works of reference we find him

wrongly described as a priest. But although not a priest,

Santini was a deeply religious man, who all through life

preserved the faith of his childhood ^

A contemporary of Secchi's at Rome, Lorenzo
Respighi^, attained almost equal distinction in the

field of solar physics and on many questions even sur-

passed Secchi. Born at Corte Maggiore (in the pro-

vince of Piacenza) on October 7* 1824, he lost his

parents when very young, but his education was taken

in hands by an elder brother, who lived at Parma, and

after his death by a cousin at Bologna. In Bologna

University, he was appointed (as early as 185 1) to the

Chair of Optics and Astronomy, and in 1855 to the

Directorate of the Observatory. He discovered three

comets (in 1862 and 1863), reduced to systematic form

the meteorological notes of the Observatory staff during

' Cf. Giovanni Santini, La sua vita e le sue opere. Discorso

letto nella chiesa di s. Sofia in Padova dal Prof. Giuseppe Lo-

re nzoni nel di trigesimo dalla morte deir illustre astronomo, Padova

1877, 5: Nessuna meraviglia pertanto, che il nostro Santini, d'indole

buona per natura, abbia poi ritenuto quella morale (that of the

Gospel) per norma costante della sua vita ed abbia sempre nutrito

e collivato nell' intimo del suo cuore quel profondo sentimento re-

ligioso, che ne addolcl di tante consolazioni le traversie della vita

e che, soprawissuto aggli splendori della sublime intelligenza, rischiaro

di un melanconico e tranquillo lume gli ultimi e vacillanti passi della

sua mortale carriera.

* Lorenzo Respighi. Suo elogio pel P. G. St. Ferrari d. C.

d. G. Nell' anniversario della sua morte letto nella Pontificia Acca-

demia Tiberina il 6 die. 1890. Roma 1891.
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the period 1814— 1858, and published studies on the

phenomenon of irradiation in the human eye and the

eye's power of accommodation. His investigation of

the declination of the magnetic needle in Bologna were

rudely interrupted, when in 1864 the Piedmontese Go-

vernment demanded of him an oath of allegiance.

Respighi declared that he could not conscientiously

subscribe to the oath proposed, and as a result he was

"relieved" of his professorate and his post in the Obser-

vatory. Pius IX., by way of compensation placed him

in charge of the Observatory on the Capitol, but here

too he came, in 1871, under the menace of the fatal oath,

Respighi again refused to take it ^
: but no one capable

of filling his position being forthcoming, the Govern-

ment restored him in 1872 without exacting any oath.

In the interval he had , at the instance of the British

authorities, proceeded to India and made observations of

a total eclipse of the sun. At Rome he devoted him-

self mainly to spectroscopic research : and his works

on the solar protuberances, and the constitution of the sun

generally, attracted attention throughout Europe 2. In

addition to these he explained with the aid of the spectro-

scope the luminosity of the stars, investigated the causes

of the variation in the sun's diameter, made many meteoro-

logical studies, and in 1870 co-operated in the measure-

ment of a degree of latitude at Rome. Another very

valuable work of Respighi's was his accurate catalogue

of the declination of 2534 stars of the northern hemi-

sphere published in 1880 and 1885. The corresponding

right ascensions he did not live to complete, for on

' Civilia catt., Ser. 8, IV, Roma 1871, 487; cf. 236.

* Encyclopaedia Britannica II, Edinburgh 1875, 7^8.
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December lO^'" 1889 death cut short the labours of

a savant, as rare in character as in intellect, and a

Christian of the highest type.

In the year 18 19 an envoy of the Scottish Monastery

of Regensburg visited the fatherland of the Order in

search of talented lads for the seminary which had been

long attached to the Monastery of Regensburg. Since

the days of the Reformation the education of Catholic

priests in Scotland had been impossible, and many such

journeys had been taken by the Regensburg Benedictines,

but that of 181 8 was especially notable for of the two

boys whom Prior Robertson in that year brought back

with him to Regensburg, one was destined to find in

Bavaria a new home, and to become one of the most

active and celebrated of Bavarian astronomers of modern

times.

Johanne.s Von Lamont was born in 1805 at

Braemar, not far from the Castle of Balmoral. His father,

a not over-rich tax-collector, died young, and the ta-

lented boy would have been compelled to give up his

studies, had not a happy chance introduced him to the

envoy of Regensburg. Under the direction of the Bene-

dictines he completed his gymnasium course, and then

took up philosophy and theology. But he did not be-

come a priest. His prior, Dom Benedict Deasson (f 1855).

a distinguished mathematician and physicist, soon dis-

covered his pupil's extraordinary aptitude for science,

and sent him to the newly established Observatory at

Munich to push his studies deeper. Here Lamont so

distinguished himself that in 1835 he was appointed

Director of the Observatory. In this post, which he

occupied till his death, he did an enormous amount

of work. He investigated constellations and nebulae,
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calculated the mass of Uranus, and catalogued after

repeated observations 80000 stars of the y^*" to the

lo"" magnitude. He also made important contributions

to the geodesy of his adopted country. But these diffi-

cult and tedious labours hardly hold the first place in

Lamont's achievements. "Although enough of them-

selves", writes Professor Giinther, "to make a famous

man these achievements fall below his invaluable con-

tributions to terrestrial physics." He founded a society,

with many branches, for meteorological research, and

its Journal, although short-lived, is "an inexhaustible

quarry for the specialist". He invented apparatus

which automatically registered meteorological pheno-

mena, investigated the temperature of the earth, atmo-

spheric electricity , and above all the magnetism of

the earth, in the study of which he made extensive

journeys with the portable theodolite invented by

himself ^.

Lamont's religious opinions were well-known in Munich.

"He was", writes Professor Von Schafhautl, "in this,

as in every other respect, for all his mildness a man
of the firmest character, and his Catholicity was firm

and unwavering. When a clouded sky drove him from

his Observatory he loved to pass his evenings at the

lately founded Catholic Casino, and liked best the com-

pany of simple intelligent business people. Their ways

of thinking and feeling the savant found completely

to his mind, and he became a great favourite with the

towns-people and all the members of the Casino. At

about ten o'clock he usually took his leave and re-

turned through the dark and lonely English Garden to

' Cf. Gunther in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XVII 570.
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his home at the Observatory, a walk of more than an

hour. . .

."

In this lonely Observatory where he had spent so

great a part of his life, he was also to die. "He suffered

no pain, and was so little conscious of declining strength

that till almost the last moment he had no suspicion

that his . life was in danger. He however received the

last Sacraments at the instance of his friends, and for

his own spiritual consolation. 'Now I am content',

he said stretching out his icy hand in a last farewell."

"In the frantic witches' dance of our time, Lamont

stands apart, a spectacle of peace — a keen observer, a

deep thinker, and, what is still more, a man of character,

a brave, thorough. Christian man." ^ "He possessed",

remarks another writer 2 who lays special emphasis on

Lamont's charitable disposition, "that calm and cheerful

manner, which proceeds from spiritual peace, and he

had the secret of keeping it unclouded. Love of truth

and moral stability were the essence of his character."

Another astronomer who distinguished himself in the

field of earth-magnetism was the Austrian Karl Kreil^

(1798— 1862). A pupil, like Lamont, of the Benedictines,

he received his first lessons in science at Kremsmiinster

under Dom Bonifaz Schwarzenbrunner , and showing

himself apt and enthusiastic, he was set to work at me-

teorology. In 1827 he held a post at Vienna and later

at Milan, in 1845 he became Director at Prague, and

in 1850 Director of the Meteorological Observatory at

^ V. Schafhautl in Historisch-politische Blatter LXXXV 78 80

82. Cf. E. Ringseis, Erinnerungen IV 154— 156.

2 C. V. Orff in Leopoldina XVIII, Halle 1882, 55.

* C. V. Wurzba.ch, Biograph. Lexikon des Kaisertuins Osler-

reich XIII, Wien 1865, 179— 187.
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Vienna. A happy chance turned his attention to the

study of earth-magnetism, and he became the pioneer

of this branch of science in Austria. "He was one of

the most active members of the International Magnetic

Society founded by Gauss, the observations and com-

munications of which furnished Gauss and Weber with

invaluable material for the development of the theory

of earth-magnetism. The work of Kreil is, for versatility

and accuracy, unequalled in its kind, and it won the warm

recognition of the first of contemporary specialists, among

others of Gauss, SirJohn Herschel, Sartorius Von Walters-

hausen, and Humboldt." Kreil was the first scientist on

the Continent to undertake extensive journeys for the

study of earth-magnetism. In 1843— 1844 he toured

Bohemia, under a commission from the Bohemian Scien-

tific Association; in 1846—1848 the other provinces of

the Empire; in 1854 the coast-lands of the Adriatic;

in 1858 the Danubian Principalities. His enterprise

found many imitators in other countries.

Kreil's achievements are to be ascribed solely to his

enthusiastic love of science, and to his personal sacrifices

in its service. To the favour of circumstances, or the

support of powerful patrons he owed very little. The
praise is his alone; he chose a subject of investigation

that came within the range of his resources, and pushed

on his inquiries in spite of every obstacle. And the

obstacles were great. At Prague he found the Obser-

vatory in a state of extreme dilapidation. "With the

savings that he was able, by a life of unexampled sim-

plicity, to scrape together out of his salary— 800 gulden,

a- stipend utterly unworthy of such a savant — he pur-

chased for his own use scientific instruments, and these

were, necessarily of the cheapest kind.
'

' Lacking the means
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to erect for magnetic observation a hut, free from iron,

he made his observations in an ordinary building, and

corrected the consequent inaccuracy of his results by

protracted calculations. His journeys "were attended in

some cases with actual danger, in all with severe labour,

which on one occasion brought on an illness of con-

siderable duration".

Kreil's "simple and lovable character, his benevolence

free from all stain of affectation, his great modesty were

the happiness of his family, and of his small circle of

intimate friends. His religious convictions were fervent

and deep-rooted, and far from interfering with his re-

searches in science were a powerful ally, and a continual

source of strength" i.

The same zeal for science, which, despite the scan-

tiness of resources, finds a sphere of fruitful activity,

manifests itself in the North-German astronomer Edward
Heis2 (born 1806 at Cologne, died 1872 at Miinster

in Westphalia). The Miinster Observatory not possessing

any of the larger astronomical instruments, Heis de-

voted himself to investigations for which such instruments

were not needed; he studied shooting stars, zodiacal light,

* Kreil, une des gloires scientifiques les plus pures de rAutriche,

n'avait encore que 54 ans ; son caractere doux et aimant , sa bien-

faissance eloignee de toute ostentation, son extreme modestie faisaient

le bonheur de sa famille et du petit nombre de ceux qu'il admettait

dans son intimite. Ses convictions religieuses, inlimes et profondes,

loin de se heurter contre ses occupations scientifiques, leur ont prete

un puissant appui et y puisaient au contraire une force toujours nou-

velle (Paper of Count Marschal in Les Mondes I, Paris 1863, 403).

* Natur und Offenbarung XXIII, Miinster 1877, 508

—

511. Deutscher

Hausschatz III, Regensburg 1876— 1877, 807—810. Leopoldina XIII,

Halle 1877, 178—180.
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variable stars, sun spots and the polar lights. He succeeded

also in interesting others in the same line of research

so that the same meteor or Northern light might be

observed from as many stations as possible : the various

observations were then compared and the determination

(e. g. of the path of the meteor in question, its distance

or that of the polar light from the earth, or the re-

lations existing between the lights of the North and

those of the South), was effected. In 1858 the "Journal

of Astronomy, Meteorology, and Geography" was estab-

lished by Heis to serve as a common centre for the

scientists associated with him. A paper published after

his death gives particulars of 1 5 000 observations of

shooting-stars made by him in 37 years. As early as

1849 he had determined for the first time the point of

the heavens from which meteors seem to take their

departure.

His chief work is however his atlas of stars visible

from Central Europe with the naked eye 1. The earlier

charts were very defective: they gave the relative de-

grees of brightness incorrectly, marked dimmer stars

while they omitted brighter ones, and in other respects

also presented a false picture of reality. The first who
sought to make the necessary corrections was Argelander,

and the important work begun by him was completed

by Heis. The gradation of the stars in the latter's

atlas is quoted in the famous Harvard Photometry 2

as possessing an authority comparable to that of Arge-

lander's Uranometry, of the Bonn catalogue, and of

^ Cf. Heis himself in Natur und Offenbarung XVIII, Mtinster

1872, 518—532.

' Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College XIV.
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Gould's Uranometry. Heis was occupied on this work

not less than twenty seven years — the number of stars

marked is 5421 — for these stars are "innumerable"

only in the sense that as one continues to gaze steadily

at the heavens fresh stars continually become visible.

A further merit of Heis' atlas is that it contains the first

trustworthy chart of the Milky Way. This had not

been included in Argelander's work: and, incredible as

it may seem, in older charts the treatment of the Milky

Way had been founded not on observation but on the

description of it given by Ptolemy. The Miinster astro-

nomer was the first to present an exact delimitation of

the boundaries of the Milky Way, and a reliable account

of the gradation of brightness among the stars of which

it is composed.

Next in importance to this Atlas come his studies

of the variable stars. These were first published in 1903

(together with Krueger's observations) by his pupil and

friend J. G. Hagen S. J. Heis' notes extending over

37 years, exhibit, as his editor remarks, extraordinary

tenacity of purpose and rare precision. Two Latin essays

of Heis rank among the earliest contributions to Photo-

metry 1. Heis as a teacher was interesting and stimu-

lating : his activities in this direction produced some very

valuable text-books. One of these, "A Collection of

Examples", had before his death reached a fiftieth edition.

Heis was a perfect type of the fervent and zealous

Catholic who finds his greatest joy in his faith, and in

the practical discipline prescribed by his faith. He went

' De magnitudine relativa numeroque accurate stellarum quae solis

oculis conspiciuntur fixaruin. Miinster 1852. Beobachtungen iiber

Mira Ceti von 1840— 1859, in the Vorlesungsverzeichnis der Milnsterer

Akademie 1859— 1860.
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to Mass every day, unless prevented by illness, received

the Sacraments regularly, said the Rosary every night

with his family, and was an honorary member of the

Academic Congregation of Mary. He made it a rule

to forego his lecture on the feast of St. Aloysius, the

patron of youth, and took part with the greatest pride

and devotion in every ceremony of the Church. Nor did

he make any attempt to conceal his faith when, as in

the Kulturkampf, to profess it openly meant to sacrifice

one's interests. One of the first copies of his Atlas

he sent to Pius IX: and the letter of thanks, signed

by the Pope's own hand , was one of his proudest

possessions. It was his desire that his tombstone should

bear the symbol of the dove with the olive-branch such

as we find it in the Catacombs.

Heis had no lack of the critical faculty. When
A. Von Humboldt was commissioned by the Prussian

Government to investigate the alleged visions of the

battle at Birkenbaumchen, and was prevented by illness

from discharging his commission, he appointed Heis as

his substitute. Heis summoned before him all who had

claimed to have seen the visions, but it proved on exa-

mination that nobody had seen anything definite. "It

is a cloud battle", said Heis at the end of his judgment *.

Johann Franz Encke (f 1865) is known chiefly

through the comet called after him. He did not actually

discover it, but proved mathematically that it travels

round the sun in a closed elliptical path, and so, like

the planets, belongs to our solar system. Encke was

also director of the great undertaking which had for its

'Cf. F. Zurbonsen, Die Sage von der Volkerschlacht der

Zukunft 'am Birkenbaume', Koln 1897, 73 f 7^ f.
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object to produce charts of the whole celestial equator.

The work stretched over the years 1826— 1859. One
amongst its many good results was to make possible

the discovery of new planets: and to the accuracy of

this Berlin Atlas is to be ascribed e. g. the prompt dis-

covery of Neptune, the location of which had been

mathematically determined by Leverrier^. In Encke's

writings and lectures we find numerous references to a

ruling Providence: and although he was not an exem-

plary church-goer there was never any doubt as to

his religious convictions 2.

Among more recent German astronomers the name

ofE. L. A. Von Rebeur-Paschwitz (f 1895) stands

very high. "Dying at the age of thirty four he had

done work which most men of twice his age might

regard with satisfaction as the fruits of time wellspent."

To him is due above all the employment of the hori-

zontal pendulum. "He was as distinguished for depth

of religious feeling", writes a biographer, "as for keenness

of scientific insight." ^

To this long list of Italian, German, and French sa-

vants we may add the names of two leaders of astro-

nomy in Switzerland who also were fervent Christians.

We refer to Rudolf Wolf (1816— 1893) of Zurich,

and Alfred Gautier (1793— 1881) of Geneva, the

two discoverers of the relations between sun-spots and

terrestrial magnetism. The former left instructions in

his will that "his grave should be marked with a cross

* E. g. Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie 1861, 506; 1869, 173.

' C. Bruhns, Joh. Franz Encke, sein Leben und Wirken, Leipzig

1869, 321.

3 Leopoldina XXXII, Halle 1896, 14.
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similar to that which he had erected over his mother

and sister' ' ^. And that the Cross was for him no empty

symbol is shown by numerous passages in his writings.

As to the relations of science and religion he was of

the same mind with Secchi^. Gautier's adherence to

the Christian belief is clearly affirmed in a memorial

article in the Review edited by Wolf 3.

We may then conclude our inquiry among the leaders

of Astronomy with the words of J. H. Von Madler of

Dorpater (f 1874), himself an adept in the science:

"No ! Science and its true and genuine champions do
not merit the censures and contempt which have been

heaped on them by certain writers, who accuse them of

hiding away from view the things of God, and degrading men
to atheism. Such charges are absolutely groundless: of astro-

nomy in particular we hope to show that exactly the opposite

is true, and that appeal should be made to it to restore and
confirm those beliefs which are rightly esteemed the noblest

possession of mankind."

"If science is to take up arms ^against materialism, it

must rely strictly on observed facts, all the more as it is

from these that materialists profess to derive their con-

clusions. Were we to be silent as to the implications of

these facts, it would amount — ^ui tacet consentit, says the

proverb — to a confession that our views are at variance

with them."

"But to this it must not and cannot come. Spirit as

such ... is no obstacle to our research and cannot be,

for otherwise it would not be spirit at all. From the fact

* Mitteilungen der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Bern aus dem

Jahr 1893, Bern 1894, Nr. 1305— 1334, p. 214.

* V. infra in the Section VIII.

' "Pratiquant sans bruit les vertus chretiennes, il est mort comme

il avait v6cu, au milieu de ses livres et de ses ceuvres pieuses" (Viertel-

jahrsschrift der naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Ziirich XXVI, Zurich

1881, 398).
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that we abstain from transgressing the necessary limits of

our science, and trespassing on other provinces of thought,

it must not be inferred that we deny the principles esta-

blished in those other provinces. . .
." '

IV. PHYSICS.

I. THEORY OF ELECTRICITY.

In three directions, especially, Physics has brilliant con-

quests to record during the iq'*" century — in the fields,

namely, of electricity, light, and heat. While as regards

light and heat the advance made has consisted, not so

much in the discovery of new facts as in the deeper

and more systematic interpretation of those already

known, the reverse has been the case with electricity.

The nature of electricity remains as before an enigma;

but the immense body of new facts discovered in the

first half of the century, the wonderful applications of

this knowledge in the second half, have outshone nearly

every other achievement of Physics. The 19*'' century

is the age of electricity. At its opening the discoveries

of Volta, at its close the discoveries of Rontgen held

all eyes fixed in admiration : and the interval is filled

with the illustrious names of Faraday, Oersted, Ampere

and the long list of inventors who translated the accu-

mulated stores of discovery into practical appliances the

value of which is beyond estimation. Our survey of

the leaders of Physics may, therefore, appropriately

begin with the pioneers of Electricity.

As to who these pioneers really were, we find offi-

cial testimony in the very terminology of the science.

*
J. H. V. M a d 1 e r , Reden und Abhandlungen ilber Gegenstande

der Himmelskunde, Berlin 1870, 326 328.

Kneller, Christianity. 8
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The units in which electricity is measured bear the names

of distinguished investigators, and the names so honoured

are naturally those with which the progress of the science

is chiefly associated. We find among them Volta,

Ampere, Faraday, Ohm, Coulomb. The reason for

selecting two of these names is obvious : Coulomb was

the first to make experiments in the quantitative deter-

mination of electricity, Ohm discovered the law on which

such determination is nowadays invariably based. There

remain the names of Volta, Ampere, and Faraday. We
proceed to glance at the achievements of these masters,

and to inquire what attitude they assumed towards

Christianity and religion in general.

Alessandro Volta (f 1827), the discoverer of

current electricity, was a man about whose religious

position there is no room for doubt ^. "He was", writes

a biographer, "much given to investigation of the grounds

on which Catholicity is based, and had a wide and

comprehensive grasp of them. Every utterance of his

gave evidence of unusual lucidity of mind and large

erudition. But in every matter affecting the dogmatic

substance of faith, or the observation of prescribed re-

ligious duties, he was, for all his learning, as teachable

as a child." Throughout his professorate at Como he

was in the habit of devoting academic holidays to re-

ligious studies, and he made constant use of the Mo-

nastery libraries, especially of that of the college for-

' C. Grandi, Alessandro Volta, Milano 1899. Cf. Stimmen aus

Maria-Laach LIV, Freiburg 1900, 1—25 138— 156. As well as the

books mentioned on page 4 of the latter cf. P. R i c c a r d i , Sulle

opere di A. Volta. Note bibliografiche, in Memorie della regia Acca-

demia di scienze, lettere ed arti in Modena XVII, Modena 1877,

159—196.
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merly occupied by the Jesuits. But in spite of his

extensive acquaintance with these matters, perhaps be-

cause of it, he never set out to teach theologians or

to reform theology in the name of scientific progress.

"Modern discovery", he once wrote, "the laws which we

have brought to light, the paths which we have opened,

ought not to excite any prejudice against the older truth,

nor ought it presume to obstruct or draw men away

from the one way, trodden by so many feet."

Volta suffered no human respect to estrange him from

the exercises of religion. During his visit to Paris he

was scrupulous never to miss Mass, and it was the same

during his presence at the Assembly of Notables at

Lyons, although in this latter place (as his letters in-

form us) he had great difficulty in finding an "unsworn"

priest. When at home he went daily to Mass, and

received the Sacraments on all Feast-days. On Corpus

Christi he decorated his house and street for the passing

of the procession, took part in the public devotions

offered before an ancient Crucifix which stood in the

Church of the Annunciation, and in all those testimonies

of love and veneration practised by pious Catholics

towards the Mother of God, showed himself as ardent

as the humblest of his townsmen. He had over his

door a picture of the Blessed Virgin, and, when entering,

invariably raised his hat in salutation. Every Saturday

a lamp was lighted before it, and if the servant forgot

to light it, Volta himself repaired the omission. From
his father and mother he had learned to recite the

Rosary every evening, and this practice he continued

throughout life.

We find still stronger evidence of his love for the

Christian belief in his earnest endeavours to implant and
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confirm it in the hearts of others. Anyone visiting the

parish Church, San Donnino, on the afternoon of a

Feast-day would have found Volta in the midst of a

group of children to whom he was explaining the Cate-

chism. Precisely the same desire to do something for

the salvation of others gave birth to the remarkable

document in which he makes an express and solemn

Confession of Faith. Early in 1815 Canon Giacomo

Ciceri had in his care a dying man whom he vainly

sought to convert. Every appeal was met with the

reply that religion was only for the vulgar and the

rabble, and that men of science, among whom the

speaker counted himself, no longer concerned them-

selves with it. Ciceri instanced in disproof the name

of Volta, a man who certainly knew something about

science and yet was an exemplary Christian. The name

made an impression on the freethinker; he replied that

if Volta's religion was not a mere external show, but

a reality, he would be willing to make profession of

it. The Canon, who was acquainted with Volta, ap-

pealed to the latter to send a few lines to the poor

sinner and received the following response i:

^ "Non so chi mai possa dubitare della mia sincerita e costanza

in questa Religione che professo, che e la Cattolica, Apostolica, Ro-

mana. nella quale sono nato ed allevato, ed a cui mi sono altenuto

sempre si interiormente , che esteriormente. Ho ben mancato
,
pur

troppo, riguardo alle buone opere di Cristiano cattolico, e mi sono

fatto reo di molte colpe : ma per grazia speziale del Signore , non

ho mancato mai, per quanto mi dice la coscienza, di fede. Che se

quelle colpe e disordini miei hanno per avventura dato luogo ed

occasione a taluno di sospeltare in me qualche incredulita, a titolo

di reparazione e ad ogni buon fine dichiaro a quel tale e ad ogni

altra persona, e sono pronto a dichiarare in, ogni incontro ed a

qualunque costo, che ho sempre tenuto e tengo per unica , vera ed
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"I do not understand how anyone can doubt the sincerity

and constancy of my attachment to the rehgion which I

profess, the Roman, Catholic and ApostoHc religion in which

I was born and brought up, and of which 1 have always

made confession, externally and internally. I have, indeed,

and only too often, failed in the performance of those good

works which are the mark of a Catholic Christian, and I

have been guilty of many sins: but through the special

mercy of God I have never, as far as I know, wavered in

my faith. If my offences and transgressions have given

occasion to anyone to suspect me of disbelief, I here, by

way of reparation and for any other good purpose that

may be served, assure such or any other persons, and am
prepared to maintain this declaration in any circumstances,

cost what it may, that I have always believed and still be-

live the Holy Catholic faith to be the one true and infallible

religion : and I constantly give thanks to God, Who has

infused into me this belief in which I desire to live and die,

with the firm hope of eternal life.

In this faith I recognise a pure gift of God, a super-

natural grace \ but I have not neglected those human means

infallibile questa Santa Religione Cattolica, ringraziando senza fine il

buon Dio d'avermi infusa una tale fede, in cui mi propongo ferma-

mente di voler vivere e morire con viva speranza di conseguire la

vita eterna. La riconosco si per un dono di Dio
,

per una fede

soprannaturale : non ho pero tralasciato i mezzi anchi umani di viep-

piu confermarmi in essa, sgombrare qualunque dubbio potesse sor-

gere a tentarmi , studiandola attentamente nei suoi fondamenti,. rin-

tracciando colla lettura di libri si apologetici che contrart le ragioni

pro e contra, onde emergono gli argomenti piu validi, che la rendono

anche alia ragione naturale credibilissima, e tale che ogni animo non

perveriito da vizi, e da passioni, ogni animo ben fatto non puo non

abbracciarla ed amarla. — Possa questa protesta, che mi viene ricer-

cata, e che io di buon grado rilascio scritta e sottoscritta di mio

mano, ostensibile come si vuole ed a chiunque, giacche non erubesco

Evangelium, possa produrre qualche buon frutlo." This confession

of faith was printed during Volta's life. The autographic copy was

extant until the burning of the Volta-exhibition at Como, 8"^ July

1899. Cf. Grandi ante 575 f.
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which confirm belief, and overthrow the doubts which at

times arise. I studied attentively the grounds and basis of

religion, the works of apologists and assailants, the reasons

for and against, and I can say that the result of such study

is to clothe religion with such a degree of probability, even

for the merely natural reason, that every spirit unperverted

by sin and passion, every naturally noble spirit must love

and accept it.

May this confession which has been asked from me and
which I willingly give, written and subscribed by my own
hand, with authority to show it to whomsoever you will,

for I am not ashamed of the Gospel, may it produce some
good fruit 1

Milan. Jan. 6., 1815. Alexander Volta.

Such was the judgment of Christianity formed by a

man of whose intellectual greatness an eloquent token

is furni.shed in his discovery of the voltaic pile. In this

discovery nothing is to be assigned to chance, it was

wholly the outcome of piercing, logical, and patient

reflection. When, after years of study, Volta stepped

into his laboratory one day and built up his pile out

of pieces of silver, zinc and moistened cloth no other

physicist save himself could have foretold what would

result. But Volta was sure of his ground, and this

knowledge he owed to a supreme intellect and patient

inquiry. Starting from Galvini's more or less accidental

discovery of the twitching of a frog's muscle he had

been the only scientist to furnish a valid explanation

of the phenomenon. From this he had moved on step

by step, conquering one difficulty after another, till at

least "the most wonderful instrument of man's device"

stood out before his mental vision. This same piercing

vision was directed, as his Confession tells us, to a scru-

tiny of the reasons for and against Christianity, and his
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conclusion was that from precisely such an examination

the strongest arguments for Christianity are to be de-

rived. The lesson from Volta's life is that there is no

mind so rich and lofty but can find perfect content

within the Christian dispensation.

Of the great Ampere, who, taking up Volta's work in

electricity, developed it in many directions, the same is

to be recorded. Andre Marie Ampere^ was, accord-

ing to the judgment of all who knew him and as

his discoveries show, a man remarkable alike for acu-

teness and width of mind, a many-sided genius. His

point of departure in science was Oerstedt's accidental

discovery of the influence of a galvanic current on a

magnetised needle. This at once suggested to Ampere

a truth of much larger scope, namely, that magnetism

could be transformed into electricity, and that electric

currents in general exercised an influence on one another.

He devised apparatus for the investigation of this hypo-

thesis, and in a short time had established its truth, and

formulated the laws according to which currents attract

and repel one another, and cause deflections of magnetic

needles. These discoveries have proved inexhaustible

in their consequences, and mark the first step towards

a true understanding of earth-magnetism and of magne-

tism in general. While the general course of scientific

discovery is the establishment of the facts by one in-

vestigator, a general explanation of them by a second,

and an exact formulation of the laws governing them

by a third, in the case of electro-dynamics the three

* For Ampere cf. our article in the Stimmen aus Maria-Laacb LXI

(1901) 20—36 151— 165. Cf. also two letters of Ampere's in the

Comptes rendus of the Academy of Science 92, Paris 1 881, 398 954.
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Stages were performed by the single mind of Ampere.

"A man who possessed all the characteristics of scientific

genius, spacious vision, acuteness, and infallible accuracy

in deduction", is the estimate of Ampere given by

Clausiusi, surely a competent judge. And Bertrand

says: "Ampere's essay is one of the most wonderful

productions of modern science, and forms the foundation

of the vastest and most perfect construction erected

by natural philosophy since the time of Newton." 2

Science owes to Ampere other discoveries in addition

to those which have made his name immortal. He opened

his career with mathematical works of great brilliancy,

and it was, indeed, through these that he obtained his

position in Paris and Membership of the Academy of

Sciences. In Chemistry he had independently re-esta-

blished the important law discovered by Avogadro^ in

181 1 but since then completely forgotten: and in the

controversy on the nature of chlorine he was a vigorous

upholder of the true view at a time when the greatest

specialists in Chemistry confessed themselves puzzled*.

In Zoology and Botany he was also thoroughly grounded.

But it was philosophy proper that interested him most,

and his last work was an essay in the classification of

the sciences.

Ampere's religious experience included an early period

of indifference, and after his return to Christianity a

' Uber den Zusammenhang zwischen den groCen Agentien der

Natur, Bonn 1885, 18.

^ Eloges academiques, Paris 1890, 56.

* H. K o p p , Die Entwicklung der Chemie in der neueren Zeit,

Mttnchen 1873, 354—357-
* lb. 473. A.-M. Ampere et J.-J. Am p ere, Correspondance

et Souvenirs I, Paris 1875, ^7-
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period of great doubt and distress. These were however

merely stages in his development. At the time of his

great discoveries he was once more a zealous and con-

vinced Christian, and in this faith he remained to the

end. Ozanam, who lived for some time in Ampere's

household expresses himself unmistakably on this point.

"But over and above his scientific achievements there is

something more to be said: for us Catholics, this rare

genius has other titles to our veneration and love. He was

a brother in the Faith. . . . Religion presided over the

labours of his mind, shed its light over every field of his

thought: and it was from this sublime point of view that he

judged all things, even science itself . . . This venerable head,

with all its wisdom and glory, bowed unreservedly before

the mysteries of the Divine Teaching. He knelt at the

same altar as Descartes and Pascal, side by side with poor

women and children, humbler in soul than the least of them.

No one could have observed more scrupulously the austere,

and yet sweet discipline of the Church. . . . But most beau-

tiful of all was the operation of Christianity in the interior

of his noble soul : that admirable simplicity, the modesty

of a genius which, knowing everything, was content to be

ignorant of its own greatness : that high scientific probity,

eager not after glory, but after truth alone, nowadays so

rare: that affable and communicative temper, pouring out

in familiar conversation treasures beyond count, so communi-
cative indeed that its ideas lay at the mercy of the pla-

giarist; finally that benevolence towards all he met but

especially the young. . . . We know more than one, towards

whom he showed the care and affection of a father. I say

emphatically that those who knew only his intellect knew the

less perfect part of him. For if he thought deeply, he

loved more deeply still."'

Ampere's discussions with Ozanam hardly ever con-

cluded without some mention of the name of God.

* Oeuvres completes de A.-F. Ozanam VIII*, Paris 1872, 89.
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"Then Ampere took his broad brow between his hands

and cried out: 'How great God is, Ozanam, how great

God is! All our knowledge is absolutely nothing.' " *

We add to Ozanam's testimony that of Sainte-Beuve,

a witness certainly not open to the charge of prejudice:

"The religious doubts and struggles of his early life had

ceased: or at least his trouble of mind was no longer so

acute. For years many things had been leading him back

to the faith and submission of mind which he had so well

expressed in 1803, in an affecting document which no doubt

he had often re-read in the interval. Interior sorrows, his

instinct for the infinite, active correspondence with his old

friend Father Barret*, the very atmosphere of the Restoration,

all drew him back. Throughout all the years that followed

down to the very end, we saw him effecting without effort

and in a fashion to arouse admiration and respect, a re-

conciliation and alUance of faith and science, of belief and

hope in human thought and adoration before the Reveal-

ed Word."*

In Ampere's own writings we find many passages in

which he speaks of Nature as leading up to God:

"We can see only the works of the Creator but through

them we rise to a knowledge of the Creator Himself. Just

as the real movements of the stars are hidden by their

apparent movements, and yet it is by observation of the

* Oeuvres completes de A.-F. Ozanam X 37.

* Klemens Barret, one of Ampere's friends in Lyons, entered the

Society of Jesus in 1814, died 1848.

^ Les anciens doutes et les combats religieux avaient cess6. . . .

Jusqu'a la fin, et pendant les annees qui suivirent, nous I'avons tou-

jours vu allier et concilier sans plus d'effort et de maniere a frapper

d'etonnement et de respect, la foi et la science, la croyance et I'espoir

en la pensee humaine et I'adoration envers la parole revelee (Sainte-

Beuve in his Introduction to Ampere's Essai sur la philosophic des

sciences II, Paris 1843, l).
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one that we determine the other: so God is in some sort

hidden by His works, and yet it is through them that we
discern Him and catch a hint of the Divine attributes."

One of the most striking evidences of the existence of

God is the wonderful harmony by which the universe is

preserved and Hving beings are furnished in their organi-

zation with everything necessary to hfe, multipUcation, and

the enjoyment of all their powers, physical and intellec-

tual." '

The third of the great founders of the Theory of

Electricity was Michael Faraday 2. His pre-eminence

in the science is certified by every authority. "Taking

him for all in all", says Tyndall, "I think it will be

conceded that Michael Faraday was the greatest ex-

perimental philosopher the world has ever seen." Du
Bois-Reymond echoes these words almost literally. He
describes Faraday as "the greatest experimental philo-

sopher of all time". J. B. Dumas the famous chemist,

in his memorial speech to the French Academy of

Science on May iS**" 1868 characterised Faraday as "the

greatest scientist the Academy had ever counted among
its members' '

'^.

* Essai sur la philosophie des sciences II, Paris 1843, 24 f.

' Bence Jones, The Life and Letters of Faraday*, 2 vols, Lon-

don 1870. John Tyndall, Faraday as a Discoverer, London 1868;

Fragments of Science*, London 1876, 246— 267. J.-B. Dumas, Dis-

cours et Eloges Acad^miques I, Paris 1885, 51— 124. Silvanus
P. Thompson, Michael Faradays Leben und Wirken. Autorisierte

Ubersetzung von Agathe S c h iitte und Dr Heinrich Dan neel,

Halle a. S. 1900.

' Tyndall, Faraday as a Discoverer 147. E. Du Bois-Rey-
mond, Reden, Zweite Folge, Leipzig 1887, 389 502. Dumas,
Discours I 53. Cf. v. Marti us in the Sitzungsberichten der

MUnchener Akademie 1868, I 440: "Man hat Faraday den groCten

Experimentator seiner Epoche genannt, und wohl mit Recht."
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These estimates were more than justified, for at his

death (Aug. 25"" 1867), Faraday could look back on a long

series of discoveries any one of which was almost enough

to immortalize his name. It is impossible here to give

so much as a summary of them. To give an idea of

his work in Electricity it would, as Dumas says, "be

necessary to write a complete manual on the subject".

"There is nothing in this department of science that

Faraday did not investigate, complete, or recast: there is

a great deal ofwhich he is the sole and absolute creator."

Tyndall arranges these discoveries in four groups, the

first of which relates to induction and outer currents,

the second to the chemical action of electricity and the

theory of the voltaic pile, the third to the influence of

the magnet on light-rays, and the fourth to the pheno-

mena of diamagnetism*.

Faraday as a worker in science was equally distin-

guished by supreme ability and steady perseverance. Born

at Newington Butts on Sept. 22*'' 1791 of a poor family

of Irish origin, he was at the age of thirteen put to

work with a bookseller who employed him to deliver

newspapers, and taught him bookbinding. But he had

no taste for this occupation: wide and eager reading

among the books which came to him for binding aroused

in him a passion for science, and when in 181 2 business

of his masters gave him an opportunity of hearing (from

the gallery) some lectures of the celebrated Sir Hum-
phry Davy his mind was definitely determined. In his

simplicity and inexperience he wrote straightway to the

President of the Royal Institute of Sciences at London

explaining his wish to be a scientist. Naturally enough

' Dumas, Discours I 75. Tyndall, Faraday as a Discoverer 145.
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he received no reply. He had, however, better success

with Davy to whom he submitted notes of the lectures

he had heard. He wished, he told Davy, to get out

of business because it is "a source of vice and self-

seeking" and to devote himself to the service of science

because "it makes men large-hearted and sympathetic".

The great scientist could not but laugh a little at the

naivete of the young book-binder, but he perceived his

rare intellectual power, and took him under his pro-

tection. In March 1813 he procured him the position

of Laboratory Assistant in the Royal Institute, and in

October of the same year took Faraday with him on

a long journey through France and Italy. After his

return in the April of 1 8 1 5 Faraday continued his stu-

dies in Physics and Chemistry, and won his way step

by step to the topmost heights of honour and fame.

Faraday was a thorough and convinced Christian.

Like his father he belonged to the Glassites or Sande-

manians, a sect which, opposed alike to Anglicans and

Presbyterians, held that Christianity consists simply in

belief in the Divinity of Christ, that this belief is a gift

from God, and that it has for fruit and token obe-

dience to the law of Christ. A month after his marriage

in the year 1821 Faraday formally professed adherence

to this sect, appearing before the congregation and making

confession both of his sins and of his belief In 1840

he attained the dignity of Elder, and in this capacity

preached a series of sermons, rough notes of which are

still extant 1.

Faraday did not, as far as is known, engage in any

philosophic or apologetic studies on the foundations of

' Jones, The Life and Letters of Faraday I 5 297; II 99 ff.
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Christianity. Neither did he seek to gain over converts

to his particular belief; indeed, it was only in reply to

questions on the subject that he spoke of religion in

ordinary conversation.

"There is no philosophy", he wrote on October 24*^ 1844,

"in my religion. I am of a very small and despised sect

of Christians known as, if at all known, Sandemanians,

and our hope is founded on the faith that is in Christ. . .

.

But though the natural works of God can never by any

possibility come in contradiction with the higher things that

belong to our future existence, and must with everything

concerning Him ever glorify Him, still I do not think it at

all necessary to tie the study of the natural sciences and
religion together, and in my intercourse with my fellows

creatures, that which is religious, and that which is philo-

sophical have ever been two distinct things." '

What makes these expressions invaluable in the pre-

sent connection is not the positive evidence they give

of the great scientist's attachment to Christianity. That

we must seek in other passages of his writings. The
point to be observed in the present passage is Faraday's

unambiguous statement that he never was able to per-

ceive any opposition between science and religion. We
find many other passages to the same effect in his works

;

occasionally he pushes his thought further and speaks

of nature as necessarily leading up to God. A few of

these passages may be quoted here.

In a lecture on Magnetism, delivered before Prince

Albert on February 26*'' 1849, he concludes with a rapid

sketch of the wonderful diffusion of magnetic energy

throughout the universe 2;

* Jones, The Life and LeUers of Faraday II 19

u

* lb, 239.
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"What its great purpose is, seems to be looming in the

distance before us; the clouds which obscure our mental

sight are daily thinning, and I cannot doubt that a glorious

discovery in natural knowledge, and of the wisdom and

power of God in the creation, is awaiting our age, and that

we may not only hope to see it, but even be honoured to

help in obtaining the victory over present ignorance and

future knowledge."

In the year 1847 ^^ concluded a series of lectures

at the Royal Institution in the following words:

"Our philosophy, feeble as it is, gives us to see in every

particle of matter, a centre of force reaching to an infinite

distance, binding worlds and suns together, and unchangeable

in its permanency. Around this same particle we see grouped

the powers of all the various phenomena of nature; the

heat, the cold, the wind, the storm, the awful conflagration,

the vivid lightning flash, the stability of the rock and the

mountain, the grand mobility of the ocean, with its mighty

tidal wave sweeping round the globe in its diurnal journey,

the dancing of the stream and the torrent, the glorious

cloud, the soft dew, the rain dropping fatness, the harmonious

working of all these forces in nature, until at last the mole-

cule rises up in accordance with the almighty purpose

ordained for it, and plays its part in the gift of life itself.

And therefore our philosophy, whilst it shows us these things

should lead us to think of Him Who hath wrought them;

for it is said by an authority far above even that which

these works present, that 'the invisible things of Him from

the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood

by the things that are made, even his eternal power and

God-head'.'"

Seven years later he repeats the same views in his

lecture on "Mental Education":

"High as man is placed above the creatures around him,

there is a higher and far more exalted position within his

' lb. 224—225.
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view; and the ways are infinite in which he occupies his

thoughts about the fears, or hopes, or expectations of a

future Hfe. I beUeve that the truth of that future cannot

be brought to his knowledge by any exertion of his mental

powers, however exalted they may be, that it is made known
to him by other teaching than his own, and is received

through simple belief of the testimony given. Let no one

suppose for a moment that the self-education I am about

to commend in respect of the things of this life, extends

to any consideration of the hope set before us, as if man
by reasoning could find out God. It would be improper

here to enter upon the subject further than to claim an

absolute distinction between religious and ordinary belief.

I shall be reproached with the weakness of refusing to apply

those mental operations which I think good in respect of

high things to the very highest. I am content to bear the

reproach
;

yet, even in earthly matters, I believe that the

invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are

clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,

even His eternal power and Godhead; and I have never

seen anything incompatible between those things of man
which are within him, and those higher things concerning

his future, which he cannot know by that spirit." *

In his private notes also, as for example in his diaries

of travel, religious reflections come spontaneously to his

pen. During his Swiss tour of 1841 he finds in a country

churchyard a grave of extreme poverty: marked only

by a wooden cross, furnished with a sort of roof, and

under this, written on a plain sheet of paper the date

of birth and death. The survivors were too poor to

erect any more elaborate memorial, but Faraday thinks

it compensation that beneath the roof there hangs the

empty chrysalis of a now matured butterfly. He writes

:

"How old and how beautiful is this figure of the Re-

' Jones, The Life and Letters of Faraday I 298.
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surrection ! Surely it can never appear before our eyes

without touching the heart." ^

At Coblentz he reads the celebrated inscription set

up by the general of the French on his march to Russia,

and the note added by the general of the Russians

when passing through the town in pursuit of the de-

feated French. "A striking illustration of the saying

that all is vanity and vexation of spirit", remarks Faraday

in his diary 2. The more he came to know of nature,

the more fully did he recognise the power of God.

"To all the objections of Colenso or to any scepticism

as to the Mosaic theory of the origin of the world",

writes his nephew Francis Bernard to Dr. Gladstone,

"he would have simply answered in the words of the

Apostle: 'Is anything too difficult for God?'"'

In spite of these declarations we find to our amazement
that Faraday also was in his day represented as an enemy
of Christianity. It was during the heat of the Darwin dis-

cussions that a letter dated July 6*'' i860 apprised the un-

suspecting Faraday of the fact, and begged for an explanation.

In an attack on the Biblical story of the creation of man,

some popular lecturer or other had alleged that in dis-

courses at Oxford, Cambridge, and London, Faraday had
declared life to be mere electricity, had produced worms
and other little animals manufactured by electricity, and
had expressly stated that man had come into existence in

the same way. In fact the whole drift of his discourses was

said to have been so unorthodox that he was compelled

to bring then to an abrupt conclusion. In reply Faraday

was of course able to say that there was not a single word
of truth in the allegation.

He had never lectured at Cambridge, he had never been

compelled to cut short any course of lectures elsewhere, and

1 lb. II 133. « lb. 11 128.

* Thompson, M. Faraday's Leben und Wirken 223.

Kneller, Christianity. 9
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if he had provoked opposition it was "because I was supposed

to pay too much respect to the Bible, which I beheve to

be the word of God" ^

We see than, that the three great pioneers of electrical

science were, all their lives, faithful to Christ, and to the

Christian revelation. The fact is beyond dispute, and

its significance is obviously very great.

When the half-educated man of the world glides in an

electric car through the streets, under the golden glow of

electric lamps ; when he converses with friends hundred of

miles away, and even recognises their voices; when he com-

mits to express train or steamer a message for America or

Australia, how often pride in these marvellous inventions

brings to his lips a curl of contempt for the old woman
telling her Rosary beside him, or for those others who
are gabbling of religion and churches! How apt he

is to dismiss the past with all its beliefs and achieve-

ments, Christianity included, as obsolete and exploded 1

And yet his contempt is itself contemptible, and is merely

a token of ignorance and shallowness. The intellects

that laid the foundation of all these marvels, bowed in

acceptance before the truths of Christianity ; the skilful

hands that were the first to unveil on the laboratory-

table the secret laws of electricity did not scorn to be

folded in prayer, and Volta and Ampere told their

Rosary beads as humbly as any poor woman. Let un-

belief seek what capital it can find in other fields of

science; in the field of electricity, which, more than any

other, attracts and dazzles the masses, it will certainly

find no authoritative name to serve as a weapon against

Christianity. There is a further point that should be

Jones, The Life and Letters of Faraday II 436 f

.
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emphasized. Ampere and Volta made special study of

the grounds of Christian beUef. Both were men of

supreme intellect, thoroughly acquainted with all that

has been said on each side of the controversy between

faith and scepticism ; and inquiry led both to complete

acceptance of the Christian dispensation. If then authority

is to decide the question, must not one man of the

stamp of Volta or Ampere outweigh a thousand who

may indeed know their Physics or Chemistry but as

regards higher questions are obliged to confess with

Darwin that they had never found time to investigate

them ? And must not such a man outweigh ten thousand

of the type of Haeckel, who give themselves out with

the loudest assurance as the champions of science, and

when they come to discuss points of Christian history

and belief display an ignorance that absolutely stupefies

one into silence?

Volta, Ampere, Faraday stand at the head of the science

of electricity, but there are also other great discoverers

of whom we must take account. We have already

mentioned Coulomb and Ohm. There is also Galvani,

a precursor of Volta, and Oersted, a precursor of Ampere.

Maxwell in England, and Hertz in Germany led the way

in the interpretation of electrical phenomena, and the

establishment of a theory of its inner nature 1.

A brief study of these six will only serve to confirm

the results already arrived at. L. Galvani (f 1798)

was a deeply religious man, and indeed a Member of

* If we go back to earlier times we must before all name B. Franklin.

He openly acknowledged the existence and the providence of God

;

his position as regards Christianity is not clear. Cf. Correspondance

de B. Franklin (1757—^1790), trad, de I'anglais et annotde par

E. Laboulaye, 2 vols, Paris 1866.

9*
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the Third Order of St. Francis ^ Coulomb was noted

for his firm and upright character, and the fact that at

the outbreak of the Revolution he resigned his offices

shows that his civil and domestic virtues rested on a

basis other than that of "Liberalism" 2.

An amiable and friendly nature was that of George
Simon Ohm (f at Munich July 6"* 1854), discoverer

of the law called by his name.

"Nature", said Lament ^, "had given him in liberal measure

good nature and modesty, and these rare qualities appeared

in all his intercourse with the world. In matters of merely

personal concern he yielded to the tide of fortune readily

and without bitterness. The mishap which at the outset of

his career deprived him of an advantageous post did not

leave in him a trace of misanthropy, and when his abilities

at last received due and brilliant recognition, success in no
way altered his simplicity of character and bearing."

That Ohm had as Uttle sympathy with the campaign

of destruction as the others cited here is shown by

many passing remarks in the in,troductions and notes

to his works. In the preface of the first volume of his

Molecular Physics he promises a second and third vo-

lume and "if God gives me length of days for it, a

fourth". On finding after the publication of his book

that a discovery recorded in it as original had been

' Stimmen aus Maria-Laach LIX (1900) 18.

^ J.-B. B i o t in his Melanges scientifiques et litteraires III , Paris

1858, 104, compares Coulomb with Clouet, a disciple of Rousseau's, and

is of opinion that a greater contrast than that between these two is

inconceivable. "Coulomb", he continues, "a vecu avec patience parmi

les hommes de son temps, ne se separant que de leurs passions et

de leurs erreurs, se maintenant toujours juste, calme, ferme, et digne,

in se totus, teres atque rotundus, comme le sage Horace."

* Denkrede auf die Akademiker Dr. Thaddaus Siber und Dr. Georg

Simon Ohm, Miinchen 1855, 35.
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anticipated by a Swedish scientist he consoles himself

with the remark: "The episode has given a fresh and

deep sense for my mind to the saying 'Man proposes,

and God disposes'. The project that gave the first

impetus to my inquiry has been dissipated into mist,

and a new one, undesigned by me, has been accom-

plished in its place." 1

The campaign against Christianity will derive no more

support from Hans Christian Oersted^ (-j- 1851)

than from Ohm. At the millenial celebration of the

introduction of Christianity into Denmark, Oersted chose

as the subject of his address the influence of Christianity

on Science.

"I shall be permitted", run his opening words *, "as speaking

in the name of our University to present to your attention

the favourable influence exercised by Christianity on science

and on intellectual development generally, and the advantage

that it has itself derived from that development. This

mutually helpful relation has been misrepresented, now by

the enemies of religion, now by those of enlightenment;

but convinced as I am that the kingdom of truth can never

be divided against itself, I believe that it is our highest

duty to demonstrate again and again its absolute concord,

so that honest but unfortified friends of the truth may not

be seduced from the true path by the clamour and confusion

of merely partisan polemics." *

"No religion", he says further, "can in this respect com-

pare with ours" ; for most other religions "have shown them-

* Lament ante 23 26.

* Cf. C. H a u c h unci G. Forchhammer, H. C. Orsteds Leben.

Zwei Denkschriften. Aus dem Danischen von Dr. H. Sebald.

Spandau 1853.

' Hans Christian Orsted, Der Geist in der Natur. Deutsch

von Prof. Dr. K. L. KannegieCer, II, Leipzig 1854, 142.

* lb. 143-
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selves on the whole inimical to the intellectual progress of

humanity. Ours, on the contrary, has always been intimately

associated with that progress."

"In most instances the struggle which was supposed to have

been one between Christianity and enlightenment was really

one between merely human opinions which were mistaken

for Christianity, on the one side, and shallow licence,

which was mistaken for enlightenment, on the other." *

Oersted loves to speak of nature as a way leading

up to God. He maintains that "every fundamental in-

vestigation into nature must issue in a recognition of

the existence of God" 2
j and he planned a special work

to be devoted to the development of this thesis. "All

reality", he says, "is a product of the incessant activity

of God and bears in every part the stamp of infinite

and immutable reason." For us this continuous ope-

ration of Divine Reason and its perpetual accord with

itself are manifested as 'Laws of Nature'. From the

contemplation of the stars we learn that "man is nothing

as against God, but that through God he becomes

something". In a note made originally for his private

use we read

:

"Make your conception as living as possible 1 The better

you succeed in this, the more joy will you feel in communion
with Him. Your soul will acclaim Him as the source of

all good; you will be able to say 'I love God', in so far,

at least, as the name of earthly passion can be applied to

so sublime a motion of the spirit."'

While these citations show what a gulf there is between

Oersted and the enemies of religion, it must be admitted

that in his positive exposition of the nature of God and of

Christianity he was far from happy. His differences with

the Danish theologians of his day are indeed easy to under-

Orsted, Der Geist in dcr Natur 148. ^ lb. II 227.

lb. 173 175 280.
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Stand. They maintained that inanimate nature had been

altered by the Fall — a contention refuted six hundred

years before by St. Thomas Aquinas — and Oersted can

hardly be blamed for opposing such a view. And since

it was still necessary in the Denmark of 1837 to defend

the Copernican system against objections drawn from the

Bible we should feel grateful to Oersted for undertaking

the defence. ^ But his teaching as to the nature of God is

practically Pantheism, and he does not sufficiently recognise

the supernatural character of Christianity.

Many theories have been advanced to account for

the phenomena of electricity, but to-day only those are

entertained which move in the paths opened in 1855

by James Clerk Maxwell 2. (Born June 13*'' 1831,

died November S**" 1879 at Cambridge, where from 1871

he had been Professor of Experimental Physics.) Max-

well was in religious questions a life-long ally of Fara-

day 3. He was a professed and practical Christian. He
read the evening prayers in his family every evening*;

"he was a constant regular attendant at church, and

seldom, if ever, failed to join in our monthly cele-

bration of Holy Communion, and he was a generous

contributor to all our parish charitable institutions. But

his illness drew out the whole heart and soul and spirit

of the man : his firm and undoubting faith in the In-

carnation and all its results; in the full sufficing of the

' lb. 151.

^ L. Dressel, Elementares Lehrbuch der Physik II , Freiburg

1900, 757.

* The I.ife of James Clerk Maxwell. With a selection from his

correspondence and occasional writings and a sketch of his con-

tributions to science. By Lewis Campbell and William
Garnett. I-ondon 1882.

* lb. 507.
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Atonement; in the work of the Holy Spirit" '. On his

death-bed he frequently repeated the lines of Richard

Baxter

:

Lord, it belongs not to my care

Whether I die or live

;

To love and serve Thee is my share,

And that Thy grace must give ^.

"Mr. Colin Mackenzie repeated to me two sayings of

his during those last days which may be repeated here

:

'Old chap! 1 have read up many queer religions: there

is nothing like the old thing after all', and 'I have looked

into most philosophical systems, and I have seen that

none will work without a God'."^ These sayings carry

all the more weight inasmuch as Maxwell, like Volta

and Ampere, was widely read in Philosophy and even in

Theology. On Sundays after his return from church, he

"buried himself" * in the study of the old English theo-

logians. He did not, however, take sides in the contro-

versy between Anglicans and Calvinists.

In his discussions on the atomic theory Maxwell never

fails to raise the question of the origin of the atoms.

On at least three occasions he develops his own views

in detail, and he regards it as an established conclusion

of pure science that the atoms do not present or possess

in themselves the ground of their existence.

The first place in which we find an expression of this

view is towards the end of his book on Heat. Maxwell

there gives a bird's-eye view of the molecular theory in its

application to Physics generally. According to this

theory every body is made up of a determinate number

' The Life of J- C, Maxwell, by Campbell and Garnett 416.

^ lb. 409. * lb. 426. * lb. 321 ; cf. 415.
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of minute particles, each possessing a definite mass and

definite properties. The molecules of the same sub-

stance are all alike, but they differ from those of any

other substance. Moreover there is no gradual passage

from the molecules of one element to those of another.

Every molecule belongs to a definite class; and there are

no intermediate connecting links between the various

classes. Single atoms are immutable and indestructible.

We have here the main lines of the atomic theory

as it had been accepted by the physicists. Maxwell

raises many further questions. How does it come that

only atoms of absolutely fixed properties exist, and

that there are no connecting-links between two classes?

This cannot be the outcome of a process of develop-

ment since they are insusceptible of change. Neither

can we postulate, to explain it, a process of elimination,

by which atoms intermediate between the existent classes

would have been expelled. For if that were the case,

whither have these eliminated atoms been driven ? The
fixed stars are composed of just the same elements as

earth and sun. There remains for Maxwell only the

hypothesis that the atoms were created by God, and

that He in the beginning created them alike. This theory

solves all difficulties.

"But", he writes, "if we suppose the molecules to be

made at all, or if we suppose them to consist of something

previously made, why should we expect any irregularity to

exist among them? If they are, as we believe, the only material

things which still remain in the precise condition, in which

they first began to exist, why should we not rather look for

some indication of that spirit of order, our scientific con-

fidence in which is never shaken by the difficulty which we
experience in tracing it in the complex arrangements of

visible things, and of which our moral estimation is shown in
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all our attempts to think and speak the truth, and to ascer-

tain the exact principles of distributive justice?"'

This line of reasoning is to be found more fully deve-

loped in a paper "On Molecules" read by Maxwell at

the meeting of the British Association at Bradford 2.

The complete similarity of the atoms is according to

him assured by spectrum analysis. Analysis of the light

which comes to us from Sirius and Arcturus shows that

hydrogen atoms in these distant bodies transmit the same
rays and consequently possess the same properties as hydro-

gen atoms in our laboratories. This similarity and unity

cannot be the outcome of a process of development. "None
of the processes of nature, since the time when nature

began, have produced the slightest difference in the pro-

perties of any molecule. We are , therefore , unable to

ascribe either the existence of the molecules or the identity

of their properties to the operation of any of the causes

which we call natural."

On the other hand the similarity of constitution in mole-

cules of the same class gives them the character of "manu-

factured articles" ^, and precludes the hypothesis that they

1
J. Clerk Maxwell, Theory of Heat^ London 1872, 312.

2 Printed in Nature VIII, May 1873 to October 1873, London

and New York 1873, 437—44 ^- Cf. the article Atom in the En-

cyclopaedia Britannica III*, Edinburgh 1875, 3^—4^-

^ For this comparison (which had been used by Herschel in

his Preliminary Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy, London

1851, 38) Maxwell was attacked in Nature (X, 15. October 1874, 481).

The conclusion of his article Atoms in the Encyclopaedia Britannica

is, as Maxwell himself says in a letter (Campbell and Garnett,

The life of J. C. Maxwell 393), expressly intended as an answer to

this criticism. In this document he writes: "What I thought of was

not so much that uniformity of result which is due to uniformity in

the process of formation, as a uniformity intended and accomplished

by the same wisdom and power of which uniformity, accuracy, sym-

metry, consistency, and continuity of plan are as important attributes

as the contrivance of the special utility of each individual thing."
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are eternal and self-existent. "We are thus led back along

a strictly scientific path very near to the point at which

science must stop.

But in tracing back the history of matter science is arrested

when she assures herself, on the one hand, that the mole-

cule has been made, and on the other, that it has not been

made by any of the processes which we call natural."

In further explanation of his theory, Maxwell remarks

that an atom in its concrete form cannot be described as

necessary.

"That matter as such should have certain fundamental

properties — that it should exist in space and be capable

of motion, that its motion should be persistent, and so on,

are truths which may, for anything we know, be of the kind

which metaphysicians call necessary. We may use our know-

ledge of such truths for purposes of deduction, but we have

no data for speculating as to their origin.

But that there should be so much matter and not more
in every molecule of hydrogen is a fact of a very different

order. We have here a particular distribution of matter

which we have no difficulty in imagining to have been

arranged otherwise."

At the conclusion of his address Maxwell speaks of the

immutability of atoms, a quality which makes them "the

true foundation stones of the material universe". The solar

system is constantly changing, but, though everything else

alters, the atoms remain the same as ever.

"They continue this day as they were created, perfect

in number and measure and weight, and from the ineffaceable

characters impressed on them we may learn that those

aspirations after accuracy, measurement, truth in statement,

and justice in action, which we reckon among our noblest

attributes as men, are ours because they are essential con-

stituents of the image of Him who in the beginning created,

not only the heaven and earth, but the materials of which

heaven and earth consist."

On other philosophico-religious questions also Max-

well expresses himself with equal clearness. Thus he
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writes on "Natural Science and the Immortality of the

Soul"i:

"The progress of science, therefore, as far as we have

been able to follow it, has added nothing of importance

to what has already been known about the physical con-

sequences of death, but has rather tended to deepen the

distinction between the visible . part, which perishes before

our eyes, and that which we are ourselves, and to show
that this personality, with respect to its nature as well as

to its destiny, lies quite beyond the range of science."

Maxwell belonged to a philosophical club which in-

cluded among its members Lightfoot, Hort, Westcott

and others, and he read before it on February ii*'' 1873

a paper dealing with the question whether the progress

of natural science has been unfavourable to the doctrine

of free-will 2. His answer is in the negative. We may
fitly conclude our study of Clerk Maxwell with a frag-

ment found among his papers after his death. It is

the true prayer of the man of science 3;

"Almighty God, who hast created man in Thine own image,

and made him a living soul that he might seek after Thee,

and have dominion over Thy creatures, teach us to study

the work of Thy hands that we may subdue the earth to

our use, and strengthen our reason for Thy service ; and so

to receive Thy blessed Word, that we may believe in Him
whom Thou hast sent to give us the knowledge of salvation

and the remission of our sins. All which we ask in the

name of the same Jesus Christ our Lord."

All who knew Maxwell intimately describe him as

one of the noblest men it had ever been their fortune

' Nature XIX, London, 19*'' December 1878, 142.

* Reprinted in The Life of J. C. Maxwell, by Campbell and

Garnett 434—444.

3 lb. 323.
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to meet. His doctor, and those who nursed him in his

last illness tell us that no suffering could alter or em-

bitter the sweetness of his character i.

J.-B. Dumas in one of his brilliant discourses before

the Academy adds to the names we have mentioned

still another. "Ampere, Faraday, Auguste De la

Rive", he says, "made electricity the study of their

lives, and enriched the science with great discoveries;

they were all three deeply religious." ^

The authority of a man like Dumas is not to be

ignored, and his praise of De la Rive is in no way
exaggerated. Both as a discoverer and as a student of

contemporary science, the latter was a man of the highest

distinction. In questions of religion he was of one mind

with his friend Faraday, as is shown by the correspon-

dence which passed between them.

"He believed", said Dumas, "that human personality has

its seat elsewhere than in the dust of which our bodies are

composed. Is it to be supposed that matter, which obeys, is

imperishable, while spirit, which commands, is perishable?

'I prefer to believe', said De la Rive, that the reasoning

soul is immortal and that unreasoning matter is doomed to

destruction,' He regarded the universe as having come into

existence through an act of creation. For he was able to

demonstrate, as a truth of the purely scientific order and

by arguments which were more fully developed by Clausius,

that the world did not always exist and that it cannot for

ever continue in existence." *

"A devoted adherent of the Protestant Church of Geneva
he none the less profoundly venerated the Catholic Church,

in which he had many friends and relatives, and to which

belonged the majority of the population of Prdsinge, his

place of residence. Universally respected by his Catholic

* lb. 412. ' Discours I 277.

* Dumas, Discours I 277.
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neighbours he sympathised with all their undertakings, moral

and religious, and even contributed on occasion to the

repair of their Church. The spirit of religious tolerance

was so native to the mind of our colleague that he made
it a law to himself to avoid everything that could give the

slightest oflfence to the convictions of others. But there

are times when to be silent is to be false to one's faith,

and De la Rive was unwilling that it should be supposed

that those who preached materialism in the name of science

enjoyed the sanction and support of all men of science.

'That is not true', he said, 'and it is our duty to proclaim

its untruth.' " '

If De la Rive was inclined to believe in the final com-

plete destruction of unreasoning matter, the theologian will

observe that the teaching of Christianity does not include

any such destruction. The 'destruction' foretold in the

Apocalypse is limited to a breaking-up of the present form

of the universe \ it does not go so far as complete an-

nihilation. St. Thomas Aquinas expressly proposes it as a

question whether any created thing will be annihilated and

replies in the negative ^. His reasons for ascribing even to

the material world, or at all events to its fundamental

constituents, eternal duration are derived from a consideration

of the nature of God and of the matter which He has

created. The whole form and fashion, in which the latter

exists, implies a destiny other than that of annihilation. We
thus find "mediaeval" theology more modern in this point

than the modern savant De la Rive*.

' "Cela n'est pas, disait-il avec fermete, et notre devoir est de le

proclamer" (ib. 299).

* Unde dicendum est
,

quod nihil omnino in nihilum redigetur

(S. Thorn. I, q. 104, a. 4).

' From the theological point of view, explanations and qualifications

like those which we have appended to De la Rive's words, might be

added to many of the passages quoted from the scientists. However

when the passages cited were on the whole correct, we have refrained

from remarks, which might perhaps earn for us the reputation of fault

finding. Meanwhile we must defend ourselves from the supposition
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We have dealt with those pioneers of electrical science

who have given their names to the standard electrical

units ; we may add two others : Von Siemens and

W. Weber.

The resistance of substances is at present calculated

in ohms. Before the adoption of this unit, that as-

sociated with the name of Von Siemens was widely em-

ployed; but Wilhelm Weber's services in the measure-

ment of electricity gave him at least an equal claim to

be so honoured. To these two scientists we shall de-

vote just a few words.

Werner Von Siemens (f 1892) was scientific ad-

viser to the famous firm of Siemens and Halske, and

in his day stood at the head of electro-technicians. This

position he owed to the fact that he possessed not

merely a technical but also a profound scientific know-

ledge of his subject: and when the perfecting of elec-

trical apparatus necessitated the solution of problems

hitherto unfaced, he was equal to the task. Siemens

in 1867 formulated the principle of the dynamo, made

valuable contributions to the theory of the submarine

cable, and, especially after 1874 (when he became a

member of the Berlin Academy of Science) published

a long series of works on theoretical physics*.

that we are in entire agreement with every word and thought which

we shall quote.

' Hovestadt in Natur und Ofifenbarung XXXIX, Miinster 1893,

167— 171. A brother of Werner v. Siemens, William Siemens

(f 1883), settled down in England and distinguished himself by his

achievements in science as well as in technology (W. Pole and

E. F. B a m b e r , Life and scientific works of the late Sir W. Siemens.

London 1891, 4 vols). He concluded his opening address to the

British Association 1882 as follows: "We shall thus find that in
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The "Naturanschauung ' to which he was led by deep

and laborious study finds expression in his Address to the

Association of Physicists in 1886: "The deeper we pene-

trate into the harmonious and immutable order of nature,

and unveil her hidden forces, the more modestly do we
come to think of the little compass of our knowledge, and
the more intense is our admiration of the supreme ordering

Wisdom which pervades the whole created world." '

Wilhelm Weber (f 1891), one of the celebrated

Seven of Gottingen, who in 1837 surrendered their posts

rather than swear allegiance to the new government,

stands in the first rank of German physicists. He worked

at the theory of wave-motion, and acoustics, but above

all at electricity. His celebrated electro-dynamic law

is indeed no longer accepted, but even his critics admit

that Weber's conception bears the stamp of genius, and

it held the allegiance of scientists for a long time 2,

Weber is also remembered for his contributions to the

measurement of electricity, and he was, with Gauss, the

first to apply (in 1833) the galvanic current to telegraphy.

Reinke includes Weber in his list of great scientists

who were also believers*. A somewhat longer biography*

which we have seen, although entering as Uttle as possible

the great workshop of Nature, there are no lines of demarcation

to be drawn between the most exalted speculation and commonplace

practice , and that all knowledge must lead up to one great result,

that of an intelligent recognition of the Creator through his works"

(Report of the 52"'^ meeting of the British Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, held at Southampton in August 1882 [London

1883]. President's Address p. 33)
» lb. 170.

* H. Hertz, Uber die Beziehungen zwischen Licht und Elek-

trizitat, Bonn 1889, 7.

*
J. Reinke, Die Welt als Tat, Berlin 1903, 468.

* Leopoldina XXVIII, Halle 1892, 147 169 178 185 201.
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into religious questions testifies that he "preserved all his

life the heart and faith of a child" '. We find in it the

following account of his death: "At midday he fell asleep,

seated in an arm-chair. As the sun was sinking in the

West he awoke again, and his eyes, bright and eager,

strained out into the distance; their gaze was no longer

fixed on the things of earth but uplifted to that sublimer

reality for which his heart had so long hungered."^ We
have in this passage, despite the somewhat rhetorical style,

clear evidence of Weber's belief in the immortality of

the soul.

William Robert Grove (f 1896), who also took

electricity for his province, says at the close of his

celebrated book "On the Correlation of Physical

Forces"

:

"It is a great assistance in such investigations to be
intimately convinced that no physical phenomenon can

stand alone: each is inevitably connected with anterior

changes, and is inevitably productive of consequential

changes, each with the other, and all with time and space

;

and, either in tracing back these antecedents, or following

up their consequents, many new phenomena hitherto be-

lieved distinct will be connected and explained: explana-

tion is, indeed, only relative to something more familiar,

not more known, i. e. known as to causative or creative

agencies.

In all phenomena the more closely they are investigated,

the more are we convinced that, humanly speaking neither

matter nor force can be created, and that an essential cause

is unattainable. — Causation is the will, Creation, the act,

of God."»

• lb. 201.

' lb. 204.

' W. R. Grove, On the Correlation of Physical Forces : being

the substance of a course of lectures dehvered in the London Insti-

tution in the year 1843, London 1846, 48 50.

Kneller, Christianity. lO
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2. THE THEORY OF LIGHT.

To the second half of the 19*'' century belong the

development of the theory of electricity, and the esta-

blishment of the mechanical theory of heat. The first

half saw, indeed, the discovery of many fundamental laws

of electricity, but it is significant in the history of science

mainly for the formulation of the modern theory of light.

Fresnel, Fraunhofer, Fizeau, Foucault are the names that

come to everyone's lips in this connection; it is to

their labours that we owe the current conception which

regards light, not as a substance, but as a wave-motion

in the ether.

The external life of the great Augustin FresneU
is soon told. Born on May lo"" 1788 at Broglie in the

Department of Eure, he received his early education

at home, and subsequently went to the Central School in

Caen, to the Polytechnic, and to the School of Engineer-

ing in Paris. He then obtained a post as engineer in

the North of France. When Napoleon returned from

Elba, Fresnel considered himself bound as a good Royal-

ist to take service in the army of the South. The out-

come was that he secured leisure for scientific studies

;

for after the triumph of Napoleon he was deprived of

his position as engineer and placed under police super-

vision. Fresnel now began his investigations into the

nature of light; and, thanks to the kindness of his

superiors, he was able to continue them after his resto-

* Qiuvres Completes d'Augustin Fresnel, publi6es par MM. Henri
de Senarmont, Emile Verdet et I. ^onor Fresnel, 3 vols,

Paris 1866 f. Duleau, Notice sur A. Fresnel, printed in the Rev.

Encyclop^dique XXXIX, livr. 117, Paris, Septembre 1828, 558—567.
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ration to office. The essays published by him during

1 8 19— 1827 on refraction, interference, and related sub-

jects are few in number, but every one of them is a

masterpiece. He also made many improvements in the

apparatus used in lighthouses. He died young, not yet

forty, on July 14*'' 1827, at Ville d'Avray near Paris.

The famous physicist came of a deeply religious

family. Thus his mother writes in 1802 in reply to a

letter from his elder brother asking news of Augustin,

then at college: "I pray God to give my son the grace

to employ the great talents, which he has received,

for his own benefit, and for the God of all. Much will

be asked from him to whom much has been given, and

most will be required of him who has received most." ^

Augustin inherited this religious habit of mind. During

the early years of his life as an engineer he was almost

friendless, and was cast wholly on his own resources.

He sought distraction in study, and with all the greater

ardour inasmuch as he had never any taste for the

practical life. "But the first inclination of his life was

by no means to optics. Under the influence of a home

education in which religion had held the first place he

began to reflect on philosophical problems, and en-

deavoured to reach a rigorously scientific proof of certain

of those doctrines to which he adhered with an ardent

belief. But he never opened his mind on these questions

save to members of his family or to his most intimate

friends." 2

* CEuvres Completes I, Paris 1866, xcvin.

* Sous I'influence des souvenirs d'une Education de famille oil la

religion avail tenu la premiere place, il commenga a mediter sur les

questions philosophiques et s'efforga de trouver une ddmonstralion

lo*
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The editor of Fresnel's scientific works shows Httle

inclination to dwell on the religious side of his character,

but in spite of this we find many proofs that the great

scientist remained all his life an adherent of the "Spiritual

School" ^. We find notes for instance of an essay in

defence of the doctrine of immortality forwarded by

Fresnel to a sceptical uncle of his.

Fresnel's piety of disposition remained unaltered

down to the last moment of his life. His friend, the

engineer Duleau, who nursed him in his last illness, tells

us that the constant theme of his conversation was the

greatness of God, Whose power and wisdom he saw

manifested in every part of nature. He always regarded

his own intellectual endowments as a gift from God,

and held it a duty to employ them for the advance of

knowledge and the benefit of his fellow men. The thought

of his untimely death and of the works he was com-

pelled to leave unfinished, in no way troubled his de-

votion ; there was something higher, he said, for mankind

than science and genius 2.

scientifique et rigoureuse de la verite de quelques-unes des croyances

qui avaient ete jadis pour lui I'objet de la foi la plus ardente ; mais

il ne communiqua jamais ses pensees qu'aux membres de sa famille

et a ses plus intimes amis (CEuvres Completes I XXVlll).

' On August 5* 181 1, Lienor M6rim^e writes to his nephew

Aug. Fresnel : "J'ai serr6 dans mon tiroir ta lettre philosophique, pour

la reprendre quand j'aurai le loisir de d^brouiller ma case de m6ta-

physique." Here L6onor Fresnel makes the marginal note: "II s'agit

sans doute d'un essai psychologique , ou A. Fresnel d^veloppe les

principaux arguments sur lesquels se fonde la doctrine spiritualiste,

dont il fut toujours d^fenseur" (lb. II [1868] 811).

* "II a vu approcher sa fin avec les sentiments religieux d'un homme

qui, ayant 616 initio plus avant que ses semblables dans le secret des

merveilles de la nature , 6tait profond^ment p6n6tre de la puissance
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Such is the testimony of Duleau, and if his words

are in certain respects a little vague, they are, as regards

the aim of this book, clear and unmistakable. Unbelief

can make no appeal to the authority of Augustin Fresnel.

The same can be said of our great countryman Joseph

Fraunhofer (born about a year earlier than Fresnel,

March 6"* 1787, died a little less than a year before

him, June 7*'' 1826) ^ The story of his life and labours

et de la bonl^ infinies de leur auteur. Les services qu'il rendait aux

sciences par ses meditations, les applications utiles qu'il en a faites,

n'6taient a ses yeux que I'accomplissement d'une mission pour lui

obligatoire. C'^tait surtout par la pratique des vertus les plus touchantes

qu'il croyait pouvoir s'acquitter envers I'humanit^ et qu'il satisfaisait

sa conscience. C'est h. moi . . , qui ai assist6 a ses derniers moments,

qui ai recueilli ses dernieres paroles, de dire quels etaient ses prin-

cipes sev^res et invariables ; son adoration pour la vertu, qu'il pla^ait

bien au-dessus de la science et du g6nie ; sa force d'ame, je ne dirai

pas contre la mort seulement , mais contre I'interruption des decou-

vertes, qu'il avait pr^parees et ^bauch^es , et dont il esp^rait tirer

des applications utiles ..." (Duleau, Notice, in Revue encycl. XXXIX
566 567). Arago says in his Eloge on Fresnel, referring to his

frame of mind during the last days of his life : "Toutes ses pens^es

s'etaient tourn^es vers sa fin prochaine, lout I'y ramenait." Not even

the presentation of the Rumford medal, one of the highest honours

which England has to give , made any impression on him (CEuvres

completes III 525 526).

^ F. Thiersch in Bulletin der konigl. Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, Miinchen 1852, 126— 143. Ph. Jolly in Allg. deutsche

Biographic VII 323—325. Cf. (U tzsch nei der) Kurzer AbriC der

Lebensgeschichte des Herrrn Dr Joseph v. Fraunhofer, in Kunst- und

Gewerbeblatt ftir Bayern vom Jahre 1826. Ph. Jolly, Das Leben

Fraunhofers. Rede an die Studierenden der k. Ludwig-Maximilians-

Universitat zu Miinchen, gehalten am 2. Dezember 1865 , Mtinchen

1866. C. M. v. Bauernfeind, Gedachtnisrede auf Joseph v. Fraun-

hofer zur Feier seines 100. Geburtstages. Mtinchen 1887. Jos. von

Fraunhofers Gesammelte Schriften , herausgeg. von E. Lommel,
MUnchen 1888.
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is well known; it exhibits the spectacle of a man of

supreme intellect and iron industry, stubbornly battling

with obstacles that all but succeeded in overwhelming

him. As an orphan of eleven, he came from his native

Straubing to Munich, and was there apprenticed to a

maker of mirrors, who undertook to teach the delicate

lad on condition that he worked for six years without

pay. Some diagrams that he saw on the walls of the

Sunday School made him aware of the existence of a

science of Geometry. He bought a text-book for a

couple of kreutzers, and set to work to master its

contents. But everything was against him. His com-

panions ridiculed him; his master did everything he

could to stifle this itch for useless learning; others,

whose advice he sought, told him that his project

was hopeless. An accident helped him on. His master's

house toppled down , imprisoning him in the ruins

;

and his rescue after four hours' excavation made him

an object of public notice. The Elector, Max Joseph,

and Utzschneider interested themselves in him and help-

ed him in his studies with money and advice. After

six years' hard work he was so far advanced that

he obtained an appointment as optician in the Insti-

tute of Reichenbach and Utzschneider, and was set

to work at the erection of geodetic and astronomical

instruments ^

* The Institute was situated within the walls of a former Bene-

dictine Monastery. The Benedictines, Ulrich Schiegg and Niggl,

deserved well of it, aiding it with scientific advice. For the astro-

nomer Schiegg (1752— 1810) of. A. Lindner, Die Schriftstelkr

und die um Wissenschafl und Kunst verdienten Mitglieder des Bene-

diktinerordens im heutigen Konigreich Bayem II, Regensburg 1880,

98— loi. Bauernfeind in Allg. deutsche Biogr. XXXI 180.
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This marked the beginning of a new life for Fraun-

hofer. The telescopes made by him, were perfect in

every respect, as well in their measuring apparatus as

in their lenses, and inaugurated a new epoch in obser-

vational astronomy. "A striking proof of their excellence,

almost to our day, is afforded by the fact that members

of the Astronomical Commission, appointed by the German

authorities to observe the transits of Venus in 1874 and

1882, employed instruments which had been made in

Fraunhofer's workshops and under his personal direction.

With the single exception of apparatus for photographing

the transit — a process undiscovered in Fraunhofer's

time — there was nothing that had not proceeded from

the hands of the great scientist." ^ His brilliant achieve-

ments are to be ascribed, however, not so much to

mere manual skill, as to his firm grasp and vast know-

ledge of the scientific side of his subject. To grapple

with the practical problems, encountered in the con-

struction of achromatic lenses, a perfect mastery of

methods hitherto in use was not enough; there was

needed also a genius for independent research in theo-

retical optics. Fraunhofer possessed such genius, and

he "enriched the physics of Light with epoch-making

discoveries". The so-called Fraunhofer lines of the

sun's sceptrum bear witness to one sphere of his activi-

ty ; his works on the diffraction and refraction of light

are held in high estimation; and his determination of

the wave-lengths of light of various colours is remark-

able not only for its wonderful accuracy, but for the

part it played in establishing the undulatory theory

of light.

' Bauernfeind, Gedachtnisrede 15.
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Unfortunately, at the early age of forty, Fraunhofer

was snatched away by a painful and incurable disease.

"His demeanour under acute suffering was that of a

sterling Christian. He showed no impatience and uttered

no complaint, but resigned all hope of recovery to the

Divine Will which had brought him forth into life from

the night of nothingness."

"Fraunhofer was a man of disciplined and benevolent

temper, occasionally clouded, it is true, by outbursts

of his natural irritability. He was a loyal adherent of

his religion, so thorough in his obedience that even

those invited to his house were obliged to observe the

prescribed fasts and abstinences, a remarkable contrast,

surely, to the licence of his day." ^

On many essential points of the Theory of Light

Fresnel had been able to advance only conjectures, and

on many others he accepted, as proved, certain laws

which demanded further investigation. Much remain-

ed for his successors in the development of the new

theory, and men of genius were found for the task.

"No physicist of our time", says Cornu^, "has con-

tributed more to the final formulation of the wonderful

wave-theory than Fizeau." This was an invaluable service

to science, and it bore fruit in other departments than

that to which it was first applied.

* Historisch-politische Blatter XI, Miinchen 1843, 4^5- — That

Fraunhofer was a sincere Catholic is also testified by J. N. von Ringseis

in his speech as rector, il**" December 1855; v. E. v. Ringseis,

Erinnerungen an J. N. v. Ringseis IV 322 331.

^ C o r n u , L'oeuvre scientifique de M. Fizeau, in the Annuaire pour

I'an 1898, public par le Bureau des longitudes, Notice C, reprinted

in Cosmos, 17 et 26 sept. 1898, 374—379 400—405.
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Armand Hippolyte Louis Fizeau, born 1819,

was the son of a Professor of Medicine at Paris, and

was originally intended to follow in the footsteps of

his father. His medical studies were however inter-

rupted by illness, and this gave him an opportunity of

cultivating his taste for physics. Before long he en-

gaged in independent experiment and research. He first

turned his attention to the recently invented Art of

Photography, and in the year 1841 he introduced many
improvements. The daguerrotypes of the time were

faint, impermanent, and very slow in developing. Fizeau

expedited the process of development a hundredfold

by the use of bromides, and by the application of cer-

tain salts of gold produced pictures at once vivid and

lasting. The first discovery was made in conjunction

with another scientist who was to be one day famous,

Leon Foucault. They also investigated the photo-

graphic activity of various sources of light, and pro-

duced successful photographs of the sun and its spots.

The conclusion of their paper on these latter, laid be-

fore the Academy in 1845, marks "a new epoch in the

history of optics". Sound-waves grow weaker as they

diffuse themselves over a wider area, but in all other

respects remain unaltered. Does the same hold good

of light-waves? There were reasons to doubt it, and

the lack of certainty on the point involved the theory

of Hght in some obscurity. Fizeau and Foucault now
showed that even after thousands of vibrations there

is no change either in the shape or form of indi-

vidual waves , or in their relation one to another.

Fresnel had assumed that this was the case, but his

assumption had not been raised to the plane of an

established fact.
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These triumphs were followed by another still more

notable. However strong had been the grounds for

accepting the new undulatory theory, nobody had yet

brought forward a phenomenon which was not expli-

cable by the old emanation-theory. Arago had indeed

observed that if this latter were true, light should travel

faster in water than in air; if the wave-theory were

true the relative velocities should be reversed. But the

matter had never been put to the test, the necessary

measuring apparatus not being at hand. Foucault and

Fizeau showed themselves equal to the task, and after

the dissolution of their partnership, each of the two

published (in 1850) an account of experiments proving

that light travels faster in air than in water. This gave

its death-blow to the emanation-theory.

It yet remained to determine the absolute velocity

of light in atmospheric air, Fizeau took up the problem,

and struck out a brilliant idea; he measured the velo-

city of light by the passage of a slender ray between

the teeth of a rapidly revolving toothed-wheel. Mathe-

matically regarded, the experiment is a very simple one.

The great practical difficulty was the conduct of a

slender ray of light along a path of several kilometres

in such a way as to prevent diffusion or diffraction.

"The skill with which this was effected", says Cornu 1,

"ranks among the most notable triumphs of Physics.

One hardly knows which to admire the more, the bold-

ness of the idea or the splendid simplicity of the means

taken to realise it."

Fizeau now projected a measurement of the velocity

of electricity by a somewhat similar method. But his

* Corn u in Annuaire pour I'an 1898, public par le Bureau des

longitudes C 14.
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work on the subject published in 1880 in conjunction

with Gounelle had a very cold reception. Neither Fizeau's

results, nor his treatment of electricity as a wave-motion

fitted in with the scientific conceptions then current.

To-day the case is different, and opinion is much more

favourable to Fizeau ^.

"A real discovery" was also the great improvement

which he introduced into induction apparatus, the con-

denser in which still bears his name. As regards the Phy-

sics of the ether, Fizeau "was far in advance of the science

of the day" 2. Having ascertained the velocity of light

in air and in water, he asked himself the question whether

in disturbed air or in disturbed water the respective velo-

cities were in any way altered ; in other words, whether

or not the particles of light-ether are carried along by

the moving particles of air or water. The query had

been started by Fresnel. He had been obliged to assume,

in order to explain observed phenomena, that in a certain

measure, determined by the refraction-exponent, the light-

ether is undoubtedly affected by the movement of the

surrounding medium. Fizeau, displaying his usual in-

genuity in the invention of apparatus, proved experi-

mentally the correctness of Fresnel's assumption. The

measurement of the velocity of light in disturbed water

is described as "the most difficult in modern optics".

It was not till near the end of the IQ*"" century that

any scientist ventured to repeat it. The result was to

confirm Fizeau's conclusions.

Inasmuch as the earth's atmosphere revolves together

with the earth itself at a great velocity, this cannot

fail to affect the light which streams across the atmo-

^ Cornu, Annuaire C 16. * lb. C 21.
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sphere. Not even Fizeau succeeded in demonstrating

the fact by experiment, but his attempts to do so led

him to an important discovery. Christian Doppler had

suggested in 1 842 that approach to the source of sound

or light must produce a change of pitch or colour;

Fizeau developed this suggestion to the exact formula,

known as the law of Doppler and Fizeau, which has

borne such fruit in astronomy, enabling us, as it does,

to calculate the rate at which a star is approaching us.

In addition to these "works of the first importance ^

which set Fizeau at the head of the physicists of his

day", he also published many others, e. g. those on the

application of monochromatic light.

After this chronicle of scientific triumphs readers will

be astounded to learn that Fizeau's death (September 1
8'''

1896) attracted practically no notice. He received no

funeral honours; and, save Cornu, not a single scientist

raised his voice in praise or commemoration 2. We may,

perhaps, furnish an explanation of the riddle.

Fizeau's general philosophy of life, apart from his

triumphs in his special province, receive but scant treat-

ment at the hands of Cornu. He had an unshakable con-

fidence in everything that he believed to be soundly

established by "tradition or evidence"; his admiration

for the great laws of science and their discoverers "had

a tinge of mysticism" ^. These expressions rather deepen

' Cornu, Annuaire C 33.

* The obituary notices in the Comptes rendus CXXIII (1896)

471 in La Nature LIV, Paris 1896, 523— 524, and in Leopoldina

XXXII, Halle 1896, 182.

' "Sa parole , ordinairement si calme , s'animait d'une vivacity

singuliere , lorsqu'il exprimait son admiration un peu mystique pour

les grandes choses ou pour les grands g^nies qui les ont accomplies.
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the mystery. Let us turn for an explanation to Fizeau's

own works.

At the Public Session of the Academy of Sciences

on March lo"* 1879, he delivered, in his capacity as

President, a discourse on the departed year. He ex-

pressed himself as follows concerning the relations be-

tween the philosophy of the day and natural science:

"But even in the flush of these great successes, Science,

anxious above all to retain her dignity and independence,

wisely refuses to ally herself with philosophic systems which

in their ardent enthusiasm might come to dominate her,

and seduce her from her proper path. She has always

shown herself able to repel what might have become an

enslaving yoke; on her part she limits her ambition to the

diffusion of knowledge, and does not intrude inopportunely

on philosophical or social questions nor set herself in hostili-

ty to the noble promptings of the heart, or the pure voice

of conscience." *

In these words we have a clear condemnation of the

misuse of science to propagate materialism. Elsewhere

we find positive expression of Fizeau's veneration for

religion; as, for example, in his speech at the unveiling

of the statue to Leverrier. The French Republic had

II avail une confiance in^branlable dans ce qu'il considerait comme

solidement 6tabli par tradition ou par 6vidence" (Cornu ante C 38).

' Cependant , au milieu de ces grands succes, toujours attentive

k conserver intactes sa dignity et son ind^pendance, la science 6vite

avec sagesse de se m^ler aux ardeurs et aux entrainements des

systemes qui pourraient, en la dominant , la d6tourner de sa route

;

ayant montr^ , en toute occasion, qu'elle sait repousser tout ce qui

ressemble a un joug destin^ a I'asservir, clle borne a son tour son

ambition a r^pandre au loin sa lumiere , sans vouloir entrevenir,

hors de propos, dans les questions philosophiques ou sociales, ni se

mettre en opposition avec les nobles accents du coeur ou la voix

pure de la conscience (Comptes rendus LXXXVIII [1879] 447).
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not looked favourably on the project of honouring a

man of Leverrier's principles with a memorial in a place

so public and so impressive, as that which his friends

had chosen. At the unveiling Fizeau expressed his

amazement at the action of the Government:

"Without inquiring here into the probable motives behind

such a decision, let me remind you that under the Empire,

Leverrier was appointed Director of the Observatory, he

was also a Senator. But imder the Empire also he was

disgraced and degraded; and it was the Republic that

restored him to the Observatory, there to die. We know
indeed that Leverrier was a deeply religious man. Is that

a subject of reproach? We know that he was a man of

haughty temper, master of a severe eloquence which made
him formidable in argument: whose is the grievance? I

can then only give expression to the amazement with

which this decision has been received by all the friends of

Science." ^

In his memorial discourse on Desains, Fizeau praises

his piety of character; in his speech on Becquerel he

also renders homage to religion 2.

All this may suggest to the reader the explanation

which we are about to offer. We have, through the

medium of a friend in Paris, information of the most

trustworthy kind that Fizeau was all his life a loyal,

open, and practical Christian. It was for this reason

his name was struck out of the list of those presented

for the Cross of the Legion of Honour at the Centenary

celebration of the Academy. Were scientific merit re-

garded, what dignity could have been too high for him ?

•
. . . On sait encore que Leverrier 6tait religieux; et qui aurait

qualiie pour le lui reprocher . . . (Annuaire pour I'an 1890, public

par le Bureau des longitudes 643).

* V. the passages in the following extract p. 171 172.
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Cornu's was the only voice raised in protest against the

"odious and revolting intrigue" i.

We have already made mention of the name of

Leon Foucault^, collaborator of Fizeau in his earlier

work. It is often the case that men of genius excel

in only one province, not rising in others above the

level of mediocrity, and Foucault is a striking example

of this. A delicate and timid lad, he had the greatest

difficult in completing the ordinary course of studies.

He then proceeded to medicine, but found himself unable

to bear the sight of blood, and was forced to relinquish

all thoughts of this career. The professor of Micro-

scopy, however, discerned something of Foucault's quali-

ties, and entrusted him with the preparation of experi-

ments. This brought into play that unique combination

of skill and inventiveness which he was before long to

apply to the most complicated problems of Mechanics

and Optics. He began his career with certain improve-

ments in the process of photography ; then followed his

collaboration with Fizeau, and in 1850 his famous appa-

ratus for comparing the velocity of light in air with its

velocity in water. He attained a European reputation

through the well-known pendulum-proof of the rotation

of the earth on its axis; and in 1852 he published an

' "U 6tait Chretien convaincu et pratiquant , et ne s'en cachait

nuUement du resle ; c'est meme pour celle raison
,

qu'il a €t€ lors

du centenaire de I'institut I'objet d'une mesure absolument odieuse

et r^voltante" etc.

* Recueil des Travaux Scientifiques de L. Foucault . . . mis en

ordre par C. M. Gariel, Paris 1878 (vol. II contains a sketch

from life drawn by Lissajous). Ph. Gilbert in Revue des questions

scientifiques V (1879) 108— 155 516—564. Jos. Bertrand, Eloges

acad^miques, Paris 1890, 247.
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account of another apparatus, the gyroscope, designed

for the same end. In 1854 he became Physicist to the

Observatory of Paris, and during his tenure of this post

introduced many improvements in the construction of

telescopes and microscopes. "I have matter for another

twenty years", he said about 1866, after his reception

into the Academy. But the twenty years were not to

be vouchsafed him. He was occupied in the construction

of a regulator for the Paris Exhibition, and had spent

infinite labour on it; overwork brought on a stroke

of apoplexy on July 10*^ 1867; he sank slowly, and died

on February 13*'' 1868 at the age of forty-nine.

Foucault, during the period of his feverish scientific

activity, had given little thought to religious questions.

But this attitude of mind changed as sickness over-

whelmed him, and all earthly hope vanished. The name

of God was constantly on his lips. Step by step he

returned to his childhood's faith in a Creator and a

Redeemer, and found in it strength and consolation.

Although the apoplectic fit had all but deprived him

of the power of speech "it was extraordinary to ob-

serve the facility with which he spoke of God and Jesus

Christ, scarcely any trace of impediment appearing".

He died peacefully in communion with the Church*.

The name of Edward Ketteler stands high among

the leaders of Optics (born in 1836 at Bocholt, died

December lo"" 1900, a Professor at Munster)^. He was

a fervent and outspoken Catholic.

Two Catholic priests also deserve a brief mention.

Abbe Laborde, in a communication to the Paris

* Moigno in Les Mondes XVI, Paris 1868, 344; cf. 337.

2 Leopoldina XXXVII, Halle 1901, 35—36.
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Academy of Science, anticipated to some extent Fizeau's

determination of the velocity of light i. And it seems

to be beyond doubt that Foucault's famous pendulum-

experiment was suggested long before by Canon Au-
gustin Stark (f 1839) of Augsburg 2.

On February 2"" 1903, there died at Cambridge a

savant "known to every student of Physics, held in the

highest esteem by all specialists in his particular pro-

vince". This was Sir George Gabriel Stokes^ (born

in 1 8 19 at Screen in Ireland, Lucasian Professor at

Cambridge from the year 1849). ^^ addition to this,

he was member of Parliament for the University and

President of the Royal Society of Science, two posi-

tions that had been filled by no one man since Newton.

He was in 1899 created a Baronet, and he also held

the German Order Pour le Merite.

Stokes is perhaps best known for his researches into

the phenomenon of fluorescence. But his real strength

lay rather in mathematical than in experimental Physics.

He published works on the problems of Optics, on the

wave-theory, but more particularly on Hydro-dynamics,

his contribution to this latter being of fundamental im-

portance. It was Stokes who with Maxwell and Lord

Kelvin won for the Cambridge School of Physics the re-

putation which it still enjoys. Stokes had the greater part

of his scientific achievements behind him when occasion

called him to speak out his mind on the existence of

God, and more specifically on natural religion and

' Cosmos-Les Mondes, 3® ser. V, mai-aout 1883, 164 166.

* Giinther in Allg. deutsche Biographic XXXV 488.

' Obituary Notice in Naturwissenschaftl. Rundschau XVIII, Braun-

schweig 1903, 217, cf. Encyclopaedia Brilannica XXXII *° 867 ff.

Kneller, Christianity. II
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morality. He received an invitation from the University

of Edinburgh to deUver the Gifford Lectures for 1891^

The terms of the foundation of this Lectureship pre-

scribed for subjects the existence and nature of God,

and the precepts of the moral law, but without any

reference to a positive revelation.

Stokes intimates clearly in his lectures that this limi-

tation does not meet with his approval. He expresses

doubts whether a tenable theology and ethics can be

developed on any other basis than that of Christianity.

Hints and suggestions, at least, must be constantly

adopted from the Christian system even if the principles

in question are provable by pure reason. And this

being so, is it not a curiously unnatural proceeding to

ignore the sources from which we are drawing? Stokes

confesses frankly that for a task such as that prescribed

for the Gifford Lectures he is ill-prepared 2

:

"What I have previously written has been mainly scientific

memoirs; as to theology, I have merely written a few short

articles, and in those, though I did not scruple to employ
natural reason, I have gone on the basis of accepting a

supernatural revelation, more especially on that of accepting

the Resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth as a supernatural

historical fact."

Subsequent statements are even more to our pur-

pose; and we subjoin some extracts from the course,

published later under the title of "Natural Theology".

What a man like Stokes has to say e. g. on the order

and majesty of nature cannot fail to be interesting.

• Natural Theology. The Gifford Lectures, delivered before the

University of Edinburgh in 1891, by Prof. Sir G. G. Stokes, Bart.,

M. P., London and Edinburgh 189 1.

2 lb. 270.
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although these are questions by no means exclusively

scientific

:

"It will be absurd to deny to the creating will powers

which the created being is found to possess. Now there is

one of these possessions of which we are innately conscious

;

I refer to free will. I feel that I have the option of moving
my hand to the right or the left, and similarly with regard

to innumerable other actions. The words of every language

testify to the consciousness of such a power. Of course I

may wish to do a thing which I have not the power to do

;

but that is a different matter altogether. A thief might wish

to carry away on his shoulders an ingot of gold worthy 50000
but he would not be able. Such an ability does not in the

least degree militate against our consciousness of free will.

We cannot deny man's Maker this power which we find

man himself possesses. ...

"Now we know very well that a man may in general act

uniformly according to a certain rule, and yet for a special

reason may on a particular occasion act quite differently.

We cannot refuse to admit the possibility of something ana-

logous taking place as regards the actions of the Supreme
Being. If we think of the laws of nature as self-existent

and uncaused, then we cannot admit any deviation from

them. But if we think of them as designed by a Supreme
Will, then we must allow the possibility of their being on
some particular occasion suspended. Nor is it even neces-

sary that some results out of the ordinary course of nature

should be brought about, that they should even be suspended

;

it may be that some different law is brought into action

whereby the result in question is brought about without any

suspension whatsoever of the laws by which the ordinary

course of nature is regulated. I will endeavour to illustrate

my meaning by reference to something with which we are

familiar. Suppose that a clock with an iron pendulum had
long been observed and noted. Its rate we know is deter-

mined by the laws of motion and gravitation. Suppose that

on one occasion it went much faster for an hour or two,

and then resumed its usual rate. It may have been that some
one designedly put a powerful magnet imder it, which after
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a time was taken away again. The acceleration of rate was

here produced not by any suspension of the laws of motion

or of gravitation, but by bringing into play for a time a

special force which left the laws of motion and of gravita-

tion perfectly intact, and yet brought about the result that

we have supposed to have been observed.

"It will probably have been perceived that in what I have

just been saying I have had in view the question of the

abstract possibility of what are called miracles. Admit the

Existence of God, of a personal God, and the possibility of

miracles follows at once; if the laws of nature are carried

on in accordance with His will He Who willed them may
will their suspension. And if any difficulty should be felt

as to their suspension, we are not even obliged to suppose

that they have been suspended." *

Of the proofs of the existence of God, Stokes lays

most stress on that derived from design ; for, that nature

does manifest design, he considers undeniable. Having,

for instance, concluded a description of the eye, he

writes: "I think the evidence of design which it affords

must be to most minds well nigh overwhelming, though

at the same time, I grant that it requires some know-

ledge of the laws of light, and also of the structure

of the eye itself to feel the full force of the argument." 2

Inasmuch as Darwin's theory is by many supposed to in-

validate the argument from design, Stokes examines in some
detail the doctrine of evolution. He begins by pointing out

that Darwin, before he can speak of the struggle for Hfe or

the survival of the fittest has to assume certain postulates,

"the existence of life ; the power possessed by living things,

whether animal or vegetable, of reproducing their kind ; the

general similarity of offspring to parents, combined with

small variations of detail" *. But if these are the indispen-

sable postulates of the theory then, according to Stokes, the

' Natural Theology 22—25. * lb. 41. ' lb.
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principle of the survival of the fittest by no means supplants

and makes superfluous a purposive Creator. For if we do

not accept His existence whence are we to derive life, the

power of reproduction, the transmission of qualities once

acquired ?

"It seems to me likely enough that this principle may
really operate to a certain extent, and so far as it does, it

points out a sort of self-acting mechanism, founded in its

action on the postulates with which we started, for adapting

the structure of the living thing to the requirements of its

environment. This however does not destroy, but only

alters the argument of design. If, indeed, the postulates of

the theory were taken as self-existent and uncaused, then I

grant the argument would fall to the ground. But I have

heard on good authority that Darwin himself regarded the

argument from design as rather elevated than destroyed by

the adoption of his theory." '

"But even supposing the theory to be accepted as accounting

for the permanence of more or less neighbouring species, it

seems to me inconceivable that it should be competent to

bridge over the interval which separates remote forms. There

are structures so complex, so artificial, so eminently (to all

appearance at least) having a purpose to serve, that it seems

inconceivable that they could have been built by a mere

selection of haphazard variations from a type which in con-

sequence of this selection undergoes a slow secular change.

Take, for example, that exquisitely contrived organ, the eye

It seems to me well-nigh inconceivable how any one who
studies these various arrangements, so far as man has been

able to follow them, can imagine them to be merely the

cumulative effect of casual variations selected in the manner

supposed, or can fail to be impressed, perhaps if he does

so regard them, with the idea that they were designed for

the office which we find them to fulfil."'

A writer in the Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1902 ranked

Lord Rayleigh, Lord Kelvin, and Sir George Stokes

> lb. 42 f. « lb. 43 f.
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as the three greatest physicists of the dayi. We have

seen the views of all three as to the relation between

science and religion.

3. SUPPLEMENTARY.

We have now dealt at some length with the pioneers

in Heat, Light and Electricity, and the reader will have

perceived how very far they are from declaring unani-

mously against Christianity. Before leaving this branch

of our subject we desire to add one or two distinguished

names, which for various reasons have not been in-

cluded in the preceding two sections.

"For many years, longer indeed than an average life-

time, there was to be met in the Academy of Sciences

in Paris a venerable figure, no less remarkable for his

lively interest and constant interventions in the dis-

cussions of that learned and brilliant body, than for the

universal honour and respect which he received from

his colleagues. Tall and powerfully built, he retained

beneath the snow of years the vigour and resolution of

youth; his pale face mobile and clear-cut, was the

mirror of a subtle and rapid mind ; his voice, although

thin with age, was firm and impressive, and in the un-

conscious modulation of the moment gave token of

unwavering conviction. . . . The whole presence and

bearing of this remarkable man was that of a cosmo-

politan savant, who found the only content worth having

in the propagation of those scientific and moral prin-

ciples to which he was so ardently attached."

The scientist of whom these glowing words were

spoken by Von Martins, the botanist, at a meeting of

* Encyclopaedia Britannica XXXII '" 184.
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the Bavarian Academy was J. B. Biot^ (i774— 1862).

He was one of the most celebrated men of his day,

a leader in Physics, a historian of the science, and a

brilliant stylist. He enjoyed membership of three of

the five French Academies, and it is impossible to-day

to read a text-book of Physics without finding honour-

able mention of his name. His original research-work

was done mainly in the field of Optics; but he was

also engaged for several years in Spain and the North

of England as a member of the French Commission

for the measurement of the degrees of longitude, and

as a teacher of Mathematics and Physics he exercised

a wide influence. He possessed, says Von Martius, "a

rare lucidity of intellect, which, unaccompanied by any

great imaginative power, found its real attraction in the

nobility of justice, moral worth, and absolute truth".

"Biot was an austere, independent, inexorable critic

who believed exclusively in pure reason. In accordance

with its dictates he ordered his life, ambitions, and

studies, and no other consideration had any weight

with him."

As for his religious opinions, Biot was not always a

believing Christian. For many years the recollection of

his First Communion was the only relic left to him of

a pious boyhood. Under the influence of the circle

that gathered round Laplace his indifference developed

into a vague Deism. But his experience of Deists and

Atheists and of the practical fruits of Christian belief,

as he saw them in the lives of some of his nearest re-

latives, led him back to the faith of his childhood.

* Gedachtnisrede on March 28* 1862 in v. Martius, Akademische

Denkreden, Miinchen 1866, 456.
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For the last thirty years of his life he was a fervent

Catholic, and he so continued to the end. His friend

and confessor, Pere Ravignan, could justly characterise

him as a true Christian savant, as he does in a letter

acknowledging the receipt of Biot's memoir of the

mathematician Cauchy: "That is Cauchy to the life,

and you yourself to the life! You manifest to all in

the noblest language an intimate alliance between true

science and true faith." 1 But this memoir was by no

means Biot's only confession of faith. "He had", as

Abbe Moigno^ tells us, "shown the liveliest joy at the

entrance of his grand-son M. Milliere into the priest-

hood, and it was an affecting sight to see the august

old savant receiving Holy Communion in the Basilica

of Saint-Etienne-du-Mont from the hands of the young

priest who called him grandfather."

Biot's return to the Church was not regarded by all

with favourable eyes. If Sainte-Beuve sought to de-

preciate his reputation as a scientist, and others busied

themselves in exaggerating the blemishes of his life,

we must ascribe this in part to anti-Christian feeling.

This feeling found further expression in the attempt

to fill the chair in the Academy left vacant by Biot's

death, by the election of an atheist. The candidate

' A. de Ponlevoy, Vie du R. P. Xavier de Ravignan de la

Comp. de Jesus II", Paris 1900, chap. 27, 387. For de Ravignan's

relations to Biot cf. chap. 19, 131— 133.

^ In his newspaper Cosmos XX, Paris 1862, 203. Moigno charac-

terizes the same Biot as a "chretien convaincu, sincere et pratiquant.

Son retour a la foi datait de pres de trente ans; un des premiers

nous en regiimes la confidence". — Cf. Lefort, Un savant chretien,

J.-B. Biot, in Le Correspondant d^c. 1867; U. Maynard in Biblio-

graphic catholique XL, Paris 1868, 93.
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put forward was Littre, a materialist, socialist, and

atheist. He succumbed however, to the vigorous op-

position of Lacordaire, and did not till a later date ob-

tain a place among the immortals. Littre himself, it

is worthy of remark, did not remain a materialist till

death. He wrote many articles in his Revue Positiviste

of a Christian tendency, as if to prepare his friends for

a change, and in his last illness he asked for baptism

and died in the faiths

Many important contributions were made to Optics by

Jacques Babinet (f 1872) whose name is perpetuated

by, various physical apparatus. His loyalty to the Christian

belief was shown strikingly in his last painful illness, which

he endured with exemplary patience and resignation. He
was all his life charitable almost to a fault. He gave without

stint, and the number of his beneficiaries was countless ^.

' Allgemeine Zeitung, Augsburg 1881, 2301 2310. For Littre's

earlier relations to Christianity cf. Ch. Clair, Le R. P. Milleriot de

la Compagnie de J6sus **, Paris-Bruxelles-Geneve 1881, 179 f. Littr6's

Article is reprinted from the Revue posit, in Les Mondes LV, Paris

1881, 2, 224: "Certaines ames pieuses se sont int^ressees a mes dis-

positions intimes. II leur a semble que, n'etant un contempteur absolu

du christianisme et lui reconnaissant avec insistance des grandeurs

et des bienfaits, il y avail en mon cceur des cordes qui pourraient

vibrer. . . . Comme je n'ai eprouv6 ni exprim^ de la repulsion ou du

malaise en me sentant I'objet des sentiments dont je viens d'esquisser

les nuances etc. — In a letter of 14. April 1878, which has been

published lately , Littr6 writes to a person who wished to dedicate

a book to him : Je ne puis accepter la dedicace de votre livre.

II est d'une pol^mique trop aggressive a I'^gard des id^es th6ologi-

ques et du catholicisme, pour qu'il convienne a la position que j'occupe

dans I'ecole de la philosophic positiviste (L'interm^diaire des cher-

cheurs et curieux XLVII, Paris 20 mars 1903. Quest, n. 386).

* Moigno writes of him in Les Mondes XXIX, Paris 1872,

293 : Cette mort precddee d'une longue et cruelle infirmity, supportee

avec une patience incomparable, rompt pour nous les liens d'une
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The discoverer of fluorescence, David Brewster (fi86i),

was also a fervent Christian. He was a Protestant of the

older school and found prophecies of the Pope in many
passages in the Old Testament (Dan. 7) ^ But he was a

firm, practical Christian, and he enriched Optics with many
acquisitions. He invented the kaleidoscope and the lensed

spectroscope, and wrote a biography of Newton ^.

During the middle years of the 19'*" century, perhaps

the greatest living physicist was Victor Regnault
(born 1 8 10 at Aix-la-Chapelle, died 1878 at Paris).

"It was in the year 1849", writes Berthelot *, "that I first

came to know him, and received from him advice and
inspiration not easily to be forgotten. Science was then

full of his glory, his name was cited by all our teachers

in the company of the greatest physicists of all time.

The genius of precision seemed to have taken flesh in

his person. The celebrity of Gay-Lussac, of Dulong, of

Faraday built up by so many magnificent discoveries seemed

to pale before that of Victor Regnault; and the glory he

enjoyed was spotless, earned by the sheer force of hard

work, without the aid of intrigue or self-advertisement, po-

litical or literary."

amitie ^troite de plus de 35 ans. Nous avons eu du moins la con-

solation de voir notre illustre savant dans les sentiments d'une foi

sincere et d'une r6signation vraiment touchante. . . . Notre ami avait

une quality bien rare, pouss^e chez lui jusqu'a I'exces, il donnait tout

ce qu'il avait ; le nombre des infortun6s qu'il soulageait est incom-

mensurable. — F a y e says in his funeral oration : Reconcilie avec

tous et par-dessus tout avec Dieu, vous avez rev61e dans cette longue

agonie la force de votre ^me (ib. 338).

' J.-B. Biot, Melanges I 407 415. The life of Sir J. Nevt^ton

by D. Brewster, London 1831, 227 272.

^ II s'est endormi dans une profonde paix et dans I'esperance

ferme du salut parfait en J6sus-Christ, wrote his son to the Academy

of Munich. V. its Sitzungsberichte, MUnchen 1868, I 469.

^ Science et philosophic, Paris 1886, 218.
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How highly Regnault was esteemed throughout Europe

was shown on the occasion of an accident which befell

him, Aug. g^^ 1856. His condition from hour to hour

was everywhere the subject of conversation, and the

newspapers published as full and frequent bulletins as

if he had been a prince 1.

Regnault's fame is not perhaps quite so brilliant to-

day. But he remains one of the first experimenters of

the century, and his investigations, especially into the

expansion of gases, are classical in point of accuracy

and skill in detecting possible sources of error. He
had toiled his way up from the humblest origin to the

proudest heights of science and glory when trial after

trial began to oppress and all but overwhelm him. In

1856 he had lost his wife and her mother; in. 187 1, during

the Franco-Prussian war, his laboratory was reduced

to ruins, his instruments destroyed, and his notes, re-

presenting the work of years, were burned. His son, who

had already had some success as a painter, was killed

in battle, and in 1873 Regnault himself had a stroke

which although it did not cloud his intellect, left him

in many other respects weak and helpless. "Few men",

said Daubree, "have in their declining years been more

sorely tried. . . . His religious faith alone was capable

of consoling him, and it was a source of consolation

that never failed." 2

» Allgemeine Zeitung 1856, 3581 3672 3693 3709 3725.

' Peu d'hommes ont ^te , comine on le sait
,

plus cruellement

frapp^s
,
pendant les dernieres annees de sa vie. Quel douloureux

contraste, si nous nous reportons a trente-cinq annees en arriere lors-

que nous le rappelons , ayant vaincu loutes les difficultes de son

adolescence, avec tous les charmes s^duisants de la jeunesse et de

I'esprit , entour^ d'une charmante famille dont il ^tait I'idole , au
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"Worthy rivals of Regnault in elegance of method and
accuracy of measurement" is the description given by Troost

of the physicists Paul Desains and De La Provostaye. Their

elaborate researches prove that as regards emission , ab-

sorption, reflection, refraction, and polarization, radiant heat

possesses all the qualities of light. The universal theme of

the memorial speeches pronounced over Desains (f May 3*

1885) was the upright character of the dead scientist. Fizeau

praised his benevolence and rectitude, his loyalty to his

friends, his untiring devotion to duty, and his religious habit

of mind. A personal friend of his, the Academician Mezieres,

said that to him death was "the day-spring of realisation for

those immortal hopes to which he had always clung with

robust belief" ^

Cesar Mansuete Despretz (f March 15"" 1867) la-

boured for forty years in the investigation of heat, sound,

and electricity. He inaugurated no new theories, but his

industrious researches established a mass of important facts,

and we find him, on that account, frequently cited in text-

books of Physics. Despretz was a believing Catholic. He
defended the Church and clergy from various attacks with

courage and effect. Nevertheless he so far gave way to the

milieu des succes les plus brillants, recevant de toute part les honneurs

les mieux merites. Sa foi religieuse pouvait seule le consoler, et

cette consolation ne lui a pas manqu^ (Comptes rendus LXXXVI,
Paris 1878, 141).

' Apres avoir rappeld les litres qui honorent le savant , dans

M, Desains, nous ne ferons qu'exprimer le sentiment de tous ceux

qui I'ont connu , en rendant hommage aux rares qualit^s de son

coeur. Si sa droiture, sa bonte, son esprit de justice, sa fid61it^ a

ses amis , son infatigable devouement a ses devoirs , ses sentiments

religieux, la dignitd de sa vie, en un mot, lui ont toujours m6rite

les respects de tous pendant sa vie , le souvenir des qualit^s et des

vertus dont il a donne I'exemple ne pent manquer de resler attach^

a sa m6moire (Fizeau in Comptes rendus C, Paris 1885, 1259). —
Tu as vu venir la mort avec calme ; elle 6tait pour toi le com-

mencement d'une vie nouvelle, I'aurore des immortelles esp6rances

dont ta foi robuste n'a jamais doute (M6zieres ante 1266).
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influence of the age that not till his death-bed did he return

to the practical exercise of his religion ^

Cesar Antoine Becquerel (f 1878) is a name

familiar to every student of science. His line of re-

search is well known. "For more than fifty years", he

himself writes, "I have been engaged in physico-chemical

research, working mainly at the question of the relations

existing between electricity and attraction at greater or

less distances, and between electricity, light, and heat."

Becquerel was a convinced Christian. In the memorial

speech pronounced at his grave-side Fizeau declared

that he had died "with the serenity of a philosopher,

the tranquility of soul of a good man, the trust in God
and immortal hope of a Christian" 2. Becquerel him-

self had spoken out unmistakably his verdict on materia-

lism. In his work on physico - chemical forces , and

the part they play in the production of natural pheno-

mena he expressly declares that it is impossible to

explain the origin of life on earth apart from the con-

ception of a Creator.

Every thinker who accepts the modern theory of the for-

mation of the earth, is constrained to hold that in the be-

ginning it was without vegetation. Organic life could only

have begun in the soil deposited as sediment. But how
was the passage from inorganic to organic effected? That

is the secret of the Creator.

' Moigno in Les Mondesi, Paris 1863, 141 143. Cf. Sitzungs-

berichte der k. bayr. Akad., MUnchen 1863, II 385—388.

' M. Becquerel touchait h. la fin de sa quatre-vingt-dixieme ann^e,

lorsqu'il s'est 6teint doucement, au milieu des siens, avec la s^renite

du sage, la tranquillite d'ame de I'homme de bien, la confiance en

Dieu et les immortelles esp^rances du chr6tien (Comptes rendus

LXXXVI, Paris 1878, 128).
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"Geology tells us that nature has followed a progressive

plan in the creation of organised beings, beginning with

the simplest and gradually rising to the most complex forms

as atmospheric conditions changed. But what are the forces

that went to the formation of all these organised bodies?

Our ignorance in this regard is such that, while we know
that if the organic bodies and other various substances of

the earth were to be suddenly volatilised by excessive heat,

and if this were followed, as in the first ages of the earth,

by a gradual cooling down, our inorganic compounds would
be reconstitued according to known laws , we are quite

unable to conceive in what fashion vegetable and animal

life could be reproduced. We must then postulate the

existence of a creative power which has manifested itself

at certain epochs, but whose sole operation at present is to

conserve those living species actually in existence."

Becquerel then quotes a passage from Berzelius in which

the great chemist argues in favour of the existence of God
and against materialism, and continues '

:

"We have cited these sublime words in order to show
that, in the opinion of the most gifted minds, matter is in-

capable of ascending to the stage of organic life by the

sole agency of the forces which govern inorganic nature." ^

* It will be given in an extract, v. p. 180.

^
. . . Ce n'est que dans les terrains de sediment que la vie or-

ganique a du commencer; mais comment s'est op6r^e la transition

de la vie inorganique a la vie organique? Lk est le secret du

Cr^ateur. ... II taut done admettre I'existence d'une puissance

creatrice qui s'est manifest6e h. certaines 6poques, et qui ne semble

plus agir aujourd'hui que pour perp^tuer les especes actuellement

vivantes. Berzelius s'exprime a cet ^gard en ces termes : . . . Nous

avons cru devoir rapporter ces paroles sublimes, pour montrer que

les esprits les plus 61ev^s ne pensent pas que la matiere puisse

s'organiser elle-meme par le concours seul des forces qui r^gissent

la nature inorganique (Des forces physico-chimiques et de leur inter-

vention dans la production des ph6nomenes naturels. Par M. Becquerel,

Paris 1873, 4—5)-
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The name ofLuigi Palmieri (f 1896) was first intro-

duced to the scientific world in 1843 by the invention of

an electro-magnetic apparatus designed to show the existence

of earth-magnetism. In 1856 he became director of the Ob-

servatory which King Ferdinand II. had built in 1841 on

Vesuvius to facilitate the study of the volcano. Palmieri

filled this post for forty years with tireless industry, and

made many valuable contributions to Meteorology, and to

the study of volcanoes. He invented many instruments for

the measurement of tellural disturbances, of the velocity of

wind, and of atmospheric electricity. His work on the latter

is very celebrated. He made observations of an outbreak

of Vesuvius under most dangerous conditions ^

Palmieri was a thorough going Catholic. "He heard Mass
not only on the prescribed Feast Days but also on those in

regard to which there was no obligation, and till his death

at the age of 8g his piety continued unabated. . . . We can

repeat of Palmieri, what he himself said of Galluppi : 'The

Catholic religion was the inspirer of his studies, and, fortified

by its unspeakable consolations, he passed from earth to

eternal peace.'" ^

Everyone who has studied in any detail the theory

of Laplace as to the origin of the planetary system

has also heard of the Belgian physicist , Plateau.

J. A. F. Plateau (born at Brussels 1801 , died at

Ghent 1883) had in 1843 the misfortune to be blinded

in the course of his researches into sense -illusions,

but in spite of this he continued his scientific career,

and established many laws of the first importance re-

garding the conditions of equilibrium 3. He too is to

* L. Palmieri, Die atmospharische Elektrizitat. Ubersetzt von

Heinr. Discher, Wien 1884. Der Ausbruch des Vesuv vom

26. April 1872. Deutsch von C. Rammelsberg, Berlin 1872.

' Civilta cattolica, Ser. 16, XI, Roma 9 agosto 1897, 470.

' Sketch from life in the Annuaire de I'Academie royale des sciences,

des lettres el des beaux-arts de Belgique LI, Bruxelles 1885, 389 to
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be counted with those scientists whom widening know-

ledge of nature only confirmed in their veneration of

religion. "Plateau", says his son-in-law, Van Der

Mensbrugghe, "was a convinced Christian; it always

pained him to hear scientists speak of the wonderful

scientific achievements of our century as making in

favour of materialism, and against the religious con-

ception of life. Religion, he said, is a heavenly balsam

for all our sorrows of soul and body; and it is high

treason against humanity to seek to deprive poor suf-

ferers of this consolation. As for himself, the deeper

he penetrated into the secrets of nature the more humbly

he bowed before the mysteries of the supernatural

order." ^

Peter Guthrie Tait (f July 4"' 1901) is a name

famous far beyond the shores of his native land, al-

though less for his original research than for his text-

books and popular scientific writings. In collaboration

with Sir W. Thomson he began a manual of Theoretical

Physics, the single completed volume of which was

translated into German by Von Helmholtz. His books

on thermo-dynamics, light, heat, and cognate subjects

486. Cf. F a y e in the Comptes rendus of the Academy of Paris

XCVII (1883) 687-689.

* Plateau 6tait un chretien convaincu; il se d^solait chaque fois

qu'un savant se pr^valait des progres merveilleux de ce siecle pour

avancer des doctrines materialistes ou antireligieuses ; la religion,

disait-il , est un baume celeste pour toutes les souffrances morales

ou physiques, et c'est un crime de lese-humanite que de chercher

a en priver les malheureux ici-bas. Quant a lui, plus il avait ap-

profondi les secrets de la nature, plus il s'inclinait devant les mysteres

de I'ordre surnaturel (Sketch of his life in the Annuaire de I'Acad^mie

royale des sciences etc. LI 460).
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went into numerous editions and translations 1. He was

a man who had a comprehensive grasp of Physics, as

a whole, without being a mere superficial dabbler. For

this reason his views on the limits of science, and its

relations with philosophy are likely to be more valuable

than those of a specialist, who never emerges from his

particular province nor troubles his head about even

his next door neighbour in the city of science. In an

address delivered before the British Association at Edin-

burgh Tait sets out to determine the frontier line be-

tween the realities which can be reached, and the

realities which cannot be reached, by the methods of

Physics. He describes two classes of writers on the

subject.

On the one side there is "a crowd of ignorant persons

whose sole recommendation is their rapidly increasing number,

and the adhesion of a few fanatical deserters from the ranks

of science. They refuse to admit that all phenomena of

dead matter belong essentially and exclusively to physical

science. On the other hand, there is a numerous group,

not in the slightest degree entitled to rank as Physicists

(though in general they assume the proud title of Philo-

sophers), who assert that not merely life, but even Volition

and Consciousness, are mere physical manifestations. These
opposite errors, into neither of which is it possible for a

genuine scientific man to fall, so long at least as he retains

his reason, are easily seen to be very closely allied. They
are both to be attributed to that credulity which is charac-

teristic alike of ignorance and incapacity. Unfortunately

there is no cure; the case is hopeless, for great ignorance

* Vorlesungen ilber einige neuere Fortschritte der Physik, deutsch

von G. Wertheim, Braunschweig 1877; Warmelehre, deutsch von

E. Lecher, Wien 1885; ^-^'^ Eigenschaften der Materia, deutsch von

G. Siebert, Wien 1888; Elementares Handbuch der Quaternionen,

deutsch von G. v. Scherff, Leipzig 1880.

Kneller, Christianity. 12
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almost necessarily presumes incapacity, whether it shows

itself in the comparatively harmless folly of the Spiritualist

or in the pernicious nonsense of the Materialist" ',

Tait deals in the same address with the chemico-

physical interpretation of vital processes:

Even if we had wholly unveiled the secret of life, he

says, it must not be imagined that we should be able to

produce the simplest living being except from already existing

life. "Our President's (Sir W. Thomson) brilliant idea of

the vortex ring will enable us, if it rests on truth, to under-

stand matter completely, and to investigate all its properties

mathematically. Yet its very basis implies the absolute ne-

cessity of an intervention of Creative Power to form or

destroy one atom even of dead matter." *

We may conclude this section with the opinion of

still another German scientist on the philosophical im-

port of the conclusions of science. Philip Jolly (f 1885)

worked with much success at the determination of the

mass of the earth, the theory of heat, etc. "He never

failed", says a biographer, "to add at the conclusion

of his earlier lectures that all science is only piece-

work, and is incapable of making any pronouncement

as to the ultimate ground or end of existence." ^ If

Physics is incompetent to reach any conclusion in this

regard, then it is incompetent to find arguments against

the teaching of Christianity.

' Report of the 41^ Meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, held at Edinburgh in August 1871, Trans-

actions of the sections : Mathematics and Physics. Address by Pro-

fessor P. G. Tait, London 1872, 7.

» lb. 6.

' Allgemeine Zeitung 1885, Nr. 80, Beil. p. 11 79.
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V. CHEMISTRY.

The modern science of Chemistry is, comparatively

speaking, of very recent growth. It begins with La-

voisier (t 1794) who was the first to lay proper stress

on accurate measuring and weighing, and whose ana-

lysis of the process of combustion gave the first in-

sight into the nature of chemical union.

A theory of fundamental importance is that which

conceives the elements as composed of atoms. This

atomic theory was established by Dalton (f 1 844). The

two laws on which it rests, that of gravity and that

of multiple proportions received their full experimental

proof in the innumerable analyses and calculations of

Berzelius (f 1848)1.

Of the various theories of the nature of chemical

combination the so-called dualistic hypothesis of Ber-

zelius held the field during the first half of the 19*'' cen-

tury. It has given way however to the substitution-

theory of the French chemist Dumas (f 1884).

Organic chemistry is also practically a creation of

the 19*'' century. Amongst the most brilliant pioneers

of the science were Dumas, Chevreul (f 1889), and

Liebig (t 1873).

We do not propose to give here even the most

cursory sketch of the history of Chemistry in the last

' We can get no precise information about the discoverer of the

fundamental law named after Avogadro (f July Q*"* 1856). However

an Obituary Notice which appeared in the Gazzetta Piemontese, the

official organ of the Government of Sardinia, nine days after his death,

says he was "religioso senza intolleranza dotto senza pedanteria" etc.

Alfonso Cossa, II conte Amedeo Avogadro di Quaregna, Milano

1898, 5.

I2»
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century : we merely adduce the names of a few of the

most brilliant workers in this province, and shall pro-

ceed to inquire what they had to say as to the philo-

sophical significance of their discoveries. The witness

of Berzelius, Liebig and Dumas would of itself be

ample; for if these great intellects were unable to discern

any hostility between science and religion, why should

we pay any heed to the clamour of lesser men? We
shall not however confine ourselves to the names cited.

Antoine Laurent Lavoisier does not fall within

the scope of this book, inasmuch as he died under

the guillotine of the Revolution before the beginning

of the 19th century. We content ourselves with re-

marking that he died in the Christian faith 1. Dal ton's

religious sincerity was never a matter of doubt 2. And,

as for Berzelius, his belief in God and his dislike for

atheistical systems find expression in his great treatise.

"An incomprehensible force, foreign to those of dead

matter, has introduced the principle (of life) into the in-

organic world. This has been effected, not by chance, but

with the striking variety and supreme wisdom of a plan

designed to produce definite results, and to maintain an un-

broken succession of transient individuals which are born

one from another, and which at their death bequeath their

* Ce grand nom de Lavoisier doit etre particulierement rappel6

dans notre Soci^t^, car I'illustre chimiste etait rest^ un croyant. C'est

ce qui ressort de tous les documents retrouves sur sa vie dans ces

dernieres anees, et particulierement du temoignage, certes non suspect,

de Grimaux
,

qui avait eu entre les mains beaucoup de papiers de

ce grand homme (M. G. L e m o i n e , Revue des questions scientifi-

ques L 78—79).
^ Chez Dalton le caractere de I'homme ^galait la superiority des

lumieres : il fut un modele de vertus sans ostentation, et de religion

sans fanatisme (Nouv. biographic g6n6rale XII, Paris J 866, 830).
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decomposed constituents to the formation of new organisms.

Every process of organic nature proclaims a wise purpose,

and bears the stamp of a guiding mind ; and man, comparing

the calculations he makes to attain certain ends with those

which he finds in organic nature, has been led to regard

his faculty of thought and calculation as a reflection of the

Being to whom he owes his existence. And yet it has

happened more than once that a philosophy, proud all the

while of its own profundity, has maintained that all this

was the work of chance, and that such organisms only held

their ground as had accidentally acquired the power of self-

preservation and reproduction. But the advocates of such

systems do not perceive that the element in nature which they

call 'chance' is a thing physically impossible. Everything

that exists springs from a cause, an operative force, this

latter tending (like desire) to break into activity and secure

for itself satisfaction so as to arrive in the end at a state

of untroubled repose, a process which in no degree corre-

sponds to our idea of 'chance'. It will always be more
honourable for man to admire the wisdom, which he cannot

rival, than to puff himself up with philosophical arrogance,

and attempt with his paltry reasonings to penetrate mysteries

which will probably remain for ever beyond the scope of

human reason." *

* Tout ce qui tient h. la nature organique annonce un but sage

et se distingue comme production d'un entendement sup^rieur; et

I'homme, en comparant les calculs qu'il fait, pour atteindre un certain

but, avec ceux qu'il trouve dans la composition de la nature organi-

que, a ete conduit a regarder sa puissance de penser et de calculer

comme une image de cet etre h. qui il doit son existence . . . (Traite

de Chimie par J. J- Berzelius, traduit par M. Esslinger, V,

Bruxelles 1833, 2« partie, Chimie organique, 3—4). That Berzelius

was "ein Mann von umfassender Bildung und von liebenswtirdigstem

Charakter" is testified e. g. by K. C. v. Leon hard, Aus unserer

Zeit in meinem Leben II, Stuttgart 1856, 130, G. H. Rose, who
has been already quoted, and others. Cf. G. W. A. K a h 1 b a u m,

Monogr. a. d. Gesch. der Chemie VII, Leipzig 1903 (Auto-biographical

Notices of Berzelius).
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Among the most eminent predecessors of Berzelius

are the German Klaproth (f 1817), the discoverer of

uranium, and the French Louis Nicolas Vauquelin

(f 1829) to whom chemistry owes its first knowledge

of chromium and glucinium. Klaproth is characterised

by Von Leonhard, on the authority of his friends, as a

"profoundly religious man" 1. Vauquelin died a faith-

ful Catholic, striken down during a visit to his native

place 2.

There presented himself one day to Vauquelin a

youth, some sixteen years of age, of countrified aspect

and an accent far from Parisian. He came to beg the

chemist to engage him as his servant asking no salary

save to be present at his laboratory experiments. The old

savant was far from rich, and, being loth to add a fresh

burden to the 20 francs a month which he spent on

his laboratory, refused the lad's request. Vauquelin's

sister however interposed ; he was a promising boy, she

said, and would not, like the other assistants, "let the

pots boil over". Vauquelin at last gave way, and the

young peasant not only took excellent care of the "pots",

but grounded himself profoundly in Chemistry, and

came in time to be a famous teacher and discoverer.

In 1804 he succeeded Vauquelin at the College de

France, and in 18 10 he was elected to the Academy
of Sciences. He celebrated his election by a visit to

his mother, to whom he brought an edition of Thomas

a Kempis in the large print which her old eyes had

' Aus unserer Zeit in meinem Leben I, Stuttgart 1854, 595-

^ Etant alle passer quelque temps dans son pays, il a 6te surpris

par la maladie au chateau de M. Duhamel, maire du lieu. II a rendu

hommage a la religion en recourant aux sacrements et aux prieres

de I'dglise etc. (Ami de la religion et du roi LXII, Paris 1830, 79).
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long desired. He rose higher, becoming in 1814 a

Knight, in 1842 Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour,

in 1825 Baron, in 1827 Deputy, and in 1832 a Peer

of France; in 186 1 a statue was erected to him at Sens,

and in 1865 the people of his native place La Loup-

tiere asked and obtained permission to call their town

La Louptiere-Thenard in his honour. For the peasant

lad was no other than Louis Jacques Thenard

(t 1857), discoverer of the superoxide of hydrogen, of the

blue dye called after him, and now so widely used in

the manufacture of porcelain, and of many other chemical

facts. He contributed to the progress of Chemistry not

only as a discoverer but also as a teacher, and his

text-book, although of such an immense range, reached

ten editions in six years ^. He could without any ex-

aggeration boast that during his thirty years at the

Sorbonne, the College of France, and the Polytechnic

School, 40000 students had passed through his hands.

In matters of education he was among the first autho-

rities of his day, a veritable "Marshal of Science" 2.

Thenard was an unwavering Catholic, loyal and puncti-

lious all through life in the discharge of his religious

duties. Some extracts from the funeral sermon preached

over him by the rector of St. Sulpice may aptly be

quoted ^

:

"Religion and gratitude alike constrain me to say that

there was in Baron Thenard something greater still than

that sublime intellect and boundless knowledge which shed

such lustre on the Academy. There was a heart, profoundly

'P. M. Flourens, Recueil des eloges historiques III , Paris

1862, 201—248.

^ R. Vallery-Radot, La vie de Pasteur, Paris 1901, 51.

» Ami de la religion CLXXVI, Paris 1857, 747 f.
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Christian, armed alike against that disregard of God and

eternity . . . against that vague reh'giosity which is in essence

a mere chimera, and against the alkirement of fame which,

as he said, had once held him captive but now showed it-

selfto his disillusioned mind as a vain and baseless dream. . .

.

He submitted his intellect to the dogmas of the Church, as

he submitted his will to her precepts; every Sunday he

came here, a simple unit of the congregation, and on all

our great feasts he reverently communicated. . . . Never did

I make an appeal to him on behalf of the poor and miserable

but he responded, graciously and generously ; many a time,

indeed, he did not wait for my appeal, his delicacy antici-

pated it. . . . Never did a Sister of St. Vincent de Paul, a

Sister of Charity knock at his door in vain. . . . Many were

the poor whom he secretly succoured. ... In losing Baron

Thenard, I say once again, I have lost one of the best

friends of my poor."

In a still fuller sense than inorganic, organic chemistry

is a creation of the i g^^ century, and owes to it the lucid

and systematic form in which it at present exists. This

is how one of the pioneers describes the colonisation of

this rich province:

"Into this still virgin territory, Liebig and I plunged with

the greatest ardour. . . . To travel and preserve communi-

cation across these unexplored tracts we had neither com-

pass nor guides, methods nor laws. We had been led to

form ideas and to fix on doctrines which were absolutely

individual to us, and we defended them with warmth and

passion but without any trace of envy or jealousy. The dis-

coveries, yet to be made, seemed to us inexhaustible, and the

harvest ample for both. The task on which we were both

engaged was the establishment of central stations, the opening

up of roads; and I am sure that Liebig experienced as

much pleasure in reading my writings as I experienced in

reading his."

It was Jean Baptiste Andre Dumas (f 1884)

who, in his old age, spoke thus of the deeds of his
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youth 1. Had he the right to use such language? An
answer may be gather from the somewhat florid exordium

to the memorial speech on Dumas by A. W. Von Hoff-

mann, the famous Berlin chemist 2.

Having dealt with Dumas' original researches, con-

fined as they were to a single department of science,

he continues:

"We turn however with even greater interest to the study

of the man himself who, from the height to which his

mastery of so vast an area of science elevated him, made
a sur\'ey of sc many fields of human effort. And if this man,

who had scaled the heights of knowledge, retained in his

heart a warm enthusiasm for the welfare of his countrymen

;

if he did not disdain the business of everyday life, but laid

his time and strength and rich experience at the service

of the common weal, this can but increase our admiration

for him. . . .

"Such was Dumas. . . . Beginning at pharmacy he was

luckily drawn to physiological research, and his work, done
in this department even during his student days, is a model
of accuracy and acuteness. But he soon turned to Chemistry,

enriching it with the discovery of laws of fundamental im-

portance, of wonderful methods of research which to-day

are practised in every laboratory, and opening up paths

which have never been forsaken. For more than thirty

years he was the leader of French Chemistry.

"This multifarious activity in science did not however

prevent him from filling an important r6le in politics and ad-

ministration. Successively deputy in the Legislative Chamber,
Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, Senator, President

of the Municipal Council of Paris, and Master of the Mint,

* Discours et Eloges Acad^miques I, Paris 1885, 186 f. The com-

plete absence of envy, of which Dumas speaks, did not prevent him

from entering energetically into a competition with Liebig.

* A. W. V. Hofmann, Zur Erinnerung an vorangegangene Freunde.

Gesammelte Gedachtnisreden II, Braunschweig 1889, 209— 397.
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he served his country in many directions. He was a member
of the Institute, and afterwards Permanent Secretary, he

was also a member of the French Academy, and in these

positions he kept pace for more than half a century with

every development of science, and published a mass of the

most varied and valuable original works such as few of his

contemporaries could rival." ^

"The name of Dumas", concludes Von Hoffmann, "is written

imperishably in the annals of science", and for Dumas as

a man, he has praise no less ardent:

"If you review in imagination the whole of his career

you will find in every word and work of the man, whether

in the field of science, in his official positions, or in his

everyday intercourse with the world, tokens of a pure and
noble character. No one could have brought to the service

of his fellows a more enlightened benevolence, a greater

faculty of self-sacrifice; no one could, while conscious of

his own genius, have given readier recognition to the achieve-

ments of others ; no one could have been more scrupulously

fair with tongue and pen towards even his bitterest op-

ponents. It is easy to understand how a man in whom so

fine an intellect was joined with so fine a character, attracted

the respect and confidence of his, countrymen, the loyal

affection of his friends, the enthusiastic veneration of his

• pupils. These feelings found expression in many forms and

fashions. . .
." ^

A student of Dumas', the great Pasteur, writes:

"I had just come up from the remotest comer of my
province, and I was hearing him for the first time. He was

then 43 years old; I was a student at the ficole Normale,

and we attended his lectures at the Sorbonne. Long before

his arrival the lecture room was ftill; the galleries were

packed with crowds of students, and late comers were able

to find room nowhere except on the stairs. At the stroke

of the bell he entered and was greeted with a storm of ap-

* V. Hofmann, Zur Erinnerung etc. 210—211.

2 lb. 390—391.
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plause — such a welcome as only youth can give." "The
greatness of his discoveries, his genius for original inter-

pretation and large generalization, in short that combination

of qualities which proclaim a master, justified us in setting

his name, as we did set it, beside that of Lavoisier. It was

the opinion of the pupils of the Sorbonne ; it will be the

verdict of history." '

There is no doubt about the importance of the name

;

what we have to determine here is the attitude towards

religion and philosophy of this great leader of Chemistry

and Physiology, this "first chemist of France" as Von Hoff-

mann calls him. The answer can be given in a very

few words: Dumas was a loyal Catholic 2. Whether he

possessed the piety of an Ampere we do not know, and

we may well doubt. But he remained loyal to the

faith; and in many public utterances defended Christia-

nity and condemned materialism.

At his reception into the Academy on June i"' 1876

he had to deliver a discourse on his predecessor, Guizot.

He said amongst other things:

"Guizot defended Christianity against an intellectual and

militant scepticism; to others of this august body, who will

certainly not fail in their mission, he left it to defend the

personality of the human soul against the rising tide of a

purely naturalistic philosophy. The materialism of Empe-

' Discourse of 10. December on the Reception of J. Bertrand into

the French Academy (printed in the Bibliographic cath. LXXIII

[1886] 83 84). Cf. Bertrand ib. LXXII (1885) 513, also

J. Bertrand, Eloges academiques, Paris 1890, iff 19 ff.

' M. Dumas etait catholique (it had been given out that he was

a Calvinist). II a regu les derniers sacrements en parfaite con-

naissance de cause, et ses fun^railles ont 6te religieuses (T i s o n in

Revue du monde cath. LXXVIII, Paris 1884, 445. Cf. Cosmos-

les-Mondes, janv.-avr. 1884, 610).
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docles had, despite the brilliant verse of Lucretius, lost its

beauty under the scrutiny of Christian Ethics; now after

2000 years it returns, and seeks to renew itself by a wholly

fallacious reading of the discoveries of modern science. As
the body comes into being through the transformation of

matter, so, say our new materialists, do life and conscious-

ness arise through the transformation of natural forces. And
as at death the body returns to the earth from which it

sprang, so do life and consciousness fall back into the ocean

of invisible, atomic vibrations which fills and governs the

universe. An entrance into life, devoid of all rights, a life

devoid of goal ; a death devoid of hope — this is the philo-

sophy proposed to us. But although a few rare minds may
find peace in it, and may be upheld in their journey through

life by curiosity and the joy of solving difficulties, it will

never content the generality of mankind.

"Advancing through victory and defeat, through triumph

and disappointment, helped on by marvellous virtues and
hampered by great vices, Christian Europe has made current

for sixteen centuries past what was before its advent recognised

in no age and no country, the right of all men to justice,

sympathy, and freedom. That is what Guizot would have

us remember. And assuredly we should not forget it. Under
the new dispensation, right no longer bows before might; justice

takes all nationalities under its sceptre; fraternal affection

is not hmited by the colour of men's skins; freedom raises

to their feet the most oppressed races and castes; the

humblest finds a shield of defence in his divine origin, and
the most powerful recognises that he is answerable before

the eternal tribunal. The religion, the morality, the civili-

sation of Europe rest on this as a foundation, on the right

of all men to justice, sympathy, and freedom. The formula-

tion of this right is the work of Christianity ; those who to-

day exercise it will defend it at any cost, those who are

shut out from it, will by the progress of true political ideas,

one day acquire it. And the passing fever of scientific

thought, which, in the throes of a new birth, assails these

mighty doctrines without being able to find a substitute for

them, will diminish and disappear.
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"In a moment of enthusiasm Virgil cried out — Virgil

whose mild temper led him to an eclecticism in which all

systems were charitably construed and in part accepted:

Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas . . .

'Happy was he who knew the causes of things, and trod

underfoot the empty terrors of inexorable fate. Happy is

he also who knows the gods.' The poet of the Georgics

does not decide between the materialism of Lucretius and
belief in the gods of Olympus; he leaves the question in

suspense. To-day science has gone deeper, and knows at

least that she is ignorant of the first cause of things. Nor
does it seem so far that it is part of her mission to reveal

the gods or to weigh the human soul in her clumsy balance,

or that she possesses the power to guarantee to men their

right to justice, sympathy, and freedom." '

Dumas often spoke in this strain. Thus e. g. in his

speech on Berard:

"The immortal, immaterial, free soul of man; the incal-

culable forces of which it disposes; the organised material

elements which its breath moulds and governs ; the mineral

elements which it absorbs into the bodily fibres; these are

the four chief aspects under which life presents itself to

study, the four great problems set us by death."

* M. Guizot a defendu le christianisme centre un scepticisme

spirituel et frondeur ; il a laisse a d'autres parmi vous, qui ne failliront

pas k la tdche, le soin de d^fendre la personnalite de I'dme humaine

centre le floi grossissant de la philosophie de la nature. ... La

religion, la morale, la civilisation de I'Europe reposent sur cette base

ferme du droit de tous les hommes a la justice, a la sympathi^ a la

libert6, ceuvre du christianisme. . . . Aujourd'hui la science humaine,

plus avancee , sail du moins qu'elle ignore le principe des choses,

et il ne semble pas jusqu'ici qu'elle ait regu mission de reveler des

dieux ou de peser I'ame humaine h. sa grossi^re balance, ni qu'elle

ait regu pouvoir de garantir aux peuples leurs droits a la justice,

a la sympathie et a la liberty (J'-B. Dumas, Discours I, Paris 1885,

XXXV—xxxvin).
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"The Church has set and solved the last of them in that

sublime and terrible sentence which she inscribes on our

foreheads every year when, signing us with ashes for a

symbol, she says : Memento quia pulvis es et in pulverem

reverteris." ^

In his memorial speech on Faraday, May iS"* 1868,

Dumas says:

"God established all things according to number, measure,

and weight. These words from the Book ofWisdom date back

more than two thousand years, and Chemistry finds in them
and will always find a faithful expression of the harmonies

it observes in the number of particles contained in bodies,

in their volume and their weight." ^

A passage may also be quoted from his speech at

the reception of Taine into the Academy:

"Philosophy, as we all know, runs easily into extremes.

To-day an attempt is made to exhibit thought as a mere
secretion of the brain, a chemical product. But chemistry

knows its limits, and it is not true chemistry that will seek

to transgress these limits. There was a time when philo-

sophy was dominated by a mysticism which denied that the

mind has any sort of connection with the organism in which

it manifests itself

"That was an exaggeration, and your studies have esta-

blished the function and r61e alike of the directive intellect,

and of the body which serves as its instrument without rudely

^ L'eglise a pos6 et r^solu le dernier d'entre eux dans cette phrase

terrible et sublime qu'elle inscrit sur nos fronts, chaque annce, quand

elle y depose una cendre symbolique, et qu'elle repete le "Memento

quia pulvis es et in pulverem reverteris" (Dumas, Discours I 33).

* Dieu a tout fait avec nombre, mesure et poids. Ces paroles

du livre de la Sagesse datent de deux mille ans , et les cbimistes

y trouvent toujours I'expression fidele des harmonies observees de

nos jours , dans le nombre des particules qui composent les corps,

dans leur volume et dans leur poids (ib. 82).
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separating the two. The conclusions to which you have

been led by a long and scientific study of human personality,

at the end of which the source of it and that of the uni-

verse disclose themselves, differ only very slightly from those

of the humblest, from those who find within themselves the

conception of the human soul and of God and accept them

as axioms which cannot be proved, and which do not stand

in need of proof Modest disciples of the faith of the un-

lettered (foi de charbonnier), they climb up to heaven per-

pendicularly, as one of our old geometers says, while the

doctors are busy disputing, and is it not they who are right?

Do not these two axiomatic ideas of theirs contain, as neces-

sary implications, the ideas of moral freedom, duty, justice,

and responsibility, and what egoistic system is able to

create and justify such ideas? Man is made for society,

and certain philosophers, viewing him as a mere animal,

have called him by way of compliment the tool-making

animal; but Goethe has described him as a being capable

of religion. And does he not in fact seem to have been

created for the apprehension of what we call, in the widest

sense, the Divine?

"If the faces of our first ancestors were turned towards

the heavens— the secret depths of which were yet unknown—
as towards a lost fatherland, will not the last of our children

lift their eyes, too, to the starry firmament as to a fatherland

found again?" ^

' . . . Vos conclusions , resultat d'une longue investigation scien-

tifique de la personnalite humaine, au terme de laquelle apparaissent

sa cause et la cause de I'Univers , different peu de celles des plus

humbles creatures , trouvant sans ^tude au fond de leur coeur la

notion de I'ame et celle de Dieu, comme des axiomes qui ne sont

pas susceptibles de demonstration et qui n'en ont pas besoin. Ces

modestes disciples de la foi du charbonnier , cherchant a gagner

le paradis par voie perpendiculaire, pendant que las docteurs dis-

putant, comme le disait un de nos anciens g^ometres, n'ont-ils pas

raison ? Les deux axiomes, auxquels ils confient, n'entrainent-ils pas

avec eux cette notion de la liberty morale, du devoir, de la justice

et de la responsabilit6, qu'on n'a jamais pu faire sortir des theories
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At the funeral of Dumas, Count D'Haussonville said

:

"It was Dumas himself who, speaking of his own works,

declared : 'Above the sphere of the phenomena which we in-

vestigate, and about which we have so much to learn, there

is a higher sphere which is beyond the reach of our me-
thods. We are beginning to understand the life of the body

;

the life of the soul is in another order.' Many a time did

he affirm his rehgious belief; he now contemplates, face

to face, that reality to which he clung with such steadfast

hope." *

Although not so distinguished as Dumas, Theophile
Juste Pelouze (f 1866) is well known in the history of

Chemistry; his reputation is founded on analyses of various

fondees sur I'^goisme ? Fait pour vivre en society, rhomme, dont on

se plait a faire un animal
,

qu'on croit complimenter en I'appelant

animal inventeur d'outils . . ., ne semble-t-il pas cre6, en efifet, pour

avoir le sentiment du divin pris dans son sens le plus large? Si la

face de nos premiers ancetres s'est tournee vers le firmament, dont

ils ignoraient encore les profondeurs, comme vers une patrie perdue,

les derniers de nos fils, apres en avoir sonde les mysteres accessibles,

n'61everont-ils pas, a leur tour, le front vers le ciel etoile, comme

vers un patrie retrouvee? (Dumas, Discours 11 129 f.) The "old

Mathematician" quoted is Jacques Ozanam (f 1717), who re-

ferring to the theological disputes of his time said : "qu'il appartient

aux docteurs de Sorbonne de disputer, au Pape de prononcer, et aux

mathematiciens d'aller en paradis en ligne perpendiculaire". The de-

finition : "Homo est animal inerme sed instrumentificum", is ascribed

to Franklin. Cf. Thorn. A q. , S. th. I, q. 76, a. 5 ad 4, where

the same thought is found.

* C'est lui-meme qui, parlant de ses propres travaux, disait: "Au

dessus de la sphere des ph^nomenes que nous ^tudions et ou nous

avons tant de decouvertes a poursuivre, il y a une sphere superieure

que nos m6thodes ne peuvent atteindre. Nous commengons a com-

prendre la vie des corps ; la vie de I'dme est d'un autre ordre"

(Comptes rendus XCVIII, Paris 1884, 935). Maintes fois, vous

avez affirme vos convictions religieuses : vous contemplez maintenant

face a face les realites que vous avez espdrees si fermement (ib. 944).
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organic combinations and a comprehensive text-book of his

science. He died, as his friend, Abbe Moigno, testifies, a

"Christian and edifying death" ^ Pierre Joseph Pelle-
tier (f 1842) also devoted himself to Organic Chemistry, and
by his discovery of quinine rendered an invaluable service

to medicine. He was, Cauchy tells us, a man thoroughly

Christian in his convictions and conceptions of life.

Dumas described as his great fellow-worker and rival

Justus Von Lie big (f 1873), and in Germany there

is certainly no name more widely known and honoured.

His strength lay not so much in pure science and

speculation as in the practical application of scientific

discoveries; he effected great improvements in certain

articles of food, and helped to lay the foundations of a

rational system of agriculture.

His efforts in this latter direction were for a long

time unsuccessful. He had studied the various field-

plants, and ascertained the food of which they stood in

need; and had analysed portions of the soil, and de-

termined what elements it was necessary to add to it

in the form of manures in order to furnish the various

crops with the requisite nourishment. There remained

one difficulty. The salts to be introduced into the soil

were highly soluble, and consequently liable to be washed

away by the rain. Liebig bent his mind to the problem

of combining these salts into compounds, more difficult

of solution ; his efforts were successful, the manures were

manufactured after his formulae and adapted to the soil.

They were wholly useless, and the inventor gained nothing

but the contempt of practical farmers. The disappoint-

ment was all the sorer to Liebig inasmuch as he was

for a long time unable to determine the cause. But

*Les Mondes XIV, Paris 1867, 261. Cf. 222.

Kneller, Christianity. 1

3
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he hit on it at last, and it became plain to him that

his attempt to make the salts in the manure insoluble

had frustrated everything. He had been anticipated by

nature which had endowed the soil with a remarkable

power of retaining undissolved the nutritive materials.

These cannot be washed away by the rain; but the

roots of the plants extract them from the soil. Let us

record what Liebig himself had to say regarding his

mistake, and the anticipating wisdom of the Creator.

For, as is said by his biographer in the Encyclopedia

of German Biography i, "Liebig's scientific standpoint

was indeed very far from that of materialism; he even

admitted, like his predecessors in physiology, the opera-

tion of vital force, and was a zealous deist and a thorough

believer."

"What gave me such real and persistent trouble was my
inability to understand why the manures worked so slowly

\

in thousands of cases which I observed, my ingredients

worked admirably when alone, but when I brought them

together they did not work.

"At last I discovered three years ago, after a fresh and

searching examination of all the facts, the cause. I had

been criminally forgetful of the wisdom of the Creator, and

had received my due punishment; I was attempting to im-

prove His work, and in my blindness I imagined that there

was a link missing from the marvellous chain of laws which

preserve life on the surface of the earth, and this link I

sought to make good — weak and impotent worm that I am.

It was already provided for, and in such a wonderful fashion

that the human mind could hardly imagine the possibility

of such a law, howsoever the facts pointed to its existence.

For facts are dumb, or at least they speak to deaf ears

when they tell against our preconceived ideas! So it was

* XVIII, Leipzig 1883, 603. The "indeed" ("zwar") in the pas-

sage quoted has no logical justification in this connection.
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with me. I thought it necessary to make the alkalies in-

soluble lest they should be washed away by the rain ! I did

not know then that, as far as solution goes, the earth itself

holds them fast, for the law to which my study of soil had
led me is : 'It is in the outer crust of the earth, and under

the influence of the sun that organic life develops.' The
great Architect has endowed the particles of this crust

with the property of assimilating and holding fast all those

elements which are necessary to the life of plants, as a

magnet attracts and holds fast pieces of iron ; with this law

the Creator conjoined another, to the effect that the plant-

bearing soil is an immense purifying apparatus for the water,

and removes from it all substances injurious to man and
beast, all products of the corruption and decomposition of

the departed generations of plants and animals." *

With the noteworthy relation here described we must

associate another contrivance no less wonderful.

Liebig had laid it down as the basis of practical agricul-

ture "that the air and the rain contribute every year more
nitrogenous food to the plants and the soil than the plants

need for their complete development". The fact is beyond

dispute, but "it became puzzling and inexplicable from the

moment that we came to know that the soil holds fast the

products of decomposition, among which ammonia finds a

place, and does not give off any of them through evapora-

tion. No other source was known, from which ammonia
could be derived except decomposition; there was no re-

corded fact to suggest that it was possible for the nitrogen

of the atmosphere to assume a form in which it could supply

nutriment to plants". The origin of the ammonia to be

found in the soil remained quite unknown.

"I regard it then as a piece of great good fortune to

have come to know of Schonbein's latest discoveries which

explain this riddle, and put the mind in possession of a

*
J. V. Liebig, Die Chemie in ihrer Anwendung auf Agrikultur

und Physiologic. Erster Teil : Der chemische Prozefi der Ernahrung

der Vegetabilien *, Braunschweig 1865, Einleitung 69 f.

13*
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new, and till then, inconceivable wonder. No chemist could

ever have been led by the facts as then known to suppose

that it was possible for the nitrogen of the atmosphere to

pass over into nitrate or nitrite of ammonia; now the simplest

experiment shows that every light, burning in the air, trans-

forms a certain amount of its nitrogen into nitrite of ammonia,

and that every process of rotting is a source both of nitric

acid and of ammonia, and that the mere evaporation of

water is enough to produce both classes of plant food.

The magnitude of the fact will be appreciated if we bear

in mind that the burning of a pound of coal or wood not

only restores to the atmosphere the elements necessary to

reconstitute this pound of wood, or in certain circumstances

this pound of coal, but that the process of combustion

also transforms a certain quantity of atmospheric nitrogen

into a food indispensable for the production of bread and

meat!

"Truly he alone recognises the power and wisdom of the

Creator who tries to follow out His thought in the great

book of nature, and everything else that men know or say

of him seems in comparison but an empty and idle speech." *

In 1856 Liebig delivered a public lecture "On In-

organic Nature and Organic Life" ^, in which he broke

a lance with those who attempt to exhibit physical

science as the stay and support of materialism. It is

not, he said, the true savants and discoverers who hold

up materialism as the necessary conclusion of their re-

searches. "Such assertions come from the dilettantes,

who, fresh from a stroll along the outer fringe of science,

take it upon themselves to inform the ignorant and

credulous masses how the world and how life came

into existence and how thoroughly man has unveiled

*
J. V. Liebig, Die Chemie 71— 73.

' AUgemeine Zeitung, Augsburg 1856, Nr. 24 25, p. 369 fif;

Wiener Kirchenzeitung 1856, 100 f 106 f.
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the highest mysteries; and these same ignorant and

credulous masses believe them and not the real scien-

tists, just as they believed in the tables that walked,

talked, and wrote, and ascribed a special power to

old wood."

Of all the centenary feasts of the century, that which

took place on August 31** 1886 at Paris was among the

most remarkable. The hero of it, the great chemist

Michel Eugene Chevreul (1786— 1889), attended

in person, and despite his great age he continued to

enjoy such excellent health that he was able to sit

out twenty-four eulogies in prose, and two in verse

without being any the worse for it ! His popularity was

so great as to make the affair practically a national festi-

val; every political party sent its chiefs; the first con-

gratulatory message was presented by the director of

the Chinese Education Commission on behalf of the

mandarins, and every country in Europe was represented.

Chevreul had won his reputation mainly by his ana-

lyses of fatty substances, and the importance of his

work for industry and commerce may be gathered from

two facts. He made possible the present wholesale

production of soap, and he replaced the filthy tallow-

candle of former days, the wick of which had to be

continually snuffed, by our present stearine candle. But

Chevreul's services were not limited to practical and utili-

tarian objects; in Theoretical Chemistry also he was a

pioneer of the first importance.

"It is not without difficulty", wrote the Berlin Academy to

him on his hundredth birthday *, "that we carry our imagina-

tion back to the time when, an almost isolated pioneer,

* Sitzungsberichte 1886, 949—954.
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with no other ally save courage and knowledge, you struck

into the unknown province of Organic Chemistry, and sought

and found paths through its immensity. . . . Your first care

was turned to the fuller development of elemental analysis.

Equipped with this powerful weapon, so greatly improved

by your efforts, you began your memorable study of fatty

bodies of animal origin. ... It is with the keenest interest

that we still read this classical work, uncertain whether to

admire more warmly the steady perseverance which established

one by one this endless series of facts, or the insight which,

gathering them all under one binding idea, reduced them
to a scientific whole."

Many discoveries of other famous chemists are spoken

of in the Berlin Address as direct results of Chevreul's.

"They are", runs the document, "fruits of the tree planted

by you. Nor is it a mere accident that France was the

scene and the author of these brilliant achievements ; her

scientists had you before their eyes as a great exemplar.

Our Academy, on this your day of honour, has felt impelled

to call up in review your scientific career; but we have

been able merely to glance at a few of its most briUiant

moments. To form an adequate idea of your rich and
crowded life it would be necessary to trace the stream of

your creative activity along its whole course, as it flowed,

refreshing and fruitful, through every province of Chemistry

and the neighbouring sciences; it would be necessary to

recapitulate the innumerable investigations by which you

determined the nature of various minerals and salts, and
the composition of countless organic substances; it would

be necessary to read through your chemico-physiological

works . . . and your many contributions to the science of

public health, it would be necessary to follow your expedi-

tions into the borderland between Chemistry and Physics,

and gain from them an insight into the laws of the con-

trast of colours and the systematic determination and naming
of coloiu-s. ... It would be necessary to call back the days

when a cloud of fantastic delusions, whirled along by fashion,

threatened to enwrap the minds of men but was quickly dissi-

pated when you, holding up the book of history in your hand,
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showed your contemporaries the errors of the present in

the mirrors of the past '. With such a picture of your

achievements in his mind, the student of your career would

set you in the first rank of those who have spread the fame

of France in science to the most distant quarters of the

universe."

The admiration and respect of Chevreul, conveyed in

these words and echoed on all sides, was manifested

anew three years later when on April 13"' 1889, his

funeral took place. It was a State ceremony at the

cost of the State. Followed by innumerable represen-

tatives of academies and learned societies it proceeded

under military escort to Notre Dame, the portico and

interior of which were draped in black. Archbishop

Richard, himself, conducted the funeral service 2.

A savant who laboured beyond the years of man in

the service of science has certainly a right to be heard

when he speaks of the philosophico-religious bearings

of modern discoveries. Happily Chevreul has spoken

his mind out expressly on the question of materialism.

"In an age when we hear it asserted more loudly than

ever that modern science leads* to materialism, I have asked

myself whether a man who has lived in the midst of books,

and in his chemical laboratory, and has devoted his days

to the pursuit of truth, is not in duty bound to raise a

protest against such assertions, diametrically opposed as they

are to true science. That is the motive which impels me
to declare that I have never been either a materialist or a

sceptic, and to state my reasons.

' Refers to Chevreul's: De la baguette divinatoire, du pendule

dit explorateur et des tables tournantes, au point de vue de I'histoire,

de la critique et de la m^thode experimentale, Paris 1854.

' Cf. for example AUgemeine Zeitung, Miinchen 1889, 1573 1586.

lb. (1886) for the birthday celebrations 3557 3573 3605.
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"My first conviction is that of the existence, outside my-

self, of matter. Of this I have full certainty, and have there-

fore never been a sceptic.

"My second conviction is that of the existence of a Di-

vine Being, creator of a double harmony, the harmony which

governs the inanimate world and which is revealed by the

science of Celestial Mechanics, and that of molecular pheno-

mena, and the harmony which governs the organic living

world.

"I have therefore never been a materialist, during any

portion of my life, my mind having never been able to regard

this double harmony as the product of chance. ..."

Chevreul develops his thought in greater detail. The

"harmony of the heavens" and the "harmony of mole-

cular changes" convince him of the existence of objective

reality; for it is absurd to regard the recurrent pheno-

mena of which Astronomy and Chemistry take cognizance

as processes going forward merely in the observing sub-

ject. As to the "harmony of organic life" he expresses

himself as follows:

"The first fact that strikes me in the history of organic

life is the transmission by living beings to their descendants

of their specific form. Moniynents, hundreds of years older

than our Christian era, furnish us with pictures of many of

these forms and show that they were precisely what they

are now, and that in organ and function they have not

changed. . . .

"If we now turn from plants and animals to man, what

profound difterences we find! Instinct is with him limited

to the first few years of life; as he grows up his rational

faculties develop, and he alone is capable of perfection.

The young absorb and make use of the knowledge won by
their parents, enlarge it in their own time, and transmit it

to their successors. Man, I repeat, is alone among living

beings perfectible; thanks to his intellectual faculties which

are so superior to those of even the best organised brute,

thanks to the consciousness which he possesses of his own
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existence, his own ego, thanks to the moral sense by which he

distinguishes right from wrong, thanks above all to his

faculty of free-will.

"I recapitulate what I have been saying.

"The continuance of species in time and space ; the uni-

formity of organisms, as to structure and function, among
the individual members of each species; the perpetuation

of. the wonderful instinctive faculties of animals, faculties

which faithfully direct and never deceive them— these cannot

be the products of chance, and still less can the existence

of man be a product of chance.

"But when we contemplate the wisdom and foresight

which have presided over the constitution of the world, and

are made manifest in the mechanics of the heavens, in

molecular action, in the mutual dependence of the two

organic kingdoms, in the working of animal instinct, are we
not led to ask ourselves whether, at certain epochs of human
society, the marvellous spectacle of the non-living world and

of the living world outside man should not be to us less

an incentive to pride than a humiliating contrast to what I will

not describe in detail: namely that societies of the only

fuU-facultied being on earth, endowed with free-will, reason

and moral perception, should live in a state of perpetual

war with one another, and that this should continue from

the lowest grade of savagery up to the highest grade of

civilization, so that the greatest enemy of man is man?
How charged with bitter derision is, then, the teaching of

that Positivist school which employs the name of Humanity

in the sense in which the older systems employed that of

Divinity!" '

'
. . . Tel est le motif pour lequel , en disant qu'il n'a jamais

^te ni sceptique ni materialiste, il en expose les raisons.

La premiere opinion conceme la certitude que j'ai de I'existence

de la matiere hors de moi-m^me.

Je n'ai done jamais ete sceptique.

La seconde est une conviction de I'existence d'un ^tre divin,

cr^ateur d'une double harmonic : I'harmonie qui regit le monde in-

anim6 et que revelent d'abord la science de la M^canique celeste
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Chevreul's jubilee had a somewhat remarkable epi-

logue. The claims of religion to be represented at it

had been totally ignored by the promoters, and the

purely secular character of the celebration had been

dwelt on by a certain section of the press as a proof

that Chevreul was an unbeliever.

The allegation was warmly contested by the friends

of the savant. It was, said an article in the "Univers",

a direct contradiction of Chevreul's declared convictions.

In the course of the discussion an interesting incident

et la science des phenomenes moleculaires, puis I'harmonie qui regit

le monde organise vivant.

Je n'ai done jamais ^te materialiste, a aucune epoque de ma vie,

mon esprit n'ayant pu concevoir que cette double harmonic ainsi

que la pensee huiraine ait el6 le produit du hasard. . . .

L'homme, je le repete , est done perfectible, et Test seul parmi

les etres vivants
,

grace a ses facultes intellecluelles , si supdrieures

k celles de la brute la mieux organisee, grace a la conscience qu'il

a de son existence propre, de son moi, enfin grace au sens moral

d'apres lequel il discerne le bien du mal
,

grace enfin a son libre

arbitre.

Je me resume

:

La perpetuit6 des especes dans I'espace et le temps

;

La conservation des organes quant a leur structure et a leurs

fonctions dans les individus de chaque espece

;

La perpetuite des admirables facultds instinctives des brutes, facultes

qui les dirigent toujours, sans les tromper jamais

;

Ne peuvent etre le produit du hasard, pas plus que I'existence

de l'homme.

Mais en voyant cette sagesse prevoyante qui a preside a la

constitution du monde, sagesse que proclament la M^canique celeste,

les actions moleculaires , la d^pendance mutuelle des deux r^gnes

organiques, les animaux et leurs instincts . . . et pourtant par une

amere derision, certaines bouches disent humanity, comme d'autres

disent divinite (Comptes rendus LXXIX, Paris 1874, 631 ff).
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was recalled. Three or four years before, Chevreul, while

on a trip in Dourdan, had missed his train; and the

local priest, to whom he had introduced himself, wrote

to say that the great chemist had spent the time of

his enforced wait, in the Catholic Church, and had re-

cited the Rosary before the Virgin's Altar i.

The outcome of the controversy was that Chevreul

himself made public declaration of his attitude towards

religion. In a letter to the Comte de Montravel who

had defended him in the Salut Public he proclaimed

his adherence to the faith. "I am no more than a

scientist; and those who know me, know that, bom a

Catholic and of Christian parents, I live and wish to

die a Catholic." 2

Berzelius, Dumas, Liebig, Chevreul will remain for ever

the most brilliant names in the Chemistry of the nine-

teenth century. One and all they opposed materialism,

a fact sufficient in itself to redeem their science from

the reproach of atheism. We shall find their contention

amply corroborated if we turn to other leaders of chemi-

cal advance.

' Cf. the daily papers, for example, Le Bien public, Lundi, 13 sep-

tembre 1886.

* Paris, le 5 septembre. Monsieur. J'ai I'honneur de r^pondre

a la lettre excellente que vous avez bien voulu m'adresser. Vous

avez parfaitement devine mes sentiments. Nous vivons dans un

temps et je suis a un age ou Ton se mSle souvent, a mon insu, de

me faire parler et ecrire. Je ne suis qu'un savant ; ceux qui me

connaissent savent que, n^ Catholique et de parents chr6tiens, je vis

et je veux mourir en Catholique. Recevez, monsieur, mes remercie-

ments et I'assurance de ma consideration la plus distinguee. E. Chevreul

(printed in the Le Bien public of September 17* 1886. Cf. for

instance The Tablet LXVIII, London, 25*'' September 1886, 495;

Civilta cattolica, Ser. 14, IX, Roma 1891, 292 etc.).
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Liebig's attempts to make his science practically

fruitful recall the work of a forerunner, not indeed

Liebig's equal in the field of pure science. Jean An-
toine Chaptal(i756— 1832) had as a private citizen

done much to promote the industrial advance of his

country. Raised by Napoleon I. — as Dumas by Na-

poleon III. — to the post of Minister of the Interior, he

found still wider scope for his activity. The great de-

velopment of industry and commerce in the France of

that day, the superb Alpine roads over the Simplon,

Mont-Cenis, and Mont-Genevre were Chaptal's work,

and carried his name over Europe.

Born in a village of Southern France, and educated

by religious, he preserved all his life the faith of his

boyhood.

"I maintain then, for a thorough study of his works has

convinced me of it", writes one of his successors in the

Chemistry Chair at Montpellier, "that Chaptal's greatness of

character sprang from the Christian principles in which he

was educated. His incessant labour, his ardent charity of

which I have cited instances, had their inspiration in a

living Christian faith. It was his conviction that nothing

great and enduring can be created save by men who accept

the spiritual interpretation of life, and that doubt, unless it

be the merely methodic doubt of Descartes, is a force that

disintegrates and dissolves. . . . He had observed that at

the head of every department of knowledge there stand

believers — , Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas; Co-

pernicus, Galilei, Kepler, Newton ; Descartes, Pascal, Leib-

niz, Euler; Lavoisier, Ampere, Biot." ^

* A. B6champ, Eloge hist, de J.- A. Chaptal
,
prononce a la

stance de rentree des facultes et de I'ecole superieure de pharmacie

le 15 novembre 1866, Paris-Montpellier 1866, 51. For Chaptal

cf. Flourens, Recueil des Eloges III, Paris 1862, 159 ff.
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Towards the end of his Hfe Chaptal was reduced to

the brink of poverty by the extravagance of his son,

whose debts he considered himself morally bound to

discharge. In spite of this he presented to the parish

church of his native place a picture for the Altar of

the Blessed Virgin, and a silver monstrance.

"I have", he wrote to the parish priest, "a great af-

fection for the place in which I was born, and for the

church in which I was baptised." Chaptal's old servant

remained faithful to him in his days of trial, and after

the death of his master had the funeral orations and

reviews of his life collected and published at his own

cost — a fact as honourable to the one as it is sug-

gestive of the lovable character of the other ^.

On Liebig's pronouncement 2 against materialism a

friend of his wrote to him as follows (Feb. 17"' 1856):

"As you can imagine, I was more than a little interested

in what you had to say lately on contemporary materialism.

It is a word spoken in its hour, and it gives me all the

greater satisfaction inasmuch as I have the utmost detesta-

tion of that crude and mindless theory, and have on oc-

casion publicly opposed it. Little as I relish Hegelianism,

I had rather a thousand times accept it than the philosophy

of Vogt. For I had rather regard myself as a particle of

God, than as a bundle of filth."
*

The writer, who thus declared his agreement with

Liebig, was the celebrated chemist Christian Friedrich

Schonbein of Basle (1799— 1868). Sprung from a

• lb. 49 54. * Ante p. 196.

' "Denn lieber will ich mich fiir ein Stlick Gott als fiir einen

Dreckklumpen angesehen wissen" (Justus v. Liebig und Christian

Friedrich Schonbein. Briefwechsel 1853— 1868. Herausgeg. von

Georg W. A. Kahlbaum und Eduard Thon, Leipzig 1900,

47-48).
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deeply religious family of Pietists who lived at Metzingen

in VViirttemberg, he entered a chemical factory as ap-

prentice at the age of fourteen, gave himself up with

the greatest zeal to the study of theoretical science,

during his spare time, and in 1822 proceeded to the

University of Tubingen and later to that of Erlangen.

During his professorate at Basle (1828— 1868) he distin-

guished himself not so much by quantitative analysis

or by the broaching of new theories as mainly by the

discovery of a long series of remarkable facts. We may
instance e. g. the transformation of ordinary cotton into

gun-cotton and collodion, the transformation of oxygen

into ozone, the transformation of iron in the so-called

passive condition 1.

There is an interesting story told of Schonbein's early

years. It seems that in the ballot for military service

he drew an unfavourable number, and was obliged to

take his place in the ranks. When the military oath

was tendered to him he refused to take it. "Let your

speech be always Yea, Yea, Nay, Nay", it was written;

and he would be loyal without any oath. The attention

of the king was drawn to Schonbein by this incident;

he summoned the young man to his presence, and gave

him help in the prosecution of his studies.

Whether the story is true or not 2, it is certainly in

^ On this account people called him in jest a kind of magician.

The enthusiastic sportsman Fr. v. Kobell once wrote to him: "Sie

verwandeln mit ihren faustischen Kunsten so vieles ; konnten Sie

doch auch die Englander in Gemsen verwandeln, da ware die Schweiz

ein anderes Land" (Kahlbaum und Thon, Briefwechsel 100).

^ It is denied in the pamphlet: Christian Friedrich Schonbein.

Ein Blatt zur Geschichte des 19. Jahrhunderts von Georg W. A.

Kahlbaum und Ed. Schaer, Leipzig 1899, 20.
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accord with Schonbein's character and principles. There

is no difficulty in finding expressions of his attitude

towards Christianity and materialism. Thus he writes

during his student years from Erlangen

:

"Professor Schubert is kindness itself — oh! how tho-

roughly at home I feel in this society — he unites the pro-

foundest erudition with the liveliest attachment to Christianity;

he would certainly win your heart. I will only say that in

a word we live like brothers." ^

Another letter of Schonbein's written about this time

may also be cited. He wrote in 1820 to an old friend

of his

:

"He is guilty of idolatry who in the strict sense of the

words lives only for science. How often I myself have com-

mitted this frightful crime, how many commit it without re-

cognising its vileness and the punishment it deserves
!"

A contemporary of Schonbein's, author of a bio-

graphical sketch of his career, comments on this passage 2

:

"This conviction, although expressed in a form which

in later years he would scarcely have employed, he

preserved in essence all his life." For although in his

latter years he broke with the Pietists he remained a

believer till the last.

"With great firmness", continues the writer, "and on many
occasions — more especially in an academic publication of

* Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft in Einsiedeln am 24., 25. und 26. August 1868. 52. Jahres-

versammlung. Jahresbericht 1868, Einsiedeln, 209. — G. H. v. Schubert

(1780— 1860), Professor of Science in Erlangen from 1819, and in

Munich from 1827. His chief work is Geschichte der Seele, Stutt-

gart 1830, 5. ed. 1878.

* Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft ante 217.
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the year 1853: 'On the Significance and Aim of Natural

Science' —, he opposed that theory which attempts to derive

the endless variety of the world, living and non-living, from

the blind sport, which a blinder chance wages with a sea

of atoms. He maintained that the world is the admirable

and purposive creation of a God, infinite at once in power
and in wisdom; and despite the popularity of materialistic

systems, and the evil odour into which teleology had fallen,

he held to his convictions unwaveringly. Conceiving, as he

did, that science consists essentially in a knowledge of the

relations of purpose and mutual adaptation existing between

the different elements of nature, he came quite naturally to

conclude a purely scientific paper on Hydrogen with a dis-

cussion of the teleological significance of the properties of

that gas. . . . Schonbein's philosophy led him to approach

science with the greatest modesty and reverence. 'However

splendid', he wrote, 'the fabric of human science may
seem to be, no one realises so well as the real scientist

how incomplete and fragmentary it is, and how inadequate

it must always remain in comparison with the actual pro-

cess of reahty.'" *

These convictions remained with Schonbein all his

life. Scoutetten records a meeting with the Basle sa-

vant at Schinznach in June 1 867

:

"In the course of a walk along the Aar, we reached a

point from which a beautiful view was to be seen. Schon-

bein came to a sudden stop like one transported out of

himself, and raising his hand to heaven he exclaimed : How
beautiful it is! How could anyone look without delight on

the snowy summits of those mountains, on that river which

issues from their flank to carry life far and wide, and in

the end to be caught up in vapour to the clouds from which

it has come? Such life and movement, such interweaving

and concatenation of phenomena must evoke our admiration.

Yes! everything in nature reveals a God, Whose wisdom

' Verhandlungen der Schweizerischen Natiu-forschenden Gesell-

schaft 218—219.
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and power humble our pride and urge us on to labour and
study; for, in his works, we have learned to know and to

worship him." '

Schonbein published in 1855 a diary of a journey

through Germany and Austria 2, some passages of which

may appropriately be quoted. The opinions of so lucid

and independent a mind on science, politics, religion

and creeds cannot but be interesting.

"But who, then, can doubt that nature which floods our

minds with the conception of a supreme Intelligence is really

the manifestation of such an Intelligence? But if nature

really is what we maintain it to be, if in it, and through

it, the kingdom, power and wisdom of God are revealed,

then it assumes for man an incomparably nobler significance

as leading him to that knowledge in which he finds his

greatest and purest joy, and the richest element of his

existence. This is the knowledge of the first and final cause

of all things, of the source and root of all life. Whose will

and good pleasure have called man into being.

"There are, indeed, men who think in their narrow-

mindedness that the deeper the human mind has penetrated

into the secrets of nature , the more comprehensive its

grasp and mastery of the outer world, the more oblivious

it becomes of the source of all things. Many have gone
so far as to say that the pursuit of science necessarily leads

to atheism. The assertion is absolutely groundless. He, who
lives in daily and hourly contemplation of the processes of

nature, will not merely believe, he will see and come to be

profoundly convinced that there is no corner of reality,

^
. . . tout dans la nature nous r6vele un Dieu dont la sagesse

et la puissance humilient notre orgueil et commandent I'etude et

le travail , car c'est dans ses oeuvres que nous apprenons k le con-

naitre et a I'honorer (Les Mondes XVIII 764).

* Menschen und Dinge. Mitteilungen aus dem Reisetagebuch eines

deutschen Naturforschers, Stuttgart 1855. (Appeared anonymously.)

Kncller, Chrbtianity. 1

4
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however insignificant, but manifests in glorious and wonderfiil

wise the Divine life." ^
. . .

On the dignity of man he writes 2;

"Although man is not indeed the centre of the universe,

he is assuredly the noblest of the inhabitants of the earth.

If nature has energised through immeasurable spaces, has

called into operation the mightiest forces, has created and

destroyed innumerable living beings, has made whole worlds

and again unmade them, in order that, at the end of the

process, man might appear on the earth, it cannot but be

that such a being possesses a significance and a mission of

supreme importance. And although the earth itself be, as

it undoubtedly is, no more than a pin-point in the universe,

its physical insignificance in no way lessens the greatness

of its noblest inhabitant; for the true worth and dignity of

things depend, not on their extension through time and

space, but on their essential nature, the character of their

activity, the degree of life and mind manifested by them."

Towards the Catholic Church Schonbein was not un-

friendly.

"1 do not conceal the fact", he writes ', "that I envy the old-

est of the Churches many superiorities which she possesses over

her younger rivals. She has preserved institutions, customs,

and forms which are not only admirable in themselves, and

founded on the deep needs of humanity, but possess also

the dignity of age, a title to veneration which cannot be

estimated too highly.

"There could not be an opinion narrower or more ground-

less than that which regards the Catholic Church as an in-

stitution built up by the avarice and love of domination of

crafty priests. That their conduct was oft:en determined by
motives of self-aggrandisement, that they did many things

absolutely un-Christian and indefensible, we freely admit, and

we certainly do not seek to represent here black as white.

' Menschen und Dinge 26—29. * lb. 96.

8 lb. 186—188.
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But, despite these blots, the Catholic Church remains one of

the most wonderful phenomena of human history, a mar-

vellous marriage of the genius of the East with that of the

West, a joint organism whose various points are adjusted

and unified with incomparable insight.

"To understand and appreciate at its full worth an in-

stitution of such power and antiquity is not easy. It is im-

possible to anyone who approaches the task in the temper

of a bigot, whether his bigotry be on the side of belief or

on that of disbelief. For it demands a knowledge of fact,

an insight into the whole nature of man, a freedom of mind,

which are but seldom found combined in one man; and

the majority of writers on the subject show themselves at

every step the slaves of office, interest, party-spirit, and
prejudice.

"What I find most admirable in the Catholic Church,

what is indeed unique in it, is its antiquity. What human
institution is there, as vast as this Church, that could have

maintained itself so long? The Roman Empire, like the

other World-Empires, has fallen ; revolution has shaken Europe,

again and again, to its bases; systems of philosophy have

followed one another to oblivion ; tempests of hostility have

broken over the Church itself, and threatened it with de-

struction. The Church has survived them all, and stands to-

day impregnable as of old.

"This activity and stability must have a still firmer basis

than Peter, the rock ; this Church of nearly two thousand

years must have something in it which is independent of

the passing hour, and in deep harmony with the needs

of human nature, above all with its weakness and imperfec-

tion; for how else, with all its hostilities to what we count

reason and intellect, could it have endured for so long?

Its strength must be drawn from some deep lying source,

the discovery of which is eminently an object for philosophic

research."

Much of Schonbein's criticism indicates that he knew

Catholicism only from the outside, but the above passage

shows how deep an impression even this external view

14*
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must make on a mind that is capable of independent

thought. The CathoUc religious orders also provoke

Sbhonbein's admiration. He ' makes a long detour in

order to visit Kremsmiinster, and gives a very friendly

description of the Monastery i. The sight of the great

buildings of the Benedictines draws from his pen many

a word of spontaneous admiration 2.

Our account of Schonbein may fitly conclude with

a criticism passed by the great chemist on the science

of the 1
9"* century 3.

"This corruption in the minds of the peoples, from what

does it spring? From this above all, that man has severed

the bond which must unite temporal with eternal, if human
relations are to remain loyal and stable ; from this, that man
has become too external and sensual in his views, has turned

his eyes away from the world of spirit, and sought to make
his home in the world of matter, and to that end has en-

deavoured to shake off the dominion of religion and morality.

And this profound sensuality, this defection from spiritual

things, this sceptical indifference towards the supreme laws

and forces of reality have taken possession not of a mind
here and there, but of millions in all classes of society."

We quoted above a speech made at the funeral of

Dumas, in which praise was given to Dumas for his

religious habit of mind, and in which the speaker de-

clared his own belief in those eternal realities which

to his dead friend had become truths of sight. The

orator was the Alsatian, Karl Adolf Wurtz, one of

the great chemists of France, who followed Dumas to

the grave in the same year, 1884. Wurtz was a Pro-

testant of the Liberal school, and it is consequently not

* Menschen und Dinge 191—203. ^ lb. 142 208.

» lb. 288.
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easy to arrive at a precise account of his religious

tenets. The speech in question is however enough in

itself to show that the study of chemistry had not over-

thrown his belief in the spirituality and immortality of

the soul.

"Wurtz", writes A. W. Von Hofmann \ "remained all his

life a loyal adherent of the Augsburg Confession in which

he was educated. The practical good sense, which he showed

in all the affairs of the Protestant congregation to which he

belonged, secured his election to the Consistory as well as

to various Synods, and in these his vote was always cast in

favour of free inquiry. No wonder, then, that it was con-

sidered a piece of great good fortune, to have secured the

co-operation of the eminent scientist in the organisation of the

Protestant Faculty (on its transfer after the war from Strass-

burg to Paris). And although his life's work had been done

in a very different field, he helped on the new corporation

with no less ability than enthusiasm, and the governing body
had no hesitation in making him president of a section for

the advancement of theological studies. Wurtz afforded a

fresh proof, although the example of Faraday had been proof

enough, that science and religion are not, as certain writers

pretend, irreconcilable enemies."

In the sketch which the chemist and mineralogist

Charles Friedel gives of the life of Wurtz he celebrates

his sincere patriotism. His whole life was given for

the advancement of his country; the measures which

he advocated as making for that end were civil free-

dom, universal education, the cultivation of the scien-

tific spirit, and moral progress "which latter he held

to be safe only in the hands of Christianity". A
Christian patriot, he was also a Christian scientist.

' Zur Erinnerung an vorangegangene Freunde. Gesammelte Ge-

dachtnisreden III 304.
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"As a savant and thinker Wurtz had not, in minutely

specialised research, lost the faculty of viewing things as a

whole; the great discoveries he had seen streaming out of

his retort did not bring him to believe that everything could

be explained by chemical or physical changes, and that

there is no reality other than that which impinges on our

senses." *
. . .

"The alliance of science and religion which is so often

treated as a chimera he knew by personal experience to

be possible ; he had seen it realised in many eminent fellow-

workers, and he appreciated it both for religion, which it

renders more human, and for science, to which it gives wings

and an impulse towards the ideal." ^

Wurtz himself had publicly declared his views con-

cerning the relation of science to religious belief. At

the meeting of French Scientists held at Lyons in 1874,

he delivered the opening speech on the atomic struc-

ture of the universe. The last words contain a con-

fession of faith.

"Such is the order of nature; and as science more and

more penetrates it, we come to appreciate at once the sim-

plicity of the means employed, and the infinite diversity of

the results. Thus beneath the corner of the veil, which it

permits us to raise, we catch a hint of the profound harmony

of the plan of the world. As to first causes they remain

inaccessible. They lie in a sphere which is not that of

science, but which the human mind will always be eager to

enter and explore. For so the human mind is made, and

^ Bulletin de la Soci6t6 chimique de Paris XLIII, Paris 1885, LXXi.

* L'alliance de la science et de la religion qu'on traite souvent

de chimere, il la savait possible par son experience personnelle, il

I'avait vue realis6e chez bien des hommes 6minents, et il en sentait

tout le prix, a la fois pour la religion qu'elle rend plus humaine,

et pour la science a laquelle elle donne des ailes pour s'^lever

vers I'ideal (lb. xxv. Quoted in the Revue des quest, scient. L,

Louvain 1901, 94).
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you will not succeed in altering it. In vain will science

expound the structure of the world, and the order of pheno-

mena; the mind aspires higher, and in its instinctive belief

that things do not contain in themselves their origin, con-

tinuance, and purpose, is led to subordinate them to a First

Cause, a unique and universal cause, God." '

Charles Friedel (1832— 1899), ^^om 1876 Professor

at the Sorbonne, whose account of his teacher and

countryman Wurtz we have just quoted, was himself

"a man of much eminence in chemistry" 2. Friedel was

a loyal Protestant. The Louvain chemist, Louis Henry,

who, as he tells us, enjoyed his friendship for forty years,

says that Wurtz's declaration at Lyons in 1874 repre-

sented Friedel's philosophy also ^.

' Tel est I'ordre de la nature, et a mesure que la science y penetre

davantage , elle met k jour , en meme temps que la simplicity des

moyens mis en oeuvre, la diversite infinie des r^sultats. Ainsi, a

travers ce coin du voile qu'elle nous permet de soulever, elle nous

laisse entrevoir tout ensemble I'harmonie et la profondeur du plan

de I'univers. Quant aux causes premieres , elles demeurent inacces-

sibles. Lk commence un autre domaine que I'esprit humain sera tou-

jours empress^ d'aborder et de parcourir. II est ainsi fait, et vous

ne le changerez pas. C'est en vain que la science lui aura revele

la structure du monde et I'ordre de tous les phenomenes : il veut

remonter plus haut, et dans la conviction instinctive que les choses

n'ont pas en elles-m6mes leur raison d'etre , leur support et leur

origine, il est conduit a les subordonner h. une cause premiere, uni-

que , universelle , Dieu (quoted by M. S e p e t in Revue des quest,

hist. XVI 2, Paris 1874, 602; by L. Henry in the Acad^mie

R. de Belgique , Bulletin de la classe des sciences 1 899, Bruxelles

1899, 336).

* Thus the obituary notice in the Zentralblatt fQr Mineralogie,

Geologic und Palaontologie, Jahrgang 1900, Stuttgart 1900, 53.

' L. Henry, Notice sur Charles Friedel, ante. After quoting

the words p. 214, ed. 2, selected from Wurtz's discourse, Henry
p. 336, says : J'ose affirmer que cette philosophic si fortement et si
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Louis Henry himself, who celebrated his jubilee

at Louvain in 1900, declared himself a "Christian who
knew how to rise above nature and render honour to

the Author of nature" ^

"A man of a profoundly religious disposition" is also the

account given of Karl Remigius Fresenius who died

in 1897 ^. "And this did not abandon him in his days of

trial", we read, "but kept him constant and loyal to his

faith." ' Although his religious enthusiasm may seem to

Catholics in some respects misdirected — he was a member
of the Protestant Union and leader of the Church Liberals

in Nassau — it shows at all events how little atheism and

materialism can appeal to the authority of the most famous

of the younger chemists of Germany, For Fresenius was a

master ; his hand-book of quantitative analysis ran to sixteen

editions in Germany, and was translated into every European
language and into Chinese.

We may add yet another name here, that of Henri
Sainte-Claire Deville*. He began his career with

Organic Chemistry and contributed to the discovery of

aniline dyes, but his chief work was done in Inorganic

Chemistry. His labours were of great practical fruitfulness.

eloquemment exprimee 6tait celle que professait Friedel lui-meme.

Cf. Revue des quest, scient. L, Louvain 1901, 95: Le double cha-

ractere d'eminent chiiniste et de chr^tien sincere se retrcuve dans

Friedel comme dans Wurtz son maitre.

* Revue des quest, scient. XLVIII, Louvain 1900, 223.

2 Bericht der Deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft , XXX. Jahrg.,

Bd. II, Berlin 1897, 1355-

' Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XLVIII, Leipzig 1904, 742.

* Jules Gay, Henri Sainte-Claire Deville. Sa vie et ses travaux,

Paris 1889 (Reprinted separately from Cosmos 1886). D. Gernez,

Notice sur Henri Sainte-Claire Deville, in Annales scientifiques de

I'Ecole normale superieure, 3* s^rie, XI, Paris 1894, Supplement I—70.

Tison, Henri Sainte-Claire Deville et son oeuvre scientifique, in Revue

du monde catholique LXIII 488— 503.
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"If aluminium is to-day an industrial product, this is due

to the French chemist Henri Sainte-Claire Deville (1818

to 1 881), who has left a name famous in nearly every de-

partment of Chemistry and Metallurgy" 1. Of his other

works — e. g. those on boron, silicon, the density of gases

at very high temperature— we have space here to mention

only his discovery of what is called the dissociation by

heat of chemical combinations, "one of the greatest con-

quests not only of Chemistry but also of Philosophy,

regarded as an interpretation of nature" (Dumas). This

discovery enables us to understand the constancy of

the sun's heat, and affords the first explanation of the

noteworthy fact that in spite of the innumerable chim-

neys that send up their smoke into the air, there is no

increase of carbonic acid gas in the latter.

Like his brother Charles, the geologist, Henri Sainte-

Claire Deville "remained faithful all his life to the re-

ligion of his boyhood, and died in its bosom" 2. Many

* F. X. R li f in Stimmen aus Maria - Laach XLIV , Freiburg

1893, 51 ff-

* Cet eminent chimiste qui est reste toute sa vie fidele k la re-

ligion qu'il avait appris a aimer dans son enfance , et dans le sein

de laquelle il a voulu mourir (Tison ante 489). Plusieurs jours

avant sa mort il demanda lui-meme les secours de la religion (ib. 503).

— Of the brothers Charles and Henry Deville, J. Gay (ante 21)

says : Unis dans la vie , ils le furent dans la mort. lis la virent

venir sans defaillance, et, apres avoir appel^ eux-m^mes le pr^tre h.

leur chevet, ils firent leurs adieux a leur famille ; ils laissaient k ceux

qui les avaient aimes, avec le souvenir d'une vie sans defaillance, la

supreme consolation, la seule efficace en une pareille douleur, d'une

fin chr^tienne , et I'esperance d'un revoir dans une autre region. —
Ib. : Les freres Sainte-Claire Deville appartenaient par eux-memes et

par leurs alliances a ces vieilles families frangaises et catholiques,

. . . ou les croyances les plus nobles et les plus elev^es s'allient tout
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years before his death he had expressed a desire that

his funeral discourse might be pronounced by his friend

Louis Pasteur. It is said that the expression was used

in a bantering way to cheer up Pasteur who was at

the time very ill. But however this be there is no doubt,

says a biographer of Pasteur, "that he felt that nobody

else could understand him so well. Both alike pursued

science with a passionate love; both alike were ardent

patriots. And they were at one also in their confidence

in the future evolution of the human spirit, and in the

religious system from which they learned the secrets of

eternity"!.

VI. GEOGRAPHY.

The recognised founder of General Comparative Geo-

graphy was Karl Ritter (born at Quedlinburg in 1779,

appointed Professor at Berlin 1820, died 1859). It was

the labours of Ritter, and the application of his methods

that raised Geography to the status of a science.

Johannes Janssen 2 has given us a masterly picture of

the life and character of Ritter, in which we find a

clear statement of the great savant's attitude towards

religion. "It is a matter for rejoicing that Ritter, unlike

Alexander von Humboldt, never either in his life or in

his writings paid homage to the sceptical idols of his

day, but was always a resolute upholder of the Christian

Revelation. Steadfast in his faith in the living God,

and in His incarnate Son, our Redeemer, he is a

naturellement a une fiere ind^pendance et a un ardent amour du

travail.

^ R. V allery-Radot , La vie de Pasteur, Paris 1901, 462.

- Zeit- und Lebensbilder I*, Freiburg 1889, 113— 179.
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shining proof that such faith, far from being hostile to

scientific progress ... is the greatest stimulus that the

mind can receive towards a profound, all-embracing,

and living knowledge of nature." i

"Ritter", says Janssen elsewhere 2, "undertook all these

journeys" — to France, Austria, Greece, England and

Italy — "in the cause of science, and all his labours

were directed to the honour of God."

* lb, 179. Cf. Ratzel in Allg. deutsche Biographie XXVIII

688 : "Je tiefer Ritter in die Wissenschaften eindrang, desto wahrer

und warmer wurde sein Glaube." — Side by side with Janssen's

severe sentence as to Humboldt, a milder one, that of the botanist

V. Martius, may find place. When v. Martins treats of Humboldt's

views on vitality, he says: "Man hat aus diesen AuBerungen, und

daC er es in seinen Werken mit einer gewissen Absichtlichkeit ver-

mieden , die Gebiete der Idealitat zu beschreiten , auf seinen Un-

glauben schlieCen wollen. Trotzdem spreche ich es mit Zuversicht

aus , daC das stolze Schiff seines Wissens an einer sicheren , aber

tiefverborgenen Uberzeugung vor Anker gelegen sey. . . . Seine

Jugend fiel in jene Periode, da es in gewissen Kreisen zum guten

Ton gehorte, nicht von Religion zu sprechen. Die Denker bewahrten

ihre Uberzeugungen im Schrein des Herzens. Als spater, bei kirch-

licher Bewegung, sich unter redlichen Bekennem auch Sophisten zur

Schau trugen
,

gelobten jene sich ein Schweigen, das nicht selten

gemiCdeutet wurde. Unter den in der Wissenschaft und im Leben

ehrwilrdigen Mannern habe ich solcher Schweigsamen mehrere kennen

gelemt. Zu ihnen rechne ich auch Alexander v. Humboldt. Wenn
er sich durch seine Begabung aus dem Kreis der spekulativen Philo-

sophen ausgeschlossen fiihlte und sich selbst beschrankte , so be-

rechtigt dies nicht, an einer geheimen Welt seiner hochsten Gedanken

zu zweifeln. . .
." Akademische Denkreden, Leipzig 1866, 395— 396.

When the Journal hist, et litt. XXIV, Liege 1857, 493 f, had de-

fended Humboldt against the reproach of never having mentioned

God in his Kosmos, he sent an autograph to be placed under his

portrait of 1856, in which he characterizes Nature as "Gottes er-

habenes Reich" (ib. 541 f).

2 Ante 163— 164.
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"We are", he wrote to his wife from Trieste, "both in the

hands of God, Whose Majesty encompasses land and sea

and extends to all the ends of the earth. There is only one

thing greater, and that is His Mercy and Love, which watch

over body and soul and preserve them from the destruction

which might any hour befall them. At home or away from

home He guards us; or rather His presence makes every-

where home. Not a hair can fall from our heads, not a

sparrow from a house-top, unless He so wills it. How then

can man but dedicate all his labours to the honour of Him
without Whose sustaining presence the universe had long ago

fallen into ruin with every creature it contains? This con-

sideration, and the belief I have that my vocation casts on

me the duty of seeking out the truths of my science not

only in that home which He has so filled with rich and
pleasant things for me, but also in more difficult places,

inspire me in my work ; and I continue my researches into

what seems to me one of the most important elements of

the history of humanity; and so far at least as my poor

abilities and resources and my somewhat limited and partial

points of view permit me, I continue to spread the light of

science. And I am full of confidence in my undertaking,

for I rely only on God."

Ritter was a Protestant, and rather bigoted in his

attitude towards Catholicity. His books are full of dis-

paraging allusions to the Church. It is for this reason

all the more remarkable that in his correspondence he

refers again and again to Catholic priests as among his

most valued fellow-workers , e. g. Father Wimmer of

Madern, Father Mayer of Klagenfurt and others. "He

stands", he wrote of Father Mayer, "in the first rank

of those, who occupy themselves with the natural fea-

tures and the geography of our country; he received

me with the utmost heartiness and geniality, and did

everything possible to assist me. I spent all day yester-

day with him, and that is the reason I have been unable

i
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to write till this moment, an hour before I leave; he

stayed till 12 o'clock last night and could hardly tear

himself away, for he was enchanted to find that I knew

his dear Carinthia, his fatherland, and wanted to hear

all about everything that had been happening in it.

He overwhelmed me with stores of information, and we

made a most interesting excursion together." . . . Wher-

ever he came in contact with Catholic priests, secular

or religious, he was favourably impressed by their good

scientific education as e. g. in the Monastery of Ein-

siedeln, and among the Mechitarists in Venice*.

If modem Geography, understood in the largest and

most usual sense of the word, begins with Ritter, the

Physical Geography and Meteorology of the sea are in

in a still higher degree bound up with a single name,

that of an officer of the American marine Matthew
Fontaine Maury (f 1873) 2. Born in 1807 in County

Spottsylvania in Virginia, he entered the marine as a

cadet in 1825, and made many voyages. A fracture of

his leg in 1839 incapacitated him for further service,

but the long list of works issued by him from the

Hydrographic Bureau at Washington were of far more

value to seamanship than any voyage he could have

made. He became the lawgiver of all the navies of

the world.

Maury had remarked that the routes followed at

sea had not been fixed upon by reflection and con-

* Janssen, Zeit- und Lebensbilder 1 172.

« Cf. A life of M. F. Maury, U. S. N. and C. S. N. Compiled

by his daughter Diana Fontaine Maury Corbin, London

1 888. Ad. Queteletin the Annuaire de 1'Acad6mie de Belgique XL,

Bruxelles 1874, 291—341. E. du Hailly in Revue des deux

mondes mars 1858, Paris, 33—56 414—444.
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sideration, but by usage. The first captain had, somehow

or other, found a route and reached his goal; others

followed the same route, and by the usage of long years

it became fixed and settled as the proper one. But

nobody had examined for himself whether it was in

fact the shortest. Now the route chosen at sea is

by no means a matter of indifference, and it is far

from universally true that the most direct is the most

rapid. There are certain constant currents of wind

and water, which may accelerate or delay a voyage.

These currents had never been systematically studied

until Maury laid the project before the American Go-

vernment.

The source from which data were to be drawn was

obvious; the log-books of all vessels would contain notes

of those areas of the ocean in which an acceleration

or diminution of speed had been experienced, with all

necessary details. But at first Maury's appeal to the

seafaring community to submit their log-books to him

met with very little response. He was restricted to the

scanty material afforded by the logs of the Navy proper.

But when in 1828 a trip from Baltimore to South America,

which had hitherto taken 41 days, was performed, thanks

to a chart of Maury's, in 24 the ice was broken. After

the International Congress at Brussels in 1853 nearly

every fleet in the world was co-operating in Maury's

great project. Observations reached him from every

quarter of the globe, and in ten years 140,000 copies

of his chart had been issued. The scientific material

accumulated through long years of labour was wrought

up by Maury into a great and striking work: "The

Physical Geography of the Sea". The tone of the book

is identical with that of Ritter's.
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"Another characteristic of Maury is the essentially reli-

gious temper of all his work. I do not refer to the frequent

allusions to texts of Scripture, nor to the curious interpreta-

tions he gives of them; that is, as we know, distinctive of

the genius of Protestantism. . . . His assiduous study of the

phenomena of nature is in effect a continuous expression

of gratitude towards the Supreme Wisdom which reveals

itself in nature, and every new fact is to him a new revela-

tion of the eternal harmony. Not indeed that Maury ever

sets himself to the deliberate propagation or advancement

of the faith ; in his eyes science and religion are united by

indissoluble bonds, and neither can be developed without

throwing fresh light on the other." * "Maury's early reli-

gious training and temperament", writes E. Douglas Archi-

bald", "appear to have exercised a large influence on his

public and private life. His Physical Geography is illustrated

by frequent extracts from the Book of Job, and is instinct

with the same spirit which prompted and pervaded the me-

morable Bridgewater Treatises. The following extract from

his address to the University of the South will indicate this

phase of his mind: 'Astronomy is grand and subHme, but

Astronomy overpowers with its infinities and overwhelms

with its immensities. Physical Geography charms with its

wonders, and delights with the benignity of its economy.

Astronomy ignores the existence of man ; Physical Geography
confesses that it is based on the Biblical doctrine that the earth

was made for man. Upon no other theory can it be studied

— upon no other theory can its phenomena be reconciled.'"

The character of the "Bridgewater Treatises" may be

gathered from their title, "Bridgewater Treatises on the

Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested

in the Creation" ^.

^ E. du Hailly in Revue des deux mondes 15 mars 1858,

Paris, 443.

' Nature, 9. August 1888, London and New York 1888, 340.

The University of the South is in Tennessee.

^ Bridgewater Treatises on the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of

God, as manifested in the Creation. London 1833— 1840. Francis
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Maury continued steadfast in his faith to the end.

"With his last breath ... he offered up his soul to Jesus

Christ, and prayed God to take him out of this world

to Himself" ^

The names of Ritter and Maury serve to impress on

us anew a fact to which we have so many times drawn

attention. It is the smatterers in science that have so

much contempt for religion; the true masters and pio-

neers, as a rule, regard it with favour. We do not seek

to explain this fact fully, it is enough for our purpose

to record it. To give science a new direction, to open

out to it new paths, demands not only width and depth

of vision but also a rare independence of mind, for one

must break with the views of the majority of one's con-

temporaries. And that minds of this stamp should so

often be thoroughly Christian, but never in any event

so sceptical as the popularizers and pamphleteers, is a

fact of deep significance.

Henry Egerton, Earl of Bridgewater (f 1829), left in his will

^ 8000 to be expended on a work, the aim of which is sufficiently

evident from the title , which we have just given. The President

of the Royal Academy of Science , who was commissioned to

carry out of the design , entrusted its execution to eight men of

learning. Thomas Chalmers wrote on the Moral and Intel-

lectual Condition of Man
; John Kidd on the Adaptation of

External Nature to the Physical Condition of Man ; Charles Bell

on the Hand; William Kirby the Habits of Animals; William

W h e w e 1 1 on Astronomy and General Physics , P. W. R o g e t on

Animal and Vegetable Physiology; W. Buckland on Geology and

Mineralogy; W. Prout on Chemistry, Meteorology and the Functions

of Digestion. Bell, Buckland, and to a certain extent, Whewell and

Kirby were men of an European reputation.

* 11 a rendu le dernier soupir ... en confiant son ame a Jesus-

Christ et priant Dieu de le retirer de ce monde (Quetelet in

Annuaire de I'Acad^mie de Belgique XL, Bruxelles 1874, 337).
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We will not devote much further space to the science

of Geography. It does not bring us into such intimate

connection with the fundamental problems of religion

as other branches of science. Whether a great geo-

grapher be like Elisee Reclus, an Anarchist, or like

Wappausi or H. A. Daniel 2 a deeply religious man, is

not a circumstance on which we can decisively rely.

Still less do we propose to examine the attitude towards

Christianity of the great discoverers. We should find

many of them who like Cameron ^ or Sven Hedin^

called on God in their hour of danger, but such data

would be more illustrative of the moral value than of

the intellectual validity, of religion. We shall then

simply select out of the great multitude of discoverers

two names which could not well be ignored. One of

these has already been mentioned. The other occupies

a position of eminence in the science of Astronomy,

but his greatest work was done in Geography. They

are Claude Desaulses De Freycinet (f 1 842), and Antoine

Thomson D'Abbadie (f 1897).

' See below p. 244.

* Only an untimely death prevented him from becoming a member

of the Catholic Church. Hillskamp in Liter. Handweiser Nr. lo8

and 109, Miinster 1871, 453.

' He landed in his native country "voU Dank im Herzen gegen

Gott, dessen Giite mich durch so viele Gefahren beschirmt hat".

Verney Lovett Cameron, Quer durch Afrika. Deutsche Aus-

gabe II, Leipzig 1877, 240.

* "Schon der Gedanke , den Aufstieg haute fortzusetzen , hatte

geheiGen Gott versuchen." Sven Hedin, Durch Asiens Wiisten I,

Leipzig 1899, 233. He will mildly treat one who has wrong acted

towards him. "Denn hatte nicht der Allmachtige seine Hand

iiber mich gestreckt, als ich damals in Lebensgefahr war?" lb.

II 191.

Kneller, Christianity. IC
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Freycinet was a colleague of Cauchy's, and we
have spoken of him on an earlier page^. We treat

here of his contributions to Geography.

As recently as the end of the 1
8**" century the continent

of Australia was very imperfectly known. The geo-

graphers of that day were doubtful, for example, whether

or not the Gulf of Carpentaria stretched all the way from

North to South and divided the Continent into separated

parts. In order to determine this question the French

Government in 1800 despatched an expedition under

Baudin ; and Freycinet, then a young man of twenty-

one, formed one of the crew. He distinguished himself

so much in what was otherwise a rather disappointing

voyage that he not merely became an officer, but was

given charge of some explorations undertaken by the

way e. g. that of the Hunter Islands. On the return

of the expedition it was Freycinet who prepared for

publication the materials collected 2. He had barely

completed this work when he was given the command
of another scientific expedition. Its object was, by means

of pendulum observations in different latitudes, to throw

some light on the shape of the earth, to obtain data

regarding earth-magnetism, and to collect plants, animals,

and minerals hitherto unknown. Freycinet left Toulon,

on board the corvette Urania, on September 17"" 1817.

At Rio Janeiro, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Island

of Mauritius observations were made, and the voyage

' Cf. ante p. 56. For biographical details of Fried r. Embacher
cf. Lexikon der Reisen und Entdeckungen, Leipzig 1882, 121, Nouv.

biographic generale XVIII, Paris 1885, 843—852. Fr. Grille,

L. de Freycinet, Paris 1853.

^ Voyage de decouverte aux terres australes pendant les annees

1800 a 1804*, 4 vols, Paris 1 824.
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was thence continued to a quarter already known to

Freycinet, the south-west of Australia. The expedition

from this point made a wide sweep of the continent,

passing by way of the Marian and the Sandwich Islands,

and after a stoppage at Sydney, made for Cape Horn.

In the neighbourhood of the Falkland Islands the Urania

was so badly damaged that she had to be abandoned.

But the mass of her valuable carge was fortunately

saved, and, purchasing a new vessel, Freycinet reached

Le Havre on November 13"" 1820 after an absence of

three years. He had sailed 18,862 naval miles; the

observations made by him filled 31 quarto volumes; he

brought home specimens of 4 new species of mammals,

45 new species of birds, 49 of reptiles, and an invalu-

able collection of minor animals and plants. In their

published form the results occupied 13 quarto volumes,

with four atlases. They were of course edited and

arranged by Freycinet, but he died before the appearance

of the last three volumes. Two of these, dealing with

magnetism and mineralogy, were subsequently issued,

but the last, which treated of the languages of Oceania,

although in many respects the best, never saw the light.

The other discoverer, of whom we speak, won his

laurels in a very different field. He had to contend

not with cliff and rock, wind and wave, but with the

ignorance and superstitions of a half-savage people, with

political distrust and suspicion, and he fought his battle

with wonderful strength and stubbornness.

Antoine Thomson D'Abbadie^, a scion of an

old French family, was born in 18 10 in Dublin, whither

^ Revue des quest, scient. XLI, Louvain 1897, 598 ff. Radau
in Revue des deux mondes, i. fevr. 1867, Paris, 722— 736. Halt

15*
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his father had fled at the time of the Revolution. In

1 8 13, however, his parents returned to France, bringing

Antoine with him. From his youth he showed a passion

for observation; and, as the wealth of his family assured

him a competence, the young man was free to devote

himself to study and travel in distant lands, where

new and rare things were to be discovered, adventures

to be encountered, Christianity to be introduced or re-

vived. The little-known home of the dark race early

attracted his attention, and Bruce's Travels in Abyssinia

fixed his choice on this latter region. According to

report there were to be found on the banks of Lake Tana,

palaces, ruins, books, savants, a literature, everything in

fact that we understand by the word culture, and this

attracted him more than the prospect of travel among

utter savages. He anticipated no opposition from the

fanaticism of Islam for, as he himself says: "I knew that

with time the Abyssinians had altered their religion, and

I even proposed to work for its restoration. I also

entertained the hope of discovering the cradle and home

of the negro races, seeking it as I did in the region to

which their own tradition points. I hoped also to throw

some light on the sources of the Blue Nile." All this

he expected to be able to accomplish in two or three

years.

D'Abbadie spent six years in preparation for his ex-

pedition, studying all the necessary sciences ; before under-

taking it he even went, on the advice of Arago, to the

equatorial region of Brazil to ground himself in earth-

magnetism.

in Comptes rendus of the Parisian Academy of Science CXXVI,

Paris 1898, 173— 181, reprinted in Cosmos 5 fevr. 1898, Paris,

182-186.

i
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He devoted ten years to the trigonometrical measure-

ment of Abyssinia, and published a map inclusive of

the southern province previously almost unknown. The

area mapped out by him is as large as France ; its most

northerly point is as far from its most southerly as Calais

from Saragossa. In this area D'Abbadie determined the

altitude and relative situation of about 900 different

points; he worked quite alone, and employed a method

invented by himself; and he completed his task "in

spite of the climate, in spite of privation and sickness,

in spite of the wild animals, the impassable ways, and,

worst of all, the hostile natives" ^

We shall give just one example of his almost superhuman

courage. When in 1838 he had reached Abyssinia from

Massava and begun his work, he found that his methods

and instruments were inadequate. He, thereupon, resolved

to return to France, to procure fresh instruments, devise a

new method, and begin his whole task anew. In the be-

ginning of 1839 he was back in Paris; by the end of

January 1840 he had reached Massava, and attempted to

re-enter Abyssinia. But the native ruler refused him per-

mission, and to make his calamities complete he was at-

tacked by a disease of the eyes. He went to Aden to

look for medical assistance, but the English governor of

the island refused him admittance. He returned to Africa,

endeavoured to penetrate Abyssinia from the south, and

failed at two points. But even these accumulated misfortunes

could not break the spirit of D'Abbadie. He made a fresh

attempt from the north, and was at last successful.

"One can but marvel", says Hatt^ "at the sight of such

strength and self-denial which led a man, out of pure love

for science, to devote the best years of his life to such

terrible labour. D'Abbadie was of so strenuously moral a

' Revue des deux mondes 724.

* Comptes rendus CXXVI 176.
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character that he was regarded by the Abyssinians as a

monk. They received with increduUty the news that he had
married in Europe." ^

D'Abbadie's work is a marvel of accuracy. His topo-

graphical details were for a time suspected, but they

have been cleared from that suspicion, as the words of

one of the most judicious geographers of Germany will

testify.

Petermann who, before the appearance of D'Abbadie's

maps, had prepared a map of North East Africa, and was

advised to revise his work in view of the French explorer's

discoveries, was in a unique position to appreciate "the

extraordinary conscientiousness of his work, and the ac-

curacy and infinite pains which the measurements and cal-

culations required". "It gives us the greatest pleasure to

say that in our opinion the travels and works of D'Abbadie

are among the most brilliant and fruitful of which the whole

continent of Africa can boast. There is no other part of

Africa in which the observations of the original explorers

were so strikingly thorough, and it is only of places where

the general staffs and scientific expeditions of European

governments have been at work that we possess information

of greater or even equal accuracy." ^

In addition to his geographical material, D'Abbadie

brought home 234 Ethiopian manuscripts, the richest

* D'Abbadie has himself given his opinion as to where the power

of Will is situated, in a letter to Lord Clifford on i. August 1852

(Annales de la Propagation de la foi XXIV, Lyon 1852, 444—454).

Of the climate of Massava, he says: L'activitd morale doit s'y affaiblir

chez ceux qui ne retrempent pas leur ame aux sources elevees de la

priere et de I'esperance (ib. 446).

^ A. Petermann, Mitteilungen , Gotha 1864, 38 116. Also

Embacher says (Lexikon der Reisen und Entdeckungen, Leipzig

1882, i), suspicion unjustly (ungerechterweise) has been thrown on

D'Abbadie's researches. Later travellers have removed all taint of

disbelief.
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1

collection in Europe, and a dictionary of the Amarhasa

language, extending to 15,000 words. All his material

was in due time published. A Catholic missionary named

Sapeto had accompanied D'Abbadie on his first ex-

pedition to Abyssinia, and two missions were established

by him.

D'Abbadie contributed in many other ways to the

advance of science. He effected improvements in the

instruments used for earth-measurement; mooted the idea,

carried out in 1882, of applying photography to the

observation of the Transit of Venus; and endeavoured

to elucidate the remarkable phenomenon of the variation

of the vertical line, ascribing it to the impact of the

tidal wave on the elastic cru.st of the earth.

But he was not the man to shut himself up in his

study. In July 185 1 we find him in Norway, in July i860

in Spain studying solar eclipses. In 1882 he was in

San Domingo observing the Transit of Venus, and three

years latter he made an extended journey to obtain

observations of telluric magnetism. He went by way

of Athens , Alexandria , Cairo , and Suez to Aden,

and back by way of Suakim and the Nile Valley

Jerusalem , Constantinople , and the Piraeus , Naples,

and Rome. As he had no children, he presented (in

1895) to the Academy of Sciences his property ot

Abbadia in Southern France, the income of which is

20,000 francs a year, and added to it the capital sum

of 400,000 francs. This is to be spent on the con-

struction of laboratories, but more particularly in buil-

ding an Observatory, which is to be used for the com-

pilation of a catalogue of 500,000 stars. The work

is to be completed by 1950, and is to be assigned to

a religious order.
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D'Abbadie was well known as a zealous Catholic.

This circumstance was in the eyes of some an obstacle

to his admission to the Academy, but Arago^ — as

D'Abbadie related at the unveiling of a statue to the

great astronomer — although himself a sceptic, opposed

and defeated the unworthy intrigue.

About a year before D'Abbadie's expedition, another sa-

vant had entered Abyssinia in order to study the Botany of

that region. This was Wilhelm Schimper, brother of

the celebrated botanist who discovered the law of the leaf-

formation of plants. Schimper became a Catholic in 1843 -,

married a native of Abyssinia, and remained there till his

death in 1878.

D'Abbadie's work in Abyssinia bore fruit in other

parts of the African continent. Before starting for Mada-

gascar in 1888 to establish an astronomical observatory

there, the Jesuit missionary Elie Colin came to con-

sult D'Abbadie, and to the latter's advice is to be as-

cribed the valuable geodetic work done by Colin in

collaboration with D. Roblet^. The latter had in il

' A propos d'une candidature a* I'Academie des sciences, un

membre objecta que le candidal etait un ardent catholique. Nous

n'avons pas , dit Arago , a dissequer ce qu'il y a de plus intime

dans rhomme, ce qu'il a de regler a sa guise; nous n'avons a

examiner que les travaux de M. d'Abbadie ; ses opinions religieuses

ne sont pas de notre domaine. Quant ci moi, ajouta le secretaire

perpetuel, je porte envie a ceux qui croient (Revue des quest, scient.

XLI, Louvain 1897, 604).

* The Journal of the R. Geographical Society of London XIV,

London 1844, CXL. Annales de la Propagation de la Foi XVII,

Lyon 1845, 274.

' Cf. Colin's Rechenschaftsberichte in the Comptes rendus CXVIII,

Paris 1894, 510—514570—573; CXXVn (1898) 708— 711; CXXVIII

(1899)716— 718; CXXXVI (1903) 1298 s. Les etudes g6ographiques
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published a map, founded, as far as the centre of the

Island was concerned, on his own measurements. It

will be interesting to cite a specialist's estimate of

this map.

"The map before us has already received the best re-

commendation that can be given to a map of Madagascar

;

it has received the praise of A. Grandidier who knows the

island better than any other living man. And Grandidier

expressed his opinion so warmly in a communication to the

geographical society of Paris that they awarded their gold

medal to the author of the map." '

Equal praise is extended to the detailed maps of the

two provinces of Madagascar, prepared by Grandidier

from the data of Roblet and Colin.

"The maps fill one with amazement at the activity of

these three men who have given us more accurate know-

ledge of Madagascar than we possess of many parts of

Europe, and whose work is worthy to stand by the side

of that of the governmental survey department of any

country." ^

In December 1903 Colin received the prize of the

Academy of Sciences for Physical Geography. The

area surveyed by him ran to 31,000 kilometers 3.

a Madagascar in La Geographie, Bulletin de la soc. de Geographic II,

Paris 1900, 183— 198. Roblet tells us about the labour which

the construction of his map entailed, in Etudes religieuses LIII, Paris

1891, 482—492; cf. XLV (1888) 450—452.
* A. Supan, Geograph. Literatur-Bericht fiir 1889. Beilage zum

35. Band von Dr. A, Petermann's Mitteilungen, Gotha 1889, 73.

2 lb. Literatur-Bericht fUr 1895. Beilage zum 41. Band, 117.

» Comptes rendus CXXXVII, Paris 1903, 1118 f.
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VII. MINERALOGY.

We learned from Bessel that a Catholic priest stands

at the head of ig'"* century Astronomy. This is true in

a still larger sense of scientific Crystallography. Its

founder was a simple professor in a school at Paris,

conducted by priests.

Rene Juste Haiiyi was born on Febr. 28*'' 1743

in a little village of the Departement of Oise. His

father was a poor linenweaver, who found it very hard

to earn his bread ; and, despite the talent shown by

his eldest son, there seemed to be no other prospect

before the boy except to earn his bread by the work

of his hands.

Happily there was in Haiiy's native place a house of

the Premonstratensians, and the lad early gave tokens

of a vocation to the religious life. His devout demeanour

brought him under the notice of the Prior, and the

latter, discovering his remarkable talents, undertook to

procure him a place at Paris. This proved somewhat

difficult, and young Haiiy was for some time employed

as a choir boy, but he eventually secured a place at

the College of Navarra. Here he showed such ability

that on the completion of his course he was appointed

on the teaching staff. He taught for many years at

the College of Navarra, and afterwards at the College

of Cardinal Lemoine, absolutely content with his humble

position, careless of advancement, and so far very super-

ficially versed in physical science.

' C u V i e r , Recueil des eloges historiques , lus dans les stances

publiques de I'lnstiiut royal de France III, Paris 1827, 123— 175.
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It was solely to oblige a fellow-professor that he began

to study Botany. In the College Lemoine there was

a Father Lhomond, a very learned man and capable

writer, who, however, devoted his brilliant powers solely

to the education of the young, and wrote elementary

books which enjoyed a wide circulation. Haiiy chose

Lhomond as his confessor, accompanied him on ex-

cursions, and cared for him when he was ill. Lhomond
studied Botany in his walks, and Haiiy during his va-

cation determined to master at home enough of the

science to surprise and delight his friend on his return.

He carried out his plan, and on his first walk with

Lhomond was able to give the Linnaean names of

nearly all the plants they met with.

This was his first step in a field which was soon

to become more and more attractive. He began to

frequent eagerly the botanical gardens which lay near

his college ; but one day , seeing the mineralogist

Daubenton enter with his class, he joined them and

discovered a subject which ousted even Botany from

his affections.

He was already a mature man when he took up this

study, but in a short time he showed himself as thoroughly

at home with it as if he had been a mineralogist all

his life. One property of minerals struck and surprised

him particularly. While in plants every single part

however complicated, always appears of identically the

same character, in minerals this constancy seems to be

absent. The same mineral appears now in one, now
in another crystal-form. One day as Haiiy was medi-

tating on this peculiarity he had the misfortune to let

fall a beautiful group of prismatic crystals of calcareous

spar and a crystal was broken off.
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The fracture exhibited surfaces as smooth as the out-

side of the prism, and a new crystal emerged as it were

from the broken one, the conformation of which was

not prismatic. Haiiy examined it and found to his sur-

prise that it was the same crystal-formation as island

spar, that is to say, it was rhomboidal. An idea flashed

across his mind. Had he not here the solution of the

problem which had so long perplexed him? Might it

not be that the various crystal formations in which the

same mineral appeared were simply different arrangements

of the same ultimate crystal ? Haiiy was by this happy

accident put on the right track; he followed up his

idea resolutely, and laid the foundation of the modern

science of Crystallography.

Although his discoveries gave him a European repu-

tation Haiiy remained always an humble and faithful

priest. When he first began to attend the sittings of the

Academy, he appeared in a clerical dress of somewhat

antiquated cut. His friends fearing that invincible pre-

judices might be aroused aginst him, tried to persuade

him to lay aside his clerical costume on these occasions,

but Haiiy refused to do so until the opinion of a Doctor

of the Sorbonne had been taken on the matter. When
in 1792 those religious who refused allegiance to the

Revolution were thrown into prison, Haiiy was among

the number. His papers were seized, his crystals bundled

away, and he himself, with his fellow-professors, was con-

fined in the Seminary of Saint-Firmin which had been

turned into a prison.

Influential friends interested themselves on his behalf,

and secured an order for his release. Haiiy at first

refused to accept his liberty. His crystals and instru-

ments had been brought to his cell, and he was working
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away at them as contentedly as if he were in his own
laboratory. It was only with difficulty that he was

persuaded to leave on the following day'.

He suffered no more under the Revolution. "While

Lavoisier was under arrest, and Borda and Delambre

were dismissed, it is a remarkable fact that Haiiy, a

priest who had refused the oath and who continued to

exercise the religious duties of his office, was actually

presenting memorials for the release of his lay colleagues.

This he did without hesitation, and without incurring

any penalty for it." 2 It was during the Revolution that

he finished his great work:

"Possessed of a vast collection", says Cuvier, "which con-

stantly received fresh accessions of all known minerals and
aided by the co-operation of those ardent and capable stu-

dents whom the ficole Polytechnique placed at his disposi-

tion, many of whom stand to-day in the front rank of mine-

ralogists, he soon made up for the time which he had spent

on less valuable work, and raised in a few years that striking

monument which we may say has done for France what

the peculiar circumstances of his life did for M. Haiiy, and

has lifted her, after centuries of neglect, to the head of

this department of natural history. This book possesses in

effect two qualities rarely found in vmion : on the one hand
it is founded on a discovery completely original and due
solely to the genius of its author; on the other this disco-

very is applied with inconceivable minuteness and perseve-

' According to Cuvier he left the prison exactly a day before the

Massacre in September. But Isidore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire says in the

Life of his fatlier, who was chiefly instrumental in securing Hatty's

liberation, that the latter had informed Haiiy of his liberation at 10 p. m.

14"" August, and that Haiiy left the prison on the following day (Vie,

travaux at doctrine scientifique d'fitienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Paris

1847, 14).

* Cuvier, Recueil des eloges historiques III 153.
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ranee to every known species of mineral. The plan of the

book is spacious, the detail rigorously accurate; the whole
is as perfect as the theory of which it is the formulation." *

On the death of Dolomieu, Haiiy was appointed Pro-

fessor of Mineralogy at the Museum of Natural History.

His appointment infused new life into the place. The
collections" increased fourfold, and "Europe, or at least

that part of it which was interested in mineralogy,

streamed thither, partly to study so exhaustive and well-

ordered a collection, partly to hear a lecturer so lucid,

elegant and courteous" 2. The most noticeable trait of

Haiiy's character was his courtesy and willingness to

oblige. "The most ordinary students were received as

amiably as the most distinguished savants; for he had

pupils of all classes. . . . He brought his Ecole-Normale

classes to his own house, and initiated them in all his

secrets. He was on these occasions the old college-

professor, he took part in all the fun of the young

people, and never let them go without a merry meal."

Amid all the honours that were showered on him Haiiy

preserved the simplicity of life which had marked his

earlier days. He made no alteration in his hours of

dining or of rising ; and he continued his walk, employing

it as in old times as much for the pleasure of others

as for his own. He showed strangers the way, pro-

cured them tickets of admission to his museum, ex-

plained the collections and rendered all sorts of services;

and few indeed, of those whom he was so ready to ob-

lige, recognised the great savant. He was hidden away

under old fashioned clothes, and an almost exaggerated

* Recueil des eloges historiques III 153.

2 lb. 165.
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modesty of speech and manner. One day he encoun-

tered two ex-soldiers, who were preparing to fight a

duel. He ascertained the cause of the quarrel, recon-

ciled them, and brought them into a cafe to seal the

peace with a bottle of wine. On external splendour

he set no value. He had free access to the finest

collections of precious stones in Europe, he wrote a

memoir on jewels, but to him they were no more

than interesting crystals. A variation of half a degree

in the angle of a familiar crystal would have stirred

his attention more acutely than all the treasures of India.

In his declining years Haiiy had reason to congratu-

late himself on the modest habits of life which he had

cultivated. Circumstances led to a considerable reduction

of his salary, and he had to live out his days on crippled

resources. He lived to the ripe age of seventy-nine.

A fracture of the knee, resulting from a fall in his room,

marked the beginning of the end. Throughout the whole

course of his illness he never altered in benevolence

towards others, in cheerful submission to Providence,

or in zeal for science. He divided his time between

prayer, supervision of the new edition of his book, and

labour to secure the future of the students who had

worked in collaboration with him. He died on June 3"^

1822. He had been a living proof that a man may be

the pioneer of a new era in science, without for that

reason contemning God and His Church. "As loyal to

his religion as to his science", saysCuvier*, "he never

suffered the loftiest speculations to draw him away from

the minutest discharge of the observances prescribed by

his Church."

' Ante 168.
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An opponent of Haiiy in several scientific questions,

but united with him in religious sentiment was a Ger-

man savant who has deserved well of Mineralogy.

After the break-up of the Scientific Conference of

Naples in 1845, Leopold Von Buch after taking leave

of the Munich professor Von Thiersch called after him

:

"Present my respects to Fuchs in Munich! He is a

man to whom I have never spoken without learning

some valuable new thing." 1

Such praise from such an authority is high indeed,

but not too high for Fuchs. He is described by

Von Gumbel, also, as one of the foremost and most

original mineralogists of the nineteenth century.

"In that head of his", writes Von Martius -, "there was a

whole universe of clearly apprehended facts, reduced to co-

herence and unity, not by fantastic combinations and in-

tuitions, but by the operations of pure intellect. Fuchs was

the personification of reason. Logical, almost to a fault, he

was fore-armed against all the prejudices of the schools. It

would be difficult to find in his writings a single passage

showing any trace of a 'Philosophy of Nature', although to

such a philosophy he made invaluable contributions. He
concentrated his mind solely on his special subject and

buried himself in its depths, preserving all the while, how-

ever, that wise scepticism, that prudence and foresight

without which an inquirer is apt to lose sight of his goal

and stray from his proper path. The laws which he formu-

lated were put to the test not only of experiment but of

counter-experiment. He was as original in the objections

which he advanced against his own conclusions as in the

conclusions themselves, and he never regarded an investiga-

tion as complete until he had determined the relation of

' Bulletin der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Munchen, i8. Mai

1853, 214.

* Akademische Denkreden, Leipzig 1866, 592.
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his subject to other known facts, and either subsumed it

under or distinguished it from them."

Johann Nepomuk Von Fuchs (f 1856)^ was

born of an humble peasant family in Mattenzell near

Regensburg, and received his early education from the

friars of Frauenzell. Subsequently he studied at the

gymnasium at Regensburg managed by the ex-Jesuits

of St. Paul. He began with medicine, but although

he duly obtained his degree he never practised, but

devoted himself entirely to Chemistry and Mineralogy,

securing a chair in these sciences at Landshut in 1805,

and at Munich in 1823.

His work at Landshut and Munich covers a wide area

of subjects. Beginning with certain improvements in

the spirit-lamp and the blow-pipe of the laboratory, he

advanced to investigations of the first importance. He
turned his attention to mineral analysis, and with appa

ratus of the poorest kind obtained the most excellent-

results. The reputation which these brought him was

greatly heightened by a successful controversy with Haiiy.

He made contributions not only to Chemistry and Minera-

logy but also to technical industrial processes. Under the

first head, as being mainly of theoretical value, we may
mention his discovery of the amorphous character of

many substances, and of the fact that in minerals certain

chemical combinations can appear as substitutes of one

another. Turning his attention to industries he led the

* V. Gumbel in the Allg. deutsche Biographic VIII 165— 168.

Gesammelte Schriften des Joh. Nep. v. Fuchs. Zum ehrenden An-

denken herausgeg. von dem Zentral-Verwaltungs-Ausschusse des poly-

technischen Vereins fiir das Konigreich Bayern. Redigiert und mit

einem Nekrologe versehen von Dr. Kajetan Georg Kaiser,
MUnchen 1856.

Kneller, Christianity. 1

6
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way in the artificial production of ultra-marine, and effected

many improvements in the processes of dyeing, in the

manufacture of sugar from beetroot, and in the brewing

of beer. He was also a pioneer in the manufacture of

cement, and of hydraulic lime. A discovery which he him-

self valued highly was that of water-glass and its appli-

cation to wall-painting, or as it is called, "stereochrome".

He was working at this in the last year of his life,

noting down his investigations with a hand tremulous

with old age i. At the close of his paper on the subject

he takes his leave of the world.

"Here I conclude my notes on stereochrome, and bring

to its end an inquiry which has cost me more trouble and

time, not to speak of the great expense, than half the rest

of my works put together, a fact to which many of my
friends can bear witness, for many of them gave me their

co-operation in the task. To them I offer my sincere thanks.

But above all I give thanks to God that He has allowed

me, old and feeble as I am, to complete this work on

water-glass and its practical uses in such detail that it can

without much labour be applied and extended by others.

"To the Giver of all good gifts I offer up my work, and

the labours I have endured in preparing it. May He vouch-

safe to bless it!

"Omnia ad maiorem Dei honorem et gloriam."

These were his last published words. "Towards the

middle of February 1856 he fell ill of a complaint that

for many years had been troubling him at ever shorter

intervals. His physical exhaustion was such that he

knew death to be at hand, and he prepared to meet

it with a resolution and piety which edified all about

him. 'Christ lead us to the light!' he said with his

* Bereitung, Eigenschaften und Nutzanwendung des Wasserglases

mit EinschluC der Stereochromie, in Gesammelte Schriften 260— 285.
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dying breath." i
. . . During the last ten years of his

life he had laboured "with ever increasing zeal to establish

and assimilate the rehgious truths, which he had always

clung to", and his conversations on the subject showed

"the same lucidity as his scientific treatises". We may
quote Von Ringseis in this connection

:

"Fuchs lived and died in the fullest assurance of the truth

of the Christian Revelation. I feel it a special duty to bear

this witness to his memory; for from 1805 to 181 2 I lived

continuously with him at Landshut, and for nearly four years

attended his lectures on Chemistry and Mineralogy. From
1826 till his death, and especially towards the end, I was

constantly with him, and 1 can testify to the exact fervour

with which he took part in the exercises of his religion.

His Ufe and death are in themselves a complete refu-

tation of the assertion that the physical sciences, especially

Geology, have destroyed the foundations of the ancient

faith." 2

Frangois Sulpice Beudant (f 1852) was another

who combined a fervent faith with the greatest distinction

in Crystallography. He delivered many lectures at the

' lb. Nekrolog xxviil. — An obituary notice of the editor of the

works of Von Fuchs, Kajetan Georg Von Kaiser (f 1871), Professor

of Chemistry at the Polytechnic at Munich, says: "Er ertrug die ihm

auferlegten Leiden (in seiner Todeskrankheit) mit der freudigen Ge-

duld, wie sie einem vom wahren Christentum erfiillten Gemiite ge-

wahrt wird. Sein katholischer Glaube war der gefeile Platz seines

Herzens, an welchem er unter alien Priifungen sein eigenstes Selbst

wiederfand." His life-long belief is mirrored in the short remark in

one of his diaries, where he says referring to a serious misfortune,

which happened to him : "Gott hat noch andere Priifungen mit mir

vor" (Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft IV, Berlin 1871,

897 899).

* Ringseis, Nekrolog auf Fuchs, reprinted in Wiener Kirchen-

zeilung, 18. Juli 1856, 459.

16 •
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Institut Catholique, an institution founded for the

defence of religion ^

J. F. L. Hausmann (f 1859) was an orthodox Pro-

testant. Wappaus writes of him 2

:

"His philosophic principles were in perfect harmony with

his religious belief. Although he was never in the mid-

current of the more strenuous religious movement of his later

years he was always, like so many other scientists of his

period, a man of genuine piety, and in every vicissitude of

life he showed himself firm and steadfast in his religion.

His researches in his special branches of science never led

him beyond the frontiers of religious belief; he was unable

to understand the supposed conflict between science and

faith, and treated it as ridiculous rather than terrible. He
was an enquirer not only with his head but also with his

heart, and it was with good warrant that his old and in-

timate friend Karl Ritter said of him: His writings were a

hymn of praise to God."

"On July 6*'' 1894, there died at Paris suddenly and

prematurely, a scientist who was the pride of the De-

partment of Mines and one of the glories of French

science. What Fresnel was in the history of Physical

Optics, Maxwell in that of Magnetism and Electricity,

Edward Suess in that of Geology, this man had in less

that twenty years come to be in Crystallography and

Mineralogy. He had renewed the face of these two

allied sciences, and added to their domain vast pro-

vinces hitherto unknown or but dimly guessed at. When
on the morrow of his death the French Mineralogical

Society had engraved in letters of gold on its ceiling

' V a 1 s o n , La vie et les travaux du baron Cauchy , Paris

1868, 205.

* Sitzungsberichte der k. bayr. Akademie der Wissenschaften,

Miinchen i860, 61.
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the name of Ernest Mallard, in company with the

ever-famous names of Haiiy, of Rome-de-l'Isle and of

Bravais, no one thought the honour too great for him,

nor could anybody think of a savant worthier to be

associated with the three illustrious founders of Crystallo-

graphy." 1

Other French Reviews spoke in the same strain, and

to their praise was added that of the leaders of science

in every other country of Europe 2. Lord Kelvin had

described Mallard as "one of the ablest minds of the

century" ; Fletcher declared at the Oxford meeting of

the British Association after his death that Mineralogy

had to lament "its greatest Philosopher" 3. In Germany

he was characterised as "one of the finest mineralogists

of France whose works have done more than anything

else to raise Crystallography to its present undisputed

position among the exact sciences"*.

Much of Mallard's work was devoted to an attempt

to determine the constitution of the molecule of the

crystal, and it is unique for the penetration with which

he deduces the inner structure of crystalline bodies from

their external properties.

Mallard wrote on Geology as well as on Mineralogy,

and also did good service to miners by his investi-

' P. T e r m i e r in Bulletin de la Soci^t^ geologique de France,

^me s^rie, XXIII, Paris 1895, *79-

' De Lapparentin Annales des mines, 9"* serie, Memoires VII,

Paris 1895, 267—303. Wyrouboff in Bulletin de la Societe frang.

de min^ralogie, Paris 1894, 248 f.

* Cf. Lapparent ante 297. Lord Kelvin himself at Lapparent's

request confirmed the genuineness of the utterance.

* Wildermann's Jahrbuch der Naturwissenschaften , Freiburg

1895, 438.
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gations concerning safety-lamps and the use of blasting

materials in mines.

In 1872 Mallard delivered a discourse at Rive-de-Gier

on the "History of the Earth". The manuscript of the

lecture, published after his death, contains the follow-

ing passage:

"Man should not be too exalted; he should continually

remind himself that he is a little flickering light of ephemeral

duration, which the least breath may extinguish. Still less

should he hold too low an opinion of himself He is truly

a creature made in the image of God, and, on this account,

he is permitted by means of his reason to enter into the

plans and thought of the Creator of all things. This ought

to be his highest ambition here below, and it is this ambi-

tion that science helps him to realize. . . .

"In my eyes, our true greatness, our real superiority con-

sists not in the fact that we possess better heating apparatus,

better clothes and better vehicles than our forefathers, but

in the fact that we know more than they did. We are not

in this world merely to enjoy ourselves, and to find here

the final purpose for which we were created. That would

be a sad goal if it were the end of man. No, we are here,

religion tells us, to love and serve God ; we are here, science

tells us, to try to understand and to admire the Will and
the Ideas of God; properly understood these two answers

are but one." '

' II ne faut pas que rhomme s' exalte trop; il faut qu'il se rap-

pelle sans cesse qu'il est une petite lumiere vacillante, d'une ^ph6-

mere duree, que le moindre souffle eteint. Mais il faut encore bien

moins qu'il arrive a se trop mepriser. II est vraiment une creature

faite a I'image de Dieu, et, a ce litre, il lui est permis d'entrer par

sa raison dans les desseins et la pensee du Createur de toutes

choses. Ce doit etre ici-bas sa plus haute ambition, et c'est cette

ambition que la science lui permet de realiser. . . . Nous ne sommes

point ici-bas pour jouir et pour consommer. Triste fin que celle-la,

si c'etait la fin de I'homme. Non, nous sommes ici-bas, nous dit la
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Other scientists, who distinguished themselves in Mine-

ralogy, will be mentioned in another chapter.

VIII. GEOLOGY.

When the discussion turns on the relations between

Geology and Christianity we must first of all consider

the Mosaic account of the Creation, and its relation to

modern researches concerning the history of the earth.

If we wished to enter on the question we could name

a series of honoured geologists of the 19*'' century who
sought to show the agreement between science and the

Holy Writ in this connection. For example, De Luc

(t 1817), G. Cuvier (f 181 3), Mac Culloch (f 1835),

Von Fuchs (f 1856), Buckland (f 1856), Hugh Miller

(t 1856), De Serres (f 1862), Hitchcock (f 1864),

F. Pfaff (t 1886), Dana (f 1895), Dawson (f 1899),

,W. Waagen (f 1900).

We here disclaim any intention of seeking to strengthen

the agreement between the Bible and Nature by the

testimony of naturalists. It is not necessary to lay any

weight on the proof of the agreement under conside-

ration.

A thousand years before the dawn of geological re-

search, St. Augustine put forward the view that the whole

world was made at one time and in the same instant,

and that the six days of the Mosaic account of Creation

were only a narration of the different classes and orders

religion, pour aimer et servir Dieu ; nous sommes ici-bas, nous dit la

science, pour tacher de comprendre et pour admirer la volont^ et la

pensee divines: a bien les prendre, ces r^ponses n'en font qu'une.

Quoted from T e r m i e r ante 1 90.
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of creatures so that each and every thing created might

be pointed out with greater clearness as the work of

the Almighty power ^ This interpretation has never

been condemned by the Church. Hence if Geology could

prove that the literal interpretation of the Biblical account

of creation is untenable, it would only be proved thereby

that the correct explanation of that part of Holy Writ

in terms of natural history was to be sought for on the

lines pointed out by St. Augustine. Of course there

can be no contradiction between the trustworthy results

of science, and the properly interpreted word of God.

But what are the trustworthy results of Geology, and

what is the correct interpretation of the revealed word

of God looked at from the point of view of natural

history? Holy Writ usually speaks of natural processes

in popular terms, derived from the external appearance

of things, which make no attempt to explain their

essence. From the trustworthy results of science we

must find out how the realities which underlie these

terms are to be understood. Accordingly, there can be

no question of any contradiction between Biblical ex-

pressions and scientific knowledge. On the other hand

it is extremely difficult, when treating of Geology, to

separate trustworthy results from hypotheses more or

less probable. What is the accepted view to-day may
in twenty years time be recognised as an error. Therefore

caution is necessary in investigating the agreement be-

tween the Bible and Nature. Scholars have often read

their favourite geological opinions into Holy Writ, and

' Deum ab exordio saeculi primum omnia creavisse
,
quaedam

conditis iam ipsis naturis, quaedam praeconditis causis (Aug., De

Genesi ad litt. 7, 28). — Concerning the history of the work of the

six days v. F. de Hummelauer, In Genesim, Parisiis 1895, 49 ff-
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then defended them as revealed dogmas. Some have

tried to bring the text of Holy Writ into harmony with

what were apparently results of science, but which in

reality were not scientific results ^.

So, when we draw attention below to investigators

who believed in the Bible, or bring forward statements

made by them concerning the Mosaic account of Crea-

tion, it is not because of those statements themselves,

nor is it in order to recommend in detail the methods

by which these scholars sought to reconcile science and

Holy Writ. Such statements, or the mere fact that a

famous geologist accepted the Biblical account, are valu-

able to us merely in so far as they are proof that the

scholars referred to found nothing in the trustworthy

results of their science which stood in clear contradiction

with Holy Writ, or with the other essential foundations

of Christianity. In this way we shall of course bring

forward as proof the belief in the Bible entertained

by famous geologists. As an instance we shall take

the first of the scientists mentioned above, as he was

the first of the investigators whose activity falls at

least partly into the IQ*** century. Jean Andre De
Luc, born at Geneva in 1727, died at Windsor in

1817, a highly respected geologist in his day, was a

zealous defender of Christianity. "Is it not touching",

writes Abbe Emery to Cardinal Fesch^ in 1803, "to find

in a Protestant such zeal for the defence of Revelation.

He said to Barruel that he would be grieved if there

were a single quarter of an hour in his life which was

' jCf. J. Knabenbauer in Stimmen aus Maria - Laach XLVI

(1894) 140—143.
2 Vie de M. Emery II, Paris 1862, 31.
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not utilised in defence of the Christian Revelation." It

is perhaps still more surprising that De Luc saw in the

Catholic Church the only bulwark against unbelief. "I

am convinced", said De Luc^, "that Revelation can be

guarded only by the Catholic Church, that all Protestant

churches lead to Deism. Should I meet anyone who
was unhappy I would advise him to enter the Catholic

Church."

To-day De Luc's writings are out of date, but his

scientific works certainly show a marked superiority

to those of the Encyclopaedists. For this we have the

testimony of a witness of whose competence there can

be no question.

G. Cuvier ranks him several times with the first geo-

logists of his day 2 ; in one passage with Pallas, Saussure,

and the school of Werner, in another with the same

and with Dolomieu, and Ramond.

In other places, too, he speaks of his works with

marked respect ^. In K. C. Von Leonhard's eyes De Luc

was "one of the acutest minds amongst the geologists

of his time — whose services to our science stand in

need of no exposition"*.

George Cuvier (f 1832), the great zoologist and

geologist, was, as is well-known, a believing Christian and

often expressed himself to that effect.

^ Vie de M. Emery II 32. Cf. Elie Meric, Hist, de M. Emery

II, Paris 1885, 217 219.

' Rapport hist, sur les progres des sciences naturelles et physi-

ques depuis 1789 et sur leur etat actuel, pr6sente au gouvernement

le 6 fevr. 1808, Paris 1827, 161 166.

'lb. 168 169 171 173.

* Aus unserer Zeit in meinem Leben I, Stuttgart 1854,, 138.

Leonhard censures (ante) De Luc's excessive predilection for certain

daring opinions.
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"Our sacred books", he says in one place in recom-

mending the study of natural history, "bring before our

eyes at the very outset the Creator bidding his creatures

pass under the gaze of the first man and commanding

him to give them names." Cuvier discerns in this a

deep allegorical meaning. "It teaches us clearly that

one of our first duties is to cultivate a sense of the good-

ness and wisdom of the Author of Nature by a conti-

nuous study of the works of His power." i Pasquier,

who was chosen to deliver the eulogy on him in the

Chamber of Peers on 17*'' December 1833, says of

Cuvier's famous Treatise on Fossils: "These researches

rest on a deeply moral and religious foundation. Cuvier,

like all masters of thought, believed in a first cause,

which directs the destinies of all creatures, and which

has foreseen and ordered all. From this point of view

there could be no doubt that the existence of organised

beings proceeds from a supreme intelligence which has

fitted them all with organs suited for the purpose for

which they were created. This necessary interdepen-

dence put into his hands the means of determining with

certainty the remaining undiscovered parts of an or-

ganism from parts already known. '2

Cuvier was a Protestant, but in the Education De-

partment and in the Council of State of which he was a

^ Nos livres saints, a leur d6but, nous repr^sentent le Cr6ateur

faisant passer ses ouvrages sous les yeux du premier homme , et lui

ordonnant de leur imposer des noms : heureuse allegoric qui nous en-

seigne assez clairement que I'un de nos premiers devoirs est de nous

p^netrer de la bont^ et de la sagesse de I'auteur de la nature, par

une 6tude suivie des oeuvres de sa puissance (Cuvier, Rapport sur

I'etat de I'hist. nat. : ^loges III 450).

® Reprinted in the Ami de la religion 74, Paris 1833, 622.
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member, "he never showed himself hostile to the Catholic

religion or to the Catholic clergy. On the contrary he was

more favourable to them than many of his fellow mem-
bers who were supposed to be Catholics. We have

several times heard this testimony given by a prelate

and ecclesiastic who had experience of him in numerous

connections and who praised his judgment, his justice

and his moderation" ^.

Cuvier was unable to discover any contradiction

between geological facts and the Biblical account of

Creation.

At a later date Marcel De Serres (f 1862) dealt

in many works with the agreement of the Biblical cos-

mogony with the facts of Geology 2. He was a first

rate expert in his special branch. The "extraordinarily

active and productive" De Serres, says Von Zittel^, has

done a giant's work in many departments of Geology.

In France, especially, he, with his two assistants Dubreuil

and Jeanjean, "was one of the great pioneers of cave

research".

For the theory of the formation of mountains modern

science is deeply indebted to the "epoch-making works

of a French geologist", Leonce Elie De Beaumont

(f 1874)'*. Born in 1798 of an old and noble family

' Ami de la religion 72 (1832), 160.

* La cosmographie de Moise compar^e aux faits g^ologiques I,

Paris 1838; II, Paris 1841, deutsch von Steck, Tubingen 1841 ;

Les connaissances consignees dans la Bible mises en rapport avec

les d^couvertes modern es, Paris 1844.

' Geschichte der Geologic und Palaontologie bis Ende des 19. Jahr-

hunderts, Mtinchen und Leipzig 1899, 311.

* Cf. for him Jos. Bertrand, £loges acad^miques, Paris 1 890,

77—103.
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of Normandy, Elie De Beaumont, after a highly distin-

guished course of study at the Paris Polytechnic School,

devoted himself to Mining Engineering, and by inde-

fatigable observations and surveys in the Cantal and

Mont d'Or Mountains, in the Alps, on Etna, in the

Vosges , in the Ardennes , in Dauphine , on Mont-

blanc, and by the exhaustive work in which he recorded

his observations, rose to be the leader of his science in

France. His masterpiece is a geological map of France

which was begun by him in conjunction with Dufrenoy

in 1825, and which occupied eighteen years in completion,

"This great work exercised a powerful influence on the

entire development of French Geology, and gave both

authors a well-earned place amongst the leading scientists

of France." De Beaumont filled positions of the first

importance. He became Professor in the Ecole des

Mines and in the College de France, and was Chief

Inspector of Mines from 1835. "In this capacity, and

further as Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour, as

Senator of the Empire, Permanent Secretary of the In-

stitut de France, and from 1861 Vice-President of the

Council General of Mines, Elie De Beaumont exercised

a. wide and weighty influence which was employed with

great unselfishness and impartiality in the interests of his

colleagues. After the conclusion of his general survey,

De Beaumont conducted many special surveys in France.

He died on September 21" 1874. He gained for himself

an imperishable name by his brilliant and indeed epoch-

making works on the age and origin of mountain systems."

After this glowing eulogy of the great scientist by the

German geologist Von Zittel 1, it is hardly necessary to

Gesch. der Geologic 451 ff.
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set down the opinions of his own compatriots. Still

a few extracts from the funeral oration pronounced over

him may be quoted. Laboulaye declared

:

"For more than twenty years there has not been in all Europe
a geologist or mineralogist but betook himself to filie De
Beaumont to learn his science from him. He was the head

of a school. His ideas, his methods, were carried over the

whole world by his pupils, and they bore with them also

the renown of his great name." *

Even more enthusiastic was the praise which J. B. Dumas
lavished on his dead friend. We may quote it here

because the orator dwelt among other things on the

religious beliefs of De Beaumont:

"The great scientist whom we have accompanied to his

last resting-place, one of the most learned men of the cen-

tury, belonged not only to our association (The Academy
of Science), not only to France. His glorious name was in

every civilised country and in every nation, the personifica-

tion of Geology itself, taking the word in its most scientific

and its highest meaning."^

Then follows a short characteristic passage from the first

notable work of the deceased (published in 1829), which

closes with the words of the iis"" Psalm "The earth trembled

before the countenance of the Lord, the sea saw it and

fled, the mountains leapt like the rams and the hills like

the lambs."

"£lie De Beaumont's method of work, and the turn of

his genius stand completely revealed in these three circum-

stances. The materials on which his theory is founded were

collected with endless patience, and tested with rigorous ac-

curacy. His piercing imagination drew from them sublime

conclusions. His piety interwove them without effort into

one texture with the sacred writings. An indefatigable ob-

server, persevering and precise; a poet after his fashion, a

' Comptes rendus LXXIX, Paris 1874, 722. * lb. 710.
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poet inspired with all the passion of lofty ideas ; a Christian

always, and a convinced Christian ; such does filie de Beau-

mont show himself in this admirable work of his youth

;

such he remained all his life." ^

The great scientist was snatched away by a sudden but

not unexpected death, "filie De Beaumont understood all

his duties and neglected none of them : he was ever ready,

and if the angel of death touched him with his wing without

warning he did not surprise him. He was one of those

men whose debts are always paid. His pure and immortal

spirit, was able without anguish or dismay to take its leave

of the world, the splendours and harmonies of which he had

wrought so nobly to reveal. It was able to ascend in peace

to those regions of light, the fixed object of the aspirations

of our venerated comrade, and to appear with confidence

before that sovereign judge in whom he had always placed

his hopes and his faith." ^

' La maniere de travailler de M. Elie de Beaumont et le tour de

son g^nie se r^velent tout entiers dans ces trois circonstances. Las

materiaux sur lesquels va se fonder sa doctrine, sont recueillis avec

patience et controles avec une rigoureuse exactitude. Sa vive imagi-

nation en tire des consequences sublimes. Sa piete les rattache, sans

effort, aux texles sacres. Observateur infatigable, pers^verant et sfir;

poete a sa maniere, et poete passionne pour toutes les idees elevees

;

Chretien toujours , et chretien convaincu : tel se montrait M. Elie

de Beaumont dans cette ceuvre admirable de sa jeunesse ; tel il est

rest6 toute sa vie (Comptes rendus LXXIX, Paris 1874, 712).

* Mais M. Elie de Beaumont comprenait tous ses devoirs; il n'en

negligeait aucun : il ^tait toujours pret, et si I'ange de la mort I'a

touche de son aile sans I'avertir, il ne I'a point surpris. 11 etait de

ceux dont les dettes sont toujours payees. Son ame immortelle et

pure a du quitter sans trouble et sans effroi cette terre, dont il a

tant contribu^ a reveler les splendeurs ou a faire admirer les har-

monies. Elie pouvait remonter calme vers les regions sereines, objet

constant des aspirations de notre venere confrere, et se presenter

confiante devant le souverain Juge en qui il avail toujours plac6

ses esperances et sa foi (ib. 714). Also Jos. Bertrand (Eloges

academiques 102) says: Pieusement fidele aux enseignements de son
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Another speaker praised in particular De Beaumont's

benevolence to the poor: —
"What a chorus of praise and gratitude would arise here,

if I could assemble around this grave all whom your bene-

volent hand succoured in their distress. You yourself were

the first to forget the innumerable instances of generosity

of which we have heard only from those whom you helped.

I will respect, even at this final moment, your noble reti-

cence. It is not we on this earth who can give you the

reward of such deeds. They have already found their worthy

and true reward in a better world, in the bosom of Him
Who gave you your inspiration, to the teachings of Whom
you ever lent a submissive ear." '

The speaker of these words was himself a famous

scholar, and had behind him an active life, rich in scientific

achievements, Ch. Sainte-Claire Deville(f 1 876) 2.

He chose as the object of his studies the Southern

Antilles, more especially Guadeloupe, a district the geo-

logy of which had scarcely been investigated at all.

enfance , la foi eclair6e d'Elie de Beaumont les conciliait avec la

hardiesse de ses Etudes. Les pratiques commandees etaient accomplies

avec I'assiduite tranquille qu'il apportait a tous ses devoirs. . . .

* Mais quel serait le concours d'eloges et de reconnaissance qu'on

entendrait ici , si je pouvais rassembler autour de cette lombe tous

ceux que votre main bienveillante a secourus dans la detresse. Vous

oubliiez vous-meme le premier ces traits innombrables de generosile,

dont la connaissance ne nous est parvenue que par ceux que vous

aviez obliges. Je veux respecter, encore i. ces demiers moments,

votre noble susceptibilite. Ce n'est pas nous , d'ailleurs , sur cette

terre, qui pouvions vous donner le prix de telles oeuvres. EUes ont

deja trouv^ dans un monde meilleur leur digne et veritable recom-

pense dans le sein de celui qui vous les a inspir^es, et dont vous

6coutiez ainsi vous-m6me les enseignements (ib. 719).

* Vom Rath in Verhandlungen des naturhislorischen Vereins fiir

Rheinland-Westfalen XXXIII, Bonn 1876, Sitzungsberichte 235.
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He published in 1841 a map of the last named island,

and, seizing a favourable opportunity, made in 1842 an

excursion to Teneriffe, the geological investigation of

which was materially furthered by him in spite of the

shortness of his stay. On February iS"* 1843 he wit-

nessed from a neighbouring island the earthquake which

devastated Guadeloupe. "From the elevated point on

which r stood I could observe the huge clouds of dust,

which, spreading over the island, announced that a

terrible disaster had fallen upon it." The towns were

laid in ruins, 2000 persons being engulfed in the cata-

strophe. Deville's scientific collections and papers were

destroyed. At the instance of the French government

he published, after five months' study, a monograph on

the disaster. After his return to France, which was

necessitated by the uncongenial climate, he set to work

to record the results of his investigations in a great

work. However he did not get much further than the

first volume, for he soon became convinced that he could

not restore from memory the lost notes of his diary.

He published many works on the mineral springs of

France and other scientific subjects; he was drawn to

Naples by the eruption of Vesuvius in 1855, and began

there his epoch-making work on the Funnels of Vol-

canoes, by which earlier views were materially modified

and the laws of volcanic outbreaks definitely formulated.

He pursued his investigations on volcanoes in the Lipari

Islands and in Sicily. The last decade of his life was

devoted more particularly to meteorological research.

He founded numerous weather-stations in Algiers and

elsewhere.

An expression of Deville's religious feeling has already

been given in the words quoted from his discourse on
Kneller, Christianity. I J
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Elie de Beaumont. Another testimony to it had already

appeared elsewhere '.

On the
S***

October 1883 there died at Frohsdorf

near Vienna, far from his native France from which he

had voluntarily exiled himself, one of the most distin-

guished palaeontologists of the nineteenth century,

Joachim Barrande^, All over the learned world

the death of this man was felt to be a heavy loss to

science.

"In every land in which Palaeontology has a place", writes

Ferdinand Roemer ', "the announcement of this death will

be received with sympathy and sorrow. For who is there

to whom his name is unknown ? Who is there but has con-

templated with a mixture of admiration and astonishment

the long row of mighty quartos that bear his name, mar-

velling, even though he be ignorant of their contents, that

such a mass of work could proceed from a single pen ? But

what student of palaeontological remains is there that has

not occasion, almost every day of his life, to consult Bar-

rande's works, and to thank him for the almost inexhau-

stible ocean of information which he has brought together

in them?"

The investigator who is praised in this wise was born

on his father's estate near Sangues, in the department

of Haute-Loire. A strong Legitimist, he left France

in 1830 with the banished royal family, and settled in

Bohemia as tutor to Count Chambord. From 1833 he

devoted himself to the investigation of the geological and

palaeontological conditions of that country. Supported

* P. 217. Cf. Revue des quest, scient. L, Louvain 1901, 100.

' F. Roemer in Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologic und

Palaontologie, Stuttgart 1884. I. C. de la Vall6e-Poussin in

Revue des quest, scient. XVI, Bruxelles-Paris 1884, 5— 71.

' Ante 1.
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by the kingly generosity of his former pupil he achieved

wonderful results.

"By the epoch-making work of Joachim Barrande", says

Von Zittel ', "Bohemia became a classic ground of the

oldest fossil-bearing formations." A preliminary sketch of

the Bohemian silurian basin, issued in 1846, was followed in

1852 by the first volume of his great work on the siliu-ian

system in Bohemia. There is practically nothing that can

bear comparison with it in the whole literature of Palae-

ontology. In 22 mighty quarto volumes, with 11 60 wonder-

fully executed tables, Barrande from 1852 to his death in

1883 described the trilobites and other crustaceans, molluscs

and brachiopoda, to be found in the Bohemian silurian basin."

Barrande investigated in the first place the geological

formation of the Bohemian silurian district. He re-

cognised it as a tolerably regularly formed basin of

elliptical shape, consisting of several successive layers

and veins. The earliest layers appeared on the outer

circumference, the latest in the middle.

"He next sought to investigate with the greatest zeal the

organic contents of the different veins, and their subdivisions.

He collected fossils as no one ever did either before or

after him. He kept in his pay all the year round an army
of collectors and labourers; he worked numerous quarries

for no other purpose. He thus brought together a collection

of fossils the like of which has not been gathered from

any other area of palaeozoic strata. It contains some
5000 species, and numerous examples of almost every one
of these." *

After years of preparation he began the publication of

his work. "Its appearance", says Roemer, "was received

by his colleagues with amazed admiration. It was difficult

to know what to admire most, the fulness of the new ma-

' Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 598.

* Roemer ante 3.

17*
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terials, the keen observation, the careful description, the

comprehensive knowledge of all relevant literature or, finally,

the unsurpassed fidelity to nature and the clearness of the

drawings. The volume not merely gives a description of

the Bohemian trilobites, but brings forward for comparison

everything that was previously known from other countries

concerning these remarkable animals. The description thus

assumes the proportion of a great monograph on trilo-

bites."

When Barrande began his work in Geology there

were 13 species of trilobites known; at his death he

bequeathed to the Bohemian museum 5000 species,

3060 of which he had himself examined and described.

In order to attain such results he had to exercise an

indomitable patience and pertinacity, for the trilobites

break up very easily after the death of the animal.

You may find thousands of fragments before you meet

a specimen in which the parts preserve their original

arrangement. To attain certainty in respect of one

particular kind of trilobite (Dalmanites socialis) took a

ten years' search although traces of it were to be found

at every step. Occasionally in his excavations he would

encounter for years only the same types at the place

of his search and then there suddenly would come to

light a quite new and important fossil.

Barrande was a fervent and practical Catholic. His

religious temper of mind finds frequent expression in

his great work. We take as an instance a passage in

which he is writing of instinct and intelligence as they

present themselves in the animal kingdom. In the con-

trivances which enable the nautilus to swim, he con-

tends, we discern clear tokens of a shaping intelligence,

an intelligence which does not reside in the tiny creature

itself.
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"We are forced then to the conclusion that the marvellous

structure and organs of the cephalopoda are the work of

a Mind superior not only to them but to man. This great

Mind, author not only of these but of all the other wonders

of life, can be no other than the Creator and Sovereign

Lord of all things. . . . Man, created in the image of God,

possesses moral freedom and an intellect to which we find

no parallel among the lower animals. He can show works

of his mind and hand which almost justify his assumption

of the proud title. King of Nature. But in all his creations

in science or art he is confined within the limits of his

finite nature. The devices in which he seeks to embody
his thought, bear tokens of their limited and imperfect author,

fail to attain their purpose at one effort, and often demand —
as in the case of the steam-engine — a long course of modi-

fication and development before reaching even a moderate

degree of effectiveness.

"By contrast the lower animals may be compared to

slaves, set by the Creator to do a day's work, which is in

all its details mapped out and prescribed. They possess

only a sufficient endowment of intelligence to enable them
to perform the tasks assigned them. But, as it were by way
of compensation, their faculties go out directly to the ends

prescribed them without any preliminary feeling and fumbling.

Such an order of things, so simple and at the same time

infallible, can proceed only from an infinite Intelligence.

We have already observed that in many instances the human
mind cannot reach so far even as to understand it, although

perceiving its results so clearly." '

In the dedication of a later volume Barrande observes

that "from the point of view of our religious belief"

Astronomy, the sublimest of the natural sciences, con-

' De tels precedes, a la fois simples et infaillibles , ne peuvent

d^river que d'une intelligence infinie. Nous venons de constaler

que, dans certains cas, I'homme n'est pas en 6tat de les comprendre,

meme en voyant leurs effets (Barrande, Systeme Silurien 11,

texte 5« partie, chap. 19 E, Prague-Paris 1877, 1495).
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fesses sisterhood with Palseontology. "Both reveal to

us, each in its manner and measure, the power and

glory of the Creator." i

The dedication in question bears the date Dec. S**"

1 88 1, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception. A friend

of Barrande's, observing this, concluded that it had been

his wish to complete his great work under the pro-

tection of the Mother of God. He asked Barrande if

this was the case, and was told that his inference was

perfectly just 2,

Almost all of Barrande's works bear the dates of

great Catholic feasts. Thus the various sectional parts

of Vol. II are dated: September iS**" 1852 (Octave of

' La Paleontologie de r^cente origine est humblement placee

vers le bas de I'echelle des connaissances humaines, dont le sommet

est couronne par I'antique et noble Astronomic. Mais, au point de

vue de nos croyances, ces deux sciences sont rapprochees et li6es par

une intime connexion. Tandis que 1'Astronomic nous expose les

splendeurs de la Creation, dans I'immensite des Cieux, la Paleonto-

logie nous revele modestement d'autres merveilles, non moins ad-

mirables, dans I'apparition et la succession progressive des formes

de la vie, sur notre globe terrestre. L'une et I'autre de ces sciences

nous raconte done a sa maniere, suivant ses attributions, la puissance

et la gloire du Createur (ib. VI, i* partie [1881], Dedication).

* Comme j'entretenais alors une correspondance avec le venerable

savant, je lui ecrivis que cetle date du 8 d^cembre par lui choisie

me faisait entendre son intention de placer I'achevement de ses tra-

vaux sous I'egide de I'lmmaculee Conception. Quelques jours plus

tard il me r^pondait sur ce point par ces mots qui sont une pro-

fession de foi : "Monsieur, vous m'avez bien compris" (de la Vallee-

Poussin in Revue des quest, scient. XVI, Bruxelles-Paris 1884, 9). —
Charles de la Vall^e-Poussin (f 1903) was for almost forty years

Professor of Mineralogy and Geology in the University of Lyons.

He also composed valuable treatises on geological subjects. Cf. L. Henry,

who was likewise a zealous Catholic, in the Revue generale XXXIX,
Bruxelles 1903, 681— 700.
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the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin); "Easter Day, April i**

1877." Vol. Ill is dated May 30*'' 1867 (Ascension Day),

Vol. V July i" 1879. This last is the Octave of John

the Baptist and, at Paris, a Feast of the Blessed Virgin

which had a special significance for the exiled savant:

Notre Dame de Bonne Delivrance. Other sections ex-

hibit September 28"* 1877: Feast of Venceslas, patron-

saint of Bohemia, March 25"" 1871 (Feast of the Annun-

ciation); December S*"* 1881 (Feast of the Immaculate

Conception).

"We mourn in Joachim Barrande", says H. B. Geinitz,

"a man, venerable for his noble struggle to attain truth

and justice, for the self-sacrifice with which he laboured

for the advancement of science; a master of all huma-

nistic and realistic culture, a loyal colleague, and a

generous friend" ^ — and let us add, in the interest of

historical fact, a fervent Catholic.

' Sitzungsberichte und Abhandlungen der naturwissenschafilichen

Gesellschaft Isis in Dresden, Jahrgang 1883, II, Dresden 1883, 67. —
In his memorial speech on Barrande, Geinitz (ib. 65) lays par-

ticular stress on his teaching as to evolution : "Im allgemeinen stehen

die aus Barrrandes gewissenhaften Unlersuchungen samtlicher siluri-

schen Faunen gewonnenen Resultate im Gegensatz zu der Evo-

lutionstheorie, und folgende Siitze konnen als augenscheinlich

nachgewiesen betrachtet werden : l. Die generischen Typen und spe-

zifischen Formen der silurischen Faunen sind in den Hauptgegenden

in groCer Anzahl erschienen, ohne daG man ihren Ursprung auf eine

praexistierende Form zuriickzufilhren vermochte, weil eine solche dort

nirgends bekannt ist. 2. Beim Erscheinen derselben nach voUstan-

digen Unterbrechungen sind fast alle auftretenden Arten neu, und

man kann nirgends in den neuen Faunen eine Lticke erkennen, welche

sich der Abwesenheit derjenigen Arten zuschreiben lieCe, die einem

ortlichen Abstammungszusammenhange entsprachen. 3. Im Gegen-

teil hat sich ein Maximum der Formen in gewissen Gegenden un-

mittelbar nach einer vollstandigen Unterbrechung gezeigt. 4. In andern
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A name of high eminence among more recent geo-

logists is that of Gabriel Auguste Daubree (f 1896) 1.

"Not often", says Lapparent, "has a life consecrated

exclusively to science been so rich in honour and re-

cognition. No mark of public respect was lacking to

it. In complete possession of his faculties, full of years

and of honours, he quitted the world with the calm re-

signation of a true Christian. "He was President of

the Academy of Sciences, Director of the Higher School

for Mining, Professor in the Jardin des Plantes, and

Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour. At the outset

of his career he was commissioned to visit England,

Sweden, and Norway. A study of the metalliferous

strata of Scandinavia, which he published at this time,

won warm praise from Berzelius, the first of all authori-

ties on that subject. During his Professorate at Strass-

burg he produced a very exhaustive study of the geo-

logy of Lower Alsasce, and in 1841 a masterly study

of tin-bearing formations. He had remarked that in

the neighbourhood of tin-deposits fluoric minerals are

always to be found, from which he inferred that fluor-

spar plays a part in the formation of tinstone veins. He
proceeded with his investigations from this point of view,

and succeeded in producing artificially various mineral

substances. He showed by examples that in order

to the formation of minerals it is not necessary to

postulate forces and circumstances no longer to be met

Gegenden ist ein relatives Maximum auf ein absolutes Minimum ge-

folgt. 5. In andern Fallen endlich folgt auf ein sehr entwickeltes

Maximum ein Minimum ohne eine Spur von Filiation."

'A. de Lapparent in Bulletin de la Societe geologique de

France 3® serie, XXV, Paris 1897, 245—284; also in the Revue des

quest, scient. XL, Louvain 1896, 89— 102.
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with in nature. During a visit to the Baths of Plom-

bieres, a place in which Roman remains are to be found,

he discovered in cracks in the walls crystalline minerals

which for the most part exhibited all the properties of

zeolites. The gradual operation of the luke-warm and

slightly mineral water had in process of time produced

this formation. Daubree also won great distinction by

his studies of meteorites.

"His career was in every respect a fortunate one",

alike through his achievements in science, his indepen-

dence of life, and his domestic happiness. "He himself

gave expression to fervent gratitude for his lot in a

fragment which was discovered among his papers, and

which exhibits great elevation and at the same time a

profoundly Christian turn of thought." ^

The name of a still living French geologist, who has

of late years attained a wide reputation in Germany,

calls for a passing mention. Albert De Lap parent.

President of the last Assembly of Catholic Scientists

at Munich, and Professor of the Catholic Institute at

Paris, stands among the leaders of his science. His

Traite de Geologic, published in 1883, not merely super-

seded all other French manuals, but gained a European

reputation and circulation. It would be discourteous

to pry into his intimate life, but the part he has taken

L

* La carriere de Daubree a ete favorisee de toutes fagons. . . .

I-ui-meme s'est plu a le reconnaitre dans des pages d'une grande

elevation
,
que ses enfants ont retrouv^es paruii ses papiers , et oil

le Chretien confiant se revele d'une maniere explicite (Revue des

quest, scient. XL 99— 100). Cf. Bulletin de la Societe geologique

de France 3* s6rie, XXV 258 : Sa fin a ^t6 douce . . ., ses facult^s

6taient demeurees intactes , et le sentiment chr^tien , tres nettement

exprime, lui adoucissait le grand passage.
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in the foundation of Conferences of St. Vincent de Paul

is a matter of public knowledge ^

If we turn from France to take a glance at her neigh-

bours we find that the first, or at all events one of the

first geologists of Italy, Antonio Stoppani, was a

priest 2.

In Belgium the great pioneer of Geology is on all

hands admitted to have been Jean Baptistejulien
D'Omalius D'Halloy3(f 1875), a highly interesting

figure. "If we glance back to the beginning of the

career of the man who is honoured to-day", says Du-

pont*, "we come upon one of the finest passages in the

history of science. It was the period when the lines

of positive Geology were being laid, and the part filled

by D'Omalius in the work of initiation was a very re-

markable one. To him belongs the honour of having

co-ordinated all the geological elements of Western

Europe in a unified scheme. He was engaged on the

work from 1804 to 18 14. His first publication, a de-

scription of the district between the Rhine and Pas de

Calais, laid the foundations of our national Geology.

^ He composed the Rapport sur rhistoire de la Conference de

Saint-Medard 1868, C h. Clair, Pierre Olivaint, pretre de la Comp.

de Jesus, Paris-Bruxelles 1878, 81. — Cf. Natur und Offenbarung XLV,

Miinster 1899, 34 ^^

^Sansoni inR. Istituto Lombard© di scienze e lettere. Rendi-

conti Ser. II, vol. XXVI, Milano 1893, 98 — 127. A. M. Cornelio,

Vita di A. Stoppani, Torino 1898.

* E. Dupont in the Annuaire of the Belgian Academy XLII,

Bruxelles 1876, l8l ff. Bulletin de la Society geologique de France

3« serie, VI, Paris 1877— 1878, 453—467. — The family originally

came from the village of Omal (Hesbaye) ; Halloy is a village in

which one branch of the family resided.

* Ante 181.
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He next turned his attention to that classic ground of

his science, the Paris Basin, and put the crown on his

work by the issue, at the age of thirty-one, of a geo-

logical chart of the French Empire."

Von Zittel 1 adds his word of corroboration to this

estimate

:

"The Belgian scientist supplemented in a striking fashion

the work of Cuvier and of Brongniart. The outcome of his

incessant scientific 'tramps' in all directions between 1804

and 1 81 4 was a geological chart of France and of the neigh-

bouring districts of Belgium, Germany, and Switzerland. It

was an invaluable basis for the more detailed special surveys

of Dufrenoy and De Beaumont. . .
."

D'Omalius was bom on February 6"" 1783. He was

of noble family, and, after the fashion of his day and

station, was sent to Paris in 1801 to finish his education,

his parents desiring that by intercourse with the best

society, study of French literature and frequentation of

the theatre he should acquire that polish and distinction

of manner on which the aristocratic classes set a per-

haps extravagant value. But the son's natural bent

carried him in a very different direction. He had read

Buffon, and was all aflame with enthusiasm for scientific

research. The first visit he paid was not to the theatre

but to the Jardin des Plantes where Fourcroy was

lecturing on Chemistry, and "Citizen" Lacepede on

Geology. "What a delight it is", he wrote home, "to

see and hear this master of the secrets of nature,

the friend and the continuator of Buffon 1 How lucidly

and beautifully he handles his subjects! If I can ma-

nage it, I will not miss a single lecture." 2 He kept

' Geschichte der Geologic und Palaontologie 152.

^ D u po n t ante i86.
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his vow, and neither tragedies nor comedies could allure

him away from science. His parents however were not

at all pleased. They were afraid that he would return to

them with his head full of unpractical learning, and they

wrote him continual letters of remonstrance and rebuke.

D'Omalius would reply that he was all good will to fol-

low their advice, but of what avail was good will ! As for

literature, it was so hard in Paris to find what one wanted

!

Let his father and mother pronounce on the business

themselves! He had most conscientiously attended a

lecture on literature although it clashed with Fourcroy's

course. But he "soon found that literature was not for

him". He then determined to make a trial of the courses

at St. Antoine. But there the Professor "talked the

whole time, if you please, about poetry!" How could

all the good will in the world sacrifice Fourcroy to

poetry? In short, despite all the remonstrances from

home he could not tear himself away from "Fourcroy

and Company" as his mother angrily termed them, either

during his first visit, or again during his second in 1803,

and his third in 1805. The young noble lived in Paris

in the simplest manner, made all his journeys and ex-

cursions on foot, and paid no more than six francs

a month for his room, and thirty-three for his pension.

He was caught in the wave of enthusiasm aroused by

Napoleon Bonaparte, and to the grave displeasure of his

father sent him letters addressed "To Citizen D'Omalius

at Halloy".

His journeys home were always slow and circuitous

;

he transformed them into a geological survey of Northern

France. His first publications on the subject attracted

considerable notice, and confirmed D'Omalius in his

project of extending his survey and researches over the
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whole of France. His family began to think more

kindly of Geology when D'Omalius was commissioned

to execute a geological map of France, and was on that

ground dispensed from service in the army. He con-

tinued his labours, and by 18 13 had travelled more

than 25000 kilometres in France and Italy, when, owing

to the disturbed state of affairs on the Continent, his

father insisted that these dangerous expeditions should

be abandoned. D'Omalius obeyed, and, as it were,

turned down the last page of this phase of his career.

In the next phase he would seem to have utterly for-

gotten science. The great map of France slumbered

in oblivion in the archives at Paris. Its author was at

the time Governor of Namur, and for all his learning

and predicted "unpracticality" made a most excellent

administrator. A law-book, published by him, gives ample

evidence that scientific research had not weakened his

hold on the everyday realities of life. After the Revo-

lution on 1830 he retired from public life. He return-

ed at once to science. He now devoted himself less

to independent research than to keeping up with the

progress of the science. He published a manual of

Geology, and gave much attention to problems at once

scientific and philosophical e. g. the theory of evolution,

and the conception of a "vital principle". His intellectual

activity never weakened or wavered. At 91 years of

age he was able to pronounce a discourse in the Belgian

Academy, and a fortnight later he set out on a scientific

excursion. It ended fatally. He was found lying un-

conscious in the open air, and never recovered from

the stroke.

"In religion", says Dupont, "D'Omalius was a prac-

tical Catholic. The dogmas and duties, taught by the
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prescribed organs of the Church, always found in him

a ready submission and obedience." 1

On the relation of science to religion, D'Omalius has

recorded his own convictions.

When the Belgian Academy celebrated on December 16"'

1866 the fiftieth anniversary of its foundation, D'Omalius, as

Director of the scientific department, was called upon to

deliver the speech of the day ^ He took as his subject the

relations existing between science and religious belief "I

propose to lay before you some considerations", the speech

begins, "which will show you how unjust is the charge so

commonly made that the articles of our Christian faith are

in contradiction with the established results of science." He
then enumerates the stock objections to the Christian ac-

count of Creation, the Fall, the unity of the human race,

immortality, and so on. His treatment of his subject is evi-

dently inspired by the desire to go as far as he can to

meet the scruples of science. "I admit", he proceeds, "that

for our finite intellects there are grave difficulties in both

these fundamental dogmas — the existence of an omnipotent,

immaterial God, and the act of Creation — but it is still

more difficult to conceive the existence of the universe and
its marvellous order without postulating the prior existence

of an omnipotent Being. And so science and reason can

produce no valid objection in regard to either of the pro-

' En matiere religJeuse , d'Omalius etait Catholique pratiquant.

Les dogmes et les devoirs , enseign^s par les organes legaux de la

religion , ^taient accept^s sans observations , et il montra pendant

toute sa vie la plus grande soumission a I'Eglise. D'une grande

tolerance, il s'abstenait de jamais prendre part aux discussions re-

ligieuses, laissant a chacun le soin de la responsabilite de rechercher

la veriie oil bon lui semble (Dupont in Annuaire of the Belgian

Academy XLII 278).

* Bulletins de I'Acad^mie Royale des sciences, des leltres et des

beaux-arts de Belgique, 35* ann^e, 2* s^rie, XXII, Bruxelles 1866,

555—563. Reprinted without the introduction in the Revue generale V,

Bruxelles 1867, 18—23.
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blems in question." ' He criticises sharply those champions

of rehgion who, although without training or learning in

science, presume to pronounce authoritatively on its con-

clusions. But on the other hand human pride and passion,

burning to cast off the yoke of religion, are continually ex-

aggerating the obscurities of religion and the mistakes of

some of its defenders.

D'Omalius marshals in his discourse all the arguments

familiar to the modern theologian. He concludes: "To sum
up, I have no hesitation in saying that in my judgment there

is no real opposition between our religious beliefs and the

conclusions of science." *

Andre Dumont is another name of rare distinction

in Belgian science. He was commissioned by the Govern-

ment to make a geological map ^ of his native country,

spent thirteen years (1836— 1849) ^t the task, and pro-

duced a masterpiece. His "remarkable researches" exer-

cised a "not inconsiderable influence on the whole deve-

lopment of tertiary stratigraphy". Born in 1809, Dumont
was snatched away by an early and sudden death in

1857, "He honoured religion", it was said of him,

"as much by his piety, as geology by his profound

insight and industry."* As he lay on his death-bed

* Ante 556: 11 est encore plus difficile de concevoir I'existence

de I'univers et de son arrangement admirable, sans qu'il ait preexiste

un Etre tout-puissant. Cf. p. 561 : Nous ne pouvons pas plus con-

cevoir le mouvement des aslres sans une cause premiere d' impulsion,

que nous ne concevons la naissance d'un Sire vivant sans I'inter-

vention d'un Etre preexistant.

* En resume, je n'hesite pas a dire qu'il n'exisle , a mes yeux,

aucune opposition reelie cnlre nos croyances religieuses et les de-

monstrations donn^es par I'^tat actual des sciences nalurelles (ib. 563).

* V. Zittel, Gesch. der Geologie und Palaoniologie 533 603 702.

* Andr6 Dumont , mort k la fleur de I'dge, laissant apres lui de

vastes travaux et des esp^rances plus vastes encore, a fait autant
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his mind was busy with the relations of his science to

Holy Writ. "On the day before his death, as he was

about to receive the last Sacraments, he said to the

Bishop of Liege: 'It is amazing how after all the

labours of Geology we are forced to recognise that

Moses, writing in an age so primitive and remote, was

able to give a perfectly accurate account of the whole

history of the earth, especially of the various orders

of beings and of the line of succession in which they

stand.'" 1

D'Omalius and Dumont limited their researches to

the geological conformation of Belgium, and bestowed

but little attention on the fossils which are to be

found in the various strata. The chief pioneer and

authority in this latter department was the Louvain

Professor Van Beneden about whom we shall have

a word to say later.

If we turn to England we shall have no difficulty in

finding great geologists who were at the same time loyal

Christians. William Buckland^ (f 1856) devoted

a special volume to the study of the relations between

his science and natural theology 3. Schonbein tells us

that he heard him at the Scientific Congress at Birming-

d'honneur a la religion par sa fidelite qu'a la geologic par ses d6-

couvertes (Lefebvre in Revue des quest, scient. L , Louvain

1901, 67). A son of Dumont's consecrated himself to religious life

in the Society of Jesus.

* Ami de la religion CLXXV, Paris 1857, 626.

* V. Zittel, Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 162. —
Cf. Mrs. Gordon, The Life and Correspondence of W. Buckland,

London 1894.

' Geology and Mineralogy considered with reference to Natural

Theology, London 1838. Cf. ante p. 224.
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ham in 1839 declaim vehemently against the "ground-

less prejudice against science so prevalent in England

at the time, which attributed to scientific men a hostility

to religion".

The German geologist K. C. Von Leonhard^ who

spent a good deal of time in the company of Buck-

land at Heidelberg writes of him as follows

:

"The great Oxford Professor insisted again and again —
and for me his views were as congenial as they were in-

structive — on the reconcilability of geological research with

Sacred Scripture, He had devoted long thought to religious

as well as to scientific problems. It was a great joy to hear

him speak out in his decided, attractive way. The account

of creation given in Genesis he regarded as part of the

infallible word of God, with which science must never allow

itself to be betrayed into conflict. But none the less, cer-

tain modifications of the commonly accepted explanation of

the Mosaic story were necessary, and science on its part

could not yet claim to have established a complete history

of the earth."

Writing of Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise "with

which his name will long be associated and remembered"

a famous brother-geologist, Roderick Impey Mur-

chison (f 1 871), says: "Whatever new facts may be

discovered, the book will always hold its ground as a

proof of the rich and abundant insight which enabled

him to reconstruct forms of a long vanished past, and

bring them before our imagination, and so make visible

to all the Providence of the Almighty as it manifested

itself in the early history of creation." 2 Murchison re-

peats towards the end of his great work the belief here

expressed in the existence of the Creator. The facts

' Aus unserer Zeit in meinein Leben II, Stuttgart 1856, 229.

* Journal of the R. Geographical Society XXVII, London 1857, CVI.

Kneller, Christianity. 18
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of Geology are to him "memoranda which the Creator

has put before our eyes in the book of nature" i. In

his contributions to the Geographical Society he takes

frequent occasion to express his interest in the various

Christian missions 2,

Edward Hitchcock (f 1864), one of the leading

geologists of America, wrote at large on the relations

between the Scriptures and science. His excellent

and popular book on the history of creation ^ "com-

bines the ideas of Buckland with those of the theo-

logians" *. Another writer on the same subject was

the celebrated Scotch savant John Mac Culloch^

(t 1835). Hitchcock was a Congregationalist preacher;

Buckland, like his colleagues W, D. Conybeare(f 1857),

and A. Sedgwick (f 1872), was a minister of the

Anglican Church ^. Conybeare exchanged geology for

theology so far back as 1832'.

On April 14*'' 1895 America lost her greatest geologist,

James Dwight Dana, then in his eighty-second

* Journal of the R. Geographical Society XXVII, London 1857, cv.

2 lb. e. g. XIV (1844) cix; XXXV (1865) clxxvii.

' The religion of Geology and its connected sciences (1851).

* Biographic g^n. by Hoefer XXIV 807.

* System of Geology, with a Theory of the Earth and an Explanation

of its Connection with the Sacred Records, London 1831. Proofs

and illustrations of the attributes of God, from the facts and laws

of the physical universe being the foundation of natural and revealed

religion, London 1837.

* Hugh Miller, The Testimony of the Rocks ; or Geology

in its bearings on the two theologies, natural and revealed, Edinburgh

1857, 117. The author of this volume was likewise a diligent ob-

server of nature.

' The Journal of the R. Geographical Soc. XXVIll, London 1858,

cxxix f.
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year. "Dana", says Von ZitteH, ''was a most brilliant

geologist, zoologist and mineralogist; his services in

science won him in succession the Wollciston Medal,

the Copley Medal, and the great Walker prize. He was

accepted on all sides as the master of American Geo-

logy, and the development of that science owed much
to his influence". He was a member of the famous Wilkes

Expedition which spent fours years in investigating the

coast of South America and the Pacific Ocean ; the

classification and systematisation of the materials ob-

tained during the voyage occupied Dana for thirty years.

"His studies of the geology of the Pacific, the volcanoes

of the Sandwich Islands, the coral formations, and of

various species of zoophytes and Crustacea stand in the

very forefront of the literature of travel." 2

If we wish to know what the "first geologist of

America" thought of religion, we have only to turn to

the title-page of his "Manual of Geology" 3. We find

two quotations, the first from Juvenal : Numquam aliud

natura, aliud sapientia docet; the second from Cicero

:

Licet iam oculis quodammodo contemplari pidchri-

tudinem rerum earum quas divina providentia dicimus

constitutas.

At the outset he offers praise to God as the great

Guide and Law-giver who has shaped and directed to

' Ante 459. Cf. Dan. C. Gil man, The Life of James Dwight

Dana, scientific explorer, mineralogist, geologist, zoologist. New
York 1899.

* V. Zittel, Geschichte der Geologie 459.

^ James D. Dana, Manual of Geology: treating of the prin-

ciples of the science with special reference to American geological

history, 4. edition 1896. Our references are to the 2"^ ed., New
York 1876.

i8»
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its goal the history of the earth ^. The book concludes

with a discussion of the Biblical account of Creation.

That account, writes Dana, is rich in so many truths

which the human author could not possibly have de-

rived from the science of his day that no explanation

save that of divine inspiration is adequate.

"The record in the Bible", he writes, "is therefore pro-

foundly philosophical in the scheme of creation which it

presents. It is both true and divine. It is a declaration of

authorship, both of Creation and the Bible, on the first page

of the sacred volume. There can be no real conflict be-

tween the two books of the Great Author. Both are re-

velations made by Him to Man — the earlier telling of God-

made harmonies, coming up from the deep past, and rising

to their height when Man appeared; the latter teaching Man's

relations to his Maker and speaking of loftier harmonies in

the eternal future." ^

Sir William Dawson (f 1899), Chancellor of the

University of Montreal, President of the Royal Canadian

Scientific Society, was "one of the most eminent geo-

logists of Canada, the scientific isurvey of which was

in great measure his work" 3. He was a Presbyterian ^

and published many apologetic studies on the relations

of science to Revelation 5.

*
. . . although Infinite Mind has guided all events towards the

great end — a world for mind — , the earth has under His guidance

and appointed law passed through a regular course of history or

growth.

* Dana, Manual of Geology 770.

^ Wildermann's Jahrbuch der Naiurwissenschaften XV (1899

to 1900) 479. Cf. Henry M. Ami, Sir John William Dawson in

The American Geologist XXVI, Minneapolis 1900, i— 48. Nature LXI,

London and New York 1899— 1900, 80.

* Ami ante 8— 10.

* Archaia, or Studies of the Narrative of the Creation in Genesis.

Montreal 1857. Archaia, or Studies of the Cosmogony and Natural
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"There is surely", he writes, "a latent Gospel in

nature which has always been proclaimed in it, though

often to heedless ears, and which required the infinite

knowledge and love of Jesus to interpret it clearly to

us. No doubt this Gospel, like that of Christianity it-

self, is turned into gall and bitterness by modern pessi-

mistic advocates of the mere struggle for existence;

but to rightly constituted minds Christ's interpretation

is better, as it is also more happy and hopeful" ^

J. H. Fuchs, whose name we have already mentioned,

deserves a special word as the great champion of what

was called "Neo-Neptunism" 2. In opposition to the theory

of "Vulcanism" then dominant in Geology, he main-

tained in an academic thesis that the origin of the rocks

is to be sought in an antecedent aqueous condition, and

to be explained by chemical processes. "Although

many of Fuchs' contentions have been dismissed as

quite untenable, his work made and marks an epoch in

the history of Genetic Geology. His 'Neo-Neptunism'

was taken up and further developed by Bischof and

others" 3.

Karl Gustav Bischof* (born 1 792 at Woerth, died

1870) was at first a chemist; during his professorate at

Bonn he turned his attention to Geology, and made

History of the Hebrew Scriptures. lb. i860. On the Antiquity of

Man. lb. 1863. Nature and the Bible. New York 1875. The

Dawn of Life, Montreal 1875. The Origin of the World, according

to Revelation and Science. lb. 1877, 6*'' ed., London 1823, etc.

' Quoted by Ami ante 10.

' Uber die Theorien der Erde (1837). Gesammelte Schriften 199

to 218.

' V. G limb el in the Allgcmeine deutschc Biographic VIII 167.

* lb. II 665—669.
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investigations into the geological formation of the Rhine-

land. At the outset he was a convinced "Vulcanist".

His study of mineral springs (1824), and still more his

"classical work" on the internal heat of the earth (1837)

"won for the plutonistic theories, then struggling into

prominence, an all but universal acceptance". And
yet Bischof himself was to become later in life the most

outspoken opponent of these theories. "An epoch-

making and pioneer work" is the characterisation given

of his "Text-book of Chemical and Physical Geology"

(1848— 54). In this Bischof developed the ideas put

forward by Fuchs, and, as the work went on, changed

over completely from the "Plutonist" to the "Neptunist"

side. His notes on the part played in geological pro-

cesses by water, and its manifold activity, hold a place

among the master-pieces of Speculative Geology, and

remain for all time an invaluable source of indispensable

facts and stimulating ideas. "Bischof remains for all

time one of the most powerful influences in the whole

history of Geology." ^

To complete the picture we should add that Bischof

also did much for the application of science to practical

life. It was at his suggestion that the now famous mineral

well at Bad Neuenahr was bored. He also showed how

copper could be extracted from ores regarded as worth-

less, and published a paper on the cause of hailstorms

and certain preventive and protective measures that

might be taken to diminish their harmfulness.

' V. G ti m b e 1 in the Allgemeine deutsche Biographic VIII 668

669. Also V. Zittel (Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 306)

praises Bischofs "bewunderungswiirdige Sachkenntnis"; he has "die

chemische Geologic zu einem neuen, selbstandigen Wissenszweig er-

hoben".
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In the years 1842 and 1843 popular lectures were

delivered at Bonn by the teachers of the High School,

the receipts of these lectures going to the building-

fund of the Bonn Cathedral. We quote one or two

passages from Bischof's course.

"We come then by a simple process of reasoning to this

conclusion that the earth when it came forth from the hand

of the Almighty must have been a fiery ball. ... Is there

anything strange in this? Have we not daily before our

eyes an instance of such a fiery ball, though a far vaster

one? I need not name it . . . it is that from which all life

proceeds, and which, before the light of revelation broke

upon them, was worshipped by many nations as their di-

vinity." '

In another passage, having claimed, on the basis of ex-

periments made by himself, a period of 353 million years

to allow cooling-down of the earth, he goes on: "These

vast figures in no way contradict what is written in Scrip-

ture. The 'days' spoken of in Genesis must obviously be

taken to mean great periods of time. Do we not read in

the Epistles of St. Peter (chap. 3, verse 8) that 'a day be-

fore the Lord is as a thousand years, and a thousand years

as a day'?

"By a miracle God created the world; by a miracle the

first plant appeared on the earth. For when we seek to

analyse the causes of phenomena, and pursue the process

stage by stage from the most immediate to the most remote,

we always, in the end, come on an ultimate cause which

lies outside the material world; we come on a miracle*.

The question: How came the first plant on the earth?

merges in the larger problem of the origin of all that is."

"Nothing on earth possesses its end in itself; everything

has been created for an end higher than itself; man him-

' Populare Vorlesungen tlber naturwissenschaftliche Gegenstande,

im Jahre 1842 gehalten vor den gebildeten Bewohnern von Bonn,

Bonn 1843, 5-

* The theologian will not call this work of God a miracle.
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self exists only to glorify God, and to prepare himself for

eternity."

"In this distinguished assembly I may feel sure that there

are none of those short-sighted minds, that can see in nature

only a planless welter. To those who think after that fashion,

nothing can be more illuminative than a study of the ex-

tremely simple means by which great results are attained,

and nothing can more fully convince them that planless-

ness is a quality absolutely alien to the Divine mind."

In the second part of the course, that of 1843, we find

among other characteristic passages: "If we are unable to

discern in all phenomena the directing hand of God, this

is to be ascribed to our mental limitations. When we study

things in their totality we discern everywhere the working

of an Omnipotent Providence, Who governs the world with

infinite goodness and wisdom."

In Bischofs purely scientific works we find the same ideas

at least hinted at. He speaks of the "providential plan"

after which "the Almighty" created the world and treats as

self-evident the proposition that we find tokens, everywhere

and throughout all creation, of purposiveness, and the wise

ordering of things to the service of organic life. "That

the Almighty, Who in the words of Genesis created the

world out of nothing", he says on another page, "is able

to transform one element into another is surely a proposition

which nobody will dream of disputing." ^

Gerhard Vom Rath (f 1888) and Heinrich
Von Dechen (f 1889), who with Bischof, were the

most distinguished geologists of Bonn University were

both Protestants 2. Von Dechen was a member of what

' G. Bischof, Lehrbuch der chemischen und physikalischen

Geologic II I, Bonn 1851, 9. Cf. 1(1847) 981: "es ist eine weise

Anordnung im Haushalt der Natur" etc.

* H. Laspeyres in the Verhandlungen des naturhistorischen

Vereins der preuC. Rheinlande etc. XLVI, Bonn 1889, 244—245;

cf. 240 in which he , on the death of his son, writes of his "un-

bedingte Ergebung in den gottlichen Willen".
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was called the Orthodox Church ; Vom Rath belonged

to a free Church, but was none the less ardent in con-

forming his life and opinions to the teaching of the

Bible "which he made his daily reading, and knew as

intimately as he knew his instruments" '.

We come now to a name more distinguished even than

that of Bischof. Friedrich August Quenstedt (born

at Eisleben 1809, died at Tubingen 1889), a North

German by birth, won his laurels at Tubingen. "For

more than half a century", writes Q. Fraas^, "Quenstedt

taught in the Suabian Athens, honoured on all sides as

one of the keenest and fruitfullest minds among German

geologists. But although he enjoyed a University repu-

tation he was still more widely known as a tireless

traveller and investigator; indeed there was no part of

Upper or Lower Suabia in which he was not a familiar

and respected figure. He was a veritable praeceptor

Sueviae in Geology." Von Zittel bears similar witness

to Quenstedt's greatness; his study of the formation

and fossils of the Suabian Jura was so thorough as to

leave practically nothing of any importance to his suc-

cessors 3.

Quenstedt has left his religious opinions on record

in more than one of his works. Thus we read at the

beginning of his "Epochs of Nature"*: "In propor-

tion as research deepens , it seems to become more

and more obscure. The fundamental design of the

' Leopoldina XXV, Halle 1889, 84.

* Nekrolog auf Quenstedt in the Neue Jahrbtlcher filr Mineralogie,

Geologie, Palaontologie 1890, I.

* Gesch. der Geologie und Palaontologie 522.

* Tubingen 1861, 2,
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Creator seems to retreat more and more from our gaze,

in proportion as we push our investigations deeper and

fancy ourselves to be on the point of grasping it." The
processes of transformation and evolution which are to

be observed in the organic world he refers back to the

will and directing intelligence of God'.

Of the Scriptural story of Creation he always speaks

with profound respect; though we cannot accept all

that he has to say on the theological questions raised

by it. Having glanced rapidly at its outlines he re-

marks: "The picture given here is so rich in truth,

that, considering the ancient and historic documents, we
feel compelled to say that Moses, who lived 3400 years

ago, was the greatest geologist of all times." 2 He
dwells with obvious gratification on the many points in

which the Mosaic account is corroborated by science 3.

Friedrich Pfaff (born 1825 at Erlangen ; died in

1886 as a Professor in the University of his native

town), was of a South German stock, and spent all his

life in South Germany. He made contributions of great

importance to Mineralogy, Crystallography, and Geo-

physics. He first attracted notice by his book "The

Story of Creation with Special Reference to the Biblical

Account" (1855). In this he sought to bring the results

of Geology into harmony with the Bible. He writes

from the same standpoint in the third edition of his

"Story of Creation", published in 1882, and in his tractate

' Epochs of Nature 831.

* Die Schopfung der Erde und ihre Bewohner, Stuttgart 1882, 8.

' E. g. ib. : "Jetzt erst, am vierten Tage, wird die Sonne fertig.

Wie wahr I Denn die kleine Erde muCte sich lange vor der riesigen

Sonne gestalten."
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"The Evolution of the World according to Atomism" i.

He wrote a long series of polemical works in criticism

of the extravagances of the evolutionists, and of the

materialistic ideas propagated by them in the popular

mind. "Relying on the historical fact 'that a people,

as soon as it has lost belief in a divine government of

the world, falls into moral ruin', he went into battle;

what he longed for above all, was to preserve in that

German nation which he loved so ardently the sense of

the ideal, and especially the belief in a moral order." 2

A pupil of Quenstedt's, the Protestant pastor of Laufen,

Oskar Fraas("|" 1897), writes on the question of the

origin of the world ^ :

"Of speculations on the beginning of things there is na-

turally no lack; we find them recorded wherever men have

been able to express their thoughts in language. What
strikes one most in reading them is that humanity has not

advanced by so much as a hair's breadth since the time of

the Seven Sages of Greece. . . . Science can throw as little

light on the problem as man can throw on the story of his

own birth. Science finds nothing else, at all events nothing

better, to say than what was said so long ago: In the be-

ginning God created heaven and earth."

Hans Bruno Geinitz(f 1900), whose appreciation

of Barrande we have cited, was himself one of the first

geologists of his day^, "He was one of the last, if

not the very last, of that older school of geologists,

who were at once thoroughly versed in the special

literature of all branches of their science, and masters

* V. G limb el in AUgemeine deutsche Biographic XXV 581.

* Leopoldina XXIV (Halle 1888) 216.

3 Vor derSiindflut. Eine Geschichte der Urwelt, Stuttgart 1866, vill.

* Biographical Sketch by his son in Leopoldina XXXVI, Halle

1900, 59—70 85—89 98—104.
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of a general, synthetic view of it." 1 In his "Auto-

biography" Geinitz writes 2; "It is not vanity that moves

me to set down here a retrospect of a long life, so

abundantly blessed by God." "Always blest with good

health, I was able with God's help to overcome all the

many obstacles which I encountered during my career

as a scientist." 3 "With the most heartfelt thanks to

God , . . and with inexpressible gratitude to the many
thousands of friendly helpers" whom he had met during

his life he concludes his personal reminiscences (f 1 898) *.

Karl Von Raumer (f 1865) is of an earlier period.

An enthusiastic disciple of A. G. Werner, he was

none the less among the first to oppose, on empirical

grounds, the theories of his master. In his "Geognostic

Sketches" we find the first attempt made by a German

scientist to apply to Germany the ideas of French and

English investigators. Raumer was "a gifted and many-

sided man, of great religious fervour, and a rectitude

of character which led him to take sides very often at

the sacrifice of his own interests". He held that edu-

cation should have "a strong religious tendency". During

his Professorate in Erlangen he had to endure much
unpleasantness and many attacks "because of his open

and practical confession of Christian belief" ^.

The first Professor of Geology appointed (1843) ^o ^

German University (Munich) was K. F. E. Von Schaf-

hautl. He explored the Bavarian Alps, until then all

^ Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau XV, Braunschweig 1900, 131.

« Leopoldina XXXVI 59.

^ lb. 62. * lb. 102.

* Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XXVII 420 f. Cf. Karl v. Raumers

Leben von ihm selbst erzahlt. Stuttgart 1866.
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but unknown to Geology; discovered nitrogen in iron,

and was the first to produce, by the aqueous method,

artificial crystals of quartz.

Schafhautl was an ardent Catholic; during the Bol-

linger trouble he, with Lamont and Kaiser, remained

unwaveringly loyal to the Church i.

"An amazingly active and fruitfiil mind in Palseonto-

logy" is the etimate given of Oswald Heer^ ...

He was a Swiss, born at Niederutzweil in 1809, became

a teacher of Entomology and Botany in Zurich High

School in 1834, and died in 1883. His first great work

on the fossil insects of Oeningen contains descriptions

of about a thousand species. "It is" says Probst, "the

pioneer book of this branch of Palaeontology, and will

long remain the chief source of our knowledge of these

organisms". It was followed by work of even great

importance. "Between 1855 and 1859 appeared his

masterpiece, the great Flora Tertiaria Helvetiae . . .

in which no less than 900 species, for the most part

new, are described. Heer's specialized knowledge of

his subject gave him a wonderful power of reconstructing

tertiary flora, and of comparing them with the other

tertiary remains, and also with those of our present

age. By this means he was able to determine with

amazing penetration the climatic and other conditions

of the early world. The results of his labours were

' Allgemeine Zeitung, Augsburg 1871, Nr. 113, 1981.

* Nekrolog of J. Probst in Neues Jahrbuch far Mineralogie,

Geologic und Palaontologie 1884 I, Stuttgart 1884. v. Zittel,

Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 783 ff. de Saporta in the

Revue des deux mondes , i. juill. and 15 aoflt 1884, 182 f 184 f.

Notice of Heer's works in Schriften der physikalisch-okonomischen

Gesellschaft in Konigsberg i. Pr. XXV i, Konigsberg 1884, '6—26.
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embodied in a popular manual 'Primitive Switzerland'

(1864), and thus made accessible to a wider audience." ^

Heer was nearly seventy when he began the most elabo-

rate of his works, the Flora Fossilis Arctica. This

ran to seven quarto volumes, with more than four hundred

illustrative tables. He described in it the fossil plant-

remains which have been discovered in the highest

latitudes, and showed that at the time of their growth

the climate of those regions must have been conside-

rably milder than it is now. Heer had at the outset

intended to devote only a single volume to the under-

taking. But fresh data continually accumulated on his

hands, and demanded ampler treatment. During the

greater part of the work Heer was constantly ailing,

and had to keep his bed.

"I shall never forget", writes Probst ^ "the sight that met

me when I called to see Heer at the beginning of his se-

ventieth year, when he was busy on the third volume of

his Polar Flora. He lay in bed with a kind of writing-table

fixed up in front of him, crowded with the specimens which

he had to examine, identify, and describe. He could not

thank God enough, he said, for giving him strength to con-

tinue his work."

The cheerful piety, which these words reveal, finds

frequent expression in his writings, especially in the

conclusion of "Primitive Switzerland".

A retrospect of the plant and animal kingdoms of the

various periods opens out to us, he says, "a succession of

beautiful phenomena — phenomena which do not allow of a

doubt that nature in the process of her evolution forms an

infinitely beautiful and harmonious whole, inspired by a

' V. Z i 1 1 e 1 , Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 783 ff.

- Ante 5.
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systematic plan and purpose. Of this great fabric we know-

only the ground-piles, but the more we come to understand

of the early world the richer and royaller the fabric seems

;

the gaps which the world, as we know it, presents, are

filled up and vanish in the harmony of a minutely articulated

whole. But the greatness and beauty of creation exist only

for him whose spiritual eye is open to it. An image will

make this clear. A page written over with the score of a

symphony of Beethoven has meaning only for a musician.

For him every note has its significance, and as he trans-

lates sign into sound there streams through his imagination

a very world of harmony. So it is with nature. Individual

phenomena, like the individual notes, reveal their significance

only when taken in the unity of the context. Then they

coalesce in a great articulate whole, and there arises in our

soul a vast harmony, which like a musical symphony, lifts

us above the world of sense and grants us a glimpse of a

divine order. We should regard a man as very naive, in-

deed, who maintained that the notes of the symphony sprang

from dots fallen by chance on the paper. But it seems to

me that it is just as blind and unintelligent to maintain that

the infinite and far more marvellous harmony of nature is

the outcome of chance. The deeper we pierce into the se-

crets of nature, the more earnest and intimate becomes our

conviction that nothing save a belief in an omnipotent and

omniscient Creator, Who has created Heaven and earth after

a definite and deliberate plan, will suffice to explain the

twin riddles of the physical world and the human mind.

Not only the heart of man, but nature itself, bears witness

to God, and when we consider from this standpoint the

wonderful story of the earth and of its plants and animals

it seems to us for the first time to surrender its real meaning,

and to stir us with all its ecstatic thrill."
•

"In all his works", writes a biographer, "we find the same
thought dominant, the same motive operative, and that is

the desire to add something to our knowledge of the 'har-

* O. Heer, Die Urwelt der Schweiz. 2. Subskriptions-Ausgabe

der 2. Aufl., Zurich 1883, 690—691.
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mony of Creation', and of the glories of its Creator. For
Heer was fundamentally religious; his piety had the character

of a childlike surrender of himself to God. . . . He never

began the work of the day without oblation to his Heavenly

Father; he never brought an enterprise to a close without

a fervent prayer of thanksgiving. And in his last days he held

fast to his belief in the life eternal. And whatever we may
think of this belief (!) we must recognise that to him it was

the deepest of all realities; his personality was saturated in

it. He would have no 'double-bookkeeping', but an absolute

harmony between his scientific and his religious convictions.

This was the source from which the old savant drew that

peaceful, joyous courage of his, that childhke heart." '

Swiss scientists have always played an important

part in the development of Geology, and its more recent

progress is very closely associated with the name of

Bernhard Studer. Studer (1794— 1887) opened his

career with a work published in 1825, "marked by his

characteristic stamp of industry, accuracy, and insight".

His main achievement was the "monumental work",

"The Geology of Switzerland" (185 1— 1853), and a

geological chart of the country, prepared in collaboration

with A. Escher. "When we consider the enormous topo-

graphical, tectonic, and stratigraphic difficulties which

had to be faced in the accomplishment of this enter-

prise, we readily concede to this chart a place among
the master-pieces of Geology in the nineteenth century."

This judgment comes from the pen of Von Zittel^.

He then goes on to the question which before all

occupies our attention in this volume. Studer formally

' Vierteljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zurich

XXVIII, Zurich 1883, 306—307.
* Gesch. der Geologic und Palaontologie 536. Cf. L. Riiti-

meyer, Gesammelte kleine Schriften II, Basel 1898, 415—440.
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defined his attitude towards religion in a lecture of

which R. Wolf writes as follows:

"The lecture on 'Science and Religion' (Bern 1856), de-

livered by Studer before a popular audience, is designed to

show that, to use the words of Secchi, there is no conflict

between science and religion, and that if there seems for

the moment to be such a conflict, it is because the represen-

tatives of these two human activities step outside their proper
provinces. It is to my mind a very remarkable pronounce-

ment, from which, even now, much may be learned. It is,

moreover, thoroughly characteristic of its author, and ex-

hibits his sound, clear intellect at its best." '

To Studer and Escher we must add a third Swiss geo-

logist, Peter Merian, Councillor of Basle (f 1 883). Ruti-

meyer^ writes of him in the following terms:

"Merian exercised great reticence with regard to his reli-

gious opinions. But two things are quite clear from his oc-

casional utterances. Nothing was more alien to his mind than

scepticism; he certainly did not feel himself called to be

an indifferent or heedless witness to the course of the phy-

sical world. On the contrary, his whole being was fired

with the conviction that the relationship between our human
existence and the unknown totality of things is matter not

for melancholy but for living faith ; he believed that, as

bearing on the meaning and destiny of man, the voice of

conscience should assuredly have no less regard paid it

than the testimony of the senses. So also we find expres-

sions to the effect that to know the time and hour for the

attainment of our goal is reserved to God alone.

"Such a life then, we may be certain, has not fallen back
into the gulf of nature. . .

."

Merian was a believer in immortality. So much can be

gathered from Riitimeyer's article. Riitimeyer himself

{1895) "a scientist of the first rank, and a leading authority

R. Wolf in VierLeljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschafl

in Zurich XXXII, Zurich 1887, 102.

* Ante 41 1.

KneUer, Christianity. 19
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on mammals" ^, shared the behef of his friend. Emmanuel
Ludwig Gruner (f 1883 at Beaucaire) also holds a

distinguished place in the line of Swiss geologists. He was
an ardent Protestant, and laboured much for the re-establish-

ment of the Sabbath, as a day of rest, in Paris, for the pro-

pagation of various Missions etc. In his Discourse "Dieu

et la Creation reveles par la Geologie" he arrayed the facts

of science in criticism at once of pantheism after the manner
of Renan, and of evolution after the manner of Darwin *.

We have to add but two more names, both German,

to our list of great geologists, Karl August Lessen

(t 1893) and Wilhelm Waagen (f 1900).

"It is but rarely", runs an obituary of the former',

"that the death of a colleague excites such deep and uni-

versal sorrow as that of l.ossen. Every one who knew him
had the sense of a great personal loss and even at this

moment, six months after his death, we can hardly realise

that he is gone from us for ever."

Los sen had left this impression on his friends as

well by the extreme lovableness of his character as by

his scientific attainments.

Born at Kreuznach on January 6*'' 1841, he had by

1866 entered on his career of geological research. "In

the summer of that year he began his chart of that

mountain-range with which his name will be for ever

linked, the Harz." In 1867 and 1868 he published the

' V. Zittel, Gesch. der Geologie und Palaontologie 836.

^ Vierteljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Zilrich

XXVIII, Zurich 1883, 297.

* E. Kayser in Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie , Geologie

und Palaontologie 1893 II, Stuttgart 1893. — Cf. also for Lossen

Berendt in the Jahrbuch der k. preuCischen geologischen Landes-

anstalt und Bergakademie zu Berlin fiir das Jahr 1893 XIV, Berlin

1894, LXVii—Lxxx; V. Hertling in the Jahresbericht der Gorres-

gesellschaft fur das Jahr 1895, Koln 1896, 13— 18.
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first fruits of his labours. The paper on the formation

of the older strata of the Eastern Harz "contains in

germ the whole of his subsequent studies of that region",

and "holds a place of prominence in his works". In

1877 he published the "magnificent" chart of the Harz,

"a brilliant testimony to his genius and industry".

In 1870 Lossen became lecturer on Petrography in

the Academy of Mines, and sometime later secured

a similar position at the University of Berlin. In 1879

he completed one of his most laborious undertakings,

an exhaustive study of the geological formation of the

Berlin area. When the Prussian Geological Institute was

formed in 1873 the eyes of the directors turned to

Lossen as "one of the leaders" of this science. He
did not obtain a Professorate until 1886, and never in

fact became an Ordinary Professor, but this was cer-

tainly not for lack of scientific merit. "He enjoyed a

European reputation, as is instanced by the fact that

he was one of the authorities requested by the Com-

mittee of the International Geological Congress held at

London, to put in writing their views as to the origin

of crystalline slates."

As to his personality we may avail ourselves of the

words of one his oldest and dearest friends, E. Kayser

:

"Powerfully built and extremely attractive in appearance

he had a mind to match. He combined in the rarest manner
immense strength and seriousness with true Rhenish humour
and enthusiasm for the goodness and beauty of life, intellec-

tual greatness with the simplicity of a child. He was charac-

terised above all by fidelity to duty, and inexhaustible good-

ness of heart. Religion lay at the very basis and intimate

source of his life. He was all his life a strong and fervent

Catholic, for whom obedience to the ordinances of his Church

was no mere thing of custom but a service of the heart.

19*
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How often I have seen him during our wanderings together,

when we slept in the same room, get out of bed again after

the hghts had been blown out and throw himself on his

knees in prayer! How I used privately to growl at him in

the Harz when instead of spending the Sundays with me
resting after the week, he would set off to find a Catholic

Church and attend Mass, journeying sometimes miles away from

the mountains ! His wonderful strength and cheery courage

enabled him to bear without the least bitterness an afflic-

tion which sours so many lives: I mean his deafness. As
a boy, he often told me, he had the keenest delight in the

song of the lark •, at thirty he could scarcely hear a thunder-

clap. As years went by, his affliction increased; even with

the help of an ear-trumpet he found it very difficult to hear

what was said. In the social meetings of which he was so

fond his deafness was the source of endless misunderstand-

ings, and of infinite merriment. Notified by our laughter

that he had made a blunder he would say smilingly that he

had no right to be angry, for a man must suffer for his

afflictions! Deafness did not, as is often the case, bring

with it a monotonous; expressionless voice; his lectures, on

the contrary, were as remarkable in delivery as in matter,

and whoever had the chance of hearing him propose a toast

in his rich, imaginative style will admit that a more eff"ec-

tive speaker could not have been found.

"These few commemorative words will help to show what

a dear and richly-endowed colleague we lost in Lessen.

His death leaves a gap, never to be filled, in our circle,

and in the institution with which he has been so long asso-

ciated, in the history of which his name will hold a place

of honour. ..."

To complete the picture we add the verdict of another

friend of his '

:

"A thorough Conservative, he was also a faithful son of

the Catholic Church, to which he clung with the piety of

' Berendt in the Jahrbuch der k. preuG. geolog. Landesanstalt

XIV, LXXVIII,
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a child till the end, till his eyes were fixed for the last time

on the crucifix which hung above his death-bed. Curtius

speaks of this trait of Lossen's character, so freely ridiculed

by those who had never met him in argument, as 'the beauti-

ful outcome of a belief unshaken by science'. But we should

say not merely unshaken, but diffused through his whole life

and being, and blended into one great harmony with his

scientific conceptions. He was a man before whom one

bowed the head in respect, a pure and stainless soul."

Wilhelm Waagen^ was born in the same year

as Lessen, June 23"" 1841. He showed at a very early

age great enthusiasm and aptitude for science. In the

year 1 866 five German geologists, of whom he was one,

published a series of studies "which had a most im-

portant influence on the subsequent development of

German science. There can be no doubt that of the

five contributors Waagen was the most powerful and

original mind". In the same year he obtained an ap-

pointment in the University of his native city, Munich,

and taught there with brilliant success 2.

"While a Privatdozenf, says Uhlig, "Waagen delivered

no lectures but gave practical demonstrations, at which men
like Neumayr, Von Willemons-Suhm, and Kowalevsky assisted.

Thus he established in a very short time a distinguished

reputation, but unfortunately no material recognition of it

followed. At last he obtained in 1870 ... a place on the

'Geological Survey of India'."

The explanation of Waagen's ill-success can be easily

given

:

' For Waagen cf. V. Uhlig in the Centralblalt fUr Minera-

logie , Geologic und Palaontologie 1900, Stuttgart 1900, 380—392.

Obituary notice in Beilage zur Augsburger Postzeitung Nr. 20, 7. April

1900, 133—134.
* Uhlig ante 383.
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"He knew very well, and there was no lack of experienced

and friendly colleagues to assure him, that, as things stood

in Bavaria, a practising Catholic would have a hard time of

it, and could not hope for position, reputation, or emolu-

ment. But the young scientist, full of courage and belief

in himself, refused to abandon either his faith or his career,

and determined to break down by zeal and industry the

ban under which the Catholics of Bavaria had hitherto

lain." ^

In India Waagen collected an immense mass of material,

but his health was unequal to the climate. He was

prostrated by catarrh, and on his recovery attempted to

resume his work. But he fell ill again, and was com-

pelled to return to Europe in 1872. In 1875 he made

a fresh attempt at a thorough exploration of India, but

with the same result. He was once more driven out

of the country, and on the voyage home a still greater

calamity befell him; the vessel to which all his collec-

tions, books, and papers, had been committed was

wrecked off Ceylon and sank with all her cargo. It was

impossible to obtain a position of any kind in Bavaria,

and Waagen emigrated to Vienna. "The most distin-

guished audience", writes Uhlig, "that ever a Privat-

dozent had, assembled to hear his first lecture (i 878— 1 879)

on the geology of India. There were to be found in

it Hermann Abich, the Nestor of Viennese geologists,

Suess, Hauer, Neumayr . . . and all the younger men."

Soon after Waagen became Professor at the German

High School in Prague, and in 1883 he published a

supplement to Barrande's great work. He received a

call to the Academy of Mines of Prussia in 1886, but

refused it out of gratitude to his adopted country, and

' Beilage zur Augsburger Postzeitung Nr. 20, 7. April 1900, 133.
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in 1890 he was raised to a Professorate in Vienna,

"So ricii was his Indian material that the classification

of it absorbed almost his entire scientific activity at

Prague and Vienna. The work in which he published

his results is among the most noteworthy achievements

of recent Palaeontology." His laborious life came to a

close on March 24"* 1900. "His name", says Uhlig,

"is inseparably bound up with Indian geological re-

search."

"In Catholic circles in the Bavarian capital Waagen
was, before his exile, a familiar figure. He took part in

every phase of the Catholic revival which began there

in the sixties '. "Among his writings we find a special

paper in which he brings the Mosaic account of creation

into comparison with the conclusions of Geology, and

shows the complete agreement between them."

IX. PHYSIOLOGY.

"When Newton was setting about his study of the

laws governing the movements of the heavenly bodies

he is said to have exclaimed: 'O Physics, I appeal to

you to preserve me from Metaphysics!' Whoever now-

adays sets out to investigate the functions and pro-

perties of the human mind may well invoke the pro-

tection of philosophy against physiology. Neverthe-

less it is not science that leads to materialism, but the

misdirection and misuse of science. True science is

no more responsible for the misuse, than a knife is for

the death of a man who is stabbed with it."

^ Das Schopfungsproblem , in Natur und Offenbarung XLIV,

Miinster 1898, 641—660 720— 735.
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This passage is taken from an address delivered by

the great Austrian scientist, Andreas Von Baumgartner

(f 1865), in the Imperial Academy of Sciences 1. The
dangers, which he signalises as arising from the study

of Physiology, are not however to be ascribed to the

actual facts brought to light by that science, but to the

minds of certain observers who fail to construe these

facts in their right relations. If an Ehrenberg, when

questioned as to the impression m^ade on his mind by

the temples of Egypt, could reply that he had not

noticed the temples, that he had gone into them simply

to study bats, and had not bothered about anything

else; if a Roberval could ask disgustedly at a tragedy,

"What does that prove?" — these are but naive ex-

pressions of that concentration and narrowness which

we so often find in specialists. A mathematician comes

to despise and ignore everything that cannot be worked

up into algebraic form, and a physiologist is in danger

of becoming so absorbed in purely physiological pro-

cesses as to overlook all facts of another order, including

those which give token of the spirituality of the soul.

Humanity has a profound conviction that its life pro-

ceeds on a plan altogether higher than that of the other

animals. But this conviction is not based on anatomical

or physiological considerations. It rests on obvious

and fundamental differences of activity, achievement,

and progress between man and the lower animals. No
one is in greater danger of overlooking these differences

than the specialist whose mind is constantly occupied,

not with points of difference, but with points of resem-

blance. He falls very easily into the mistaken con-

Almanach der Akademie IX, Wien 1859, 39 f.
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elusion that man represents simply a higher stage of

evolution, and differs from the other animals not in kind

but only in degree.

The characteristic development of science towards

the middle of the nineteenth century added to this first

error a second no less obvious. The older school of

Physiology was always too ready to ascribe all pro-

cesses of vegetative life to the immediate action of the

soul or "vital force", as it was called. They repre-

sented this mysterious vital force as the direct and

proximate efficient cause of all physico-chemical pro-

cesses. Such a theory was bound to provoke a reaction.

It was shown that the simpler changes that take place

in organisms are due to the operation of the forces in-

vestigated by the chemist in his laboratory. It was

further shown that many processes previously explained

by the hypothesis of vital force could be explained

without recourse to any such hypothesis. Wohler, Liebig,

and Berthelot produced in the laboratory chemical com-

pound after chemical compound which had hitherto

been regarded as producible only in a living orga-

nism. Bernard showed that even after death the liver,

so long as the tissue withstands disintegration , con-

tinues to secrete sugar. Other scientists demonstrated

that the heart can be made to beat after death by

the introduction of fresh blood. The inference drawn

from these facts went , however
,

quite beyond the

warrant of sound reasoning. Certain processes , said

materialistic scientists, hitherto ascribed to the immediate

action of the soul , have been explained in another

way, consequently we no longer need the hypothesis

of a soul to explain anything, not even sensation or

cognition.
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We have not space to enter more deeply into these

questions 1. We can only hope in these cursory remarks

to show that Physiology stands in no more intimate

relation to the cardinal questions of Philosophy than

any other branch of science, and that the leaders of

that science in the nineteenth century were very far

indeed from being hostile to the Christian teaching on

these questions.

The greatest physiologist of the first half of the nine-

teenth century is admitted on all hands to have been

Johannes Miiller (born July 14'*' 1801 at Coblenz,

died April 28"" 1858 at Berlin, where he had occupied

the Chair of Anatomy and Physiology). "The first

physiologist not merely of our day but of our century,

indeed one of the greatest of all time", R. Wagner 2, calls

him; "the Haller of our generation, the Cuvier of Ger-

many", says Du Bois - Reymond 3. The extent and

variety of his scientific works are simply astounding.

It has been calculated that in 37 years he published

^ Cf. L. D r e s .s e 1 , Der belebte und der unbelebte Stoff, Frei-

burg 1883. H. Malfatti, Uber Lebenskraft, in Natur und OfTen-

barung XLVl , Mflnster 1900, 727— 733. The purely mechanical

theory of the origin of life has found in recent times many opponents

among the scientists. Cf. O. H e r t w i g , Die Entwicklung der Bio-

logic im 19. Jahrhundert, Jena 1900, 24: "Ebenso unbercchtigt wie

der Vitalismus ist das mechanistische Dogma, daC das Leben mit alien

seinen komplizierten Erscheinungen nichts anderes sei als cin chcmisch-

physikalisches Problem. . . . Wenn es Aufgabe des Chemikers ist, die

zahllosen Verbindungen der verschiedenartigen Atome zu Molekiilen

zu erforschen, so kann er, streng genommen, iiberhaupi nicht dem

eigentlichen Lebensprobleme naher treten. Denn dieses beginnt ja

ilberhaupt erst da, wo seine Untersuchung aufhort etc."

^ Obituary Notice in the Allgemeine Zeitung, Augsburg 1858, 2029.

' Reden. Zweite Folge, Leipzig 1887, 143.
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papers amounting in all to 950 sheets, i. e. about

3V2 sheets of hard and original scientific work every

five weeks! And of these publications there is "not a

single one that can be called weak". "The mass of

facts which Miiller's labours brought to light is simply

incalculable, and in all his research work we hardly ever

find an inaccurate or incomplete observation. On the

contrary we find many instances in which his conclusions,

although at first disputed, ultimately forced their way
to acceptance." *

Miiller was snatched suddenly away in the very full-

ness of his activity. In a brochure published in 1899,

on the occasion of the erection of a memorial to him

in his native city, we find the following extract from

the Berlin "Nationalzeitung" of May 2"* 18582;

"The funeral ofDr. Johannes Miiller took place this morning
with full religious service. A great procession of mourners

followed the coffin from the Professor's residence to the

cemetery. The Minister Von Raumer was present together

with many of the leading members of his Council, as also

others of prominence in the official world. The deceased

had been a member of the Hedwig Guild of this city, and
the Episcopal Legate Pelldram, Prior of the Guild, took part

in the service and preached the funeral sermon. He dwelt

on the brilliant and amiable qualities of Dr. Miiller, and
spoke of him as a man of stainless honour, a loyal friend,

a loving and beloved husband and father, a master and
pioneer of science. Unspoiled by the glory and renown
which were his, he never wavered for a moment from the

firm and humble faith of his boyhood; in public and in

private he was the most religious of men, and the deeper

he pierced into the secrets of science, the more ardently he

cried out in praise of the wisdom and greatness of God. . .

.

' lb. 278 280.

* Gam gee before the British Association 1882. Report 569.
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The funeral proceeded by the Lust-Garten, up the Lin-

den, and Friedrichstrasse, to the Catholic Churchyard in

Liesenstrasse, where all that was mortal of the great scien-

tist was interred with the full ceremony of the Catholic

Church." '

Miiller was not merely convinced of the presence of

a spiritual soul in man ; he went further, and like Ber-

zelius and Liebig, postulated for the explanation of life

a principle of an order other than the chemico-physical,

namely, vital force. This hypothesis was however hotly

contested even in his life-time by the younger school

of physiologists. The shghtest acquaintance with the

fundamental conceptions of physics, argued his critics,

was sufficient to show the complete inadmissibility of

a force "which resides in no determinate substrate,

acts at no determinate point, actuates billions of mole-

cules of the most varying form and disposition without

losing its absolute unity, attaches to matter and yet

can exist apart from matter, and which can be destroyed

without the intervention of resistance as it can be in-

creased without the consumption of matter" 2. All vital

processes are, according to these critics, to be referred

to known chemico-physical forces; life itself is to be

explained by a purely mechanical theory. Such a

dark and mystical agency as "vital force" is to be re-

solutely thrust out of the region of science. These

maxims were eagerly put into practice; and scientific

Europe placed before itself the task of elucidating the

chemical and mechanical aspects of organic changes,

and of explaining life without postulating a principle

of life.

' Quoted in the pamphlet: Johannes Miiller, Koblenz 1898, 19— 20.

^ Du Bois-Reymond, Reden II 218.
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We cannot deal in any detail with the controversy.

Most of our readers are aware that science is not so

brusquely contemptuous to-day as it was ten years ago

regarding the hypothesis in question. Reflection showed

that the criticism cited above was effective only as against

one conception of "vital force", the conception, namely,

which regarded it as a force of the chemico-physical

order, the immediate efficient cause of all organic pro-

cesses of a chemico-physical nature. But if we conceive

it as a principle of a higher order, standing to the

agencies investigated by Chemistry and Physics in the

relation of guide and controller, the criticism falls to

the ground. But we are transgressing our limits. The
question we set out to answer is this: Has scientific

study of the processes of the organic life of man brought

to light any facts which render it impossible or un-

necessary to ascribe to him a spiritual soul, endowed

with free-will and of its nature immortal? Let us see

how this question has been answered by some of the

pioneers of Modern Physiology.

According to Du Bois-Reymond ^ the founder of the

modern school of Physiology was Theodor Schwann
(born at Neuss 1810, Professor at Louvain 1839, at

Liege 1848). It was his discovery of the animal cell

which "banished from the sphere of vegetative life all

conceptions , such as Miiller had entertained , of an

entelechy from which the total life of the organism

was supposed to spring, and which raised the hope

that ultimately all the processes of organic life could

be explained by means of the general properties of

matter".

' Reden II 219.
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Schwann, "the world-renowned discoverer of the cell",

who by this "triumph of Biology" has won a place

among the deathless masters of thought i, was in spite

of his rejection of "vital force", anything but a mate-

rialist. In a letter of December 22°^ 1858 he explains

to Du Bois-Reymond the process of reasoning through

which he reached the theory of organic life, "in which

I rejected all teleological explanations which made appeal

to a purposive vital force, and admitted only in the

case of man (on account of his moral freedom), the pre-

sence of a principle substantially different from matter.

This latter point to which I cling with absolute con-

viction, sets a gulf between my system and that of the

materialists" 2.

In another passage he criticises with equal sharpness

the vital force of the vital ists and the atheism of the

materialists.

"I have never been able to understand the idea of a

simple force which is assumed to be capable of altering its

mode of action, although not endowed with the faculty of

reason. I have always preferred to find the source of that

purposiveness, of which the whole course of nature gives

conclusive evidence, not in the thing created, but in the

Creator "

'

In the same year (1839) in which Schwann published

his epoch-making study of cells "the great discoverer"

in whom we find a rare union of consummate talent

* Gurlt in the Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XXXIII i88.

* Du Bois-Reymond ante 305.

* Toujours j'ai pr^fere de chercher la cause de la finalite dont

temoigne a I'evidence la nature entiere, non pas dans la creature

mais dans le Createur . . . (quoted in the Annuaire de I'Academie

royale des sciences de Belgique LI, Bruxelles 1885, 215).
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for research and religious fervour, accepted a call to

the Chair of Anatomy in the Catholic University of

Louvain^ Schwann's acceptance of the position shows

pretty clearly his inability to see the "necessarily anti-

Christian" bearing of his discoveries in Physiology. He
died at Cologne on January ii"" 1882, unwaveringly

loyal to the faith in which he had lived 2.

In his writings we find an occasional expression which

may, perhaps, lend itself to misinterpretation. "But we
must never forget", remarks Du Bois-Reymond 3, "that

Schwann, although a strong opponent of vitalism was

just as strong an opponent of materialism. In his con-

ception of the soul of animals he adhered (as I gathered

from a conversation with him at Neuss in Sept. 1 849)

to the standpoint of Descartes".

Ten years before his own death Schwann delivered

the memorial address over a distinguished colleague and

countryman, Friedrich Anton Spring (f 1872), Pro-

fessor of Physiology at the University of Li^ge. Spring

was born in 18 14 at Geroldsbach in Upper Bavaria.

* Gurlt in the AUgemeine deutsche Biographic XXXIII 189.

* Cf. the paper Germania of 17*'' and 20"* January 1882, Nr. 25, 1

and 31, I. AUgemeine Zeitung, Munchen 1882, Nr. 20, Beil., 294.

II a toujours ete profondement religieux at pret a se soumettre aux

decisions de I'Eglise catholique, meme en matiere de science. Henle

affirme que le manuscrit des recherches microscopiques fut volon-

tairement present6 a la censure de I'archeveque de Malines, qui a

ce moment ne trouva heureusement rien a, redire k la th^orie cel-

lulaire. Dans la suite Schwann eut plus d'une fois recours aux

lumieres des th^ologiens lorsqu'il lui venait des scrupules sur I'ortho-

doxie de ses id6es scientifiques, et il ne fut pas toujours aussi heureux

qu'avec la th6orie cellulaire (L. Fred eric q in the Annuaire de

I'Academie de Belgique LI 227).

* Reden II 321.
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Like Schwann, he obtained a position abroad, and by

his scientific achievements and his lovable character

overcame the natural distrust with which strangers are

greeted, and won universal respect and admiration.

Spring was at one with Schwann in his attitude towards

religion. "If he looked to the future with hope", says

the latter, speaking of Spring's last illness, "it was be-

cause he did not leave God out of his reckonings. For,

gentlemen, I must not and will not pass by the matter

in silence, Spring was a man of a profoundly religious

mind; he made no ostentatious parade of his faith, but

he would have thought it disgraceful to deny it; and

when occasion demanded he made open declaration of

it. He lived a Christian, and a Christian he died. His

supreme consolation was the certainty he had that he

would meet again in a better world those whom he had

loved in this." ^

The celebrated Danish physiologist Daniel Friedrich

Eschricht (f 1863), was the first to grasp the full

significance of Schwann's discovery. He regarded it

as the death-blow of the hypothesis of "vital force".

"Vital force has", he wrote, "lost its prestige, or —
what is worse for it — has gone out of fashion."- The

physical conception of life has quite supplanted the teleo-

logical. In this respect, indeed, Eschricht believes that

science has gone a great deal too far.

* II vivait d'ailleurs en Chretien , et c'est en Chretien qu'il est

mort, — emportant avec lui , comine supreme consolation, la certi-

tude de revoir un jour dans un inonde meilleur ceux qu'il avail

avail aimes (Theod. Schwann, Notice sur F.-A. Spring , in the

Annuaire de I'Academie de Belgique XL, Bruxelles 1874, 261).

* D. F. Eschricht, Das physische Leben in populiiren Yor-

Iragen dargestellt, Berlin 1852, 75.
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"Vital force as understood by Van Helmold must undoubted-

ly be rejected; but if we use the words to denote a prin-

ciple plainly operative in the life of every plant and every

animal the case stands otherwise. Every phenomenon of

life, taken by itself, may be explained by the general laws

of nature. But these phenomena taken in their totality can

be understood only as the outward manifestations of such a

principle. The analogy which has been set up between the

cell and the crystal I cannot accept; I believe, not that

plants and animals originate through an arbitrary conjunc-

tion of matter of various kinds, but that on the contrary

the material constituents of organisms, with their blind force,

appear only in complete subordination to this vital principle.

Such an hypothesis (which I call the teleological hypothesis)

seems to me to be the only one in harmony with the ac-

tual facts of life."

'

In a subsequent lecture Eschricht enters into a de-

tailed defence of this teleological interpretation of life.

He opens his case with an interesting and effective

parable.

He imagines a remote island, the inhabitants of which

have never seen a ship, and are totally ignorant of naviga-

tion. "Suddenly there appears off their coast a sailing vessel,

battling against wind and tide. The natives are plunged in

amazement at the strange sight. 'It is the work of a magi-

cian' they say. 'See how he lords it over wind and tide I

See how the two join forces to cast and shatter him on the

rocks; but his wisdom triumphs over their hostility. He
has at command a power higher than theirs.' Then the sa-

vants arrive on the scene. They naturally begin to determine

the precise circumstances and conditions under which the

strange phenomenon presents itself. 'What! is this colossus

to be exempt from the influence of the great natiu-al forces,

which are admitted to be the powers propelling every other

body driven by wind and wave? You are astonished at

' lb. 75-

Kneller, Christianity.
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seeing a change in the movement of a vessel without any

corresponding change in wind or tide? But did you not

see the board behind there shifting its position, and those

huge sheets setting themselves into a new formation ? These
changes explain the change of direction.' The people, ob-

serving more closely, notice the rudder and sails, and re-

cognise the truth of what the savants say. None the less

they continue their study of the ship, of the harmony and

singleness of purpose which its movements manifest, and

cling to their intuition — some power, individual and com-

pulsive, is at work there

!

"Were they so completely mistaken, those primitive minds?

They were certainly wrong in raising the hypothesis of a

magical power , . . and the savants were clearly within their

rights in rejecting such a conception. But the savants went

wide of reality in limiting their vision to the individual

phenomena exhibited by the ship, and declining to recognise

the plain manifestation of mind given by the totality of

these phenomena. For the fundamental question was always

there. Had the forces of nature free play on the ship as

on a piece of drift-wood, or were they guided by some
power of another order to the accomplishment of a single

definite purpose?"^

Eschricht adds a word on the immortality of the soul.

"It is a fact well known to you that many men of science

declare the idea of a spiritual existence, continuing after

bodily death, to be wholly untenable. How many things

men will be led to pronounce impossible if they insist on

subjecting the unknown to the limits of their imagination!

Only a few years ago it was unimaginable that infusoria and

parasites should originate in the usual way. Who would

credit the possibility of sight and hearing, who would be-

lieve that an individual unit of life would maintain itself

amid the endless changes and recombinations of its material

elements unless these were facts of actual experience? Do
you not agree with me that the body stands to the soul in

' Eschricht, Das physische Leben 78.
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the relation of instrument to worker? That is how I re-

concile my hope of immortality with the laws of physical

nature." '

To Johannes Miiller and Schwann we may add, among
German savants, Rudolf Wagner, A. W. Volkmann, and

Karl Von Vierordt.

Rudolf Wagner(t 1 864), held the Chair of Physio-

logy at Gottingen. The violence with which his writings

were assailed by Vogt is no doubt known to our readers.

Wagner had, at the meeting of the Scientific Association

at Gottingen, raised the question whether physiological

research had made it impossible to conceive a spiritual

principle in man different in kind from the body. In

his own view, he said, Physiology had not made this

conception one iota easier or more difficult of accep-

tance. For the grounds on which it rests are to be

found in the province not of Physiology but of Ethics

;

free-will and immortality, without which there can be

no question of morality, necessarily postulate a spiritual

principle 2. Wagner ended by declaring himself a loyal

and fervent Christian 3.

Vogt attempted, as might have been expected, to

belittle and deride the scientific performances of his

opponent. But his abuse went wide of the mark; for

Wagner, if not a man of great speculative depth, was

in his own province thoroughly competent. His writings

on Physiology and Anthropology are sufficient proof

» lb. 511.

* Cf. Wagners Writings: Uber Glauben und Wissen, Gottingen

1854; Menschenschopfung und Seelensubstanz, ib. 1854; Der Kampf

um die Seele vom Standpunkt der Wissenschaft, ib. 1857.

* E. g. in his philosophical letters in the Allgemeine Zeitung,

Augsburg 1852, Nr. 20, Beilage 313.
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of that. He had also some reputation as a pioneer.

He shares with Meissner the credit of having been the

first to investigate the tactile corpuscles of the skin,

and to discover the germinal vesicle.

A. W. Volkmann (t 1877, at Halle), "stands beyond

question in the first rank of the physiologists of the

19"" century" 1. His works, "all of which bear the stamp

of masterly completeness", relate especially to the move-

ment of the blood, the physiology of the nervous system,

and physiological optics. It is, however, to another

source that we go for his direct utterances on the sub-

jects with which we are concerned — to a speech de-

livered in 1874 on the then burning question of Dar-

winism 2.

Volkmann begins by stating his general attitude to-

wards the theory of evolution. He declares that he

has no a priori prejudice or objection against the theory

as such, but he feels compelled to reject that form of

it which is associated with the name of Darwin. Natural

selection cannot of itself explain the origin of species.

The whole of the first part of the speech is devoted

to a vigorous criticism of Darwinism 3. In the second

' Pa gel in the Allgemeine deutsche Biographie XL 236.

* Zur Entwicklung der Organismen, in the Bericht iiber die Sitzungen

der nalurforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle im Jahre 1874, 27—36

(Sitzung zur Feier des Stiftungsfestes am 5. Juli).

^ Volkmann's conclusions are in short as follows: i. The prin-

ciple of heredity and that of constant change are contradictory.

2. An organ is only useful in the fight for existence , when it is

completely formed; minimum additions to it are useless ; consequently

the organ cannot be formed by the addition of minimum changes.

3. Every definite form , which an organ of the body assumes, ne-

cessitates other definite forms for all the organs of the body. The
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part he gives his own hypothesis of the uprise and deve-

lopment of species. The process becomes intelligible,

he maintains, only when conceived as the working out

of a purposive idea.

Purpose manifests itself everywhere in all products of

human activity, and plays the part of a true final cause.

body is designed and framed after a certain type. This Darwin is

not able to explain. 4. Still less can Natural Selection explain the

difference between the species. If an individual is in the beginning

capable of reproducing its own species, and, later on, is no longer

so, the fact points to a deterioration and not to an amelioration in

the struggle for existence. 5. For each particular animal that alone

which is serviceable to, and suitable for the organs which have been

given him, is fitting ; therefore, the appearance of a new arrangement

of organs, which would be suitable, depends on the pre-existence

of the animal , according to which the new arrangement is to be

regulated. No one will deny that a strong set of teeth is an ad-

vantage to a beast of prey; nor that in an animal whose whole

bony skeleton , muscles , organs of digestion and sensation , nay,

even the brain itself (the seat of instinct) are those of a beast of prey,

a stronger set of teeth may be developed by natural selection. But

whence comes it that all the organs formed themselves according

to one single plan ? The first beasts of prey must have been pre-

ceded by animals, which were not beasts of prey. It could not have

been any advantage to the latter that their young should possess the

beginnings of the organs of a beast of prey. 6. As we have no

direct experience of the history of the evolution of animals, as set

forth in the theory of descent, we are referred to the analogies between

the evolution of a species and the birth and development of an

individual. But in the latter case, numerous organs come into being

simultaneously, preserving at the same lime a tendency to an existence,

that can only be realised provided that each separate organ does

not depend more on the whole, than the whole on it; the animal

is only developed with the development of its organs : it is not in

existence before its organism nor can it be said that of the many

different formations, which are possible, those only are actually realized,

which are most suitable for the animal.
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"Now the fact that there is a sphere in which purpose has

a share in shaping events, deserves patient consideration

when we come to study the history of the evolution of or-

ganic forms. For if there are special forces which bring

a goal of action into conscious perception and direct

the course of development towards that end, it is in the

highest degree improbable that such forces are confined to

our planet — or rather to a petty proportion of the dwellers

on that planet. It is also repugnant to my mind to suppose

that a Force, to whose potency we conceive no limit, has

attained in the creation of man the highest point of its

achievement.

"On the other hand we find many tokens that purposive

activity works over wider areas than that of merely human
consciousness. We are not indeed able to discern with eyes

and hands the working of purposive force, but we are con-

stantly meeting phenomena which can be explained only by
such an hypothesis. It is by such a process of inference

that Physics has penetrated to the atom, and the exact

sciences lend the fullest support to such inference.

"If in the middle of a desert, apparently never inhabited,

we were to come upon hewn stones, knitted together with

mortar, would we not regard it as the merest nonsense

to maintain that there was no reason to suppose that the

building was the outcome of purposive thought? But, as far

as co-ordination in view of a definite plan is concerned,

living organisms stand far higher than any product of human
art. Their structure bears so patently the stamp of purpose

that the first sight of them sets us asking what is the func-

tion of this and that member. And such tokens of plan

and purpose are not confined to the structure of a given

individual organism, but extend also to the relations of one

organism with another." A striking example of this neces-

sity of postulating intellect behind the metamorphoses of

the animal world "is to be found", says Volkmann, "in the

evolution of sex". According to the theory of evolution

every organism must at first have been able to propagate

itself; only in a later period was the co-operation of two

individuals required. Male and female organisms must there-
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fore have come into existence at the same stage of evolu-

tion, and, under the same external conditions, pairs of beings

of completely different structure and function must have

been developed. But such a process is "completely un-

intelligible except on the assumption that there is a power
which directs the process to an intended goal". Similar

examples of inter-relation are to be found wherever we
choose to look. "There are animals which serve as the in-

dispensable food of others, and animals of prey that prevent

the too great increase of specially prolific species. Insects

are necessary for the fructification of certain plants, and,

on the other hand, practically every insect species has had

created for its use a plant which is its natural home and

nutriment. Plants in general serve to support the life oi

animals, and animals to increase the diffusion of plants. In

short, process after process, provided in the economy of the

organic world, gives unmistakable evidence of an effort to

attain ends deliberately pre-conceived. The fact that we are

unable to penetrate in the same fashion to the purposive

thought behind the larger cyclic processes of the universe

is no ground for denying the existence of such thought:

the infinitely great, like the infinitely small, transcends the

limits of our understanding. "If anyone chooses to charac-

terise as an 'hypothesis' this inferred idea of an intelligence

which is at work in the universe, and which directs it in its

totality to pre-conceived ends — in other words a Power

which we call God — , I can find nothing against the term.

But I do say that it is an hypothesis which nobody has yet

succeeded in dismissing as superfluous." "I find the First

Cause of all organic evolution in a directing Intelligence,

which works towards deliberate ends, and creates the sum

of conditions without which the process of Becoming could

not go forward." *

* In the beginning of his essay Volkmann says : "Eine Annahme

wie die , dafi der erste Mensch durch den Hauch Gottes aus einem

ErdenkloC entstanden . ist fiir die Naturwissenschaft schlechthin un-

zulassig." But Holy Scripture does not say that Adam's body was first

an "Erdenklofi", and was then changed into flesh. It makes two distinct
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An exhaustive study of the brain by Volkmann con-

cludes as follows 1:

"My own views as to the relations existing between life

and its physical envelope may be very briefly stated. Life

and organism go together, and, therefore, either life is the

causal agency behind the organism, or the organism is the

causal agency behind life. But both must spring from a

deeper causal source other than, and outside, themselves, for

we know that there was a period when the earth was as

yet barren of life. This ultimate source of causation I find

in God. God conceived the idea of hfe, and made his idea

actual in matter. But for matter, life must have remained

a mere possibility, must have Iain imprisoned in the Divine

Mind, incapable of finding external manifestation. When
the organism undergoes dissolution, life vanishes from the

region of actuality, but the idea of it remains in the mind
of God and may again be actualized in matter. Individuals

die, but the idea of them persists in the race.

"Moreover the soul had need of matter in order to the

development of its life. The substance in which it assumes

concrete reality is the brain, and with the disintegration of

the brain the manifestation of the . soul in that particular

form is at an end. But the ideal content of the physical

envelope is imperishable, and no more disappears with the

death of the brain than the idea of an animal species with

the death of an individual member of it.

statements: i. The material out of which Adam's body was formed in

some way or other by the activity of God, was not created anew,

but was taken from matter which already existed; in other words,

by his body man belongs to the sphere of the lower order of

creation. 2. The soul is derived directly from God. If Volk-

mann means to say that science can refute one of these two state-

ments, this does not harmonize with his conception of a God, whose

activity is free. If God is free, He can create men in whatever way

pleases Him best.

* Handworterbuch der Physiologic mit Riicksicht auf physiologische

Pathologic. Herausgeg. von Dr. Rudolph Wagner I, Braunschweig

1842, 596 f.
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"In this view the survival of the soul after bodily death

is merely a regression of it into the mind of God, and the

possibility of rebirth always remains. How far immortality,

as thus conceived, is personal it is not the function of philo-

sophy to determine; but it may be remarked that philo-

sophy can find no grounds on which to deny personal im-

mortality. It is said that the total destruction of the organism

by death is such a ground. But we must remember that

from the physiological standpoint itself the personal soul is

not controlled by the organism, but only conditioned by it.

The idea finds outer expression in matter, and the organic

processes themselves are no more than manifestations of the

perpetually changing idea. Moreover, it must be borne in

mind that we do not so thoroughly understand the process

called 'death' as to be able to declare that it means the

entire destruction of the organism. It is possible that the

comparative grossness of our organs of observation may ex-

pose us to error. Fechner has very truly remarked that a

foetus, if capable of studying its own physiology, would find

good grounds for regarding birth as the death of its in-

dividuality. The organs which are of the greatest importance

to it while in the foetal condition, the membranes and the

organs of nutrition, are ruptured, but the real outcome of

this apparent destruction, which is the death of the embryo

as such, is an organic structure which serves as envelope

for the true life of the individual."

Karl Von Vierordt (f 1884), Professor of Physio-

logy at Tiibingen, did much to extend our knowledge

of the circulation of the blood. He was the author of

a widely popular treatise on Physiology, and of many

studies on various problems of Physics. He has recorded

his firm conviction of the existence of God, and of the

spirituality of the soul in an address delivered to the

students of the University 1.

* Uber die Einheit der Wissenschaften , eine Rede, gehalten in

der Aula der Universitat Tubingen am 6. Marz 1865, 9.
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"With what justice I.ocke has said in his 'Essay on the

Human Understanding' : 'The propositions of morahty are

as demonstrable as the propositions of mathematics ; for the

ideas from which morahty takes its origin are realities.' And
if the English philosopher speaks of morality as the charac-

teristically human science he means by this that the truth

of its essential propositions is more fully recognised and

more firmly held, alike by popular and by scientific thought,

than are the central propositions of any other science. Spiri-

tual reality has a basis as positive and 'factual' as material

reality.

"The scientific blunder of materialism lies in a misunder-

standing of the limitations of physical laws. However wide-

reaching the laws may be, however successful the sciences

which elucidate them, they furnish no shadow of explana-

tion of spiritual processes."

Towards the close of his address he says to the

students 1;

"But before you proceed, with ripened insight, to fashion

and formulate your views on religion, keep in your minds

a word of friendly assurance. Faith in the divinity of the

religion of Jesus is not imposed on your hearts in any de-

ceitful disguise. True religion stands equally remote from

a sick-souled, narrow pietism and from a too lucid and super-

ficial rationalism; it allows the intellect its full rights, but

it also teaches us to believe in a super-sensual and immortal

life, and to place our reliance in Providence."

Gustav Adolf Spiess (f 1875), a Frankfort phy-

sician, did work of great excellence in Physiological

Pathology. His work on that subject attracted the

hostile attention of Virchow, but even Spiess' severest

critics recognised him as a savant of the first order.

"In his writings we find passage on passage in sup-

port of the theistic interpretation of the world, — a

* ijber die Einheit der Wissenschaften 32.
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philosophy in which he was able to unite and reconcile

science and religion." *

Chr. George Theodore Ruete (f 1 867), won his

reputation mainly in optical surgery. In the year 1863

he was chosen Rector of the University of Leipsic, and

took as the subject of his inaugural address: "The

Existence of the Soul, Regarded from the Standpoint

of Science" 2.

"In direct opposition to the materialists who assert that

the universe can be explained with logical completeness as

the expression of a single principle, I find myself compelled

to postulate two principles, a spiritual and a material, and

to recognise that there are processes in nature which the

human mind is incapable of understanding. I maintain that

for the consistent materialist the facts of conscious percep-

tion are inexplicable, while the spiritualist is at least able

to say that they point undeniably to the existence of a spiri-

tual principle. In this conviction (that the phenomena of

sensation can arise only as experiences of a spiritual, self-

conscious principle) I am strengthened by a recognition of

the fact that most of the great physiologists of our day . .

.

share it, although they do not always proclaim it."

According to materialism sense-perception, e. g. seeing

or hearing, finds a complete explanation in the physico-

chemical reactions evoked in eye and ear by light and sound-

waves. There is no need of any active spiritual principle.

Ruete opposes this interpretation of the phenomenon, and

shows that the co-operation of the soul is needed in order

to originate sensation. He does this by adducing instances

in which all the external physical conditions of perception

are present, without in fact producing conscious perception.

' Obituary notice in the Bericht iiber die Senckenbergische Nalur-

forschende Gesellschaft 1875—1876, Frankfurt 1877, 59.

^ Uber die Existenz der Seele vom naturwissenschaftlichen Stand-

punkte, Leipzig 1863. — Cf. Rothmund in the AUgemeine deutsche

Biographie XXX 39.
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"Some one, for example, speaks to us, but we are inatten-

tive and do not (consciously) hear what he says. A moment
later, we gather ourselves together, and what he has said

penetrates for the first time into our consciousness. But if

too long an interval has elapsed we find it impossible to

recover his words.

"I recollect that at the beginning of my professional ca-

reer I had to perform a very painful operation on a young
girl, the success of which was as important for my patient's

welfare as for my own reputation. When the operation was
over, the girl began to cry (we had no chloroform then), as

I thought, for the first time. I did my best to soothe and

quiet her, and expressed my surprise that she should not

have begun to cry till everything was practically over, where-

upon I was informed that she had been crying with far

greater violence from the very beginning and that what I

heard was only a feeble echo. My attention being wholly

concentrated on the operation, I had remained quite un-

conscious of a physical stimulus far greater in volume than

that which impressed itself on my mind as soon as my
consciousness was released. The sound-waves had impinged

on my ears, the inevitable vibrations and organic disturbances

had been produced, but no auditory sensation had followed

because the indispensable mental condition of attention had

not been present." ^

Of Theodore L. W. Bischoff (f 1882), the Munich
physiologist, Karl Kupfifer says in a memorial address * of

March 28'*' 1884: "Throughout his life he was full of pious

affection towards the religion he had learned at his mother's

knee, and he never wavered from an intense belief in the

immortality of the soul which had there been implanted in

his mind." In a posthumously discovered manuscript, "Thoughts

of a Scientist on the Nature of Man and on Religion" (Bonn

1878), he explains his attitude towards religious problems.

According to Kupfifer's account ', BischofFs philosophical posi-

tion is but inadequately developed. Many of his phrases

' Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XXX i7f. - Mtinchen 1884, 6.

' lb. 22 f 42,
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have a materialistic ring "but BischofF argues vehemently

against the conclusions of materialism, while at the same
time claiming the processes of organic life as falling within

the domain of the general forces of nature" *. . . .

Du Bois-Reymond, as we have already learned, re-

marks that many passages of Schwann which show a

tendency to monism are not to be pressed too far.

The same remarks may be extended to the works of

Claude Bernard (f 1878), that great master of French

science, and more than worthy successor of the vitalist

Bichat, and the experimentaUst Magendie. We must not

look in his works for perfect accuracy of expression

or steadiness of insight in the treatment of purely philo-

sophical questions. Statements abound in his writings

which on a hasty reading seem to imply a purely mate-

rialistic or positivist interpretation of life. But a deeper

study nearly always reveals that the thought is better

than the verbal form, and that not merely does Claude

Bernard not deny the existence of a spiritual principle

in man but that he expressly accepts it. This position is

quite consistent with his general contention, namely, that

it is not the duty of Physiology to decide the old battle

of materialism and spiritualism, nor to put forward either

system of thought as the ground and basis of its re-

searches 2. A glance into his "Physiologie Generale"

will set us in the full stream of his thought.

The science of Physiology properly speaking came

into existence, according to Bernard, with the discovery

"that life is conserved by physico-chemical processes,

which, so far as their immediate cause and character

« lb. 23.

^ De la physiologic generale par Claude Bernard, Paris 1872.
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are concerned, do not differ from those which take place

in non-living matter" i. It was Lavoisier who first made

this proposition the starting point of scientific Physio-

logy. He treated respiration as a process of oxidisation

pure and simple. The heat of the body he showed,

in conjunction with Laplace, to be due to a process

of combustion, identical in essence with that which takes

place in our ovens. Bernard signalises as the most fatal

error of Physiology before Lavoisier "the assumption

that vital manifestations proceed in complete indepen-

dence of ordinary physico-chemical laws, and are pro-

duced and directed by vague, hidden forces (vital prin-

ciple, spirit, physiological soul, vital force), which cannot

be localised or scientifically understood".

The first impression which would be gathered by a

hasty reader from this passage is that Claude Bernard

was a materialist. But closer study will show that this

is not the case. To dismiss the notion of a vital force

or a physiological soul is, to his mind, to deny not the

existence of a spiritual principle in man but merely that

conception of it which makes it totally independent

of physico-chemical laws. Physiology should not adopt

as its basis either materialism or spiritualism, but should

devote itself simply to the experimental investigation of

organic life.

"Science (i. e. physical science) never reaches to ultimate

causes, and the first cause of life, as of all else, will ever

escape our researches. In order to understand and explain

the mechanism of life it is no more necessary to know what

is the nature of the creative power behind living matter,

than it is necessary to know the nature of the creative prin-

' De la physiologic g^n^rale par Claude Bernard 4—5.
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ciple behind a mineral before proceeding to investigate its

properties." *

Physiology, according to this view of it, is incapable

of raising obstacles against the existence of a spiritual

soul, or against the existence of God. Such questions do

not fall within the province of Experimental Physiology

at all. But Claude Bernard, in casual expressions, rather

transgresses the limits set by himself, and in so doing

displays distinct hostility to materialism. The pen of

a materialist would not "secrete" such phrases as "crea-

tive power". Still more definite in drift is a later pas-

sage in the book, the only one in which Bernard ex-

pressly discusses the conflict between spiritualism and

materialism. Having declared that the question of the

existence of the soul does not belong to Physiology, he

continues

:

"As science shows, neither organic nor inorganic matter

produces phenomena : both serve simply to manifest pheno-

mena through the properties which they exhibit under deter-

minate conditions. It is a counter-sense to declare that a

phenomenon of motion, whether it takes place in living or

in lifeless matter, is not susceptible of a mechanical ex-

planation. But on the other hand, matter, of whatever kind,

possesses no spontaneity and no generative power; it is a

mere expression of the thought of that mind which has

created the machine. The organised matter of the brain,

in which the phenomena of perception and intellection mani-

fest themselves, is no more conscious of the processes of

thought manifested in it than the dead matter of a mere
machine, say for example, a watch, is conscious of the mo-

^ lb. 317. Similar opinions are of frequent occurrence in Bernard,

^' &• P- 321 : La cause premiere de la creation, soit de la matiere

brute, soit de la matiere vivante , nous ^chappe 6galement
; p. 306

to 307 : Les causes premieres des phenomenes nous echapperont

partout etc.
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vement of its parts. It is no more conscious of thought

than the type of a compositor's case, or the paper are con-

scious of the ideas which they record. If it is said that thought

is a secretion of the brain, it may with the same justification

be added that time, or the idea of time, is a secretion of

the watch. . . . To put the whole matter in two words: we
must distinguish between causes and conditions. Matter is

never the cause of anything, it is only a condition; and

this holds as well of the changes which take place in lifeless

as of those which take place in living matter. The savant

must seek to explain the determinism of the processes by
an analysis of their conditions ; these, then, play the role of

proximate causes. First causes, however, lie beyond his

province, and he must not allow them to influence his

researches. The determinism of phenomena is his domain.

Therein lie the problems of experimental science." ^

Passages such as this enable us to understand what

Bernard means by the word "determinism", which oc-

curs so often in his writings. He means nothing more

than that every organic process is to be explained on

its physico-chemical side by physico-chemical causes.

This "determinism" does not clash with the conception

of moral freedom. If, for example, I make up my mind

to move my finger, this resolution sets going a whole

series of processes. It produces a change in the brain,

which projects an influence along the determinate nerve,

the nerve moves a muscle, and the muscle the finger.

In the whole chain there is only one link free, namely,

the originating volition; all the others are the rigidly

necessary outcome of their predecessors. But the scientist

cannot subject to direct and immediate observation the

volitional impulse, his view is limited to the series of

changes by which that impulse is realised. He should

' De la physiologic g6n6rale 325.
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confine himself to these changes without denying or

asserting the freedom of the will. That Bernard desires

to be understood in this sense, he expressly declares.

"If modern science accepts determinism, it so accepts it

as to make it actually a condition of freedom. Indeed there

can be no free act save at the moment when the process

receives impulse and direction. Once set going, this impulse

falls absolutely under the sway of determinism. During this

latter period determinism is a compulsion to which the gods

of old owned submission. Determinism, I re-iterate, does

not exclude freedom." ^

We have only to add that Bernard, while vigorously

opposing the hypothesis of a falsely conceived vital force,

is in no way hostile to the conception of certain direc-

ting forces which determine the formation and structure

of the organism 2.

J. B. Dumas, speaking over the grave of Bernard, ex-

pounded the ideas to which the dead scientist had de-

voted himself in these- words

:

"Like Lavoisier, Laplace, Bichat, Magendie . . . Claude

Bernard sought to unveil and understand the great secret

of life, without professing to explain its ultimate nature and

origin. The astronomer remains ignorant of the power be-

hind the cosmic system, and yet is able to calculate with

certainty the paths of the planets which that power main-

' Je le repete, le determinisme n'exclut pas la liberty 334.

* Dans les corps vivants, les forces directrices ou evolu-

lives des ph6nomenes sont morphologiquement vitales, tandis que

leurs forces executives sont les memes que dans les corps

bruts. The chemist may indeed reproduce the substances of which

a bone consists, but can never make the bone with its specific form

and characteristics (ib. 320). "La force vitale", dit Claude Ber-

nard, "dirige les ph^nomenes qu'elle ne produit pas; les agents

physiques produisent des ph^nomenes qu'ils ne dirigent pas" (Revue

des deux mondes, 15 nov. 1878, 307).

Kneller, Christianity. 21
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tains in being and in motion. Claude Bernard held that

in the same way the physiologist must be allowed to explain

the phenomena of life in terms of physical and chemical

forces, although life itself and thought, which direct and
control these phenomena, lie outside his province." ^

Another authority expresses himself in precisely the

same sense:

"One last word: This pitiless physiologist, this champion

of absolute determinism did not suffer himself to be misled

into a denial of the truths of metaphysics. He believed

himself to be conscious of, and dependent on, a Something,

that did not fall under the scrutiny of science. He recog-

nised a twofold order, a twofold kingdom of knowledge. In

the one the experimental method held sway, and produced

the richest results; in the other, pure reason and reflection

were to be relied upon. In the one, determinism is absolute

lord and master; in the other, reflection and introspection

meditate on their characteristic problems, suggest solutions,

and throw a little light on the sublime questions of our

origin and destiny. . . . We have already quoted the last

page of his book in which he characterises the truths of

metaphysics by the bold term 'the sublimities of ignorance'

(sublimites de I'ignorance). These sublimities cast their glow

over the face of him who was the greatest experimentalist

of his age, and it shone transfigured with the image of God,

lacking which the countenance of man is a poor and light-

less mask." ^

To give these expressions their full weight we must

add just one word. When Bernard saw that death was

at hand, he sent for a priest and "had the happiness

of ending a life, consecrated to the service of science,

by a Christian death" 3.

* Comptes rendus LXXXVI, Paris 1878, 403.

* Revue des deux mondes, 15 nov. 1878, 310.

* Ce qui nous cause plus de joie que tous ces honneurs (at his

state funeral), c'est I'assurance que cet homme de bien a eu le bonhenr
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Another master of Physiology, renewed for his re-

searches into the functions of the brain, and for his

contributions to the Anatomy and Physiology of the

brain was Marie Jean Pierre Flourens (f 1867).

Despite the Catholic ring of his name he was a Prote-

stant. He was a vigorous critic of materialism, and de-

voted special papers to a refutation of the materialistic

theories of Gall, Spurzheim, and Broussais. We quote

a passage from his work on the unity of the human
species. The physical identity of the various races of

man, as established by Bluraenbach and Tiedemann, does

not content him. We must, he maintains, re-inforce it

by a consideration of another order.

"Even on the physical side of our organism, that which

we can see and touch is not the most essential. 'The organs',

says Bossuet, 'do not find their real essence in that which

we see and touch. They really consist in the co-ordination

of inconceivably delicate parts . . . the minuteness of which

only the mind can conceive.' But what a huge step it is

from even the most delicate of physical organs to mind!

Physiology teaches us only one thing: the correspondence

which exists between the development of function and the

development of organ.

"The moment we touch on the veritable human function,

intellect, we leave two sciences and step into a third, Psycho-

de terminer par une mort chretienne une vie enlierement consacr^e

a la science. Quoique les medecins dont il ^tait entour^, lui fissent

illusion eux-m^mes sur la gravity de son mal, et qu'ainsi le. prStre

a €16 appel6 un peu tard, le malade jouissait de sa pleine con-

naissance a I'arrivee du ministre de Dieu, et il a temoigne, par ses

reponses et surtout par la maniere affectueuse dont il lui serrait la

main, avec quelle reconnaissance il acceptait les secours de la religion

(Eludes religieuses
,

philosophiques , historiques et litleraires XXII,

Lyon-Paris 1878, 445). Cf. the reference in the Revue des deux

mondes; 1$ decembre 1878, 840; AUgemeine Zeilung, Augsburg

1881, 2301).

21»
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logy. Psychology has a characteristic province of its own.

The activities of the mind can be understood only by the

active mind. Spirit discloses its nature only to spirit.

"In the province of Psychology we can now draw the line

of demarcation between instinct and intelligence; between

intelligence as it exists in animals, and as it exists in man.

This line is sharply and clearly defined. But between man
and man, between race and race we can discover no more
than grades, varieties, nuances. Man alone possesses a con-

ception of a moral order and a conception of God, and

these are the natural possession of all men. In relation to

both, the intelligence of humanity is at one with itself This

unity of intelligence is the last and conclusive proof of the

unity of the human race." *

Flourens had been for some time a free-thinker, but

he returned to the Christian faith and fold 2.

"His mind became clouded (through weakening of

the brain) in his last moments. He was unable to say,

like Goodsir, on his death-bed : He is only a half-formed

anatomist whose thought does not reach beyond the

changes of the physical organism. But he had often

given expression — this physiologist who so resolutely

denied the possibility of localising the soul — to such

a thought before his last illness came upon him."^

Flourens derived much assistance from the work of

an English scientist, Sir Charles Bell (f 1842). Bell

' P. Flourens, Recueil des eloges historiques lus dans les

seances publiques de I'Academie des sciences, 3* serie, Paris 1862,

279 f.

^ Apres s'6tre montre d'abord, comme c'etait la mode du temps,

penseur libra et independant , il fut un des premiers a revenir h.

I'orthodoxie ; et sa science avait fini par 6tre parfaitement d'accord

avec la foi (Les Mondes XV, Paris 1867, 637).

'v. Martius in Sitzungsberichte der konigl. bayr. Akademie I,

Milnchen 1868, 464.
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Stands among the pioneers of Nerve-Physiology i. Haller

had declared that he knew no afferent nerve that was

not also an efferent nerve, but Bell showed that precisely

the opposite is the case, and that the same nerve never

fulfils both functions. The interest aroused throughout

all Europe by this discovery was extraordinarily great.

It is related of the French physiologist Roux, that when

Bell entered his lecture-room, he dismissed his pupils,

saying that they had done enough for the day, they

had seen Charles Bell 1

The great English savant was of a profoundly religious

disposition. We have already made his acqaintance as

author of one of the Bridgewater Treatises, and co-

editor of Paley's Natural Theology 2. In his lectures

he was fond of drawing attention to the evidently pur-

posive structure of organisms. On his private life his

religious belief showed the most beneficent influence.

"All his friends echoed from their hearts the judgment

of Lord Cockburn: 'If ever I knew a good and happy

man it was Sir Charles Bell.' 'He had too deeply-

rooted a belief in that Providence, which rules the

world, to fail ever in thankfulness for his lot in life.' " ^

One of his oldest friends , Lord Jeffrey , wrote on

his tombstone the inscription: "Sacred to the memory
of Sir Charles Bell, who after unfolding with unrivalled

sagacity, patience, and success, the wonderful struc-

ture of our mortal bodies , esteemed lightly of his

greatest discoveries, except only as they tended to

impress himself and others with a deeper sense of the

' Flourens, Recueil des eloges III, Paris 1852, 47— 159.

« V. p. 37 224.

' Dictionary of National Biography IV, London 1885, 156.
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infinite wisdom and ineffable goodness of the Almighty

Creator . .
." '

The name of Louis Pasteur (f 1895) has almost

as a great a claim to be included in the history of

Physiology as in that of Chemistry. He is universally

recognised as a discoverer of the very first order. Pasteur

began his scientific career in 1 848 with a series of disco-

veries with regard to crystals; he showed the inter-

relation between the crystalline form of certain bodies

and their retention of light, and helped to found Stereo-

scopy. As early as i860 he had formulated the funda-

mental ideas of this new science. He also analysed

with great success the composition of wine and grape-

acids. In 1875— 1876 he was engaged in investigating

the chemistry of fermentation. But it was his discovery

in 1877 that certain diseases are due to the presence

of minute organisms — bacteria or bacilli — that first

won for him a world-wide renown. He followed up

his discovery of bacteria by discovering further that in

certain circumstances these agents of disease can be em-

ployed for therapeutic purposes. The experiments, by

which in 1 862 he demonstrated the untenability of the

hypothesis of spontaneous generation 2, attracted universal

notice, as also his studies of the diseases of wine and

beer, and of the silk-worm. Alike theoretically and

practically his discoveries were of inestimable value.

The art of surgery was directed by them towards a new
and brilliantly fruitful development ; and Huxley did not

* Encyclopaedia Britannica III', Edinburgh 1875, 542-

^ Pouchet, the obstinate opponent, who was fighting against him,

was no materialist. On the contrary "il avait en horreur le mat^ria-

lisme m^me alors que ses ecrits semblaient I'affirmer" (Les Mondes

XXX [1873] 2).
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exaggerate the practical worth of Pasteur's researches

when he declared that they would more than compen-

sate France for the war indemnity of five milliards which

she was compelled to pay to Germany 1. In point of fact

the great scientist saved the silk-industry of France from

destruction. It was estimated that in the ten years before

Pasteur came to the rescue this industry alone had suffered

losses reaching in amount to 1500 millions (francs) 2.

Pasteur's place among the masters of science is cer-

tain beyond cavil, and equally certain is it that he was

till the end a faithful and fervent Catholic. In his later

years he was in the habit of approaching the sacraments

very frequently 3; "He g^ve up his soul to God at the

last, clasping in his hands his little copper cross, and

repeating fervently a confession of faith and hope." It

is related that a student once asked him how it was

that, after so much reflection and research, he could

remain a believer. "It is just because I have thought

and sought so much" replied Pasteur, "that I believe

with the faith of a Breton peasant. If I had thought

more and studied more I would have come to believe

with the faith of the Breton peasant's wife."*

Pasteur made open profession of his belief on the

occasion of his reception into the French Academy. He
had been elected successor to Littre, the great Positivist,

and had, according to custom, to pronounce a memorial

' Ren6'Vallery-Radot, La vie de Pasteur, Paris 1901 ; Du-

claux, Pasteur, histoire d'un esprit, Paris 1898; J. F. Boutet,

Pasteur et ses^l^ves, Paris 1898.

^ Couette in La science catholique X, Arras 1896, 182,

'Van Trichl in Revue des quest, scient. XXXIX, Louvain

1896, 385 387-

* Revue des deux mondes, 15 octobre 1895, 9 '7-
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speech on his predecessor. He censured Positivism for

the open contradiction of its principles involved in its

manner of dealing with the idea of God. Positivism

professes to found itself on the actual undeniable facts

of experience, but brushes aside this most positive and

undeniable of all facts, namely, that humanity as a whole

has always believed in God and found its support in

religion.

"The great and obvious gap in the system is its refusal

to give any recognition to that greatest of all positive ideas,

the idea of the Infinite.

"What exists on the other side of the starry heavens?

New stars and new heavens. Be it so ! And out beyond
these, what is there ? This is a question which the human
mind finds itself drawn by an irresistible influence to for-

mulate; it will never cease to ask it. Do we imagine it

possible to come to a final term in space or in time? But

the stage at which we would come to a stop is merely a

vast something, greater than anything that has gone before,

but yet finite; the mind perceives this, and the perception

raises at once the old riddle, which is neither to be solved

nor ignored. It is of no use to say: Out beyond there,

there is time, there is space, magnitude without limit. It is

impossible to rest content with such phrases. The mind that

confesses consciousness of the idea of the Infinite — and no

mind can fail to be conscious of it — accepts more of the

supernatural than is contained in all the miracles of all the

religions. For the idea of the Infinite has two characteristics

;

it imposes itself on the mind, and it baffles the mind's effort

to comprehend it. When this idea takes possession of the

intellect, nothing remains but to go down humbly on one's

knees. In a mood of almost oppressive reverence and

fear, one comes to beg forgiveness for reason: the whole

mechanism of the mind threatens to leave its accustomed

grooves; one comes near the sublime folly of Pascal. And
this Positivist idea, this root-idea. Positivism brusquely dis-

misses without even assigning a reason. ..."
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Renan was chosen to reply to Pasteur's inaugural

address. The scene had the air of a deliberately arranged

trial of arms between the earnest savant and the brilliant

dilettante. "In this clash of the crystal with the iron

vessel it was assuredly not the latter that came to grief",

wrote Melchior de Vogiie ^.

A biologist of considerable note died on Sept. lo"* 1899

in the person of Jean Baptiste Carnoy, Teacher

at the University of Louvain^. He was the founder

of the new science of Cytology or Cellular Biology,

which takes for subject-matter the cell as such ; that

mysterious structure which forms the ultimate basis alike

of animal and of plant life. He was one of the first

to discover the reticular structure of protoplasm. Carnoy

established a review of his science, La Cellule, and an

Institute at Louvain which bears his name.

Carnoy was not only a Catholic but a priest. Before

his appointment to the position of teacher he had been

for eight years cure in a small Belgian parish, and had

shown the most ardent zeal for souls ; during the whole

course of his professorial career he never failed to begin

his lectures with the sign of the cross.

To these names we might add a long list of others,

distinguished in the history of medicine, but we limit

ourselves to one or two. Rene Theodore Hya-
cinthe Laennec (f 1826), was the first to employ

auscultation and percussion in the diagnosis of pulmo-

' G. G i 1 s o n , Eloge funebre de J.-B. Carnoy, in La Cellule

XVII, Lierre-Louvain 1899, I— xxxiv. L. Gedoelst, Les progres

de la Biologic cellulaire, in Congres scientifique international des

Catholiques tenu ^ Paris II, Paris 1888, 543— 555.

*
J- J- Walsh in The Messenger XXXVIII, New York 1902,

50—68.
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nary disease. His profoundly religious attitude of mind,

maintained in an atmosphere of indifference and scepti-

cism, was well known to his contemporaries. A story

is told of him which illustrates this in a striking and

slightly humorous fashion. He was travelling with his

wife from Paris to Brest, when their carriage came into

collision with another, and the occupants were thrown

out on the road. There was naturally, a scene of

great confusion, but in due time things were put in

order again. Then Laennec opened his lips for the

first time. He said to his wife: "We left off our Rosary

at such and such a place"; and they calmly resumed

it as if nothing had happened'.

"Like so many other masters of medicine, like Ri-

viere, Baillou, Winslow, Bonnet, Baglivi, Morgagni,

Boerhaave, Haller, he was led by his study of the human

frame, the marvellous adaptation of its organs to one

another and to the external world, to admire and love

the Creator of such marvels. His mind was at one with

that of his friend Bayle."^

Laennec describes his discovery with characteristic

simplicity. Hitherto, he says, two methods of investi-

gation have been employed in the investigation of pulmo-

nary disease, the application of the hand and of the

ear. There are many cases in which neither is success-

ful. For himself he has chanced upon a third and

better one.

"In 1816 I was consulted by a young person who was

labouring from the general symptoms of a diseased heart.

' Traite de rauscultation mediate . . . par R.-Th.-H. Laennec. Nouv.

edition . . . augmentee d'une notice hist, sur Laennec. Bruxelles

1828, XXXI.

* Ante 4.
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In her case, percussion and the application of the hand (what

modern doctors call 'palpation'), were of little service be-

cause of a considerable degree of stoutness. The other

method, that namely of listening to the sounds within the

chest by the direct application of the ear to the chest

wall, being rendered inadmissible by the age and sex of the

patient, I happened to recollect a simple and well-known

fact in acoustics and fancied it might be turned to some
use on the present occasion. The fact I allude to is the

great distinctness with which we hear the scratch of a pin

at one end of a piece of wood on applying our ear to

the other.

"Immediately on the occurrence of this idea I rolled a quire

of paper into a kind of cylinder and applied one end of it

to the region of the heart and the other to my ear. I was

not a little surprised and pleased to find that I could thereby

perceive the action of the heart in a manner much more clear

and distinct than I had ever been able to do by immediate

application of the ear.

"From this moment I imagined that the circumstance might

furnish means for enabling us to ascertain the character not

only of the beating of the heart, but of every species of

sound produced by the motion of all the thoracic viscera,

and consequently for the exploration of the respiration, the

voice, the death rattle, and perhaps even the movements of

fluid effused in the pleura or pericardium. With this con-

viction I forthwith commenced at the Necker Hospital a

series of observations from which I have been able to de-

duce a set of new signs of diseases of the chest. These are

for the most part certain, easily perceptible, and calculated,

perhaps, to render the diagnosis of the diseases of the lungs,

heart and pleura as decided and circumstantial as the in-

dications furnished to the surgeon by the finger or the probe,

in the complaints wherein these are of use." '

* Ami de la religion XXXI, Paris 1822, 118; cf. XLII, Paris

1824, 42: Comme Pascal il s'aneantissait devant la grandeur de

Dieu etc. For Halle's importance cf. G. Cuvier, Recueil des

eloges HI, Strasbourg-Paris 1827, 345— 360.
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Gaspard Laurent Bayle (f 1816), of whom men-

tion has been made, was one of the first physicians

of his day. He made invaluable contributions to the

study of cancer and phthisis. J. N. Halle (f 1822),

one of the pioneers of hygienic science, was, as a notice

from a Catholic pen puts it, "a man of note, not merely

in respect of intellectual achievement, but also in respect

of his religious principles" 1, During the Revolution he

displayed magnificent courage; he defended Lavoisier

before his judges, and found a way to reach the sick

in the prisons and convey medical aid to them. To
these names we may add those ofG. Dupuytren^

(f 1834), W. Hufeland (f 1836) a Christian much

honoured in Germany, and Dominiquejean Larrey

(f 1842), organiser of the modern system of army surgery.

He made an end of the cruel practice of abandoning the

wounded on the field of battle. He was a benefactor

not merely of his own country but of the whole world,

for the French system of ambulance corps was adopted

by all civilized nations. Napoleon I. left Larrey in his

will a legacy of 100 000 francs characterising him as

"the most virtuous man I ever knew. He left in my
mind the image of the really good man". His edi-

fying death showed to all the world that the great

benefactor of so many wounded and dying soldiers

shared the faith of the simplest and most humble-minded

Christian '^.

' Journal historique et litteraire I, Liege 1834, 439.

^ Ch. W. Hufeland , Esquisse de sa vie et de sa mort chre-

tiennes par A. de Stourdza, Berlin 1837; extract from Rev. ger-

manique 3* s6rie X, Paris 1837, 34— 54.

* A peine instruit de la gravity du mal qui le saisissait, . . . M. le

baron Larrey a voulu confier sa vie a Dieu et recourir aux sacre-
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Other names that should at least be mentioned are

those ofJoseph Claude Recamieri (f 1852); James
Young Simps on 2 (-j- 1870), the first to make use of

chloroform in surgery; Wiihelm Baum^ (•}• 1883);

Richard VonVolkmann*(t 1889); Jules Em lie

PeanB (f 1898); Joseph Hyrtl (f 1894).

Hyrtl was born in 18 10 at Eisenstadt in Hungary,

in 1836 he became a University teacher at Prague,

and in 1845 ^^ Vienna. He published an immense

number of papers on points and problems of Anatomy,

and a text-book of his science which ran to twenty

editions and was translated into many foreign languages.

When, in 1865, the fifth centenary of the University of

Vienna was to be celebrated, Hyrtl was elected Rector,

It was in the fitness of things that the greatest name

in science at Vienna should be prominently associated

ments de I'Eglise qu'il a regus avec cette foi des camps qui ne con-

nait ni examen ni incertitude. Ami de la religion CXIV , Paris

1842, 230.

' P. Triaire, Recamier et ses contemporains, Paris 1899.

' Lexikon der hervorragenden Arzte aller Zeiten X, Wien und

Leipzig 1887, 416.

' Allgemeine deutsche Biographie XLVI 252 253.

* "Zur Idealitat seines Wesens gehorte . . . vor allem seine wahre

Frommigkeit, welche ohne Prunk und ohne Bekenntniseifer doch aus

tiefer Uberzeugung von der Erlosungskraft des Christentums entsprungen

war und die Welt seiner Gedanken auch in seinem Berufe und seiner

Forschung durchdrang und belebte ; ein neuer Beweis ftlr den alten

Satz, daC die halbe Wissenschaft von Gott hinweg, die ganze zu ihm

fiihrt. Es war ihm aber mit stiller Aufnahme des Christentums nicht

genug, sondern er empfand und verfolgte den Drang, das Verhallnis

zwischen Wissen und Glauben wiederholt zu durchdenken und beide

in sich selbst harmonisch zu verbinden." FedorKrause in Leo-

poldina XXVI, Halle 1890, 44.

^ Cosmos, 5 f^vr. 1898, 163.
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with the celebration. Hyrtl took up the office of Rector

on October i^* 1864 and chose for the subject of his

Inaugural Address: "The Materialistic Theories of our

Day" 1.

It was certainly not the first pronouncement made

by men of science against materialism. But the condem-

nation by a man of Hyrtl's reputation of this favourite

child of the modern mind, delivered amid all the pomp
and solemnity of the public fete, attracted unusual

attention, and aroused a storm of controversy in the

Liberal Press of Vienna. We can understand the violent

and angry abuse heaped on Hyrtl by his critics if we

read his speech. He thrust materialism bodily aside as

unscientific, and protested against the procedure of those

who sought to make science responsible for this "extra-

vagant expression of a system of thought that has

allowed itself to be betrayed and benighted on a

bye-way".

"To sum up..." said HyrtP, "I cannot understand what

scientific grounds have justified the resurrection of the old

materialistic theories of Epicurus and Lucretius, or have assured

to them a universal and permanent empire over the human
mind. Observation and experience speak no more in their

favour to-day than they ever did; the exact methods of

modern science, so properly eulogised, have not led to any

discovery that makes materialism easier of acceptance. It

is now what it was then, a speculative hypothesis and no
"cognitio certa ex principiis certis", to use the Roman orator's

' Reprinted in AUgemeine Biicherei, herausgeg. von der oster-

reichischen Leo - Gesellschaft Nr. 4, Wien und Leipzig. Cf. Der

Katholik XLV, Mainz 1865, 2, 641—651. Natur und Offenbarung X,

Miinster 1864, 569 f. For Hyrtl as scientist cf. Leopoldina XXXI,

Halle 1895, iQof 211 f.

^ AUgemeine Biicherei Nr. 4, p. 36— 37.
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definition of science. It is an inference, resting, not on clear

and irrefutable argument, but on boldness of assumption and

assertion, and on the dominant temper of the day which finds

such theories the more congenial, the more menacing they

are to the established order of things. The earth-bom Titan

of materialism has not achieved a lasting victory over the

kingdom of science. No such victory will ever be achieved

so long as serious science refuses to abandon the fight, so

long as science draws its strength and inspiration from the

stable ground of fact, so long as it refuses to count its own
cause as lost, or to sacrifice to false gods.

"But if science is able, as it is able, to shake itself clear

of this proud rival, so many times defeated yet never slain,

then do not avert your eyes from the work of the true and

earnest investigator. He too is a priest of knowledge ; for,

to adopt the words of the poet prince

:

Willst du zuletzt zum Unendlichen schreiten,

Dann geh vorerst im Endlichen nach alien Seiten."

X. ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.

Like Pasteur, but in a very different direction, the

German scientist Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg

(t 1876), won his reputation in the sphere of the in-

finitely little 1. Having published many papers of ori-

ginal research, he undertook in the years 1820 to 1825

a scientific expedition to the Nile Valley. He was ac-

companied by Hemprich, and the two colleagues brought

back with them to Berlin a large selection of Natural

history specimens. In 1829 Ehrenberg made a second

journey with A. Von Humboldt and G. Rose to the Ural

and Altai region. But his most important work was his

* M a X L a u e , Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg. Ein Vertreter

deutscher Naturforschung im 19. Jahrhundert , Berlin 1895. J oh.

Hanstein in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic V 701—711.
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determination of the properties of the infusoria. These

had been brought within the range of science by the

invention of the microscope, but before Ehrenberg's

researches very Httle was known about them, and that

httle was interwoven with fables and delusions. It was

still believed that they were spontaneously generated

by decaying matter, and that the forms which they

assumed were due to mere chance and passed easily

into others. Ehrenberg put a very different complexion

on the matter 1.

It was his discovery in the waters of one of Berlin's

supply-stations of a swarming population of these minute

organisms that first made Ehrenberg's name famous and

familiar. Kings and princes summoned him and his

microscope to their presence, and he was received with

honour in Paris and England. His reputation was further

increased by his demonstration of the important part

played in nature by the most minute forms of life. To
this section of his work belong his studies on marine

phosphorescence, on the blood-like blotches to be ob-

served on bread and other foods, on edible earths, on

blood-rain and dust-rain. Still more important was his

discovery that certain widely-diffused kinds of stone and

earth are composed of lime and pebbles formed from the

casings of primitive animals. "But Ehrenberg reached

the height of his reputation among his fellow-citizens

of Berlin when in 1841 he showed that the earth, on

which their city stood, was made up, to the extent

of one half or even two-thirds, of hard-shelled living

animalcules, busily swarming hither and thither, and

' For further details v. R. Hertwig, Lehrbuch der Zoologie *,

Jena 1900, 157.
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constantly bringing forth new broods out of their tiny

green eggs." ^

Many of Ehrenberg's contentions are, it is true, no

longer admitted. Subsequent research has shown that

he was wrong in ascribing to the infusoria an organism

identical with that of the higher animals, in spite of its

microscopical dimensions. Many organisms too, which

he classified as infusoria have been removed from that

class and transferred to Botany, and others are now
ranked among various branches of the protozoa. But

none the less he stands as the pioneer of the modern

science of the protozoa, the first to fix the attention

of science on the "infinitely little", and to show the

relations of this latter to the "infinitely great".

Ehrenberg was a resolute opponent of materialism.

"From his youth", says Hanstein ^ "he held firmly to the

idealistic interpretation of nature and conceived it as ordered

by the reasonable, purposive laws of a conscious Creator.

But as a scientist he was the purest and most dispassionate

empiricist."

When "German science turned away from the sure method
of unprejudiced empirical study, to which Ehrenberg was ever

loyal, and gave itself up to airy and fantastic hypotheses, he

resolutely opposed the new tendency. He was in no way
hostile to sober consideration of the theory of descent as

guided by intelligible laws, although for his own part he

was content to put it aside for the time as an hypothesis

incapable of demonstration. But the speculative extra-

vagances which under the name of 'natural selection' were

at that time setting all heads in a whirl, the wild imagining

of transition-forms between plants and animals, the 'protist-

kingdom' as they were called, these and the like airy spe-

' Laue ante 194.

* AUgemeine deutsche Biographic V 705.

Knell er, Chtistiaoity.
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culations he banished with just contempt from the region

of inductive science to that of poetic fancy" ^

Ehrenberg spoke frequently and forcibly in criticism

of the materialism dominant in his day. Thus in a

speech in the Berlin Academy on October 17"' 1850.

"It is not out of place", he said, "to touch, though

but superficially, on certain hypotheses, which, after the

morbid manner of the day, have been widely represented

as results of scientific research, and which have made a deep
impression alike on learned societies and on the popular

mind."

"Men of great name and authority have, speaking as scien-

tists, put science in an attitude of hostility to religion — not

merely to the dominant, but to every form of religion — , and
maintained, that our conceptions of the present and the future

of man must be based on the conclusions of a science

which is supposed to lead inevitably to materialism and Epi-

cureanism."

Ehrenberg then goes on to deal in particular with two "con-

clusions" of science (i) "that reHgion, in the only sense and
significance which scientific research can allow it consists,

solely of a feeling of dependence in relation to nature" and

(2) that all vital processes are in essence nothing more than

electricity.

With regard to the first of these "conclusions" he remarks

among other things : "It is quite true that the scientist realises

more keenly than anyone else the dependence, the paltriness

of man, whose weakness it is to be too puny for the in-

finity of space and too gross for the imperceptibly small,

which yet governs and moulds his life. But besides this

'dependence' he feels the sublime and beneficent order of

the universe and bows, in humility, admiration, and hope,

before it, and before its Creator. He feels himself in sym-

pathetic relation with the Maker and Orderer of all. It is

senseless to rail at the order of the world." ^

* AUgemeine deutsche Biographic V 710.

' Monatsberichte der Berliner Akademie 1850, 397—398.
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The sophism that, inasmuch as electricity is present in

all vital processes, therefore, life is electricity, he criticises

in the following terms : "Just as we know no life without

the presence of moisture, and no essential organ of a living

body which does not contain carbon, and yet do not say

that either water or carbon is life, so electricity, with its

varying currents, cannot be conceived as anything more than

an instrument, an accompaniment, a medium of which life

makes use in order to effect its ends." *

The rest of the speech is a criticism of the assertion

that the progress of science has shown the continued

existence of the soul after death to be impossible. We
do not reproduce Ehrenberg's arguments. It is sufficient

to drau^ attention to the spectacle of a great scientist

repelling as utterly invalid the so-called "proofs" of

materialism put forward in the name of science. As for

Ehrenberg's positive development of his views, this does

not possess the same interest, for there is no hand-

book of Christian philosophy but cuts deeper into the

heart of the subject.

Similar protests against the misuse of the sciences

might be multiplied out of every part of Ehrenberg's

writings. We quote, by way of example, some passages

from his micro-geological studies 2.

The results of deep-sea research have, as we know,

been invoked in support of the theory of the sponta-

neous generation of life out of non-living matter. "Bathy-

bius", "a remarkably tough, chalklike, white substance

which has given rise to the conjecture that it is the

' lb. 398.

* Ehrenberg, Mikrogeologische Studien iiber das kleinste Leben

der Meeres-Tiefgriiiide aller Zonen und dessen geologischen EinfluC,

in Abhandlungen der konigl. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin

aus dem Jahre 1872, physikalische Klasse, Berlin 1873, ^— 398.

22*
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primitive form of life from which the various forms of

life may probably have developed" is still fresh in our

memories i. On this question of deep-sea research, and

the conclusions to which its results lead , Ehrenberg

writes

:

"It is very natural that the restless fancy of scientists

should have sought to employ the valuable empirical results,

attained in this sphere, to explain the earliest geological

formations, and to buttress up the theory of spontaneous

generation. But these cloudy speculations, under the pres-

sure of a more fundamental analysis, exhibit their limitations,

and are seen rather to afford imaginative entertainment than

sound scientific information." ^

With regard to the school "which believes itself war-

ranted to assume the mantle of plenary inspiration, and

to imagine a beginning of things, quite beyond the

reach of empirical investigation, in which the amoeba

reveals itself as the source and origin of Ufe", Ehren-

berg remarks 3;

"I can only say that I join with many others in deploring

the fashion in which an age which summons us to active

and earnest concrete studies is frittered away in fantastic

theories. It is painful to see so many of our most brilliant

young men much less interested in sound research than in

scientific romances, which alike in their theories of the origin

of life, and of 'natural selection' rely merely on chance and

a sham teleology, and not on any serious purposiveness."

The whole of Section XI.* "Independent, Micro-

scopic Life, and the New Theories of Nature" is directed

against Darwinism.

Ehrenberg, Mikrogeologische Studien 362; cf. 376.

lb. 347-348. * lb. 338.

lb. 376-384.
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1

In the year of Ehrenberg's death (1876) there died,

also at Dorpat, the founder of Comparative Embryology,

Karl Ernst Von Baer^. Born in Esthland in 1792

he made his studies for the greater part in Germany,

especially at Wiirzburg, under Dollinger. He received

his first chair at Konigsberg, passing thence to St. Peters-

burg, and finally to Dorpat. His pioneer work in the

embryology of the vertebrates was done mainly at Konigs-

berg, the rest of his life being devoted to Geography,

Ethnography, and Anthropology.

Von Baer never wavered in his adherence to a teleo-

logical interpretation of nature. The development of a

chicken in the egg, e. g., proceeds, in his opinion, in

no mere casual fashion, the unforseen result of which

is an organism capable of independent existence. On
the contrary it is a purposive process dominated through-

out by the end which it is to accomplish. This ap-

pears plainly from certain characteristics of the life of

the chicken while still in the shell.

"On the end of the bill of the still immature chicken we
find a hard formation which divides into two sharp points,

pressed against the shell, making an opening through which

it is able to emerge. Such a formation is unknown in the

case of mammals whose eggs are not guarded by a hard

shell. Am I not justified in saying that the end and pur-

pose of this hard protuberance is to facilitate the breaking

of the shell? . . . Soon after the birth of the chicken the

casing of the bill comes off, being no longer of any utility."
^

Similarly in the egg, the yolk is so disposed that the

embryo which lies on the top of it, turns constantly

* R. Stolzle, Karl Ernst v. Baer und seine Weltanschauung,

Regensburg 1897.

' K. E. V. B a e r , Studien aus dem Gebiete der Naturwissen-

schaften, St Petersburg 1876, 198— 199.
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Upwards towards the body of the brooding hen; in a

word, the whole process of development is governed

and guided by the end to be obtained.

Naturally such a teleological conception implies a

belief in the existence of God. Von Baer draws that

conclusion and gives expression to it in many places.

"The harmonious working of the forces of nature", he

writes, "leads us to the recognition of a common First Cause,

and this can be no other than the sublime Being to whom
the religious needs of man reach out." "None the less",

he adds, "a true knowledge of God is beyond the grasp

of science, and indeed of humanity." What he means, how-

ever, is a knowledge not of the existence of God but of

His essence '.

Many expressions of Von Baer have a pantheistic ring,

although side by side with these we find a clear re-

cognition of the existence of a personal God. It was

not till a few weeks before his death that he expressly

abandoned pantheism and returned to theism. In 1876

he read the younger Fichte's "Questions and Thoughts

on the Next Development of German Speculation", and

declared: "No book that I have read for years has made

so deep an impression on me. I date from it a new

movement in my thought." And he added later: "I

had long believed in the possibility of reaching, through

pantheism, a unifying conception of the universe. Fichte's

book taught me better. Pantheism won't do."^

Three years before Von Baer, died (1873) Louis
Agassi z, much of whose work was done in the same

^ K. E. V. Baer, Studien 79. For Baer's position as regards

religion v. Stolzle, Karl Ernst v. Baer und seine Weltanschauung

419 ff.

2 Stolzle ante 438.
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province as that of the Russian scientist. "Louis Agassiz"

writes RiJtimeyeri, "holds a most distinguished place

amongst Swiss scientists, not merely because of the range

and penetration of his researches but of the recognition

which he secured for his science in America. Not merely

did he establish there a science of European, indeed of

German origin — Comparative Anatomy and Embryo-

logy — but by his brilliant intellectual endowments,

his genius for organization and his steady industry, he

induced the government of one of the richest com-

mercial nations of the modern world to endow the

study of zoological science with a munificence for a

parallel to which we must go back to Alexander or

the Ptolemies."

Riitimeyer has in mind in this passage the great

Museum of Natural History of Harvard College in Massa-

chusetts. The idea behind this institution, "that cer-

tainly did inspire Agassiz to the creation of it, was to

exhibit the animal kingdom as a manifestation of the

Supreme Intelligence. As religious enthusiasm once built

the Cathedral of Cologne and the Basilica of St. Peter,

so, thought Agassiz, it might be hoped from the intel-

lectual ardour of America, that that nation would build

a temple for the Revelation deposited in the material

universe. Such a temple could not be vast enough nor

costly enough, since it was to contain the sacred docu-

ments of inexhaustible Wisdom and infinite Power." 2

Agassiz gives frequent expression to such ideas in his

writings. Thus he writes at the beginning of his great

treatise on Zoology:

' Kleine Schriften II, Basel 1898, 349—350.

» lb. 362—363.
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"The animal kingdom merits our ardent study, not merely

because of its manifold beautiful forms, nor because of its

utility to man. It has a far higher significance than that.

It is the visible manifestation of the thought of God, as ex-

pressed in one part of that marvellous whole which we call

nature ; and from this point of view it is full of the weightiest

lessons.

"Man is incited by both parts of his twofold being, spirit

and body, to the study of nature. Since his intellect has

been created in the image of God he can lift himself up

to the contemplation of the divine plan in creation. And
since by the possession of a material body he is, so far, in

the same plane of existence as the animals, he has a con-

stant impulse to investigate the mechanism of their organs

and the properties and functions of matter as well as the

influence which matter exercises on intellect throughout the

whole range of nature V

"The same Being that, contemplating the moral weakness

of man, prophesied that the Son of the Virgin should

crush the head of the serpent, has also stored up for him
in the bowels of the earth huge masses of granite, marble,

coal, salt and various metals, the products of her different

revolutions."^

On January S*'' 1894 there died at Louvain P. J. Van
Beneden, Professor of the University of that town 3.

"His innumerable and important studies", said Carnoy,

"won him a postion of the first eminence in the world

of science. For us he represents in particular the union

of religion and science in the most intimate and happy

alliance. . . . Van Beneden found happiness in his belief.

' Naturgeschichte des Tierreichs mit besonderer Rucksicht auf

Gewerbe, Kiinste und praktisches Leben. Allgemeine Zoologie von

Professor Dr L o u i s A gassiz und A. A. Gould , Stuttgart 1855, 9.

^ A gassiz und Gould, Allgemeine Zoologie 202.

*J. Carnoy, Eloge funebre, reprinted in the Revue des quest,

scicnt. XXXVII, Bruxelles 1895, 336—348.
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He practised his religion with the deepest sympathy

and conviction ; and in those hours of pleasure which the

scientist experiences at times on his difficult journey,

his heart breathed out many a sincere and ardent prayer.

Every enumeration of the facts unveiled by his researches,

of the manifold laws revealed in them, derived from

his faith a light and a help which enabled him the better

to fit them into the general scheme of creation, and

to understand the divine harmonies of the animal king-

dom." 1

Most of Van Beneden's work has reference to a species

of being, which, while not so congenial to romantic poetry

as the nightingale or the robin red-breast, is nearer to the

rude realities of nature, and plays a role of the highest

importance in sea and stream, in land and water, in dead

and living bodies, in plants and animals — he devoted

himself to an elaborate study of worms, especially para-

sitic worms. Before the time of Van Beneden this region

of science was a complete chaos, full of riddles and

contradictions; it was left to the Belgian scientist in

collaboration with Von Siebold and Leuckart to bring

light and order into it. In examining various small

fishes he discovered that the worms to be found in their

entrails all exhibited the same stage of development —
one at which they could not be described as either

male or female. It was obvious then that they must else-

where pass through a higher stage of development, and

as the smaller fishes examined by Van Beneden serve

as food to the larger, the conjecture suggested itself to

his mind that this process took place in the body of

the larger fish. This proved to be the case, and led

' lb. 337 348.
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to a demonstration of the fact that intestinal worms
attain their full growth only by passing through the

bodies of different animals. The Paris Institute in 1858

awarded Van Beneden its chief prize for this striking

discovery.

Van Beneden turned next to the study of polyps

"the flowers of the sea which, for beauty and variety

of form and brilliance of colour, rank among the love-

liest of natural products", and in 1866 he published an

essay on the subject which also obtained a prize. As
early as 1842 he had conceived the idea of making a

complete study of the littoral fauna of Belgium. In

that year he founded a laboratory at Ostend at his own
personal cost, and laboured for thirty years at his sub-

ject, diverging as he went on into Palaeontology. Belgium

was under water during the tertiary period, as is proved

by the fossils found in its soil. The neighbourhood

of Antwerp is particularly rich in these remains. During

the reconstruction of the town's fortifications, such an

immense quantity of fossil bones was unearthed that a

special hall of 65 metres by 1 1 metres was found too

small to contain them. Van Beneden was the first to

publish a complete description of these fossils and his

study of the 40 different species of cetacea discovered

amongst them is of the first importance ^ "If", says

Carnoy2, "we consider the vastness and variety of his

scientific labours, and simply calculate the time which

* Van Beneden peut etre consid6re en paleontologie comma un

successeur du grand Cuvier ; ses travaux et ses observations sur les

cetac^s sent regard^s par les naturalistes comme ayant la plus grande

valeur (La Nature n. 1079, 3 f^vr. 1894, Paris, 150).

^ Eloge funebre, reprinted in the Rev. des quest, scient. XXXVII,

Bruxelles 1895, 346-
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at the very lowest estimate must have been required

for his anatomical researches and his marvellous notes,

we are plunged in amazement at the notion of a single

scientist having accomplished such a Herculean task."

Van Beneden's colleague at the Antwerp excavations

was Bernard Aime Leonard, Vicomte D u Bus D

e

Gisgnies, Director of the Natural History Museum
at Brussels. His chief study was Ornithology, and the

collection of birds which he made is admirably represen-

tative and systematic. He died in 1874 "in sentiments

of faith and hope" 1.

Bernard Altum2(-|- 1900), President of the German

Ornithological Society established a wide and brilliant

reputation by his work, "The Bird and its Life". Altum

studied Theology from 1844 to 1848 in his native town

of Miinster, was ordained priest in 1849, subsequently

studied science in Miinster and Berlin, and in 1859

became a lecturer at the Academy of Miinster. The

publication of his book secured him, in 1 869, a call to

the Chair of Zoology in the Academy of Woods and

Forests in Eberswalde, a position which he held till his

death. During his tenure of it he published a manual

of "Forest Zoology", which like his earlier volume ran

to several editions.

Altum's predecessor in the Presidency of the German

Ornithological societywasBaronFerdinandVonDroste-

Hiilshoff, a loyal and ardent son of the Catholic Church.

* 11 est mort comme son pere , dans les sentiments de foi et

d'esperance (P.-J. van Beneden in the Annuaire of the Belgian

Academy XLIX, Bruxelles 1883, 264).

• Obituary Notice of E. W a s m a n n S. J. in Natur und OfTen-

barung XLVI, Miinster 1900, 193— 204.
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His chief work was an excellent study of bird life on

the island of Borkum (Miinster, 1 869) 1.

The ornithology of China owns as its pioneers

E. Oustalet, and a Lazarist missionary Armand David

(f 1900)2. The labours of the latter were not, how-

ever, confined to a single department of Zoology, nor

to Zoology in general. David entered the Lazarist Order

at the age of 22, and gave immediate token of his

passion and talent for science. When in 1852 he was

sent on the mission to Peking, he set about the esta-

blishment of a zoological museum in the mission-house.

"He pushed on the project with great enthusiasm and

ability, and showed himself a very genius in the work

of arranging and collecting. He made journeys through

the province of Tshili and the southern part of Mongolia,

varied with stoppages at the various mission-stations,

and in a short time had brought together at Peking a

splendidly classified collection in which every branch

of Zoology, Botany, Geology, and Palaeontology was

represented. The fauna of Northern China showed a

variety of forms, rich beyond all expectation, many
among which were species hitherto unknown and very

remarkable. On the despatch of the greater part of

' Natur und Offenbarung XX, Miinster 1874, 574. Verhandlungen

der k. k. Zoolog.-botan. Gesellschaft in Wien XXIV, Wien 1874, 481.

^ Annales de la Congregation de la Mission XLVI, Paris 190 1,

46—49. Karl Berthold, Die Forschungsreisen des franzosischen

Missionars und Naturforschers Armand David, in Katholische Studien,

herausgeg. von J. B. Stamminger III, Wtirzburg 1878. For David's

first two journeys v. Revue des deux mondes 1871, 15 fevr. 718— 737,

15 mars 368— 394, 15 mai 317—335, 15 juin 611—632. David

himself gives a comprehensive survey of his theory of evolution and

his discoveries, in Les Missions catholiques XX, Lyon-Paris-Bruxelles

1888, 214 f.
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the collection to Paris these species were soon exhausti-

vely investigated. David was brought into intimate re-

lations with the authorities of the Jardin des Planies

and at their instigation undertook still more adventurous

journeys." ^ One of the most important of these was

that made in 1869 to the capital of Se-tschuen. David's

bishop allowed him to make a long stay in No-ping,

where there was a large Christian population and an

ecclesiastical seminary. "It was an Eldorado for the

naturalist. . . . His scientific spoils exceeded all expec-

tation. It seemed impossible in our day to discover

anywhere on the earth's surface so large a number of

new species of mammals as David was able, at the end

of a year's labour, to send to the Museum of Zoology

at Paris. The importance of his collection had been

recognised by the most eminent authorities." ^

David himself in a paper read in Paris in 1888 2;

wrote as follows*:

"Until quite recently scientists were acquainted with only

a very limited number of the animal species of China, two

or three of its birds and practically none of its reptiles,

fishes, or molluscs. ... As regards its flora, the precious

but Umited collections of Fathers D'Incarville and Cibot ',

'Ferdinand Freiherr v. Richthofen, China I, Berlin

1877, 711.

« lb.

' Congres scientifique international des Catholiques tenu a Paris

du 8 au 13 avril 1888 II, Paris 1888, 451—467.
^ lb. 452.

* Pierre d'Incarville (f 1757) and Pierre Martial Cibot (f 1780)

were Jesuits. The former drew up a list of 260 Chinese plants, in

1742 sent drawings of 72 animals and plants to Paris to Anton and

Bernard Jussieu , established the first herbarium of Chinese plants,

which lay for many years disregarded in Paris, until 1882 when
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together with Bunge's two or three hundred northern plants,

gave only a very inadequate idea of the vegetable wealth

of the kingdom.

"In short, now that this mighty and mysterious country

has become more accessible, the labours of scientists, working

in many ways, have so improved our knowledge of its na-

tural products that I myself was able to indicate 200 species

of wild mammals (63 of which were new) and 807 species

of birds (65 of which were formerly unknown). A con-

siderable number of reptiles, batrachia, and fishes, as well

as of molluscs and insects of every kind have also become
known to us. The herbaria sent from Yiin-nan by M. I'Abbe

Delavay, or collected by me in various parts of China, raise

to the number of about 4000 the species of vascular plants

of the Empire, classified by the distinguished labours of

M. Franchet of the Museum. In passing I give you a hint

of the unparalled wealth of certain well known genera. Thus
the genus Rhododendron gives us 52 new species, Primula

nearly 40, and Gentiana, in the mountains of Western China

a still greater number *.

"David ranks, as the most remarkable of the animals dis-

covered by him, a species of bear (ursus melanoleuais) which

exhibits a form intermediate between the bear and cat spe-

cies. In Europe it is known only by the four specimens

which David sent to Paris. Another remarkable 'find' is

Elaphurtis davidianus, the animal of which the Chinese say

that it has the horns of a stag, the hoof of a cow, the neck

of a camel, and the tail of an ass. He succeeded, after

great trouble, in obtaining for his Paris friends a specimen

of this famous long-tailed stag."

Franchet described it. Cibot composed works on certain remarkable

plants of China, e. g. cotton , bamboo, Chinese Ash , apricot , etc

C. Sommervogel, Bibliotheque de la Compagnie de Jesus II,*

Paris 1891, Ii68f; cf. ii4if; IV (1893) 559 f- — For Abb6 De-

lavay of the Society of foreign Missions v. A. David in the Missions

cath. 1888, 226.

^ Congres scientifique international des Catholiques II 435.
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Another untiring student of'the animal world of China

was the Jesuit missionary Petrus Heude^ (f 1902,

January 3"* at Shanghai). Despatched to China in 1868

he began in that year a series of scientific journeys,

especially in Kiang-su and Ngan-hwei which occupied

him almost without interruption for thirteen years. He
established an admirable Museum of Natural History in

Zi-ka-wei, returned to Europe in 1884— 1885, and from

1892 till his death was once again engaged in scientific

expeditions. He visited the Philippines, Singapore, Ba-

tavia, Celebes, and the Moluccas, reaching Japan and

Wladiwostok in 1897, and Further India in 1899. At

Tongking he was stricken with his fatal illness. Heude

gained his reputation mainly by his work on shell-fish: "La

Conchyliologie fluviatile de Chine" (Paris 1875— 1885)

in which he described many new species and variations.

He also made valuable contributions to the study of

the tooth-formation, and general anatomical structure

of animals 2.

The department of Zoology which deals with insects

counts among its pioneers a Catholic priest, Pierre

Andre Latreille^ (1762— 1833). In his childhood

he was abandoned by his parents and thus left depen-

dent on the charity of strangers; in 1786 he chose

the Church as his calling with the intention of devoting

all his leisure to science. The outbreak of the Revo-

^ Cf. for him Natur und Offenbarung XLVIII, Miinster 1902, 625

to 627. F. V. Richthofen, China I, Berlin 1877, 712.

' M6moires pour servir a I'histoire naturelle de TEmpire chinois,

Shang-hai 1882— 1901,

* Biographic generale XXIX 850—854. List of his writings by

Ca r US-En gelmann, Bibliotheca zoologica II, Leipzig 186 1,

1994.
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lution compelled him to fly from Paris, and take refuge

in his native town of Brive. Here he was arrested and

sentenced at Bordeaux to deportation. A rare insect

(Necrobia ruficollis) which crawled out the planks of

his cell saved him: the prison doctor brought this

"find" under the notice of Bory de Saint -Vincent, the

naturalist, and the latter secured the liberation of La-

treille a few hours before the convict ship was due

to sail 1.

In 1797 Latreille was again in the clutches of the

law, but once again his friends managed to save him.

He was appointed later to a post in the Paris Museum

of Natural History where he had charge of the entomo-

logical collection , and occupied important teaching

chairs. "They give me bread", he said, "because I

have no longer any teeth." Latreille's work relates to

reptiles, Crustacea, and insects, more especially ants.

He was the author of the sections on Crustacea, spi-

ders and insects, in Cuvier's great work on Zoology,

and also of the description of the collection of Cru-

stacea brought by Von Humboldt and Bonpland from

South America. Latreille stands among "the leaders

of natural science, and holds the first place in Syste-

matic Entomology" 2.

Another most distinguished entomologist was Jean
Theodore Lacordaire (f 1871), brother of the famous

pulpit-orator. He made four journeys to South America,

and one to Senegambia, lived for a time in Paris by

his pen, and in 1835 obtained a professorship in the

University of Liege. His scientific reputation rests

' Details in Natur und Offenbarung XXX, MUnster 1884, 701— 703.

2 lb. XXX 701.
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mainly on his work in ten volumes "Genera des Coleop-

teres", an epoch-making study which has not yet been

surpassed. His "deeply religious attitude towards life"

has been recorded by his biographers i.

Arnold Forster (f 1884) a native of Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, and for many years Principal of the Real-Gym-

nasium in that town, won a name of great authority in

every branch of Entomology, but especially in that re-

lating to the microhymenoptera. "Reared in the most

ardent piety he was all his life a loyal Catholic. He
was one of the leaders of his party, but his Catholicity

was not merely external ... it was a matter of earnest,

every-day practice. He showed the warmest interest in

all works of charity; many were the needs which his

benevolence unobtrusively relieved, and when his own

recources fell short he was always ready to appeal to

others "To the friends of his youth as well as to those

whom he won in later years, he was always unwavering

in his fidelity; and the two or three whom political or

religious differences led to abandon him — he never

abandoned anyone — received at his hands a respect

and regard which made them in the end ashamed of

their foolish rancour." 2

* II n'eut conscience de sa position que quelques heures avant

de s'eteindre ; mais a ce moment supreme la fermei^ de son caractere>

alliee a des sentiments profondement religieux, lui firent accepter

sans defaillance I'arr^t qui allait recevoir son execution (Annuaire

of the Belgian Academy XXXVIII, Bruxelles 1872, 155). A daughter

of his became a nun (ib. 156).

' Omar Wackerzapp in Verhandlungen des Naturhistorischen

Vereins der preuCischen Rheinlande, Westfalens und des Regierungs-

bezirks Osnabrilck XLIII, Bonn 1886, Korrespondenzblatt p. 38. —
On Joh. Egger (f 1866), who "stets einen Ehrenplatz einnehmen

Kaeller, Christianity. 23
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No purpose would be served by adducing any further

names of distinction in Zoology. The objections to

Christianity, drawn from that science, are bound up

with the theory of evolution , and that we reserve

for separate treatment. But a science closely akin

to Zoology, Botany, will yield us some instructive

examples.

The first to whom we appeal is Karl Fried rich

Philipp Von Martins (f 1868), a friend and col-

league of Ehrenberg 1. Von Martins was a student

at Erlangen when in 18 12 the Munich Academicians

Von Schrank and Spix made his acquaintance during

a passing visit, and induced him to change his resi-

dence to Munich. In the year 18 16 he accompanied

Spix on a scientific expedition to Brazil. In four

years they covered 1400 German Miles, traversing

seven Brazilian provinces, and ending with the Ama-
zon. "From the point of view alike of the area ex-

plored, and of the brilliant discoveries made, it was

the most important of all the expeditions to the

South American continent." On his return Von Martins

published an account of the journey "which possesses

the same importance in regard to Brazil, as the works

of Von Humboldt in regard to the other regions of

tropical America" 2. He followed this up with a work

on Palm-trees of which Humboldt wrote: "So long as

wird" in the history of Entomology in Austria, we are told in the

Verhandlungen der k. k. Zoolog.-botan. Gesellschaft in Wien (XVII,

Wien 1867, 536): "Er starb ruhig und mit voller Ergebung in den

Willen des Herm."

'Wunschmann in Allgemeine deutsche Biographie XX 517

to 527. Ch. Rau, Memoir of C. F. P. von Martius, Washington 1 871.

* Wunschmann ante 521.
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we continue to speak of palms, and to study palms, the

name of Martius is safe from forgetfulness." Von Martius

undertook further the colossal task of writing a Flora

Brasileensis, and at his death had completed the des-

cription of more than 8000 plant varieties.

On March 30"* 1864 Von Martius celebrated his

Golden Jubilee as a University Professor. In his reply

to the address presented by the Academic Body we
find the following ^

:

"Public opinion is in our day much too apt to assume

that the study of natural science produces in those who
pursue it a materialistic temper, which is hostile to every be-

lief that lies beyond the range of the senses, and refuses to

entertain the notion that the universe rests on a spiritual

foundation. And yet who can grasp that truth more clearly

than the scientist who stands, not on the mere crust of pheno-

mena, but in the central stream of life ? He recognises, 'that

this great Whole can have been made only by a God', and
that a something moves in it quite other than the laws of

the phenomenal world. These he seeks, and in greater or

less measure, discovers, and his intellect discerns their har-

monious correlation as the expression of a supreme, a divine

purposiveness. But to their source and first cause he can

never penetrate, and his clear perception of the limitation

of the human mind teaches him humility. . . . Mysteries en-

circle the path of the scientist. The disintegration of white

light into the gay variety of the spectrum, the endless disso-

lution and re-combination of matter, the origin and growth

of the simplest speck of life, its evolution and ascent through

organisms rising higher and higher in the scale until we
reach the human body: we see all these, we study them,

we classify phenomena and determine the conditions of their

uprise — but we do not penetrate into the essence of their

being. . . . Deep down in abysses that we cannot fathom, lies

' Silzungsberichte der k. bayr. Akademie der Wissenschaften 1864

I 190— 192.

23*
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their source and ultimate ground, and the 'wonder' of Plato

is not merely the first incitement to research, but also its

final result. The scientist, finding that the beginning and
the end of phenomena alike lie beyond his grasp, is driven

in on the conception of a spiritual force, working behind

and upbearing this sublime order of things in which life

comes to mean death and death life, this surging ocean the

waves of which rise and fall and take new shapes under the

stress of a living infinite power, and not as mere dead spindles

of an ingenious machine.

"Chance there may be in the material world, but not in

that higher region of the inteUigences which pursue their

mysterious paths under the paternal eye of God. This was the

faith of the great masters of science, of Linnaeus, of Kiel-

meyer, Cuvier, Humphry Davy, of my unforgettable teacher

Schrank, and many another. It is also mine. . .
." ^

These words give us an unambiguous declaration of

the philosophical position of Von Martins. From a pri-

vate letter to C. G. Carus, of January iS"* 1861, we learn

how he stood with regard to Christianity. Carus had

lost his eldest daughter; the letter, published by the re*

cipient after the death of Von Martius, was one of com

fort and condolence 2 :

' Von Martius wrote once to his pupil A. Spring, in Liege: C'est

par la pensee et par I'aspiration vers I'Eternel que I'humanite a la

chance de se soustraire a Taction aveugle des forces de la nature,

a peu pres comme certains etres ont traverse vivanls les cataclysmes

gdologiques, alors que leurs congeneres n'ont transmis que leurs ca-

davres aux p6riodes suivantes. Deus autem , sempiternus rerum om-

nium auspex et iudex, sedet alta in arce et tremenda fata spargit per

mundum. Combien , ajouta-t-il, je desirerais m'entretenir avec vous,

a I'ombre d'un tilleul fleuri , sur les merveilles de I'^tre et de la

pensee ! (Annuaire of the Belgian Academy XXXVII , Bruxelles

1871, 293.)

- Leopoldina , Amtliches Organ der kaiserl. Leopoldino-Karolini-

schen deutschen Akademie der Naturforscher Heft 6, Nr. 1 2, Februar

1869, 109.
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"Most wonderfully has God, Whose wisdom and justice I

humbly reverence, fashioned us of sense and spirit, and where

the body plays a part there follows on the light that passes

the shadow of pain. When we enter within the circle of

immortal life we find eternal joy, everlasting life. Yes!

what eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, what it has not

entered into the heart of man to conceive, that is the

bliss which I hope to possess when I have put off the

flesh. There is no more potent intimation given us of such

an existence than the experience of pain. . .

.

"Since your last letter I have thought of you every night

with unwearying sympathy while I lay awake in bed. The
night before last there came a sudden brightness in my room,

and the mightiest and noblest of humankind stood beside me,

and lifted up his hands and blessed me. As I lay with my
eyes fixed on the sacred scars I heard a gentle voice : 'Thus

the destiny of every man lifts him up on his cross of pain,

and lifts him nearer to heaven. The one feels it ; the other,

still in the darkness of primitive man, as so many are even

now, does not see that it is towards heaven he is raised.

But you who know this, bear in mind that the Calvary which

every man- must climb is written and appointed in the wis-

dom and justice of God, and long not after rest nor after

love, for human life can give neither. What is your craving

for bodily ease but mere weakness?'

"It was a lesson for my poor, weak, and anxious heart,

and I said to myself while I thought of you : Be brave, hold

your way unwaveringly, and do not long after the peace of

heaven until the time is come. . .
."

"The fervour of Martius' faith", writes a contempo-

rary i, "found expression even after his death: on the

white hood of the habit which he had prepared for

himself there was embroidered a green cross— 'a cross',

as he said, 'because I am a Christian, green in honour

of Botany'.

"

* E Ringseis, Erinnerungen des Dr. J. N. v. Ringseis II,

Regensburg und Amberg 1886, 274.
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Karl Friedrich Kielmeyer(t 1844) ofwhom Von Mar-

tius spoke in his address, was a professor at Tubingen, then

director of the institutions in Stuttgart for both science and
art; but as he wrote nothing he is to-day all but forgotten.

But others as well as Martius, ranked him with the "masters"

of science. Humboldt in dedicating to him the "Observations

in Zoology and Comparative Anatomy" called him the first

of German physiologists. Cuvier wrote that he "always re-

garded Kielmeyer as his master, and admired his genius no
less than he loved his character", and it is certain that

Kielmeyer exercised great influence on the ideas of Cuvier.

Martius' account of his religious belief will be found con-

firmed in the biography of Kielmeyer by G. Jager ^

The botanist and zoologist Von Schrank (j 1835) was a

member of the Society of Jesus. On the suppression of his

Order he turned to teaching, and in 1784 secured a pro-

fessorate at the University which was at first in Ingolstadt

and later in Landshut. In 1809 he went to Munich, where

he was placed in charge of the Botanic Garden. Von Schrank

rendered great services to Bavaria, and enjoyed a distin-

guished reputation. "There was a time in Germany", says

a notice of his death ^ "when if it had been asked who
was the greatest scientist in Germany, the reply would have

been Von Schrank." He was called "the third Linnaeus". His

pen was untiring, and he laboured in the most diverse de-

partments of science. He was the author of more than . 40

independent works, and 200 papers and minor studies. In

Botany he will always bear a name of the most honourable

repute '. His greatest work is his Flora Monacensis published

in four folio volumes 181 1— 1818. Von Schrank was always

a worthy and pious priest. "He never failed in the duties

' Verhandlungen der Leopoldinisch -Karolinischen Akademie der

Naturforscher XXI, Breslau und Bonn 1845, * ^•

' Allgemeine Zeilung, Augsburg 1836, auCerordentliche Beilage

Nr. 22—24, P- 85 f 93 f.

* E. Wunschmann in Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XXXII

451. According to Von Martius he is the most fruitful of German writers

(Akademiscbe Denkreden, Mtinchen 1866, 53).
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of his sacred office. One often found the old white-haired

man on his knees reading his breviary ; he said Mass every

day, as long as he retained sufficient strength for any-

thing." He was buried in the Jesuithabit which he had worn
for half a century '.

We could find among botanists a wealth of names

friendly to religion as e. g. Jussieu^ (-j- 1836); Benjamin

Delessert3(t 1847); F. H. Link* (f 185 1); Karl Adolf

Agardh (f 1859), who was the first to undertake the

study of seaweeds and who as Swedish Bishop of Karl-

stad 5 wrote against D. F. Strauss ; Adalbert Schnizlein *

(t 1868); H. G. L. Reichenbach^ (f 1879); L. R.Tulasne

(t 1885); P. E. Boissier (t 1885); M. Willkomm (f 1895).

One of the most distinguished of the more recent

Botanists was Alexander Braun (f 1877).

"What distinguishes Braun's scientific works", writes a bio-

grapher *, "is not merely their vast range — though there is no
department of botanical science which he has not mastered

and developed — and the depth and penetration of his

mind, but also the steadiness with which he keeps his eye

fixed on a higher goal. He is never content with the

study of particular phenomena, master though he is of

observational methods; his eye is ever fixed on the totality

of nature, the living interrelation of all its parts, the great

general laws through which we reach back to the ultimate

' Allgemeine Zeitung 1836, 94.

* A.M. Ampere, Essai sur la philosophie des sciences II, Paris

1843, xxxiv.

' Flourens, Recueil des 61oges II, Paris 1857, 325— 386.

*v. Martius in Bulletin der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften,

MUnchen 1851, 21S— 220.

* II. Steffens, Was ich erlebte IX, Breslau 1844, 144.

* Allgemeine deutsche Biographic XXXII, 178.

'' Leopoldina XVII, Halle 1881, 35.

» lb. XIII, Halle 1877, 68—69.
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source of being. ... In all his writings and addresses we
find him insisting that all true science must lead from the

created to the Creator. To him 'Nature is not dead matter,

not a cunning mechanism kept in motion by unknown forces,

but the ordered history of the evolution of life, life coming
from that Creator, Whom through analysis of his own life

he finds to be the source of all being and all force, and to

Whom he reverently prays' "^
In his address on "The Significance of Morphology"

(1862) and "The Significance of Evolution in the History

of Nature" (1872) the freedom of mind with which he dis-

cusses Darwinism, not rejecting it, but pleading for a deepen-

ing of the theory so as to harmonise it with morphological

laws, is very notable.

Of Braun's private life his biographer writes '^

:

"Under all these trials (family losses) he showed patience

and humility; his profoundly religious mind accepted joy

and sorrow as coming alike from the hand of God, Whose
love is shown in taking away as in giving."

Johannes Hans tain (f 1880), the Bonn botanist,

maintained that "physico-chemical forces are quite in-

sufficient to explain organic life". "Organic life becomes

intelligible only when interpreted teleologically , and

from the point of view of purpose." ^

If Hanstein appealed to Botany against Darwinism it

was from the same science that the most uncompro-

mising and convinced opponent of that form of the

theory ofevolution drew his chief arguments. J.W. Albert

Wigand (f 1886), Professor in Marburg, may have

'A. B r a u n , Uber den Zusammenhang der naturwissenschaft-

lichen Risziplinen unter sich und mit der Wissenschaft im allgemeinen,

Leipzig 1855, 23.

2 Leopoldina XIII, Halle 1877, 71.

* lb. XVII, Halle 1881, 77—78.
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borne himself a little too savagely in polemics, but he

certainly showed the inadequacy of the Darwinian

theory to explain the actual facts of development,

Wigand was a fervent Christian as well as a leader of

science, and he died in the conviction that between

science and religion there is no enmity or antithesis i.

Ferdinand Von Miiller (f 1896), Professor of the

Australian Geographical Society, and "admittedly the

first authority on the flora of Australia" 2 — distin-

guished above all as a "systematiser" — "made it a

practice to enrich his works with carefully chosen Latin

mottoes, commonly drawn from the Bible, declaring the

glory of the Almighty as manifested in the creation" 3.

Johannes Leunis (f 1873), who won considerable

distinction in Botany, was a Catholic priest*. His cele-

brated "Synopsis of the three Kingdoms of Nature"

gives a survey of the subject, so exhaustive and syste-

matic, that, brought down to date by various editors,

it still holds its ground as a standard text-book. . . .

Leunis' "Guide to Nature-study" gave a great impulse

in that respect to his generation in Germany.

With Leunis we may associate an Austrian savant,

Franz de Paula Hladnik (f 1844 at Laibach),

He was at once priest, professor, and botanist. As a

teacher he raised scientific teaching in the Laibach

* Berichte der deutschen botanischen Gesellschaft V (1887), XLix.

« Leopoldina XXXIII, Halle 1897, 15.

^ lb. 149.

* L. Kellner, Lebensblalter -, freiburg 1892, 19— 23. K. L.

Grube, Joh. Leunis nach seinem Leben und Wirken , Hannover

1876. Natur u. Schule I, Leipzig u. Berlin 1902, 257— 264. Frank-

furter Zeitung vom 6. Juni 1902 (Wochenausgabe) Nr. 23, p. 362 (only

School Anecdotes).
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Gymnasium to a very high standard; he "held a fore-

most place in Botany", and enjoyed the friendship of

all the masters of that science. His writings scientific,

spiritual, and ascetic were never given to the public 1.

"One of the first, probably the very first", to com-

bine photography with the microscope, was Francesco

Castracane degli Antelminelli (f 1899). He
specialised on the diatoms, one of the minutest of

the algae. The collection of diatoms obtained by

the celebrated Challenger Expedition was sent to him

for examination ; he discovered three new genera,

225 new species, and some 30 varieties. His contri-

butions to the biological study of his subject were per-

haps of even greater importance than those made from

the point of view of systematisation. Castracane was

a Catholic priest, and a man of the most remarkable

piety 2.

Equally fervent and simple in his Catholicity was

Philipp Parlatore (f 1877). His principal work in

Botany was a Flora Italiana, six volumes of which had

been completed at his death. He wrote the sections

on Gnetaceae and Conifers for De Candolle's Pro-

dromus, and those on umbellates and grasses for Webb's

"Natural History of the Canary Islands" and published

descriptions of the flora of the Mont-Blanc range and

of Lapland founded on original observation. In his

' C. V. Wurzbach, Biographisches Lexikon des Kaisertums

Osterreich IX, Wien 1863, 60.

* Biologisches Zentralblatt XX, Leipzig 1900, 401—412 433—451.

A short memoir by P. Damanti, I contributi del Clero italiano

alia scienza botanica nel secolo XIX, Palermo 1902, enumerates

some twenty members of the Italian clergy , who have done good

work in botany.
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scientific works we find numerous passages in which

he breaks out into reverent praise of the Author of

creation ^

Of the more recently deceased masters of Botany

we may cite Max Westermaier (f 1903), Professor

at Freiburg (in Switzerland) from 1896, as an example

of a scientist who combined the scientific with the re-

ligious tempers. Qn the religious significance of scientific

research he writes as follows:

"Radical errors in science — in other words, a falsification

of what stands written in the book of nature — is all the

more capable of corrupting the human mind inasmuch as the

reward set on a true knowledge of the physical universe is

no other and no less than a true knowledge of God. This

path to God is open to all men, even to those who have

never heard of Christ or Christianity, and all reasonable

men must perceive and pursue it. And it is because true

science is so great and noble a thing, that false science must

produce such bitter and fatal fruits."*

XI. THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION.

"It is evident", writes the celebrated zoologist Richard

Owen at the end of his work ''The Principles of Zoology",

"that there is a manifest progress in the succession of beings

on the surface of the earth. This progress consists in an in-

creasing similarity to the living fauna, and among the verte-

' Gedenkrede von Kard. L. Haynald in Liierarische Berichte

aus Ungarn, herausgeg. von P. Hunfalvy III, Budapest 1879. Aus-

zug in Natur und Offenbarung XXVI, MUnster 1880, 177—183 Cf.

Allgemeine Zeitung 1854, 1577; 1877, 3974.

' Kolnische Volkszeitung 1903, Nr. 502. Rev. de Fribourg XXXIV,

Fribourg 1903, 296 f; XXXV (1904) 73 f.

' Jahresbericht der Gorres-Gesellschaft fiir das Jahr 1895, K.6ln

1896, 19.
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brates, especially in their increasing resemblance to man. But

this connection is not the consequence of a direct lineage

between the fauna of different ages. There is nothing like

parental descent connecting them. The fishes of the palaeo-

zoic age are in no respects the ancestors of the reptiles of

the secondary age,, nor does man descend from the mam-
mals which preceded him in the tertiary age. The link

by which they are connected is of a higher and immaterial

nature; and their connection is to be sought in the plan

of the Creator Himself . . . Man is the end towards which all

the animal creation has tended from the first appearance

of the first palaeozoic fishes." '

A problem and a double attempt to solve it are con-

veyed in these words.

One has only to glance at a comparative table in the

first good scientific treatise that comes to hand to see,

under the rich variety of forms presented by the fish,

the mammal, or the bird family, a fundamental identity

of structure. These resemblances obtain not only be-

tween the classes making up a given family but also

between one family and another, whether fish, mammal,

or bird. The skeleton exhibits certain invariable character-

istics, and we find in the most widely different varieties

the same sense organs, and nervous and nutritive systems.

If we take as an example, any given organ, eye or ear

or stomach, we can trace it from its simple beginning

in the lower forms of life to the term of its development

in the higher forms, and discover the same fundamental

characteristics under endless variations. This unity under

multipUcity obviously constitutes a problem of the first

importance. How are we to explain it? The old answer

was very simple? The whole animal kingdom is the

* Quoted by Hugh Miller, The Testimony of the Rocks, Edin-

burgh 1857, 210.
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work of a Mind, a Supreme Intelligence which, delight-

ing in order, fashioned the bewildering multiplicity of

things after the same model, thus setting on them the

seal of spirit. This explanation does not exclude the

idea of "evolution" in animal life, but we must use the

word in the sense which it bears when we speak of

the Ionian and Corinthian styles as an "evolution" of

the Doric. The evolution does not go forward in the

things themselves, so that one actually develops out

of another, but in the ideas of things as they lie, pre-

ordained and perfect, in the mind of the Creator.

But this theory does not meet all the facts of the

case. On the contrary it immediately raises the fresh

question : What means did God adopt in order to

give actual existence to His plan of creation? Did He
produce each species by a special and immediate act

of creation, or did he produce one by genetic deve-

lopment from another? Such development, within certain

limits, we have constantly before our eyes in the case

e. g. of dogs, pigeons, and rabbits. Can we conceive

the process as operating over a wider area, and regard

the rabbit and the hare, the wolf and the fox as springing

from the same original species? Can we go still farther

and conceive the whole animal kingdom as evolving (as

the oak evolves from the acorn) from a primitive germ

of life, endowed by the Creator with an extreme plasti-

city and a power to acquire and perpetuate differentia-

tions, the whole process being of course governed by

an unchanging law of evolution?

These questions are very far from novel ; they have

been before Zoology ever since it entered on its modern

phase. Buffon at the outset of his career set himself

to answer them. He declared at first for the limitless
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mutability of species, then for their absolute immutabil-

ity except as regards the origin of races. The theory

of evolution is not in itself opposed to theism. It has

unfortunately been misused in recent times to support

atheism, and still lies under reproach and suspicion.

But it is in no way irreconcilable with the most fervent

belief in God ^. This is evident as regards the more

guarded and limited forms of the theory. As for the

more sweeping form which conceives the whole organic

world as sprung from one primitive protoplasmal germ,

it is, so far, a pure hypothesis; and if it should come

to be demonstrated, the total process will appear so

immense and magnificent that it will be impossible for

a stable intellect to contemplate it without invoking as

its source an infinite Creator. . . But we are transgressing

our limits in discussing the intrinsic validity and signi-

ficance of the theory of evolution. Our busines in

this book is simply to consult the pioneers of evo-

lution, and learn their view as to the religious import

of their work.

We begin with Lamarck^ (j- 1829). The concluding

words of his Philosophie Zoologique show how little

ground there is for setting the authority of his name

against belief in God, or against the idea of purposiveness

in nature. In every department of nature, says the great

^ Cf. J, Knabenbauer, Glaube und Deszendenztheorie , in

Stimmen aus Maria-Laach XIII, Freiburg 1877, 69—86 121— 138.

E. Wasmann, Gedanken zur Entwicklungslehre, ib. LXIII (1902)

281—307. F. de Hummelauer, Commentarius in Genesin, Paris.

1895, ^29. P. Schanz, Apologie des Christentums I*, Freiburg

1903, 327 ff and the Literature cited.

* Cf. A. S. Packard, Lamarck, the Founder of Evolution, his

Life and Work, London 1902.
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founder of Evolution , we find an incessant cycle of

change. But nature as a whole is "unchangeable" so

long as it shall please the sublime Author to maintain

it in existence. Nature should be regarded as a tota-

lity, constituted by all its parts, existing not exclusi-

vely for any of these parts but for an end known only

to the Author of all. Each part being necessitated to

change, and cease to be, in order to bring forth a fresh

existence, has an interest contrary to that of the whole

;

and, if the part reasons, it pronounces the whole defec-

tive. "But in truth the whole is perfect, and completely

accomplishes the end for which it is designed." In another

passage Lamarck quotes with approval the saying of

Lavoisier that, in creating light, God had diffused over

the earth the principle of organisation, sensation, and

thought ^

Lamarck had traced back all animal forms to one

primitive form
,
product of a primary act of genera-

tion, but the next great exponent of evolution took

La N a t u r e , cet ensemble immense d'^tres et de corps divers,

dans toutes les parties duquel subsiste un cercle Eternal de mouve-

ments et de changements que des lois r^gissent, ensemble seul im-

mutable, tant qu'il plaira a son Sublime Auteurde le faire exister,

doit etre consid^ree comme un tout constitue par ses parties , dans

un but que son Auleur seul connait, et non pour aucune d'elles ex-

clusivement. Chaque partie devant n^cessairement changer et cesser

d'etre pour en constituer une autre , a un inter^t contraire h. celui

du tout ; et si elle raisonne , elle trouve ce tout mal fait. Dans la

realite, cependant, ce tout est parfait et remplit completement le but

pour lequel il est destin^ (Lamarck, Philosophic zoologique II,

nouv. ed. par Charles Martins, Paris 1873, 426). — Un savant

celebre (Lavoisier, Chimie I 202) a dit, avec raison, que Dieu,

en apportant la lumiere, avait r^pandu sur la terre le principe de

I'organisation, du sentiment et de la pensee (Lamarck ante 76).
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a less daring view. Etienne Geoffrey Saint-

Hilaire (f 1844) held that all living animals were

sprung from antediluvian ancestors and that they were

fundamentally identical in structure under infinite ex-

ternal differences. But he neither believed that the first

living organism had come into being by spontaneous

generation, nor did he regard it as the source and origin

of the whole animal kingdom. He anticipated more

recent ideas very markedly in tracing back modifications

to the continuous self-adaptation of organisms to their

external circumstances, and in drawing attention to the

development of the embryo as a summary and model

of the successive stages of evolution in general ^.

It is well-known that Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire had a

fierce battle with Cuvier with regard to the unity of

plan in animals. Contemporary opinion awarded the

palm of victory to Cuvier. It is well to remember that

to Geoffrey's mind this unity of plan was in no way an

irreligious conception.

"But far from regarding the formula", writes J. B. Dumas ^,

"as laying fetters on the freedom or power of the Creator,

^ Cf. A. deQuatrefages in the Revue des deux mondes,

15 decembre 1868, 854—858.

* Mais loin de consid^rer cette formule comme mettant une entrave

a la liberty du Createur ou comme imposant une gene a sa puissance,

I'illustre anatomiste voyait dans la decouverte de ce principe nouveaUj

au profit de la pensee humaine, un pas de plus vers la connaissance

de Dieu. Son fils rappelle avec raison, a ce propos, que Newton,

si profondement religieux , apres avoir admir^ I'unite de plan qui

regne dans les cieux, apres I'avoir signal^e comme demontrant I'inter-

vention de la sagesse et de I'intelligence de I'Etre toujours vivant,

en reconnait une nouvelle preuve dans cette autre unit6 de plan et

d'ex^cution, signe caracteristique de toute beaute, qui s'observe chez

les animaux (Discours I, Paris 1885, 239).
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the great anatomist regarded it as a principle the discovery

of which brought the human mind one step nearer to the

true knowledge of God. His son ^ recalled in this connection

that a mind so deeply religious as Newton's, having cele-

brated and signalised the unity of plan discernible in the

heavens as a proof of the presence of the Wisdom and
Intellect of God, passed on to draw the same inference from

the unity of plan, traceable in the animal kingdom, and to

praise it as the characteristic stamp of all beauty.'"

In the story of Saint-Hilaire's life the most prejudiced

will seek in vain for any token of hostility to religion.

During the great Revolution he displayed wonderful

courage and self-sacrifice in securing the liberation of

imprisoned priests , and in aiding their flight from

France, In the July Revolution of 1830 he gave shelter

to the Archbishop of Paris, Mgr. de Quelen, in his

house in the Jardin des Plantes. When he was in his

last years stricken with blindness he saw in his affliction

a friendly dispensation of Providence for which he should

be grateful 2. The same resignation marked his bearing

at the approach of death 3; and his first words to his

daughter on hearing that his illness was fatal, were:

"We must soon part, but we shall meet again." *

' Isidor Geoffroy St.-Hilaire (f 1861), also wrote his father's life.

* He wrote to a young lady, a friend of his : Dieu a voulu cette

douleur pour racheter I'exces de ma bien vive satisfaction. . . . Soyons

reconnaissants des faveurs de la Providence (Isidore Geoffroy

Saint-Hilaire, Vie, travaux et doctrine scientifique d'Etienne

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Paris 1841, 411).

3 lb. 414.

* Nous allons nous quitter; nous nous retrouverons (ib. 413). —
Le 19 juin 1844 M. Geoffroy s'^teignit doucement . . .; recevant

I'adieu de son enfant cheri, lui dit avec calme: Sois-en siire, 6 ma

fille, nous nous reverrons (Flourens, Eloges hist. I 265).

Kneller, Christianity. 24
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Geofifroy's ablest supporter was a scientist whom we
have already learned to know as an ardent Catholic —
Am p e r e 1. As early as 1 803 he had hit upon the

same guiding ideas as Geoffroy. He took his side in

the controversy with Cuvier, and every declaration of

the latter was submitted by Ampere in his lectures to

searching and vigorous criticism. Ampere published an

essay on the subject 2.

Cuvier's victory, or supposed victory in the polemical

battle of 1830 put a check on the progress of the

theory of evolution. One of the very few leaders of

science to hold stubbornly to it was a Catholic, D'O malius

d'Halloy^. He maintained steadily that the animals

now living have come in direct line of descent from

ancestors, specimens of which are found in fossil depo-

sits. He advocated these views in 1838 in his hand-

book of Geology, in 1846 in six public meetings fn

the Belgian Academy , and again in the Academy
in 1873, in a lecture on transformism. To the as-

sertion that this theory is necessarily irreligious in its

drift D'Omalius gives a vigorous denial. Thus he writes

in his Geology:

"It is not inappropriate to remark here, that from what

has been said above as to the transformation and develop-

ment of living forms, no argument whatever can be drawn

against the immateriality of the human soul. We must not

confound the physical with the moral order, and just as our

religious beliefs must not prevent us from seeing the facts

of nature as they actually are, so, but with still greater rea-

' See ante p. 120.

' C.-A. Valson, La vie et les travaux d'Andre-Marie Ampere,

Lyon 1897, 333—336.
' V. ante p. 269.
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1

son, we ought not to employ the observations »of our gross

senses to attack dogmas belonging to quite another order

of being.

"Although I regard all organisms now living as sprung by
way of reproduction from those of the earlier ages, I do
not mean that man is to regard the polyps as the source of

his nobler faculties. Though it be true that the human species

has in the course of ages undergone modifications, this circum-

stance does not in any way affect the existence of that im-

material principle with which, as religion informs us, the

Creator has endowed man, that principle being as compa-
tible with other bodily forms as with that which distinguishes

man to-day. But more than that, not a single one of the

facts unveiled by geognostic observation can be regarded

as refuting the account given in Genesis. . .
." '

^ D'un autre c6t6, il n'est pas hors de propos de faire observer

ici que Ton ne peut tirer de ce qui a 6\.6 dit ci-dessus sur les change-

ments de formes et sur le perfectionnement survenus dans la nature

vivante aucun argument centre rimmal^rialite de I'dme de I'homme

;

on doit ^viter de confondre I'ordre moral et I'ordre physique ; car de

meme que nos croyances religieuses ne doivent pas nous empecher

de voir les faits de la nature tels qu'ils sont , nous devons encore

moins nous appuyer sur quelques observations faites avec nos sens

grossiers, pour attaquer des dogmes qui tiennent a un ordre de choses

tout different.

Du reste, quoique je considere les ^tres vivant aujourd'hui comme

provenant par la voie de reproduction de ceux des temps anciens,

je n'entends pas dire que I'homme doit reconnaitre un polype comme

la souche de sa noble race. Mais quand il serait vrai que I'espece

humaine aurait aussi subi des changements de formes dans la s^rie

des temps, cette circonstance ne ferait rien a I'existence du principe

immat^riel dont la religion nous apprend que Dieu a dou^ I'homme,

ce principe etant tout aussi compatible avec d'autres formes qu'avec

celle qui distingue I'homme d'aujourd'hui. Mais il y a plus, c'est

qu'aucun des faits constates par les observations g^ognostiques ne

peut 6tre consider^ comme destructif de la relation contenue dans

la Genese . . . (Geologie par J. J. D'Omalius-d'Halloy,
Bruxelles, Soci^te pour I'^mancipation intellectuelle, 259).

24*
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All those whose opinions we have so far cited came

before Darwin, and, as everybody knows, Darwin gave

the theory of evolution a new impulse and direction.

As for Darwin himself, obviously we cannot call him
as a witness on behalf of religion. He was an unbeliever,

or rather an agnostic. His education goes far to explain

this. He lost his mother when he was only eight years of

age; his father was a free-thinker, and the teacher of the

school to which he was sent was a Unitarian, that is, sub-

stantially, a rationalist. In spite of this he was at first an

orthodox Protestant, but in process of time he ceased to

believe in the Bible, and in the existence of God.

The enemies of religion will, none the less, find Darwin

an unsatisfactory standard-bearer. The grounds on which

he based his disbelief in the existence of God are thoroughly

unconvincing S and his attitude was never that of a man
certain of his position. The Duke of Argyll records a con-

versation which he had with Darwin about a year before

the death of the latter. "In the course of that conversation

I said to Mr. Darwin with reference to some of his own
remarkable works on the 'Fertilisation of Orchids' and upon
'The Earthworms' and various othet observations he made
of the wonderful contrivances for certain purposes in nature—
I said it was impossible to look at these without seeing that

they were the effect and the expression of mind. I shall

never forget Mr. Darwin's answer. He looked at me very

hard, and said : 'Well, that often comes over me with over-

whelming force ; but at other times', and he shook his head

vaguely, adding, 'it seems to go away'." *

To W. Graham, Darwin wrote in 1881: "You have ex-

pressed my inward conviction, though far more vividly and

clearly than I cojuld have done, that the Universe is not the

result of chance." To this declaration he adds an ex-

* V. its refutation e. g. in Bern. B o e d d e r , Natural Theology,

London 1891, 182— 200).

* Good Words, Ap. 1885, 244; cited by Fran ci s Darwin, The

life and letters of Charles Darwin I, London 1888, 316).
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pression of the "terrible doubt" that always beset his in-

cipient conviction on this point ^ — a doubt namely as to

whether the human mind was capable of attaining certainty

on such questions. But if we begin by distrusting our reason

we shall find ourselves brought to an absolute stop, and unable

even to determine whether two and two make four or five.

Darwin's position on all the higher issues of life remained

one of suspended judgment and irresolution. He was never,

he tells us himself, "an atheist in the sense of denying the

existence of God". He goes on to say that on the whole

(and as he grew older the description became more and

more accurate) "agnosticism" was a much truer characteri-

sation of his philosophical outlook ^ He wavered between

theism and atheism. If we bear in mind that he never

spent much systematic thought on religion and its relations

with science, and that speculation proper was very far from

being his forte , we shall see with what little effect his

authority can be invoked on the side of unbelief.

We have shown that, before the appearance of Darwin

there were many Christian savants who found no dif-

ficulty in reconciling evolution with religion. Is this still

possible, or has everything been radically changed by

the fact that evolution has been used as a battering-

ram to beat down Revelation? We do not incline to

this latter view : despite the tumult of Darwinism we

have always had both theologians and scientists who

were able to show that there are evolution-theories and

evolution-theories.

Let us take as an example Wilhelm Waag*en (f 1900),

a great scientist, and a Catholic whose faith bore the

test of pain and suffering. He was the first to extend

to Palaeontology the theory of evolution, in a book

dealing with a species of ammonites.

1 lb. 316.

* F. Darwin, Life of Ch. Darwin I 304.
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"Up to the present, Palagontology has been regarded as

a science all but identical with Zoology, the only difference

being that the one dealt with dead, the other with living, ani-

mals. But one point has been overlooked, namely, that in Palae-

ontology the chronological element is an essential feature

The method of exposition of the one must therefore differ

widely from that of the other ; for while in Zoology we have

simply to determine and describe the form of a living species,

in Palseontology we have, before all, to elucidate the historical

relations of various types, and the organic evolution of one

form out of another in process of time.

"It is natural that such a conception should lead us to set

up some form of the theory of transformism. If I cannot

profess any great affection for that extreme form of it which

is popularised to-day in so many books and lectures, I am
yet convinced that, within the area on which I have specia-

Hzed, such transmutations of species are to be met with. . .

.

But whether the whole organic world forms an unbroken

chain, every link of which is connected with and dependent

on its neighbour is a question which a scientist can hardly

hope to investigate to its depths : we are practically without

data for the determination of it."
^

Waagen, having, as he believes, established the fact of

evolution as far as the ammonites subradiatus is concerned,

continues

:

"The ground of this remarkable phenomenon is to be

sought, not in the external surroundings of the ammonites, but

in a law of its inner being, which guides and governs its

long evolution. This is an essential point on which I am
compelled to disagree with Darwin, for he ascribed all varia-

tions to the sole influence of environment." '

"It is", concludes Waagen*, "still undemonstrated whether

the leading types ot be found in the organic world are genetic-

ally connected, or, on the contrary, whether after the creation

1 W. Waagen, Die Formenreihe des Ammonites subradiatus,

Miinchen 1869, 4— 5. (E. W. Bene eke, Geognostisch-palaonto-

logische Beitriige, Miinchen 1876, Heft 2.)

* W, Waagen ante 61. * lb. 77 f.
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of the first organism, new organisms were not called into

existence by new acts of creation. Here is a vast field for

research. When once an hypothesis has been formulated

and given a sufficiently clear expression, it is the business

of science not to spin the hypothesis out in the air, but to

endeavour to bring to light irrefutable facts which shall de-

finitely establish or overthrow it. This is the proper and sole

use of research. ..."

A not less loyal Catholic than Waagen was K. A. Los-

sen. In 1874 he expressed himself as follows on the

question of evolution:

"As for the theory of descent I distinguish sharply be-

tween its application to the lower animals and its applica-

tion to man. As far as bodily structure goes, man stands

in such intimate relations with the lower animals, especially

with the monkey (he is much more akin to the latter e. g.

than the monkey is to the whale) that the more minute

differences which Zoology is able to discover between the

human frame and that of the ape, and of which so much
used to be made, do not seem to me to count. I find . . .

the real gulf between them in their psychical qualities, which

differ, not in degree, but in kind." "Language is and re-

mains the impassable chasm between man and the lower

animals. Assertions such as 'As language grows, mind comes

into existence', or 'language creates reason' are so obviously

nonsensical that we must treat them as deductions from a

materialistic theory, not as ideas of independent origin."

As for the theory of descent in general, Lossen declines

to make any final pronouncement. "To do that one needs

long experience, rich material, and zoological genius, three

things which I have not at command, though indeed a

number of people manage without their aid to become
enthusiastic Darwinians. But whether Theology and Philo-

sophy have any real interest in setting themselves absolutely

against every form of Darwinism, even the narrowest and

most guarded, Lvery much doubt. It is quite easy to con-

ceive the whole non-human, organic world as originating

from a primitive germ endowed by God with the capacity
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of development; in that case the whole rich variety of exi-

stence would have been contained potentially in the first

act of creation." He believes most firmly "that this concep-

tion is in no way hostile to the idea of a positive, revealed

religion." ^

Armand David also speaks in support of a modi-

fied form of the theory of evolution 2.

"It is a remarkable fact that certain classes of birds are

confined to certain districts ; they are represented there by

numerous species, which are nearly related to one another,

which play the same part in the same place. In other re-

gions they are completely lacking, although it would be

equally possible for them to live there, and their place has not

been filled by equivalent races. Thus the remarkable and
numerous family of the phasianidae includes more than forty

species, all of which are to be found in the neighbour-

hood of the Tibet Tableland, whilst on the rest of the globe,

no similar species are found. Similarly there are from 20

to 40 species of the family of the crateropods, which live in

the East and are very rich in individual specimens there, but

have no relations in Europe. Can we believe, in the face of

these and similar facts, that such a great number of related

species have been created from the beginning exactly as they

are now, and have all been located in one single spot on

the earth? Is it not more natural to look at the matter in

this way: When the chief types of animals had made their

appearance on this earth, when and how it pleased (iod —
for this will always be a secret for man — they underwent

transformations which separated them by degrees into dif-

ferent varieties , races and species ; they emigrated and

spread themselves about in the neighbourhood of their

place of origin? Thus we could understand how America,

for instance, possesses more than 400 species of colibri, whilst

in the rest of the tropics where these tiny creatures would

* Jahresbericht der Gorres-Gesellschaft fiir das Jahr 1895, Koln

1896, 16.

^ Les Missions catholiques 20, Lyon-Paris-Bruxelles i888, 247 f.
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find it just as easy to live, not a single one is in existence.

Any one who has studied Nature attentively, knows that

among all classes of animals, similar facts can be observed

and similar observations made."

Osvi^ald Heer and Fr. A. Quenstedt in their scientific

writings give constant expression to the firmness of their

religious belief. Both were opponents of Darwinism, but

not of every form of the theory of evolution. Heer's

position may be stated in the words of a memorial

article published shortly after his death i.

"In the last chapter of his 'Primitive World' Heer pro-

pounds his ideas on the development of the organic world. . .

.

They are broadly these : All the members of the organic

world are genetically connected one with another; the de-

velopment of species from one another takes place however,

not by a gradual, continuous process, but in a sporadic fashion,

the periods during which species remain fixed being much
longer than those in which new species are suddenly brought

into existence. Heer thus maintains that in the history of

the earth, relatively short 'periods of creation' alternate with

longer periods during which species remain fixed and un-

changing. Heer thus accepts in its completeness the kernel

of Darwinism, but he rejects the notion of continuous varia-

tion, and consequently that also of natural selection. In

lieu of the origin of species through evolution he posits

origin through 're-coining'. How this 're-coining' is effected

he leaves in doubt; the development of one species (from

another) remains for us a riddle." ^

* Reprinted in the Vierteljahrschrift der Naturforschenden Gesell-

schaft in Zilrich XXVIII, Zurich 1883, 313.

* Regarding Darwinism Heer says : "Es ist die Furcht vor der

ZweckmaOigkeit in der Natur und noch mehr vor dem dadurch not-

wendig gewordenen Zwecksetzer, welche manchen Naturforscher ver-

anlaCt hat, sich an die Lehre von der nattirlichen Zuchtwahl als

rettende Planke anzuklammern. ... Es ist dies aber ein sehr zer-

brechliches ReUungsmittel , wie K. E. v. Baer, der groCte Forscher
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Quenstedt also accepts a theory of evolution, though

not the Darwinian theory. After treating of the species

of animals which succeed one another in the history

of the earth he says ^

:

"Were we to suppose that these countless species were
called into life by repeated acts of creation only to be in

time utterly destroyed, what explanation would be possible

of the fact that types once established continue to repeat

themselves after the same model? For example, the thin-

shelled lingula runs back in an unbroken line to the oldest

mussels: more than one hundred species of it have been

unearthed in transition rocks, and they are not confined

to these, but are to be found in every marine formation.

In our clay-coals every blow of the hammer in certain

layers brings a large number to view, and this toughest

of all organisms is to be found to-day, alive and flourishing,

in the tropics. In spite of superficial differences they are as

like one another as eggs. Surely we are warranted in con-

cluding that the life-thread of this family was never broken,

but that all its members have sprung from the same source. .

."

As a further example Quenstedt^ instances the Nautilus

which is found in the oldest formations, and which is as

like the living Nautilus umbilicatus of the Indian Ocean "as

mother to daughter". "Since the very beginning of my
scientific career I have been an enthusiastic supporter of the

theory of evolution. As I have often said jestingly, though

the saying greatly shocked some of my older colleagues,

were I the Lord God, I should have managed things in just

the same way. To create a conscious life, and then let it

die out in its agony, were the work of a cold though per-

haps an infinite Power ; there is warmth and wisdom in the

plan of creating a primitive germ in which all creation lies

auf dem Gebiet der Entwicklungsgeschichte . . ., nachgewiesen hat"

(Die Urwelt der Schweiz, Zurich 1883, Vorwort x).

* Die Schopfung der Erde und ihre Bewohner, Stuttgart 1882, 39 f.

« lb. 41.
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implicit, and in evolving from it all that is to be called into

existence by the kindlier way of generation. . .
."

On the theory of a struggle for life, "which can

be accepted only in a limited number of cases", and

on that of natural selection, Quenstedt comments as

follows 1

:

"Yonder giraffe (as Darwin would say) got its long neck,

not by continual stretching, but by natural selection. Africa

was once visited by a great drought, everything on the sur-

face of the soil was withered ; only those animals survived

whose long necks enabled them to feed on the leaves of

the trees, and all the short-necks perished utterly. The
long-necks transmitted their peculiarity to their descendants;

and such famines, frequently repeated, inevitably produced

the giraffe. These are the sort of notions that delight our

present-day men of science, and in spite of that they still

have the impudence to turn up their noses at Noah's Ark."

Twenty years earlier the great geologist had written :

"It is a much more probable conjecture that at no time

did nature completely break the thread of life, but that she

developed one living species from another. . . . Over the

'How?' of this process, nature has dropped a veil which per-

haps we shall never lift. In such questions where the mind
finds nothing to lay firm hold of, feeling comes in to supply

the lack. And for myself, a Power which destroys to-day

what to-morrow it will be compelled to rebuild, appeals

less to me than one which deposits all creation germinally

in a primitive being and unfolds it by a gradual and ordered

evolution." ^

We have already quoted the criticism of the physio-

logist Volkmann on evolution.

Alexander Braun, the botanist , accepts the

theory in its essentials. But he follows Heer in positing

» lb. 46 f.

* Epochen der Natur, Tubingen 1861, 60; cf. 831.
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periods of fixation of species as well as periods of

transformation. "A process of evolution without such

resting points can hardly be conceived." 1

Amongst English-speaking evolutionists we may appeal

first of all to Dana. Of the evolutionary hypothesis

in general he writes:

"There is no discordance with the Biblical account of

Creation, since, in it, there is one 'fiat' for the first intro-

duction of life and only three others for that of the animal

kingdom ; and moreover, the language implies growth for

the rest, through laws estabHshed by the fiats."
^

And to explain the creation of man he invokes ^

:

"the special act of a Being above Nature, whose supreme

will is not only the source of natural law, but the working

force of Nature herself.

The American botanist Asa Gray published a book

in which he set himself to prove that the theory of

natural selection is in no way at variance with theo-

logy^. Lord Kelvin, the first of English physicists,

has written strongly, not against evolution as such, but

against that form of it which dismisses as superfluous

' A. B r a u n , Uber die Bedeutung der Entwicklung in der Natur-

geschichte, Berlin 1872, 25.

2 Manual of Geology 603—604. * lb.

* Natural Selection not inconsistent with Natural Theology, London

1 86 1. — Asa Gray (iSio— 1888) enjoyed a very high reputation in

America. "Everyone wanted to see him. Strangers waited in the garden

to catch a glimpse of his venerable head at the window of his

favourite room" (Memoirs and Proceedings of the Manchester literary

and philosophical Society, 4. Ser., I, Manchester 1888, 95). Cf. Be-

richte der deutschen botanischen Gesellschaft VI, Berlin 1 888, XXXI f.

lb. XXXVII : "Obgleich Gray ein frommes Mitglied der orthodoxen

Kirche war, konnte er doch keinen Widerspruch zwischen Darwinismus

und Religion sehen."
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1

all idea of purposiveness or finality i. An upholder of

the theory of evolution was the celebrated geologist,

Charles Lyell. Concerning its philosophico-religious

bearing he says, for exainple, at the end of his book on

the Age of Man 2;

"None of the authors above cited, while they admit fully

the analogy which exists between the faculties of man and
the inferior animals, are disposed to underrate the enormous
gap, which separates man from the brutes, and if they scarce-

ly allow him to be referable to a distinct order, and much
less to be a separate sub- class, on purely physical grounds,

it does not follow, that they would object to the reasoning

of M. Quatrefages, who says, in his work on the Unity of

the Human Species, that Man must form a kingdom by him-

self, if once we permit his moral and intellectual endowments

to have their due weight in classification." Lyell then quotes

the passage in which Quatrefages sums up what he takes to

be the characteristic marks distinguishing man from the ani-

mals. These the French scientist finds, not in anatomical

differences, nor even in the functions of perception and

evolution, but in the exclusively human faculty of appre-

hending abstract ideas of good and bad, right and wrong,

virtue and vice, in the exclusively human belief in a super-

natural world and supernatural beings — or a single such

Being — whom man fears and reverences. Quatrefages, in

two words, finds the differentia of man in his capacity for

religion and morality '.

"But", adds Lyell, "he omits to notice one essential cha-

racter which Dr. Sumner, the late Archbishop of Canterbury,

brought out in strong relief fifty years ago in his 'Records

of Creation'. 'There are writers', he observes, 'who have

taken an extraordinary pleasure in levelling the broad di-

' Ante p. 36.

* The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man, with remarks

on theories of the origin of species by variation, London 1863, 495 f-

* Cf. A. de Quatrefages, Hist, gen^rale des Races humaines,

Paris 1887, 4—6.
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stinction which separates Man from the brute creation.

Misled to a false conclusion by the infinite variety of Na-

ture's productions they have described a chain of existence

connecting the vegetable with the animal world, and the

different orders of animals one with another so as to rise

by an almost imperceptible gradation from the tribe of

Simiae to the lowest of the human race, and from these

upwards to the most refined. But if a comparison were to

be drawn, it should be taken not from the upright form,

which is by no means confined to mankind, nor even from

the vague term reason, which cannot always be accurately

separated from instinct, but from that power of progressive

and improvable reason, which is Man's exclusive and pe-

culiar endowment.

"It has been sometimes alleged, and may be founded in

fact, that there is less difference between the highest brute

animal and the lowest savage than between the savage and

the most improved man. But in order to warrant the pre-

tended analogy, it ought to be also true that this lowest

savage is no more capable of improvement than the Chim-

panzee or Orang-Outang.

'"Animals', he adds, 'are born what they are intended

to remain. Nature has bestowed upon them a certain rank,

and limited the extent of their capacity by an impassable

decree. Man she has empowered and obliged to become
the artificer of his own rank in the scale of beings by the

peculiar gift of improvable reason.'"

Having quoted a passage from Agassiz in which the latter

writes in a somewhat exaggerated strain of the points of

resemblance between man and the animals, Lyell goes on:

"We cannot imagine this world to be a place of trial

and moral discipline for any of the inferior animals, nor

can any of them derive comfort or happiness from faith in

a hereafter. To man alone is given this belief, so consonant

to his reason, so congenial to the religious sentiments im-

planted by nature in his soul, a doctrine which tends to

raise him morally and intellectually in the scale of being,

and the fruits of which are therefore most opposite in cha-

racter to those which grow out of error and delusion."
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Lyell concludes by saying : "We may imagine that events

and operations in general go on in virtue simply of forces

communicated at the first and without any subsequent inter-

ference, or we may hold that now and then, and only now
and then, there is a direct interposition of the Deity, or

lastly, we may suppose that all the changes are carried on
by the immediate, orderly and constant, however infinitely

diversified action of the intelligent, efficient Cause. They
who maintain that the origin of an individual, as well as

the origin of a species or a genus, can be explained only

by the direct action of the creative Cause, may retain their

favourite theory compatibly with the doctrine of transmuta-

tion." '

Albert Gaudry, Professor of Palaeontology at

the Natural History Museum of Paris, formulates as

follows the central idea of his book "On the Inter-

relations of the Members of the Animal Kingdom during

Geological Times" : "So long as we confine our attention

to actually living animals it is impossible to establish ge-

netic relations between them. But Palaeontology comes

to our aid, and shows that, in addition to those actually

living, a multitude of others have appeared on the earth

at various times. To these earlier earth-dwellers, science

now has to put the question : 'Are you isolated existences

that have sprung up here and there in the immense tract

of time, without any clearer or more comprehensible order

than that of the flowers in our meadows? Or are you

in bonds of relationship one with another, and under

the apparent diversity of nature shall we discover in

time the plan through which the Infinite Author has

stamped on all things the stamp of His unity.''' This

effort to unveil the plan of creation is the task to which

all science is to-day applying itself."

' The Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man , London

1863, 505.
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"Palaeontologists are not agreed as to the manner

in which the plan has been realised. One school, im-

pressed by the many lacunae in the history of the earth

as known to us, believes in the independence of species,

and maintains that the Creator brought the plants and

animals of geological times into existence one by one,

but in such a way, as to suggest in their structure that

filiation which really exists only in thought. Others,

impressed on the contrary by the rapidity with which

these lacunae are filled up, maintain that this filiation

is material and genetic, and that the divine method was

to evolve each successive species from a living prede-

cessor. Personally I prefer this latter hypothesis, but

whether it be adopted or not, it would be impossible

to doubt the actual presence of a plan. The day will

come, I doubt not, when Palaeontology will unveil this

plan, and that day will be a glorious one, for if the

details of nature are so magnificent, how sublime must

its inspiring idea be!"^

"If I have attempted", concludes Gaudry, "in this book

to bring forward certain arguments in favour of evolution,

I have deliberately avoided discussion of the methods

by which the Creator has produced those changes of

which Palaeontology shows us the picture. One theory

of the means adopted is what is called Darwinism.

. . . Assuredly the subject is one which demands the

attentive study of scientists. But I have to confess my
incompetence to deal with it. My task has been simply

to draw attention to those tokens of interrelation which

I think I perceive between the earth-dwellers of geo-

^ Les enchatnements du monde animal dans les temps g^ologiques.

Fossiles primaires, Paris 1883, 3.
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logical times. It is for the physiologists ... to tell how
the variations are produced to-day, and consequently

how they were probably produced in remote ages." ^

We find nothing here of the "atheistical implications"

of evolution. Gaudry himself says, with regard to the

remarkable discoveries made by him at Pikermi in Greece,

that they filled him with reverence and gratitude to

God 2.

G. J. Romanes (f 1894), a friend of Darwin, began

his career as a resolute opponent of the teleological

interpretation of nature, but the course of time and of

reflection led him back to a conviction of the existence

of God and to Christian faith and practice 3. The circum-

stances of his life are still fresh in the general memory
and it is unnecessary to detail them.

"Through the misuse", writes E. Wasmann-*, "which

Monism, especially the Monism of Haeckel, has made

of evolution, through the employment of it as a weapon

against theism, many conservative theologians have been

persuaded that the idea of evolution is intrinsically and

irreconcilably at variance with Christian belief." We

* Les enchainements. Mammiferes tertiaires. (Nouveau tirage

conforme k I'edition de 1873.) P^"s s. a. (1895), 257-

2 Quelle ampleur de formes et quelle vari6t6 sur le theatre de

la vie ! Betes g^antes et innombrables de Pikermi , la pens^e de

vos imposantes cohortes a souvent transport^ mon esprit; je ne peux

songer a vous sans m'^lever jusqu'a I'Artiste infini dont vous etes

I'ouvrage, et sans lui dire merci de nous faire assister aux grandes

scenes qui semblaient reservees pour lui seul, jusqu'au jour oil a 6le

souleve le voile sous lequel la paleontologie etait cachee. L. c. 259.

^ G. J. Romanes, Gcdanken ilber Religion. Die religiose Ent-

wicklung eines Naturforschers vom Atheismus zum Christentum. Heraus-

gegeben von C h. Gore. Ubersetzt von E. Dennert, Gottingen 1899.

* Stimmen aus Maria-Laach LXIII, Freiburg 1902, 296.

Kneller, Christianity. 25
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have shown by our appeal to men of science how
groundless is this view. We have quoted the words

of scientists of the first rank who were evolutionists

without ceasing to be Christians, and who vehemently

denied that the two were opposed to each other.

The theory of evolution is not, therefore, atheistical.

Whether it is in accord with the actual facts of nature,

as observed and analysed by science, it is not the pur-

pose of this book to enquire.

i



RETROSPECT.

We have now completed our survey of the various

departments of science. The question which we set before

ourselves was this: Must the science of the nineteenth

century as a whole be regarded as hostile to religion?

Or in other words : Do the leaders of science in that

century exhibit such unanimity on ultimate problems,

and such vehemence of unbelief as justifies popularizers

of anti-Christian thought in resting their case on the

authority of "Science" and "the scientist"?

To that question a resolute "No!" must be returned

by any honest enquirer. It is perfectly true that in

many of our Universities, professors can be found 'to

support the interpretation of science which we have com-

bated; and that this temper of mind forces itself from

time to time on public notice. But how many of these

University Professors are likely to live in the history

of research for as long even as a hundred years, or to be

called up as witnesses to the religious or the irreligious

import of science ? Not very many, we should imagine

;

but we are content to leave them, in common with other

living scientists, to the appraisement of posterity. One

thing is certain. If in our survey of the nineteenth

century we have regard only to the pioneers and torch-

bearers of physical research, the result of our enquiry

will be far from inimical to religion.
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We have not in these pages adopted a merely statistical

point of view. In other words, we have not made out a list

of great scientists who died between 1800 and 1900, as-

certained whether each was a believer or an unbeliever,

and then counted up the numbers on both sides. Such

a proceeding was both impossible, for lack of adequate

data, and unnecessary.

The scientists to whom we have made appeal may
be divided into two classes. In the first are to be

ranked those who accepted at least the existence of

God, and of a spiritual principle in man, whatever further

development they gave to their religious views. We
are warranted in calling these as witnesses favourable

to Christianity. For if the assault of science is to be

successful, the points of attack must be those natural

truths which form the basis of Christian belief. How
else could the two be brought into conflict? The possibi-

lity of miracles, the question as to whether God, for

the purpose of a special revelation, is able to suspend

the uniform course of natural laws, must be decided by

a study of the nature of God and not by physical

science. For physical science has as its sole purpose

and province the study of the uniform course of natural

laws. The historical fact that, in Christ, God gave a

Revelation to the human race, can by no possibility con-

flict with the laws of Chemistry and Zoology. The con-

tent of that Revelation can in no way clash with Astro-

nomy and Geology. The theologian concerns himself

only with the primal source and cause of things, and

leaves an absolutely free hand to the scientist in deter-

mining their established qualities and uniformities. The

points of contact of science and theology, therefore,

are confined to the two problems specified. As to the
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bearing of the one department of knowledge on the

other we have appealed to a great number of authori-

tative names, and we might without much trouble, have

largely increased the listi.

The second group comprises those who were in the

fullest sense Christians, very many of them being Catho-

lics. Our list is very far from complete, but we have

been able to adduce a goodly number, and every

name is a name of the first importance. To put in

concrete form the result of our investigation, let us

* Among geologists may be mentioned, as representing S. America,

Ignatius Domeyko, Professor of Mineralogy and Geology at Santiago;

he was a Pole by birth and died in 1889; as representing S. Australia

J. E. Ten ni son Woods, died at Sydney 1889, Vicar General of the

Bishop of Adelaide , an authority on the geology of the southern

Continent, Most of these sections, which we have purposely not

treated in detail, can naturally be further developed, e. g. the section

on Zoology. Henri-Marie Ducrotay de Blainville (f 1850),

a zoologist of high merit, made no secret of his belief in Chris-

tianity, laid great stress on the activity of final causes, and wrote

a work on the relations between religion and science. J. F. Blum en-

bach (f 1840) speaks in his works of God as the Creator of

nature. Henry Milne-Edwards (f 1885), one of the most

celebrated of modern zoologists, declared openly that he could not

understand the wonders of nature as being the result of mere chance.

The botanist Tulasne, whose name has been mentioned above be-

queathed his botanic library to the Catholic Institute in Paris, and

wished to further the honour and glory of God by his works. Of

the celebrated surgeon J oh. Nep. NuCbaum (f 1890) even the

Mtinchener Allgemeinc Zeitung writes (1890, Beil. 260): "NuObaum

war ein glaubensstarkes Glied seiner Kirche ; ohne diese Kraft des

Glaubens, ohne das Positive desselben ware seine ganze Personlich-

keit gar nicht zu denken und zu verstehen." His last words were

:

"Gelobt sei Jesus Christus" (Germania, 4. November 1890, Nr. 254,

2. Blatt; cf. Nr. 253, i. Blatt). Among those who have recently

died may be mentioned Adolfo Cancani Montani (f 29. May

T 904), an excellent seismologist and a Catholic of child-like piety.
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imagine a Samaritan of unbelief, a man so passionately

hostile to Christianity as to reject in science and in

practical life all aid or help that comes from a Christian

hand. In what a sorry plight would he not find him-

self! If he turns to Chemistry he will have to go his

way without Berzelius, Dumas, Liebig, Sainte-Claire

Deville, Chevreul ; in other words, he will have to re-

discover practically the whole of modern Chemistry.

If he fixes on Electricity he will have to put aside the

work of Galvani, Volta, Ampere, and Faraday; if on

Optics, he must step back over the despised discoveries

of Fresnel, Fraunhofer, and Fizeau to the old theories

of emission; if on the Theory of Heat he must reject

Mayer and Joule. As for Astronomy, when he has

shorn away the discoveries made possible by Fraun-

hofer's telescope, and the work of Leverrier and Laplace,

there will be very little left. So much for speculative

science. And what of practical life, of trade and com-

merce, art and industry?

Our consistent unbeliever will have to light his house

with tallow candles, for stearine comes to him from the

Catholic hands of Chevreul; and he cannot use electri-

city without tribute, in the very quantitative termino-

logy in which his bill is calculated, to the Catholic names

Ampere and Volta. Aluminium he must refuse and

abandon, for he owes it to the Catholic Sainte-Claire

Deville. He cannot continue to pasteurize his wine; he

cannot use Schonbein's collodium in photography, nor

can he use water-glass or cement. His medicine will

have to manage without Pelletier's quinine, Laennec's

auscultation, and Pasteur's whole fabric of bacteriology.

The list of necessary abnegations might be continued

almost at pleasure. It has been pushed far enough to
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show the retrogression and utter bankruptcy in which

science would be plunged by the rejection of the work

of Christian, or even merely of Catholic, pioneers.

It is to be hoped that nobody will raise the objection

that many scientists of the first eminence, such asVirchow,

Du Bois-Reymond, Tyndall or Berthelot, can be called

up on the side of unbelief. That we have made no

attempt to deny. We set out simply to show that

there is no justification for writing of "Science" as in-

trinsically and necessarily hostile to religion, and that

the alleged unanimity of scientists on the matter simply

does not exist. It does not in the least weaken our

contention to show that many of the admitted leaders

of science were unbelievers, and enemies of religious

belief. We have been concerned simply to exhibit the

spectacle of men of genius in the full glory of their

renown as scientists, accepting the teachings of Christia-

nity with fervour and simplicity of mind. When a dis-

ciple of the school of Elea, had proved conclusively to

another Greek philosopher that the idea of motion is

self-contradictory, and that, consequently, motion is im-

possible, his hearer replied, not by argument, but by

simply walking up and down. He adduced the fact of

motion as a proof of the possibility of it. We have

ventured to follow the same tactics in reply to the asser-

tion that religion and science are irreconcilable. There

are in this case other methods of reply, but the one

which we have chosen is perhaps the simplest.

Nobody has, so far as we know, attempted to show

that the majority of scientists of the first order have

thrown the weight of their authority against religion,

nor would such a project have much hope of success.

On the contrary the greater minds of science have ever
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shown warmer friendship and reverence for religion than

the lesser, and the more they meditated on the funda-

mental problems of life the more friendly they became.

Men like Ampere, Volta, Cauchy, and Maxwell found

in science not a confutation but a confirmation of Christia-

nity. There never was a more earnest and passionate

opponent of materialism than G. A. Hirn. At the meet-

ing of the British Association at Belfast in 1 874, Tyndall

used the presidential chair as a pulpit of materialism,

but one had to go no further than his audience to find

a man like Maxwell, at least his equal in science, who
absolutely rejected his manifesto and dismissed it in a

set of doggerel verses. In the writings of the French

Positivists we find all speculation as to the ultimate

nature of things brusquely dismissed as "metaphysical"

and unscientific. But against this sentence of death on

metaphysics we can appeal to the declaration of Heinrich

Hertz 1
(t 1 894). "No idea that forces itself on the in-

tellect is in any way weakened by being called meta-

physical. The intellect, as such, has its needs which

certain scientists are pleased to call metaphysical,"

We find also a great many scientists who began with

Monism, but diverged further and further from it with

the progress of their researches. We may appeal for

instances to Haeckel who is certainly not a prejudiced

witness in this regard. He cites as examples of this

"psychological metamorphosis" the two most famous

scientists of our time, Virchow and Du Bois-Reymond,

and later Wundt, and Von Baer 2. Virchow was at first

a convinced materialist, and in 1856 he declared his

* Die Prinzipien der Mechanik, Leipzig 1894, 28.

2 Die Weltratsel, Bonn 1899, 108 f ii6f 118 207 f.
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firm conviction that he would never waver from that

position. "Unfortunately this 'conviction' proved a grave

delusion; for 28 years later, he put forward principles

completely at variance with those which he had formerly

advocated." 1 Wundt came to regard the first edition

of his "Lectures on Comparative Psychology" as a "sin

of his youth", and in the second edition he expressed

radically different opinions. The first edition was "purely

monistic and materialistic", the second "purely dualistic

and spiritualistic" 2. Haeckel's statement of the change

in Wundt's position is somewhat exaggerated, but he

is quite right in signalising the fact that the scientists,

whom he quotes, came in process of time and thought

to a more and more complete recantation of their ori-

ginal declarations 3.

lb. 109. ' lb. 117.

* In one of his last essays (on Neo- Vitalism) printed in the

Deutsche Rundschau 8i, Berlin 1894, 384—401) Du Bois-Reymond

(f 1896) recognises the statement, that the world derives its existence

from an act of divine omnipotence, as a conclusion confirmed by

science. One can only think with Leibniz that divine omnipotence

"vor unvordenklicher Zeit durch Einen Schopfungsakt die ganze

Materie so geschaffen habe , daC nach den ihr mitgegebenen unver-

briichlichen Gesetzen da , wo die Bedingungen fdr Entstehen und

P'ortbestehen von Lebewesen vorhanden waren . . . einfachste Lcbe-

wesen entstanden , aus denen ohne weitere Nachhilfe die heutige

organische Natur, von einer Urbazille bis zum Palmenwalde . . . ward"

(p. 400). This is almost identical with St. Augustine's view of creation

by a single act of God, and his theory of rationes seminales. Du Bois-

Reymond is in complete accord with these sentiments, because Dar-

winism has not justified the hopes which were placed in it. "Nach-

dem die Darwinsche Lehre den oben geschilderten Triumphzug ge-

halten hatte, verflog nach einiger Zeit der Rausch. Von verschiedenen

Seiten her erhoben sich lauter und immer lauter Zweifel an der

Strenge ron Darwins BeweisfUhrungen" etc. (p. 397).

25 ••
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Lichtenberg says somewhere that in society he often

professed to be an atheist, exercitii gratia. Sebastian

Brunner, a man of great insight and experience, relates

that while in his youth, he was wont to scoff at those

of his comrades who were openly pious, he none the

less never failed to say the prayers "in his little prayer-

book", morning and evening, and he adds that on en-

quiry he found this to be a very common "psychological

phenomenon" i. If this was the case in Brunner's day,

still more is it so in ours; unbelief is the ruling fashion,

and to confess one's faith in Jesus Christ and his Church

is to ensure bitter criticism and contempt. It needs

courage to stand out against so strong a current of

opinion. But in spite of this "psychological pheno-

menon", it is a fact as firmly established as any obser-

vation of science, that mankind in general has ever been

on the side of belief, and that religion has its root deep

in the core of the human heart. The mass of huma-

nity gives way very readily to superstition, but not to

scepticism. The Cagliostros, Saint-Germains, and Mes-

mers of the eighteenth century, the table-turners and

spiritists of the nineteenth are a conclusive proof of

this. Man is naturally religious in mind and heart; and

the blatant unbelief of the newspapers and the popu-

larizers springs from no profound and ingrained conviction.

A great part of it, at least, must be regarded as a mere

current fashion, a phenomenon not of philosophy but

of "good tone".

It will perhaps be said in reply to our contention

that if science is not hostile, yet it certainly is not

^ G. Chr. Lichtenbergs Vermischte Schriften I, Gottingen

1867, 15. S. Brunner, Woher und Wohin III 94.
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actively favourable to Christian belief. That, at all events,

is its general reputation ; and how could this reputation

be acquired without some adequate cause.? To this

latter question we cannot undertake to reply in detail.

We have shown that it rests on no defensible basis.

Its origin is probably to be sought in the fact that the

scientific apostles of unbelief possess, in a much fuller

measure than their Christian colleagues, the faculty of

getting themselves talked about. Everybody in Ger-

many knows the names of Haeckel and Karl Vogt, and

everybody in England knows the names of Tyndall and

Huxley. Men who count for very much more in the

progress of general research are not known beyond an

extremely limited circle. One meets many and many

an educated man, who has only the vaguest acquaintance

with such names as Fresnel and Fizeau, Dumas and

Chevreul, or perhaps no acquaintance at all. It is not

hard to understand how this state of affairs has arisen.

Scientists are no more than human; and in the nine-

teenth century many of them, growing weary of the

stern and solitary business of research , strayed into

easier paths, and put their imaginations at the service

of unestablished but fascinating hypotheses. Some of

them set up as wandering missionaries of the new "scien-

tific" gospel, and went from town to town drawing

all the world to their lectures; others, in brilliantly in-

accurate manuals and treatises, "brought the new philo-

sophy within the range of everybody of average edu-

cation". The newspapers were filled with their names;

they became the storm-centres of controversy, the staple

of conversation. They were the only scientists known

to the great public, and every word that fell from their

lips was accepted as the authoritative pronouncement
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of "science". The appeal made in their writings to the

conquests of science never failed of sympathetic listeners

;

and they, the spokesmen of science, must they not have

her authentic word? But all the while the true masters

of science were busy at something other than lecture

tours; they spoke, indeed, but not in halls given over

as a rule to concerts and dances. They were labouring

with a fierce zeal in their laboratories, lecturing and

writing to audiences of trained scientists, and in a

learned idiom. They shrank from publicity, partly per-

haps because they lacked the facile fluency of the popu-

larizers, partly because they had no desire to be drawn

into newspaper controversies. They remained silent,

and the impression produced by their silence recalls a

homely image. In a pond while the fishes hold their

peace the frogs do not fail to croak with raucous vehe-

mence; and common speech, ignoring the fishes, des-

cribes the whole as a frog-pond 1

We find something of the same state of affairs in

popular biographies of the great scientists. Full details

are given of the personal life and political convictions of

the subject of the biography, but we often seek in vain

for so much as a hint of his attitude towards the funda-

mental questions of philosophy and religion. It will

have been observed throughout our quotations that, as

a rule, the commemorative notices of great scientists —
though one or two exceptions are to be noted — con-

tain appreciations of the religious convictions of the de-

ceased only when the author of the notice chances to

be himself on the side of religion. One may read, for

instance, the memorial speech of Arago on Volta, from

the first syllable to the last without finding a single

hint that Volta was a fervent believer. Gumbel's notices
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of famous geologists in the "Compendium of German

National Biography" exhibit the same extraordinary omis-

sion. When a statue of Ampere was, in 1888, erected

in his native town of Lyons none of the orators ad-

verted to the fact that he was a loyal and ardent Catholic.

Moreover the statue exhibits him standing with a pile of

books behind him, and on one of them is carved in large

capitals, Encydopidie 1 ^ The natural inference of the

uninformed must be that Ampere was an adherent of

the Encyclopaedists, whereas his sole relation to them

was that he read them in his youth, and rejected them

in his maturity. In an issue of "Die Natur" (1883,

Nr. 2, p. 18) we came upon a memoir of Joule, in which

the passages which we have quoted on an earlier page

were embodied. Joule's references to the Creator w-ere,

however, excised without a word of explanation or com-

ment 2. We also call to mind reading, in another popular

review, an article on Schwann in which the great disco-

verer of the animal cell was represented as a thorough

materialist. We, on the Catholic side, display a culpable

indifference with regard to such matters as these. It is

true that we rest on the authority of Christ, and not

on that of this or the other scientist. But our in-

difference, combined with active concealment or mis-

representation on the part of our opponents, casts a

veil of obscurity over the true state of things in science.

Still another cause may have contributed to bring

science into ill repute. It was not assuredly in our day

' V. sketch in La Nature II, Paris 1888, 337.

* Joule, according to the translator, was bom in 1818 at Salford in

Christmas-Eve. Christmas-Eve is, in German, Weihnachtsabend, and Sal-

ford is not situated in "Weihnachtsabend", but is a large town ad-

joining Manchester.
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that controversialists, friendly and hostile, began to re-

present science as essentially irreligious. In the seven-

teenth century the English Royal Society incurred the

denunciation of religious opinion in London as ten-

ding to belittle the Holy Scriptures, and to draw people

away from the Christian belief Critics of to-day form

a very different estimate of the seventeenth century;

they hold up the firmness and fervour of its belief as a

reproach to our "godless" age. In a newspaper of the

year 1841, which came casually into our hands, we read

an article defending the scientists of that day against

the imputation cast on them of atheism and revolutio-

nary ideas. To-day some of us are willing to cast the

same imputation on our contemporaries, but we speak

of 1 84 1 as the "good, old time" of unshaken belief.

How is this puzzling phenomenon to be explained?

If we are not mistaken, it results from the fact that

we judge past epochs by the names which have sur-

vived the sifting process of time. English science of

the seventheenth century means for us Newton and

Boyle. Newton and Boyle were both deeply religious

men, and we transfer the attribute to their age in general,

being content to pass over those of their less distin-

guished contemporaries, who were also, perhaps, less

pious. At the end of the eighteenth century the Pro-

fessors of the University of Pavia were very far from

being all Christians, and some of them made the life

of their colleague Volta sufficiently miserable. But the

twentieth has found no reason for remembering any of

them except Volta, and Volta alone.

St. Thomas Aquinas says somewhere that a true know-

ledge of nature fashions the mind of man more fully

to the image of God, for such knowledge is not too
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low for the Divine Reason, St. Thomas goes on to

praise the useful function of science which delivers men
from fantastic superstitions such, for example, as astro-

logy i. The attitude of the Church towards science is,

then, very far from hostile; and if we have seemed in

these pages to take up a position of distrust and 'de-

fence, it is not of true science that we are distrustful,

but of the misuse of it, attempted by many popular

writers. Our first object has been the vindication of

religion, but our second has been the vindication of science

itself as against extravagant fantasies.

Mathias Claudius writes at the end of a passage in

which he makes appeal to Bacon, Boyle, and Newton 2;

"I do not deny, Andres, that I find great joy in the words

of Francis Bacon, of Robert Boyle, of Isaac Newton. Not
indeed, for the sake of religion ; religion can neither gain

nor lose at the hands of scientists, be they great or small.

But I feel cheered by this spectacle of men of much industry

and resolution, men who have grown grey in the service of

science, and who know more of nature and the ways of

nature than all the world beside. ... I feel cheered to see

men of such character and genius, not priding themselves

on their wisdom, but, hat in hand, humble and eager to

learn, drawing close to the altar of the sublime mysteries

of God. I feel cheered, Andres, and I recover all my old

enthusiasm for learning, which crowns her servants with the

richest gifts without allowing their reason to be clouded by

pride, and themselves to be degraded to foolish scoffers and

mockers. And it has an amazingly different effect, Andres,

to see, on the other side, the crowds of light sciolists defiling

by, their hats on their heads, their noses contemptuously in

the air. . .
."

More than one savant has bitterly lamented the ill

repute into which science has been brought by "scientists"

• Contra Gentiles lib. 2, cap. 2 3. * Werke VI, Wien 1844, 161.
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of this Stamp. We have quoted Joseph Hyrtl to this

effect. We may well conclude with the words of another

Austrian master who regards science , not as some-

thing to be excused and defended, but as the most

effective of all weapons for the overthrow of materialism.

Andreas Von Baumgartner says ^

:

"Natural science is able, above all, to expose the

contradictions of materialism, and to show its untenable-

ness, whether it has sprung from the soil of history,

or from that of philosophy, or some other science.

This consideration should suffice to dissipate the anxiety

of those who regard the study of nature as fraught

with peril to the young. In point of fact, science,

rightly directed, is the best and most stable barrier

against error; and, more than any other branch of

learning, it leads us to recognise the universe as the

temple of the Almighty."

We agree; but the "right direction" is to be found

only in a solid discipline in philosophy.

1 V. p. 295.
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Vierordt, Von 313.

Virchow 392.

Volkmann A. W. 308.— Rich. Von 333.
Volta A. 114.

W.
Waagen 293 373.
Wagner R. 307.

Wappaus 225.

Weber Wilh. 144.

Westermaier 363.

Whewell 224, note.

Wigand 360.

Willkomm 359.
Wolf R. III.

Wolfe 12.

Wundt 392.

Wurtz 212.
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